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Preface 

The Spacecraft Electromagnetic Interference Workshop was held to permit an 
exchange of idea- and experiences peculiar to the design, integration, testing, and 
operation of spacecraft. Although tite scientific experimenter is also a participant 
in each of these phases, there has been only a limited amount of exchange between 
the spacecraft and launch vehicle personnel and the scientific experimenters. It 
was particularly d~sired to bridge this information exchange gap with this 
workshop. 

The spark which ignited interest in this workshop was a realization, by the 
Mariner Venus 07 Program and Project offices, that it was only through special 
efforts and a great deal of cooperation between the spacecraft engineers and tHe 
experimenters that the electromagnetic interference problems of that program had 
been solved, resulting in a successful flight. Until that time, the value of a thor
ough electromagnetic interference program had not been fully realized by either 
project management or experimenters. Presentations at the workshop by space
craft and vehicle engineers and experimenters forced recognition of the disparity 
between the various concepts of spacecraft electromagnetic interference and, at 
the same time, narrowed the information ga:, between these groups. 

It is believed that these workshop proceedings will furnish valuable information 
on the problems associated with the integration of hardware on spacecraft, espe
cially concerning the scientific experiments, that is not readily available else
where. The practical experiences related in several papers also highlight problems 
that are peculiar to the aerospace industry. It is hoped that all workshop partici
pants will find here material of continuing interest and value. 

As with earlier workshops at JPL, the entire proceedings were recorded so that 
all inf(Jrmation exchanged and presented could be documented and made avail
able to the participants. Although it was desired that the workshop cover the 
practical aspects of electromagnetic interference and not be too forr •. al in nature, 

~ it was felt that formal presentations would be necessary to stimulate and serve 
as a framework for the general question and discussion periods following each 
presentation. For the majority of the papers presented, formal manuscripts have 
been fUJ'Q~ed for publication in these procec:'dinis. The few remaining presen
tations were~Q from the recordings made at the work~hop. Similarly, sup
plemental remarks ~ade1>y~e various authors and the questions and discussions 
from the audience have been'eiltracted from these recordings for publication. 
Between the various typists giving their interpretation to the spoken word, my 
attempts to make it look intelligible in print, and the technical editors' efforts to 
make it sound better, it is hoped that we have not misconstrued the intent of any 
speaker. If we have, I ask for your forbearance. 

I wish to thank all those who attended this workshop and particularly those 
who gave of their time in preparing for and pr~senting a paper at the workshop. 
Also, thanks are due those who handled the workshop arrangements and corre
spondence and contributed to the final publication of these proceedings. 
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Welcoming Remarks 

Dr. William H. Pickering 
Director, Jel Propu/,ion Loborolor:1 

Po,od3no, Colilornio 

I am very pleased to welcome you to the Jet Propulsion Laboratory for the 
3-day workshop on spacecraft dectromagnetic interfen'nce. I think it very appro
priate that time be spent now in anhcipatir.g and pre!Jaring for the serious elec
tromagnetic interference problems that will arise as spacecraft: become more 
complex. 

Just last week, we were observing the tenth anniversary of the first Explorer 
satellite which was, of course, a very small and simple device by today's stan
dards. However, even then, there were problems in electromagnetic interference 
between the spacecraft and the launching rocket. Of course, with the present far 
more sophisticated missions, electromagnetic interference becomes a problem of 
considerable magnitude. 

Therefore, I feel that there is real value in your workshop. Out of such meet
ings will evolve important contributions to future missions. We, at JPL, are 
pleased to play host to this conference which, I hope, will be both profitable 
and enjoyable. 
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PRECEOI~G PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED. 

Opening Remarks 

Glenn A. Rei" 
Mariner 67 Program Manager 

National A.ronautic. and Space Administration 

Washington, D.C. 

During the developr.lent of each ot the Mariner spacecraft, we found that, 
amongst quite a number of problems, there usually stood out one engineering 
or technical area that required an undue amount of effort and had connected 
with it an undue amount of grief. In the case of Mariner II, this area was thermal 
control. At the time Mariner II was being developed, thermal vacuum facilities 
were not adequate to properly simulate the near-Venus environment. The art of 
thermal design was still pretty much in its infancy. V'e think that the ultimate 
demise of Mariner II was caused by thermal problems. The spacecraft wa~ getting 
extremely hot as it approached Venus and a number of failures in telemetry 
points, etc., were occurring. Ultimately, the spacecraft stopped transmitting. 

During the development of Mariner N, the problem areas were different. Two 
of these problem areas stood out: one had to do with the stability in the magni
tude of the ambient magnetic field of the spacecraft, ad the other with high
voltage breakdown and corona and arcing problems. This latter group of 
difficulties became extremely serious and, at one time or another, practically 
every spacecraft subsystem had some form of high-voltage problem. Fortunately, 
almost all of these problems were solved prior to hunch and, as a number of you 
know, the effects did not sel'\f"'.J"ly degrade the Mariner N mission. However, 
during the nine months during whicll Mariner N was cruising on its way to 
Mars, we began asking ourselves what caused so many arcing problems. The 
effects of voltage 'l.t low air pre')sures has been known for years. We asked our
selves whether other aerospace ~rojects had as much trouble as we had encoun
tered. Why were these types of difficulties not communicated more effectively? 
Certainly one mechanism of communicating is through the technical societies. 
There is a great amount of effort devoted to this type of communication. 

With these qUf'')tions we decided to experiment with a series of gatherings that 
we call workshops. Three of thes€ workshops were held - one on thermal ~trol, 
one on m'lgnetics, and another one on high voltage. The idea basically was that 
these workshops should. be informal and concern real hardware problems recently 
expe.ienced by personnel closely connected with the spacecraft hardware. In set
ting up some of these initial meetings, a few people expressed a reluctance to 
talk about fairly recent experiences because they felt that, perhaps, the facts 
had not really been sifted enough and that the problem might not be well enough 
undentood to really draw concrete conclusions. As a result, it was decided to 
limit the distribution of the proceedings, although they generally are made avail
able to those who attend and those who have a need-to-know in the performance 
of other jobs. We also encouraged fairly lengthy and lively discussion periods. 
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Today, I find it rather difficult to assess the value of these past workshops; 
however, I do know that Mariner V had less magnetic b,,~'kground than 
Mariner IV. I know that there were fewer high-voltage problems encountered in 
the development of Mariner V, and I also know that Mariner V is expected to 
have survived a close perihelion passage of approximately O.St AU. Maybe the 
workshops did help a little. At least they focused attention on cer- . in problem areas. 

These remarks do not mean that we did not have problem" with the develop
ment of Mariner V. Here again, a particular problematic" 19ineering area stood 
out. This time it was electromagnetic interference. More \\ II he heard about the 
detailed experiences on Mariner V later in this workshop. Hlwever, I think that 
the nature of the problem is indicated by the fact that the 112th harmonic of an 
oscillator in one subsystem caused approximately a 16-dB degradation in another 
piece of equipment. There were several examples of this kind of interference. We 
think that practically all of the serious cases of interference in Mariner V were 
discovered prior to launch and I cannot recall any of them which seriously 
impacted the flight. 

This is the genesis of these workshops. In scanning the agenda, it appears that 
a few other projects have had experience of a nature similar to that encountered 
with Mariner V. I hope that this exchange will be beneficial to all. 
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Electromagnetic Interference from a 

System Manager's Viewpoint 

Allen E. Wolfe 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

Pasadena, Calilornia 

On behalf of the successful, but also nearly extinct 
Mariner Venus 67 Project, I should also like to welcome 
you to this workshop. Some of you are painfully aware 
that we suffered from electromagnetic interference (EMI) 
problems during the test phase of Mariner Venus 67. 
Although the problems were resolved satisfactorily, the 
experience was recent enough to act as a stimulus and 
an incentive for fostering this session. I am delighted 
with the turnout, and I hope that most of you have come 
to :\ctively participate. 

I should like to talk for a moment about the impact of 
EMI as seen from a management viewpoint and to high
light ways in which you can provide increased support 
to future projects. I am also certain that there are ways 
for management to make this job easier for you, and I 
think it reasonable and desirable if these could be made 
known by the end of these sessions. 

EMI may strike a project during any phase of develop
ment and with an impact that becomes more serious the 
later the phase. The most serious impacts, of course, are 
caused by those problems that result in loss of life, no 
matter what phase the project is in. However, the phase 
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of greatest concern is the flight phase, wherein the en
tire mission may be lost or seriously compromised. Exam
ples of these problems might be an accidental turn-on 
of a critical subsystem during the launch phase such that 
it is damaged as it passes through the critical pressure 
region, or an interference that prevents critical com
mands from being received by the spacecraft, or high 
background noise masking the expected signal, or sensor 
interference. The cost of mission failure is high - so high 
in fact that it is best not to leave any stone unturned that 
could prevent failure. Mission degradation is more of an 
intangible, but it too is a serious situation that generally 
can be salvaged by increased resources or cleverness. 

Incompatibility during the test phase usually results in 
hardware modifications, schedule delay, or even modifi
cation of the mission objectives if the problem cannot be 
resolved. The impact of these problems translates into 
increased cost and more risk because of last-minute hard
ware modifications, decreased test time in final config
uration, and less than optimum conditions under which 
work is carried out. Admittedly, some of these results 
are of an intangible nature whose significance to the 
overall reliability picture is difficult to assess. But 
the chance of occurrence should still be minimized. 
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The obvious solution to these risks is to legislate 
against them during the inception of the project. To 
really cover the field, the system should be required 
not to generate any electromagnetic radiation (EMR), 
and, in case the EMR is external or the first requirement 
does not work, we should say "thou shall not be suscep
tible to any EMR." This leads to several difficulties, 
including the fact that projects do not have unlimited 
funding or other resources, launch schedules are sup
posed to be met, the reliability of the end product is 
undoubtedly degraded, and the performance of the sys
tem will be less. We probably could not tell whether the 
specifications had been met anyway. 

The problem really becomes that of trying to define 
more judiciously what is meant by any, while still trying 
to strike a balance between resources and risk. Therefore, 
we should like to define any to ensure a compatibility 
margin during flight and to minimize the probability of 
i>aving to take corrective action during the test phase. 

We can look at the problem of determining this bal
ance by noting, in simple form, what forces are at work 
and then figuring out how to help or control these forces. 

The subsystem designer wants to ensure that his sub
system will work in spite qf the EMR contributed by 
subsystems in the next bay. He is largely interested in 
ensuring as high an electrl)magnetic compatibility (EMC) 
level as possible. 

COMPATIBILITY AREA 

. . 

The system designer is more concerned about the 
interference between s'lbsystems. Therefore, his prime 
goal is to reduce the EMR to a minimum. Last, the 
project view is one of making certain that there is at 
least a positive margin between the compatibility level 
and the radiation level. However, large margins are great 
if they do not cost anything. This is shown conceptually 
in Fig. 1. The notches and peaks in radiation level and 
compatibility level would be the result of specific re
quirements of the subsystems, such as receivers and 
transmitters. The system and subsystem efforts work on 
the lower and upper bounds of the compatibility area, 
expanding the compatibility margin. Again, the project 
view is to ensure a compatibility margin over the entire 
spectrum. 

Although this is a simple figure, it points out one of 
the critical elements of the EMC program, i.e., the early 
definition of just what this picture really is and, hence, 
the definition of those critical areas that will require the 
most attention. The overall program for EMC should 
include: 

(1) A vaHability of good desigr. practices, the use of 
which would simultaneously extend compatibility 
level and minimize radiation without compromis
ing reliability or performance. This would include 
circuit design, component usage, layout, shielding, 
and interconnection. 

(2) Early recognition of tl}e types of EMR involved, 
and potential problem areas as indicated by the 
notches and peaks. 

RADIATION FREQUENCY 

<t-. Fig. 1. Relationship betw .. n EMR, EMe, and EMI 
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(3) Definition of an EMC specification. 

(4) Definition of an EMC test program. 

(5) Simple method of measuring EMC. 

(6) Special capability for trouble-shooting. 

(7) Reliable corrective measures. 

The EMI problem can best be handled by treating it 
systematically. This requires the integraticn of the above 
elements into an effective system, the continual develop
ment of effective tools, and recognition on the part of 
Project that the effort requires early ctIld continual sup
port. I hope that this workshop can help provide a con
tinuing emphasis towards these goals. 

Discussion 

William Lash: I would like to know whether JPL has initiated a 
general specification for use by the Laboratory, and, if it has, is it 
available? 

D. T. Frankos: We have a specification that is not used very much 
for the simple reason that it is patterned after the Military Specifi
cations. To blanketly apply a specification of this nature, in accor
<lance with some of the things Mr. Wolfe brought up, is pretty 
difficult because of the time, schedule, and mon~y problems. You 
might say that we do have one in our reserve acc:::.;~.i.. -V-..'e try to 
approach the programs not on a blanket specification basis, but 
on one that is more tailored to the particular program, its missions, 
and within the framework of time, schedule, and money. 

Larry R. Pangburn: I think that Mr. Wolfe hit on some very im
portant aspects of our programs, which I will call Systems Engi
neering. In the early conceptual phases of our programs we need 
aids such as the chart discussed by Mr. Wolfe. Now, theoretically, 
we can tailor all the requirements for a given system. However, we 
encounter twC' major problems while trying to do this. One of the 
problems is that we really do not have enough time to do that 
much engineering in that early phase; the second problem is 
that, if we change the missions, or mission requirements, we also 
have to change all the equipment requirements. Therefore, I think 
that we must have a mixture of baseline or standard specifications 
plus supplements for the given system. 

Robert C. Peltzer: You must get your inputs in extremely early 
concerning the selection of experiments, what these experiments 
will measure, what will be the requirements for their sensitivity, 
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etc. The spacecraft should be fairly well defined by the time the 
experiments are starting to be designed. I think that these items 
will have been specified, so you can pretty well specify the fre
quencies, pulse widths, etc. Each experimenter should specify the 
frequencies that he is going to generate in his package. Now, this 
is essentially obtaining inputs to generate the chart that Mr. Wolfe 
was talking about. It would not really be unmanageable if per
sonnel would put the inputs into a central group that would 
recognize their relationship and do something with them, such as 
alert experimenters or systems designers for the spacecraft of p0-

tential problem areas. 

A. E. Wolfe: Commenting along that line, I think that, if we were 
all starting from a dead standstill, we would be in real trouble. I 
think that is probably what has happ-med as the years went by. 
In the old days we were at this standstill and everything was being 
developed new. As we go along, hopefully, we are developing sub
systems in the spacecraft that we gradually come to know; maybe 
we did not know when we started what the characteristics were; 
however, we certainly should knew them after we have flown the 
subsystems a couple of times. Therefore, there is a gradual increase 
in this knowledge and an awareness of areas and specific frequen
cies to avoid if possible. In the experiment area, it is more difficult 
in that these frequencies usually are employed for the fmt time, 
and it is during this first time that you have the most trouble. H 
these subsystems fly a second time, then you are in a little better 
shape. It is certainly true that, by tailoring too carefully to a 
specific mission, should a mission change occur or should you be 
forced to change the hardware on that first mission, you then are 
vulnerable to problems. 
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Applicability of EMI Specifications 
Guy L. Ottinger 

Lockheed Missiles and Space Company 

Sunnyvale, California 

I. Introduction 

One of the p:imary tools affecting the basic philosophy 
and policies for controlling electromagnetic interference 
(EMI) is the official specification for the particular space 
program. This specification is usually called out in the 
contract, the work statement, the system performance 
document, or all three. It has been found that many of 
the requirements mayor may not be applicable, depend
ing upon the specific program internal and external envi
ronments. This is, of course, to be expected for a 
specification having general applicability. However, 
there are certain areas, applicable to all programs, that 
are covered improperly, or not at all. It is the purpose 
of this paper to discuss some of these problem areas and 
suggest possible solutions for your consideration. 

I will limit this discussion to a few typical documents 
which are widely used in space applications, such as 
MIL-STD-826A (Ref. 1), NASA MSC-ASPO-EMI-I0A 
(Ref. 2), LMSC-447969B (Ref. 3), and Space Systems 
EMC requirements (Ref. 4). Notice will also be taken of 
the new DOD Standard, MIL-STD-461 (Ref. 5), which 
is mandatory for use by all DOD departments and 
agencies. There are, of course, a number of other speci
fications not mentioned here; however, the above docu
ments are typical and serve to illustrate the points. 
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The problem of adequate systems EMI safety margins 
at critical points has become a matter of concern; note 
will be made of MIL-E-6051C (Ref. 6), and MIL-E-
6051D (Ref. 7), as well as the systems portion of EMI-I0A 
and Space Systems Specification. Important considera
tion will be given to transient requirements. 

In a paper of this nature it is feasible to discuss only 
a few of the most common application problems. The 
historical analysis and origin of the limits for the various 
specifications is not discussed. Further information on 
these matters can be obtained in Ref. 8. 

II. Correlation Between Conducted, Generated, 
and Susceptibility Limits 

The degree of correlation between generated and sus· 
ceptibility limits is perhaps the most important relation
ship that any specification can cover. This paper will 
show that such limits vary so widely as to cast doubt on 
their general applicability. The ultimate requirement is 
for the overall space system to be compatible within 
itself and to its external environment. To ensure that 
compatibility exists under normal production tolerances 
and environmental ranges, it is necessary that the sus
ceptibility thresholds, at the most critical points in each 
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subsystem, be demonstrated to be at least 6 dB greater 
than the ~um of all the existing EMI at such points. The 
value of 6 dB has normally been considered as the re
quired margin in MIL-E-6051C (Ref. 5), MIL-E-6051D 
(Ref. 6), and the system requirements portion of EMI-I0A 
and Space Systems Specification. 

III. Transient Requirements 

One of the major problems in EMI control in space 
systems is the proper handling of transients. Suscepti
bility testing is adequately covered on the power lines in 
all of the specifications discussed herein. Transient levels 
are normally ±100 V, or twice the line voltage, which
ever is least. Specifications EMI-I0A and LMSC-447969B 
require ±50 V. Test requirements specify pulse repeti
tion rales from 2 to 800 pulses/s, and are to be applied 
up to 30 min in one case. Susceptibility transient testing 
at 800 pulses/s for 30 min is open to serious question. 
All specifications, except Space Systems, require that all 
transient interference levels meet the steady-state levels. 

IV. Single Event Transients 

A new requirement and method are needed to prop
erly control single-event-generated transients and pro
vide meaningful information for design engineers. The 
usefulness of the standard amplitude-versus-frequency 
data (i.e., decibels above IftA per megahertz versus spectral 
distribution) is highly questionable to the electrical
electronic equipment designer. However, transient am
plitude in the time domain is immediately understood 
and applicable. 

Lockheed Missiles and Space Co. has specified and is 
using the time domain single-event transient criteria in 
several space programs. The details in connection with 
the development of these criteria follow. A single-event 
transient is defined as no more than one operation for 
any lO-s interval, except that one turn-on and one turn
off is allowed for each 10-s interval, provided the one 
transient has returned to line steady-state value before 
the other is to be initiated. The amplitude of the tran
sient is limited to 12.5 V above, or below, normal oper
ating voltage at any external power interface lead. 
Control and measurement of the pulse duration is also 
of equal importance. To define this, it should be recalled 
that there are many pulse shapes, from a single spike to 
the oscillatory type, with the envelope both above and 
below the axis. Inasmuch as the area under the curve is 
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a measure of the energy content, the envelope illustrated 
in Fig. 1 is used. Total transient pulse width is the sum 
of the separate pulse widths, defined at the 5-V level. of 
each positive and negative voltage excursion exceeding 
5 V. This width shall not exceed 250 p.S, and the voltage 
shall return to the line steady-state value within 1 IDS. 

'" ~ 
-' o 
> 

-lOL.. ________________ --' 

TIME, ~. 

Fig. 1. Pul .. envelope defI·jtlon 

This definition considers the energy level at, and 
above, the 5-V level to be significant. Single event tran
sients at, or below, the 5-V level on power supply lines 
are not significant, even though such interference will 
not meet standard EMI specification limits in the &e
quency domain. Accordingly, transients meeting the cri
teria previously defined should be exempt from such 
requirements for both conducted and radiated noise. 

V. Susceptibility Correlation 

Present susceptibility testing, in accordance with 
MIL-STD-461/826A and Space Systems, requires at least 
-+-60-V spikes for a 30-V supply voltage; therefore, more 
than a four-times, or 12-dB, amplitude margin exists. 
This margin is deemed adequate. From the energy view
point, on a worst-case basis, a four-times energy content 
margin can be met by injecting a single square wave of 
(J1-ftS duration for each single event. Alternately, the same 
four-times energy margin can be obtained by injecting the 
standard lO-fts spike (MIL-STD-826A, Fig. 1001-13) for 
10 s at the rate of approximately 10 pulses/so Specifica
tion of a minimum transient repetition rate for the tran
sient susceptibility test used in all five specifications 
discussed eliminates +he need for a special test and 
allows the use of . mdard approved test methods 
and test equipment. ';" :JS is the recommended procedure. 

The specified amplitude and duration limits for single 
event transients are such that semiconductor devices 
operating from the main power bus should not be af
fected. Most semiconductor devices have thermal time 
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constants of several milliseconds. Furthermore, most 
failures of semiconductors occur because of excessive 
energy dissipation during a breakdown mode. The single 
event transient amplitude is not sufficient to cause break
down (assuming proper design and derating) and, if it 
should, the total duration of the allowed transient (1 ms) 
should not be long enough to cause a problem. 

VI. Test Method 

The last item is to specify a standard test circuit for 
transient and spike voltage measurement. The circuit of 
Fig. 2 was selected as being representative of conditions 
existing in a spacecraft at subsystem or equipment inter
faces. It is preferable to use actual cable wire sized in 
accordance with the load current. If a filtered or soft 
switch is used, the relay and contacts shown in the cir
cuit should be replaced to simulate actual conditions. 

10 It 

ME.'.SURE TRANSIENT WITH OSCILLOSCOPE (A BANDWIDTH 
GREATER THAN 20 MHz) AT POINTS I, I 

CABLf fROM BATTERY TO LOAD IS 20-GAGE TWISTED PAIR 
OR ACTUAL WIRE SIZED PROPORTIONAL TO THE SPECIMEN 
LOAD 

RELAY SHALL BE 2-A OR 10-A RATING, AS REQUIRED BY THE 
LOAD. THE SWITCHING DEVICE MAY BE WITHIN THE TEST 
SPECIMEN RATHER THAN AS SHOWN 

.'7'fn ~ BENCH OR fACILITY GROUND 

POWE~ SOURCE IS STORAGE BATTERIES OR AGE SUPPLY 

TEST 
SPECIMEN 

Fig. 2. Standard test circuit for transients and 
spike voltage measurement 

VII. Conducted Interference Testing Using Line 
Stabilization Network 

The most straightforward comparison of equipment 
generated and susceptibility limits is readily appar
ent in Fig. 3. The lower half of Fig. 3 shows the allow
able voltage levels using a line stabilization network 
(LlSN) for narrow band conducted interference. The 
values for MIL-STD-826A and Space Systems are equiv
alent voltage limits based upon the product of the allow-
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able conducted line current and the impedance values 
of the LlSN over the frequency range of concern. It 
should be noted that the oldest specifications, EMI·I0A 
and LMSC-447969B (both based on MIL-I·266(0), have 
the most restrictive limits above 500 kHz, while MIL
STD-461 is the most tolerant. The susceptibility levels 
are the two upper curves. These relationships may be 
summed up as follows: 

Specification 

MIL-STD-461 

MIL-STD-826A/Space 
Systems 

EMI-I0A/LMSC-447969B 

Susceptibility. generated 
limit differences, dB 

58 to 60 

66 to 78 

37 to 66 

Such differences or safety margins can be considered 
excessively conservative. In attempting to arrive at the 
proper relationship, it is incorrect to use the 6-dB margin 
because any space system will have many pieces of 
equipment contributing their own EMI characteristics 
to the system. The various individual interference signals 
will rarely, if ever, be in phase at any particular fre
quency; thus, a direct addition will be exceedingly re
mote. It has been suggested that the square root of the 
sum of the squares be used. 

Let us assume ten sources with signal levels increasing 
in SO-p.V steps starting at 10 p.V. The composite level 
would be approY.1mately 900 p. V with the strongest indi
vidual signab at, or above, the allowable generated 
ll'nits. If this value were to be plotted in Fig. 3, it would 
be evident thlt even the lowest of the susceptibility test 
It leIs, the E ·:vfI-I0A, provides a safety margin greater 
~11an 40 dB, while the margin goes up to 60 dB for 
MIL··STD-826A. Perhaps a 3O-dB margin should be ade
quate for normal electrical/electronic equipment. LMSC 
experience indicates that the problem is generally with 
susceptible equipment; thus the limits for generated 
interference should be raised by the amount greater than 
the 3O-dB margin. Applying such a change to MIL-STD-
461 generated limits would raise the limit by 28 to 30 dB. 
This would appreciably reduce filter requirements, im
prove reliability and functional equipment performance, 
and reduce weight. 

liroadband-condlicled interference limits are shown in 
Fig. 4. There is no sus.--ertibili'y test method specified 
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that attempts to simulate broadband signals. Presumably 
the CW method has been considered adequate. LMSC 
has employed the standard 1O-,.,.s spike generator at a 
1O-pulse/s repetition rate to inject a broadband signal on 
power lines at Icvch 10 to 20 dB above specification 
interference limits for frequencies up to 10 MHz. Thic; 
method has been successfully used to perform both tran
sient and broadband susceptibility testing at the same 
time, thus effecting a saving in test time. The use of 
nanosemnd pulses will produce broadband signals with 
spectral energy up to, and beyond, 1 GHz. 
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VIII. Conducted Interference Testing Using 
Current Probes 

The use of the current probe is the most popular 
method of ~pecifying conducted interference levels. 
MIL-STD··826A, Space Systems, and MIL-STD-461 reo 
quire use of the current probe. The other specifications 
!Jermit, or require, use of the LISN as ~rel: dS the current 
probe. Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the allowable interfer
ence currents from 30 Hz to 100 MHz. Susceptibility 
testing would frequently be more realistic, correlative, 
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Fig. 5. Narrowband conducted Interference 
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Fig. 6. Broadband conducted interference limits using current probe 

anu convenient if methods were permitted or specified 
using current injection techniques. Current injection 
probes are now available that have the capbility of 
handling the major part of equipment and subsystem 
tesiing. This will also allow ready testing on signal and 
control lines where LISN do not apply. 
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IX. Conducted Low-Frequency Telting 

Low-frequency conducted susceptibility test criteria 
are expressed in terms of a voltage across the test speci· 
men. Thp- present limits differ in some important aspp-cts 
as presented 'n Table 1. Experience indicates that the 
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Fig. 7. Narrowband concluded interference limits using current probe 

Table 1. Audio susceptibility test levels 

SpeciflcatHm 
Limits (IMS). Limits (lMSl. 

30 Hz to 15 kHz 15 kHz to 150 Itth 

Mll·STD-826A I 10% lin. or 3 V Decr .... to 1 V 

u .. I ... tvelu. 

MIL-STO-.0461 10% lin. or 3 V Doer .... to 1% 

u .. lust .,.Iu. 

Spac. Systems 5% of line volt-V • Decr •• ", to 1 V 
• 

NASA MSC·ASJIO. 

EMI·l0A 3V Non. 

LMSC-«79698 1.2 V None 

test limit of 10'>; of tlte line voltage or 3 V is unrealis
tically high and imposes an unnecessary increase in 
weight. power !:onsumption, complexity, and design ~f
fort for many items of equipment, particularly converters 
and inverters. LMSC has made a number of measure
ments of steady AF noise on power supply buses for 
"pacecraft during the past few years and has not mea
sured ripple voltages greater than 350 mV zero to peak, 
or apprc·ximately 250 mV equivalent rms. Therefore, a 
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limit of 5'lc of the line voltage will provide a safety 
margin greater than 12 dB. Considering a noise current 
of 1 A allowed per Fig. 7 and a combined power source 
and cable impedance of 1f4 n, the resulting ripple would 
be 0.25 V. Again, the susceptibility-generated relation
ship is greater than 12 dB. 

x. Radiated Testing 

There is even less correlation between radiated inter
ference and susceptibility limits than has been previously 
noted in conjunction with conducted limits. Figures 8 
and 9 show that there is little, if any, uniformity be
tween the various specifications. The conversion of units 
from antenna-indu:::ed voltage to field intensity units fol
lows the system used in Ref. 8 for EMI-10A and LMSC-
447969B limits. All of the newer documents specify 
limits in units of field intensity, 

It is informative to compare the susceptibility field 
intensity levels of Fig. 10 with the narrow band radiated 
limits of Fig. 8. This can be summarized as shown in 
Table 2. Again, it is noted (Table 2) that margins of 40 
to 120 fiB appear to be excessive. It does not appear 
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Table 2. Radiated susceptibility vs interference matgins 

Specification 

MIL·STD·826A 

Space Systems 

MIL·STD"'61 

NASA MSC.ASPO.E>,\I.10A/ 

LMSC·4479698 

Average: 

DiHerence ranges. dB 

66 to 120 

74 to 120 

7S to 100 

<40 10 113 

64 to 113 

that much relief can be expected in the future because 
MIL-STD-461, issued July 31, 1967, requires a margin 
of 75 to 100 dB. 

XI. Correlation Between Systems Level and 
Equipment Margins 

The major objective of EMI control is to provide sys
tem electromagnetic compatibility so that flight mission 
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objectives can be attained. Historically, equipment and 
subsystem limits (Ref. 7) have been established, based on 
the capabllity and sensitivity of EM! test equipment, 
sensitivity of an unfiltered aircraft communications re
ceiver with an unshielded lead-in, arbitrary engineering 
opinion, and special-purpose requirements. At present, 
there is no valid mathematical relationship between 
equipment margins and critical systems margins as speci
fied in MIL-E-6051C/D. It is generally recognized that 
a new program has a better chance of demonstrating 
safety margins at systems critical points if the equipment 
meets some EMI control levels. Again, there is no agn:e
ment as to what these levels would be until after the 
system is tested. 

Specifications MIL-E-6051C, Space Systems, and EM!
lOA specify a 6-dB safety mf.rgin between the critical 
circuit susceptibility thresholds and the existing noise in 
the circuit. There has been a change in systems test 
philosophy as the latest systems compatibility require
ment specification, MIL-E-6051D, does not require dem
onstration of safety margins, but merely requires that 
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consideration be given to establishing safety margins for 
subsystem/equipment assigned to primary criticality 
categories. Even then, such safety margins may only be 
used when approved by the procuring activity and only 
when catastrophic results of an EMC problem justify 
their use. Specification MIL-E-6051D emphasizes that 
existing test points shall be used and that special equip
ment or circuit breakout use shall be minimized. The 
level of safety margins, unless otherwise specified, shall 
not be less than 6 dB (20 dB for explosives). In each 
p'lrticular svstem, it is necessary to evaluate instrumen
tation and oth~r errors to arrive at the optimum levels. 
Generally there does not seem to be enough data to 
support more than a 6-dB requirement, except in the 

case of pyrotechnic circuits where range safety require
ments dictate. 

XII. Conclusions 

There is a real need for control of single-event tran
sients with measurements in the time domain. A set of 
requirements is established and justified. The difference 
in levels between susceptibility limits and allowable 
interference generation limits is too great and imposes 
an unnecessarily severe burden on a space program. It 
appears that a thorough study and test program is 
needed to establish the relationship between equipment 
EMI requirements and system performance. 

Discussion 

Guy L. Ottinger: Specifications MIL-STD-826A and MIL-STD-461 
state that, in the interference control plan, you should call out 
your particular transient requirements. It has been my experience, 
having written and submitted a number of control plans, that there 
is a long period before they are approved. After the plan has been 
forwarded, you may be led to think that this takes care of the prob
lems; however, it is usually 4 or 5 months before you ge' the first 
interference control plan to the customer. Then, as much as a year 
may pass before it is finally approved. In the meantime, you must 
put out specifications for the black boxes and all of the experiments. 
The intprface documents must all be prescribed. Therefore, if you 
do not have an idea of what the requirements will be before the 
control plan i~ approved, you will still have a lot of problems to 
solve. The solution of these problems will prove costly and schedule 
delays will result. 

In Figs. 3 and 10, besides showing susceptibility limits, the 
output has been converted to the field intensity in volts per meter. 
Use of the word field intensity implies that it is, in fact, a free
space radiation reading. It is not. Most of the susceptibility tests 
are conducted in screened rooms and, in a screened roOlO, the 
best that can be said is that there is an apparent field intensity. 
As long as everybody uses the same system and the same methods, 
and identical conditions, it is probably the best that can be done. 
It is perhaps better than the old system. 

Hector M. Smith: At the beginning of the paper, Mr. Ottinger made 
the comment that specifications should be written in a form that 
the equipment designer can understand. I would also like to look 
at the other side of the coin. I would like to see the designer in
clude in his manuals information that the EMC man needs, such 
as random noise bandwidth, ;,npulse bandwith for receivers, sus
ceptibility to different kinds of signals, etc. In looking at suscepti
bility problems, I had to do a great deal of guessing and digging 
to obtain the information I needed to determine whether the 
equipment was susceptible or not. 
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Albert C. Whittlesey: I would like to ask a question regarding a 
particular area of your talk; it does not necessarily have to be 
answered by you. The question is on the transient. You have 
voltage levels and then you immediately jump to energy levels. 
With all the various impedances, especially on power lines and 
various other lines, I would like to know how you can have one 
uniform energy level, or what you think might be a most appro
priate type of transient. I would like a discussion on this, because 
I do not think there is a real solid answer. 

Guy L. Ottinger: This is one of the reasons why we have a 2·to-l 
or 4-to-1 safety margin, so as to have a bit of reserve left over. The 
way we compute energies by integrating the area or squaring the 
voltage over the impedance of the line times the duration gives 
so many millijoules. I have forgotten exactly how many joules our 
particular device comes up with. It is quite true that you have to 
assume a constant impedance if you are going to directly relate 
voltage and energy determir.ations, which is not true. The semi
conductor circuit, of course, has to be designed to withstand the 
± 50-V or 100-V spikes, or whatever they are. So you get addi
tional protection. 

Robert O. Lewis, Jr.: In our design of the Lunar Orbiter we stabi
lized the power source impedance so that it had constant impedance 
with frequency. Then, we devised our specification so that there 
would be a constant average power, no matter the rate of the 
puLe repetition. We could then develop a series of curves which 
woulu limit the average power on the power bus to a particular 
level versus frequency. 

Robert W. Ellison: It does not appear to us that the digital equip
ment that is being used in many of the programs today is ade
quately covered by spikes which run up to 2501's in width. We 
have found that any number of static inverters, which are used in 
practically all of the packages which come off of dc power buses, 
are generating spikes which are I-ps total duration, maybe 100 
ns at the half power points in other cases, and with repetition 
rates from about 400 Hz to 100 kHz. 
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We also find that these same equipment are susceptible to a 
mode which, as far as interference is concerned, appears as though 
both the + and - leads are connected to one terminal and the 
other side of the circuit is the case, i.e., a common mode between 
both power lines and case. If you do not do any testing, which 
covers that common mode, it may bE' that you will not know that 
this is the most susceptible mode of many pieces of digital equip
ment. Some of these digital equipment are instrumentation systems, 
some are guidance computers. We are finding that the levels on 
some of this equipment are down on the order of 500 to 600 ergs, 
which is an extremely small amount of energy. This was discovered 
by one of our associate contractors during some tests. Applying 
140 mV for only 50 ns in 'l. common mode was sufficient to make 
the equipment compute completely gross errors or even jump 
programs in its computers. 

Thirdly, we are finding that we are getting into systems 
which have many different black boxes. There are all kinds of 
power leads. The ones we are always associated with are the dc 
power or the ac power leads: however, we find now that we are 
getting into systems where one black box has a 250-kHz clock or 
a 500-kHz clock, or even sometimes megahertz clocks, which dis
tribute essentially clock power to other boxes. The slightest effect 
on the rise time, or the time of occurrence of that rise, can cause 
serious degradation. Therefore, I would think that if we are going 
to do something about transient waveform specifications, they 
ought to be pust ed SCi that they also cover these very short spikes. 

Guy L. Ottinger: You have raised some very good points. A lot of 
these noises you are speaking of are not single event transients: 
they are repetitive rate types of devices for which we are bound 
to meet the present EMI specification limits. Therefore, you should 
have a little better control over them. If you have a circuit that 
responds to nanoseconds, you have big isolation problems that do 
not really depend on what you do in a power line. You could never 
make the power lines clean enough so that your system will not 
be affected. With a problem of this magnitude, equipment will 
require special precautions, double or triple shielding, use of dif
ferential amplifiers, 10, 20, or 100 Mf! isolation, reduced capacity 
effects, etc. This, certainly, is a new order of magnitude which is 
beyond what I was talking about here; I am a little more down to 
the practical power supply - the power problem. I recognize that 
important problem, but believe it falls into the area of signals. 
Whenever you are talking about signals, you have tCl go in and 
find out what your problems are. As Mr. Smith mentioned, we 
should train equipment designers to give us some useful specifica
tion data so that we know what kind of signal the equipment 
responds to. A great deal can be done to design some of this equip
ment so that it is not responsive to the nanosecond pulses. Where 
you have a circuit that depends upon mch pulses, you have a sepa
rate S) stem that requires attention. 

George H. Clavell: Looking at that single event transient from a 
purely theoretical standpoint and its harmonic contents, that 
type of waveshape lends itself quite readily to analysis with 
Laplace transform methods. Theoretically, with these waveshapes, 
most of the components are contained in the very low frequency 
region, at least the higher-amplitude components. If you want to 
correlate that kind of transient or a single event transient, using 
some of the other methods used in past analyses, you will find that 
the transients do contain the low-frequency components. Then, the 
interferences that might be caused by these components might be 
overlooked if you ignore doing a hroadband frequency, or broad
band component search. Therefore, I question the adequacy of 
ignoring all the various methods of analysis and merely identifying 
or putting a limit on the transient itself. 
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Guy L. Ottinger: We have been making those measurements for 
years. I have many of these measurements and I have presented 
them many times to EMI boards. We have tried to explain to the 
equipment designers how to use that information but have never 
been able to do it. This information is useful for us; we under
stand what it means. If you do have a receiver that is frequency 
selective, then you can tell what you have; however, for a general 
type of electronic equipment that is not frequency selective, this 
information, we have found, is not too helpful. I suppose one way 
of testing would be to make both types of measurements. Another 
item I did not mention is that anyone can make a time domain 
transient measurement with an oscilloscope. For the other method 
you must have EMI equipment. You must take three read:ngs per 
octave or, with MIL-STD-826A, five frequencies. You mus~ exer
cise this particular single event probably about five times to get 
good readings. These single event transients vary so much, that 
repeated tests for every transient run the cost up astronomically. 
It has been our experience that, for a single event transient, you 
do not have any use for the data, and, to bring these generated 
levels down to the standard steady-state specification limits, you 
are unduly penalizing the program. 

Paul Michaels: I have been listening to these discussions primarily 
as a user. I noticed that this particular specification for a single 
event transient is a very important one for most space experiments, 
particularly with regards to power lines. One of the prime con
siderations of most power supplies in a space experiment is that 
these power supplies will probably involve use of a series regulator, 
a transient filter, or a converter. The use of a transient specifica
tion, as YOIl indicated previously, is very important. One always has 
the problem of questioning whether the transistors used in these 
filters, converters, etc., will be capable of taking a transient. A 
single transient c ... n destroy these supplies. I think that the concept 
that you provided is a very useful one. It is the time and amplitude 
duration that is important. It is not particularly the harmonic 
content or the particular rise and fall time; those characteristics 
affect other aspects of design, but not the ability to survive a 
transient of this nature. 

The other comment that I had was that it seems that, if one is 
concerned with the total power cissipation capabilities of your 
transient filter, your regulators, etc., you should regard the total 
energy in yonr pulse as really the difference of the positive spikes 
minus the lower than normal spikes. It is a thermal problem; at 
least that is the way I look at it. It is the difference in thos, 'm.ergy 
contents that is important to whether your device will survive 
or not. 

Guy L. Ottinger: We are proposing too that you run positive or 
negative spikes for the susceptibility testing, so that you do equal 
them. Actually, I believe, from the energy viewpoint, that it does 
not make too much difference whether it is positive or negative -
the product of current squared, resistance, and time gives heating 
energy. It do3S make a difference in that some transistors are more 
sensitive to negative going energy than to the other. 

J. T. McClanahan: I particularly enjoyed your remarb concerning 
the specifications. It seems that many people have tried to legis
late EMI and it just cannot be legislated. The problem that I see 
and have watched is the practical application of specifications. 
When you have a contract, you must at least have an entry in 
that contract, not too specific, that talks about EMI. I like the 
JPL approach, something that is broad, that you can tie your hands 
to, ensure some good practical engineering design, and then practi
cal application of waivers. Weare finding out now in the Apollo 
Program, where we have had some pretty successft j launches with 
a big bird and many people building different stages, that when 
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we do this, through practical application of some existing specifi
cations, we interface at the Cape with good results. Stacking the 
stages, idiosyncrasies have been found and fb.ed only because of 
a practical application of these specifications. They are necessary. 
I also feel that you may get a lot of waivers against a certain 
specification, but that it is not necessary to write another specifi
cation. It does not necessarily mean that the specification is a bad 
one. Once you have built something that works. and proved that 
it will work, how do you measure how much margin of safety you 
h""e from a susceptibility standpoint? What is a practical way to 
induce enough unwanted interference to give you a feel for how 
safely the system works? Do you have a I-dB margin of safety 
or 2-dB? This, I think, is something that could stand investigation. 

Guy L. Ottinger: Yes, we agree. I thought that 6 dB might be safe. 
In some cases, 20 dB is the correct amount, and sometimes, it 
should be more. 

Robert G. Peltzt,r: I would like ·to make a plea to Mr. Ottinger to 
come off that business of increasing the radiation. The MIL-Speci
fication levels are now at least 30 to 40 dB above our sensitivity 
levels. The University of Michigan Radio Astronomy Laboratory 
is trying to fly radiometers to measure the cosmic background 
noise, solar flares, etc. I think that you will find that I am not alone 
in this predicament; you will find that, as it is now, the VLF and 
ELF experiments, and anything else that is trying to measure any 
type of radiated fields, are in real deep trouble. We are looking 
for a 20-to-60-dB reduction in levels. We are not looking for a 
40-dB increase in levels. 

Guy L. Ottinger: No doubt about it, you have a special case. I 
guess the only thing we can do with you is to isolate you some
where on the end of a boom ru. has been done. It is not a bad 
idea. Otherwise, we could enclose all the rest of our electronic 
equipment in a tight box. It certainly takes special precautions. 

H. T. Howard: I would like to back up Mr. Peltzer. We have just 
undergone a rather harrOwing integration on Mariner V. We have 
the same problem on Pioneer; however, basically the specification 
for Pioneer was MIL-I-26600, which was 50 to 60 dB above our 
discrete frequency sensitivity. While listening to the EMI frater
nity talk about EMI specifications, I think that scientific experi
menters would say: "We are coming into this and we constitute an 
exception." Basically, I think we understand your specifications, 
although I am not certain. We can meet your specifications with 
our instruments for our instrument's susceptibility to conducted 
interference, or your susceptibility to interference generated by 
our instrument, without any great difficulty. However, the problem 
is radiation from the spacecraft: radiation from harnesses, radiation 
from solar panels, all of the places where power is conducted over 
the spacecraft. Those who have sensors looking out can be totally 
wiped out by interference that is far below the sensitivity of the 
EMI equipment, and certainiy below the sensitivities required in 
the specifications. I would like to caution you that when you 
see a scientific investigator coming along with something that 
hangs out in space, that goes into his instrument, that the rules of 
the game are going to be quite changed. He is going to be quite 
fussy, not about how high a spike is, or how long it is, but any
thing that is repetitive, anything that is likely to be there all the 
time. I do not think that you can write a meaningful EMI specifi
cation that will cover all these specific cases. Mr. Wolfe, in ta1lcing 
about an envelope of susceptibility, had a couple of spikes about 
halfway up the frequency scale that dropped clear down to the 
bottom. I think that he probably had in mind our experiment 
where, at 50 MHz for instance, we were susceptible to signals of 
-146 dBm. Now, this is a very serious problem to an EMI man 
who has a receiver that is sensitive only to, say, -1l0 dBm. 
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The other comment was a purely technical one concerning the use, 
in Specifications MSC-ASPO-EMI-lOA and the old MIL-I-26600, 
of radiating to an instrument in a screen room. Your comment was 
that it is not like free space. It is worse than that. An antenna in 
a good screen room can only have a VSWR of infinity, because 
the screen room, after all, is a high Q device. It is a cavity, and, 
as you sweep from dc to daylight with your various signal 
generators, you find that the cavity is excited to resonances at 
various points - many points. It is certainly sensitive to the mav&
ment of people; any absorbing object that you move changes the 
standing wave pattern in the cavity. If the screen room is good, 
the standing wave pattern is going to have infinitely deep nulls; 
therefore, you will not have any radiation at these points. If it is 
a small instrument with a small pickup, and you are at some 
frequency, such as 50 MHz, \:Yhere a wavelength is 6 m, then it 
is a very small part of a wavelength and it can very well be in a 
null in this field. So you have a requirement of say 6 dB in your 
measurement and you find that you cannot do a 30-dB measure
ment. If the instrument is moved a few feet, or if at the next test 
setup there is another piece of coax cable running around the 
room, the measurements are going to be differf"nt by 10 to 20 dB 
or 10 to 30 dB, depending upon the qu"lity of the scr'3en room. 
Therefore, radiating to an instrument and trying to see its re
sponse is tricky at best and probablr not "ery repeatab1.e. I think 
our experience on Pioneer was that the 26600 testing done on the 
scientific experiments did not help us. The test demonstrated that 
there were no 'adiated signals from the various boo:clS that were 
right on our frequency. Where the object of the specification is to 
produce something that is definite, that the system man can use, 
the results are subjective appraisals of what you have. I do not 
think that the systems man could look at it and say that these are 
going to be compatible. Therefore, I am cheering you in your 
attempt to obtain new specifications. I am glad to see that these 
specifications are in a state of flux because they have not been 
adequate, even from the systems point of view wh~e everythink 
is interconnected. I do want to caution the EMI fraternity that 
those who are conducting scientific experiments will question 
levels 30, 40, and 50 dB below current specification reqairements. 

Guy L. Ottinger: That is a serious problem for us. Obviously we do 
not have the answer for your sensitivity levels. We have run into 
a lot of experiments and, frequently, we are lucky that it is only 
a very narrow frequency spectrum that must be covered. We can 
go into the problem and use special technique.<. However, if you 
want to go all the way from dc to daylight, then we must start 
all over again and devise a new system. 

Ben Weinbaum: This is a very interesting discussion because it re
veals the diversity of our interests and the fact that we all might 
have mutually exclusive requirements. The specifications, as we 
know them, can only lag the state-of-the-art because experimenters 
are doing new experiments. Radio astronomers have increased sen
sitivity re<;'uirements. On the other hand, we still have to get along 
with the ~ame old airframes, or spacecraft. The spacecraft and 
vehicle personnel have tended to standardize and we like very 
much to have standard specifications, at least procedures that we 
all are farniliar with. It seems to me that to realize an optimum 
solution to the problem of achieving compatibility, the EMC 
engineer must participate in the system engineering function, and 
the preliminary design and pre-proposal activity. He participates 
in the functional analysis of the missions so that he knows what 
information must be passed back and forth and what the power 
requiremenb are. Mr. Michaels is talking about the physical degra
dation, or the destruction of a component, whereas another gentle
man may talk about the loss of information or the garbling of 
information. I think that these things should be recognized and 
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that we should then attempt tn writ:! specific specifications, per
haps utiliZing standard procedures and a good methodology for 
arrivinb at specification limits that are appropriate for the particu
lar system of concern, and utilize measurement procedures and 
test techniques that are well understood and within the capability 
of the contractor, his vendor, or subcontractor. It is to provide a 
standard set of procedures for arriving at limits rather than trying 
to say what the limits are. I do not think that we will ever be 
satisfied with general limits or standard measurement procedures. 
In this area, many questions have been raised. For example, we are 
interested ill the ~'opensity of subsystems to generate interference. 
This means understanding the impedances across which, or through 
which, interfering voltages pass. At this time, we really have not 
solved that particular problem. 

Paul P. Monroe: I would like to suggest, before we enter too far 
into this discussion, that we divide this meeting into two sections: 
( I) EMI energy, which pertains to equipment that might be 
damaged due to radiation, and (2) communication equipment used 
in deep space and scientific equipment. The two areas are not 
compatible. Mr. Ottinger speaks about whether we transmit 
enough energy to set off a squib and he may reduce the level at 
which the radiation will not .lffect the quib. On the other hand, 
if we have a receiver with a -160-dBm sensitivity, this receiver 
would be incompatible for maintaining communication at his 
l ~!!off level. I think, therefore, that we ought to be divided into 
two sections - deep space communication where sensitivities are 
very importaut, and energy transf~r for equipment power supplies, 
transistors, etc. 

Ben Weinbaum: We seem to have almost reached a standoff. We 
have a number of scientists in the audience, some of whom are 
unfortunately not engineers, and we have a lot of engineers who 
unfortunately are not scientists. We have talked about the various 
aspects of the equipment and the various sensitivities. 'We have 

talked about the requirements for specifications and we have 
also talked about contracts. Contract performance is great if you 
have an open-end contract that allows you to spend money after 
you have partially developed the program. However, this is un
acceptable in some contracts where you have a fixed fee. In such 
a case, any waiver is a penalty. Therefore, we will dispense with 
the contract part of it. The specifications were written for the 
large weapon systems; they originated from DOD requirements 
and, unfortunately, most of our space experiments ride on the 
backs of boosters that were originally developed for DOD usage. 
Launch site requirements impose tremendous demands on the 
launch vehielM. 

The new Saturn program would have done fine had we not had 
the very strong requirements of the launch site to worry about, 
primarily, the radiated fields. The tremendous interfaces that deal 
with our various pieces of equipment require us to develop cer
tain specifications. We are at the point now where there should 
be a tremendous opening into the new scientific era for specifica
tion requirements and limits. Unfortunately, many engineers, 
m;'self in particular, have not really looked at the scientific aspe(:t, 
and at the scientist's view of specification requirements and usages 
in this field. 

Glenn A. Reiff: I would like to attempt answering the last two com
ments. I personally am delighted to see this standoff; I hope there 
are many more of them. This is getting to the heart of the reason 
why we thought a meeting such as this would be worthwhile. Cer
tainly, spacecraft are a different breed of cats than missiles; the:, 
are different from airplanes. There are scientific requirements. 
Those involved directly in EMI need to obtain a bett~r under
standing of some of the scientific requirements. On the other hand, 
some of those who are building scientific instruments need to 
bccome familiar with developments which have taken place in 
EMI; therefore, I believe that things are going well. 
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Electromag netic Com pati bi I ity / System Desig n 

Ma nagement Pia n 

Thomos G. Wolter 
TRW Sys'ems Group 

Redondo Beoch, Colilortl;o 

I. Introduction 

Since the discovery of the first electronic circuit mal
function caused by an extraneous signal, design engi
neers have treated the strange and sometimes mystifying 
phenomenon of electromagnetic interference (EMI) as a 
"black art." In bygone days, the control of this alleged 
curse was left to the test engineer and laboratory tech
nician who usually m&stered the particular problem by 
curing the symptoms. 

As time progressed and certain problems appeared 
with repeated characteristics which resulted in similar 
"fixes," efforts were made by governmental agencies h> 
L'Ontrol compatibility problems between the many "black 
boxes" comprising their complex systems. The nature of 
these controls took the form of what are now EMI speci
fications. Being all-encompassing to solve every kind of 
probiem imaginable, these specifications had an opposite 
effect to optimizing a system design, although they did 
eliminate many of the standard EMI problems. This 
"brute force" approach of reducing all EM emanations 
from each equipment, while requiring that it he capable 
of withstanding an artificial EM environment, was ade
quate for many years, because the system constraints of 
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weight, space, and power were not usually the limiting 
factors of system cost. 

The purpose of this paper is to present a system de
sign management plan which is capable of keeping pace 
with the driving trend toward sophistication in the pres
ent day aerospace systems. Before delving into the de
tails of the plan, it would be helpful to summarize tlte 
driving philosophy behind it. 

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) should be the 
result of a conscientiously engineered system design 
which balances the generated EM environments of the 
system heinl; desilDled with the EM sensihvities ot 
the systet'! ~q\.,i .. ;n:ent and tt,(;' functi<;nal ped'ormance 
requirements. The implEmentatiol1 of this L'()J'!cep~ en
sures the achievement of an eiccttomagn-. ';cally ~mpat
ible system through the control of inter-, as well all, 
intra-system interface characteristics and perfonnance 
parameters. 

While the details of the concepts described in this paper 
are in a continuing process of refinement, the methods 
have heen successfully implemented on Pioneer VI, Vela 
Advanced Spacecraft Project (Y,~SP), and Intellsat III. 
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The most complete implementation of these concepts is 
currently taking place on Air Force Program 949. The 
plan presented herein is, therefore, not a figment of 
imagination, but a vital, practic~l, and living part of an 
existing total team management concept. 

II. System Design Approach 

The system design approach is basically a detailed 
implementation of the concept of maintaining a balance 
between the generated EM environment and the EM 
c ,nsitivities of the equipment. This balance must be 
achieved by design, not chance. To achieve this goal, 
the normal program can be broken into phases, as shown 
in Fig. 1. Each of these phases contains a logical se
quence of design activities which, when properly guided, 
will result in an optimum compatible system design. The 
following portions of this section are ..!evoted to describ
ing, in a simplified manner, a proven way in which a 
compatible system can be designed. 

A. Phase O-Prelimlnary System Oellgn 

If it is assumed that the normal feasibility studies and 
marketing activities have been successful, the program 
begins upon receipt of a Request for Propo8al (RFP), 
often from a government agency. If the RFP is assumed 
to be typical, it will contain a very brief description of 
the required system performance characteristics and a 
tremendous number of qualifying constraints, such as 
weight, enviIonmel:t, reliability, quality assurance, de
livery and marking, launch vehicle, and, sometimes, 
EMI/EMC. 

The first step facing a company '.rving to respond to 
the RFP is to define a conglomeration of hardware 
which will functionally satisfy the required system per
formance parameters and, at the same time, attempt to 
satisfy all the constraints. This first step is probably one 
of the most crucial steps in achieving a compatible sys
tem design. It is at this point that the system design 
engineer must influence the basic system configuration 
so as to avoid gross compatibility problems. At this stage 
of development, a typical situation might be a desire to 
employ sensing equipment which intentionally monitors 
very low-level broadband VHF energy while, in the 
same sy~tem, attempting to implement a high-audio
frequency squarewave ac power distribution scheme for 
the system. 

Concurrently during this Phase 0 activity, the basic 
compatibility program approach must be defined. The 
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compatibility program must be geared to accommodate 
the system performance requirements as well as con
straints and, at the same time, optimize the hardware 
design performance in a cost-effective manner. This pre
liminary program plan should define for the customer 
which reqllirements will be met and also those which 
will not be met. In the latter case, a positive alternate 
must be defined to allow the customer some flexibility 
in arriving at an acceptable contractual work statement 
and budget allocation. 

A typical requirements problem area is an RFP speci
fication, such as EMC or environmental, being idealis
tically severe. In such cases, it is obvious to everyone 
that the many requirements must be relaxed (some 
cases may need to be more stringent). However, because 
of the preliminary nature of the system design, there is 
not en ,;gh information available to propose a meaning
ful set of alternate requirements. One possible solution 
to this dilemma is to propose a revision to the specifica
tion stating that the pI. cular problem requirements will 
be acc':lpted as interim 'uirements until such time as 
the contractor can pI' '. )se technically justifiable and 
realistic requirements. In addition, as a part of the re
sponse, a positive plan should be proposed to allow the 
derivation of realistic requireml:nts at some fixed time 
before th~ end of Phase I of the program, as indicated 
in Fig. 1 and described later in Phase II. 

B. Phase I-Detail System O.slgn 

Once a work statement has been negotiated and a 
budget authorization has been given, the real task of 
influencing the various subsystem design efforts to 
achieve a compatible system begins. From the finally 
agreed upon program performance requirements, the 
taslr 3f allocating the compatibility requirements to vari
ous subsystems can be initiated. Of primary concern is 
the allocation of electrical parameters to the subsystems. 
Since power, command, and telemetry functions com
prise approximately 80% of all subsystem interfaces, the 
characteristics and implemcltation of these functions are 
most critical in affecting system compatibility. It is 
wasted effort and false economy to require very stringent 
controls on the power interfaces and some nebulous 
radiated environment limit on a complete subsystem if 
the circuit designers are left to their own imagination in 
designing the signal interfaces. As an example, the nor
mal approach to controlling the EM profile of a subsys
tem is to limit the amount of "undesirable" energy of a 
power line and the radiated energy of the subsystem. If 
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the subsystem fails to comply with these linlits, the sub
system equipment and cabling are blindly modified to 
comply with the specification limits. This is usually 
accomplished in a very inefficient manner in terms of 
the system design. In most cases, the system design ap
proach requires that each equipment be analyzed to 
determine it~ worst-case sensitivity to extraneous energy. 
Once a profile has been established which defines the 
most sensitive system element at any frequency, an 
analysis can be completed which will define, not only 
the best EMC requirements for the system, but also the 
constraints which are necessary for all the system inter
faces to ensure compliance with these requirements. 

As an example, assume that the sensitivity of each 
equipment is defined. The compatibility limits should 
then specify the allowable spectral density (with an ap
propriate safety margin) which may be carried on any 
conductor or radiated from any equipment so as not to 
exceed any other equipment sensitivity. This concept is 
illustrated in Fig. 2. 

The general approach for analyzing the system to 
establish the composite sensitivity profile and, thus, the 
most realistic EMC limits, is illustrated in Fig. 3. As 
indicated, the allowable generation limits are determined 
by transforming the worst-case sensitivity of each equip
ment, through the appropriate transfer function, int') an 
equivalent voltage or current level on an adjacent con
ductor in a typical system cable hamess. Taking the 
composite profile of all the system equipment trans
formed sensitivities, the complete frequency range of 
interest can be mapped and the compatibility limits es
tablished by adding reasonable safety factors. The out
growth of this analysis is a concrete basis for defining the 
proper program EMC requirements or to request quanti
tative deviations from existing program requirements. 

Based upon the results of the compatibility limits deri
vation, a very important tooi for defining and controlling 

... 
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electrical interfaces is established during the Phase I activ
ities. This interface control tool is referred to as Wiring 
Integration Design Engineering (WIDE). The basic con
cept of this system is the utilization of the standard BO
column IBM card format to identify electrical interfaces 
in terms of functions, characteristics, and routing. 

The key advantages of the concept are speed, flexi
bility, and a mechanical means of matching interfaces 
between subsystems. When WIDE is employed, time
consuming preparation of wiring diagrams is eliminated, 
and the normally difficult-to-spot errors of inconsistency 
or non-correlation are made immediately obvious. Wire 
shielding, grouping, and routing are readily controllable 
with this concept. WIDE is being effectively used as an 
interface design as well as It production tool for produc
ing the system electrical cable harness. The concept can 
also be expanded to provide a mechanism for feeding 
interface information into a separate computerized sys
tem compatibility model. 

C. Phase II-Detail Equipment Dfli;!I 

The activities during this phase of the program really 
prove the worth of the system design approach to com
patibiiity. The system designer utilizes the results of the 
compatibility analysis of Phase i ~') improve the equip
ment design in the most cost-effective manner. 

The key element during this phase is the EMI predic
tion analysis. This analysis identifies the degree of is0-
lation required for power as well as signal interfaces. 
In addition, the results of this analysis will influence all 
electrical interfaces, as well as the equipment packaging 
design. The flow diagram in Fig. 4 outlines the general 
approach to the EMI prediction analysis based upon 
the rudimentary equipment design necessary to satisfy the 
functional pelformance parameters. 

Fig. 2. Illustration of equipment sensitivity relationship 
to the establishment of allowable interference 

generation levels 
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As indicated in Fig. 4, one of the outputs of the pre
diction analysis is an input to the definition of interface 
signal and power characteristics which will allow com
pliance to the program EMC requirements with mini
mum cost and weight impact on the system. The actual 
definition of the interface parameters is accomplished 
by a tradeoff analysis wherein the weight and relative 
cost of the components required to adjust the interface 
characteristics is compared to the weight and relative 
cost of conh:ining the interface signal and power inter
ference energy within the system cabling. 

The final results of the EMI prediction and the system 
electrical interface analysis permit the detailed definition 
of the comm~nd, telemetry, and power characteristics 
and implementation scheme. In addition, the results of 
this analysis provide the input for formulating the design 
criteria which are normally documented in formal pub
lications such as the EMI Control Plan and the System 
Design Manual. The topics typically considered in these 
formal documents are presented in Table l. The exact 
allocation of topics treatl'd in each document is a func
tion of the type of project being worked and the cus
tomer requirements. 

Table 1. Topics considered in the EMI Control Plan 
and System Design Manual 

EMI control plan Sy.tem de.ign manual 

Pro jed implementation plan Detail circuit design criteria 

System eledrical reference Detail packaging criteria 

(bonding) 
Internal equipment grounding criteri 

Subsystem design criteria 
Filtering and circuit isolaticn 

Cable harneso criteria criteria 

Frequency manlgement Interface sign.1 characteristics 

consid.rations 
Detlil c.bling design 

System electrical grounding 
Power, command, and telemetry 

QUllity Issurence provisions implementltion 

Surge current limitation 

Thermll versus eledrical design 

criteria 

Power quality 

D. Phase III-System Development 

The primary activitv during this phase of the program 
is one of Haison engineering, development test and eval-
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uations, development model equipment test, and a final 
review of subsystem specifications and drawings. 

The role of system design changes during this phase 
to one of system development and design margin verifi
cation. To adjust to this role, it is necessary to have 
personnel knowledgeable in the design activities, product 
engineering, and verification testing. It is during this 
phase of the program that design compatibility margins 
established during Phases I and II are verified. In addi
tion, such problem areas as printed circuit board layout, 
circuit grounding, and equipment enclosure design are 
evaluated and appropriate modifications incorporated. 

E. Phase IV-System Design Verification 

This phase of the program is a wrap-up operation for 
the previous four phases. The activities performed dur
ing this phase are primarily concerned with the formal 
verification and documentation of the system design. 
The high point of this phase is the completion of the 
formal EMI QualificatioTl Test and final system compat
ibility analysis report. This final report is intended to 
show the comparison between the interim compatibility 
analysis and the final system design and verification test 
results as illustrated in Fig. 5. 

DEVELOPMENT 
MODEL 

SYSTEM TEST 
RESULTS 

+ 
PHASE I 

COMPA TlBI UTY 
ANALYSIS 

PHASE" 
EMI 

PREDICTION 
SYSTEM ANALYSIS FINAL SYSTEM 

COMPATIBILITY COMPATIBILITY 
REPORT AND ANALYSIS 

CERTIFICATION SUBSYSTEM 
EMI 

TEST RESULTS 

FINAL DESIGN 
MODIFICA TlON 
FROM PHASE III 

i 
QUALIFICATION 

MODEL 
SYSTEM 

TEST RESULTS 

Fig. 5. Final verification analysis to ensure delivery of a 
compatible system 
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III. Management Organization 

It is appropriate at this time to discuss a TRW man
agement organization for supporting this system com
patibility through system design approach. This is 
necessary because it is felt that this approach to EMC 
is believed rathp,r unique in the aerospace industry. 

The first step to understanding the implementation of 
the system design approach is to examine the basic struc
ture for handling space system contracts under the team 
management concept. Within the division of the com
pany assigned the responsibility for hardware system 
activities, there are several operations, each of which 
has a specific charter to provide a unique capability in 
support of the division charter. From a functional area 
within one such operation, personnel are drawn for 
staffing the "System Design Teams," of which EMC 

engineering is an integral part. From this unique posi
tion on the various projects, as shown in Fig. 6, the sys
tem design personnel have the visibility and access to the 
resources, across all projects, which are necessary to 
accomplish system compatibility through system design. 

IV. Contractual Implications 

As indicated previously, there are some unique con
tractual problems which arise from the attempted im
plementation of the system compatibility through system 
design philosophy. The most noteworthy consideration 
centers around the need by the contracting agency to 
have some formal contractual agreement, concerning 
EMC requirements, in effect at the time of contract 
negotiation. One possible solution to this problem was 
presented earlier in St;ction II-A. 

SPACE VEHICLE DIVISION 
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An alternate and, perhap~, more desirable solution to 
this dilemma is p.'esently in existence in all the EMIl 
EMC specifications. It is standard procedure to identify 
deviations, with supporting justifications, in the EMI 
Control Plan which, when approved, supersedes the prob
lem requirements of the contractual EMI/EMC specifi
cations. In either case, it should be noted that all 
contracting agencies have thus far been very receptive 
to considering modifications to EMI/EMC specifica
tions, provided proper justification can be demonstrated. 

V. Conclusion 

rhe system design plan to achieve system compati
bility, as presented herein, is actual!}' not a new concept. 
The idea of making EMC an integral part of the system 
design activity has been in the minds of many people 
within the EMC discipline for many years. The distinc
tive feature of the plan discussed in this paper is that 
this EMC "dream" has been practically demonstrated. 

This realization is now generating new areas of activity 
and stimulates the technical environment from a specifi
cation compliance goal toward a true fulfillment of the 
underlying intent of the normal EMC objective. 

As indicated previously, this concept of achieving 
compatibility is not divergent from the philosophy behind 
the current military specifications. The system design 
approach will not jeopardize the standardization con
cept. If properly implemented, this latter approach will 
actually broaden the ba~e for standardization in that the 
contracting agency will have more information on 
the actual performance data of the equipr.lent, and thus 
will be able to better define its characteristics for use 
and interrelationship with other programs. 

This paper provides only a brief glimpse into one 
feasible system design approa~h to EMC. The main 
benefit to be gained from it is a reawakening of the 
EMC society to the procedure for raising EMC from 
the grasp of the "art" world to a science. 

Discussion 

Thomas C. Walter: The basic approach during Phase I is that the 
EMC engineer works with the mechanical system design personnel 
and electrical system design personnel to adequately define all the 
interfaces, characteristics, impedances, routing of the cables, loca
tion of the circuit, etc., within the boxes. 

In the Phase II pTl~diction analysis, you define what the equip
ment is going to generate and then take a closer look at what it 
might be susceptible to. In calculating the generation levels, you fan 
back on the standard Fourier or Laplace transforms for the spec
tral distribution. A set of energy transfer functicns are defined and 
a·pectral distribution defined for each box. The spectral distribu
tioll prediction and the transfer function that has been calculated 
can now be conlpared to the EMC specification limit that you are 
working to. You can then define in detail what attenuation you 
need, either conducted or radiated-wise, to comply with the com
patibility specification that you developed. 

The key point in the achievement of this plan is that all of the 
personnel who make up the design team are from the same func
tional organization within the company. They are only on loan 
to the project. They only support the project for the duration of 
that particular project. At the conclusion of the project, they revert 
back to their functional organization where they are given a 
chance to update their knowledge, determine what has happened 
in the Research and Development programs of their functional 
organization since they left, and are then reassigned to another 
project. The beauty of a system like this is that you have a very 
good cross-fertilization of information from program to program. 
You also have a set mechanism for having a continuing support 
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for a program. It is more than support; you are a recognized 
project office official in this capacity. When a decision is made, 
it must consider not only EMC or electrical system design, but 
schedule, cost, weight, reliability, etc. This forces the EMC indi
vidual to broaden his viewpoint. This is more of a system engineer
ing approach to EMC than anything that I have seen in the past. 
It is not just a concept, it is a reality - it has been used and 
it works. 

George N. Burkhardt: Mr. Walter used terms that are cropping up 
increaSingly in the space business, Interface, Interface Definition 
and Interface Control. One thing that I noticed in his Phase 0, 
that was conspicuous by its absence, was that the primary mission 
objectives for the spacecraft were not defined. Subsequently, sys
tem definition becomes a problem. Secondly, in Phase II it was 
subordinated. 

Also, my personal experience in the definition of the Command 
and Telemetry System is that the basic characteristics of the sys
tem are fixed, including the number of words, although I have 
even seen words changed in a system. However, the basic telem
etry formats were fixed to the extent of the type of signal you get, 
the level through the analog-to-digital converter, the energy in 
the PCM bit stream, etc. It is my experience that, with this system, 
the telemetry format is continuously changing and this is one of 
the jobs which drives the interface personnel insane. The opera
tions personnel have a problem because the systems engineer has 
requirements dependent on them. The space scientists have created 
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Discussion (contd) 

great problems in space projects by conceiving scientific systems 
that have unique data formats which were not originally intended 
for the ~ystem. If the system is adequately designed and the over
all mission objective and p()ssible mission objectives are really 
defined in the beginning, you will not have this type of a problem. 

A final thing that worried me was that, after the systems integra
tion test was completed, there was an EMI qualification. It seems 
to mc that, if thc systems integration test is satisfied ant: i< properly 
l'xeeuted, you have attained system compatibility and, therefore, 
the EMI qualifications have been met. 

Thomas G. Walter: First of all, we assumed that at the Phase 0, 
when you get an RFP, it will normally define the program mission 
requirements, the functional requirements, and what the space
craft is supposed to do. If you remember, the Design Team worked 
directly for the Project Office. The thing that I did not say is that, 
from the time the company first starts to look for possible contracts 
and possible business, this design team is in existence. It may be 
only one man at that time; however, there is somebody there with 
the Project Office to do the feasibility studies, etc. throughout the 
program. Therdore, we are aware the minute someone has a 
concept or an idea for measuring a phenomenon in space and what 
they might have to use to measure this particular phenomenon. We 
can then assess whether it is going to be in any way a major com
patibility problem with the rest of the vehicle. 

As far as word formating goes, the thing that I was indicating 
hcre about telemetry characteristics and implementation is not 
word formating. The slot in the main frame, for example, does 
not bother me; it is what that signal level looks like from the 
sensor to the :malog-to-digital converter and the A to D bandwidth 
that I am worried about. This cannot be a continually changing 
thing because, if it is, you cannot C'0mmit yourself to a firm 
schedule. You have to pin signal characteristics down so that at 
some stage in the program no further changes are made. The only 
time you change is when a customer directs you to change. You 
would have to go back through and reassess what the impact is 
and possibly modify your requirements at that time. 

Henry M. Hoffart: I would like to point out that, in management 
at General Electric, we hold in-house seminars where we bring in 
all the electrical and mechanical design personnel and go over 
the specific black box designs. This is in Phase I. What we do at 
that time is to show the relationship between the fields that nor
mally will exist about the vehicle, the coupling factors into the 
black boxes, and cable-to-cable coupling factors. This then pre
sents the design engineers, both electrical and mechanical, with 
the parameters within which they must function in designing their 
equipment. Thus, we can layout the wiring properly, prOVide the 
proper shielding, and provide ultimate EMC for the equipment. 

Thomas G. Walter: We have a similar thing to seminars, but they 
are probably not as formal as those that you are mentioning. We 
have a number of scheduled meetings with the designers to (1) 
familiarize them with the requirements; (2) solicit their assistance 
in formulating the system requirements that we are going to 
negotiate with the customer; and (3) establish a working rapport 
with thl.'m, so that they understand our problems and we under
stand theirs. This working relationship varies from box to box, 
depending upon what the circuit Illight be. An RF man, for I.'x •• m
pie, has a hl.'tter understanding of SOIll!' of the prohlems WI.' are talk
ing about than a power subsystem man in many cases. Therefore, 
the mcetings arl.' usually scheduled according to the type of sub
system that will be discussed. 

Richard H. Kelkenberg: Whcn you mention that you are talking the 
designer's language, I, more or less, see your general viewpoint. 
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However, how do you operate in detail? When you say you talk 
.n the designer's hn~uage, are you talking in terms of decibels 
above microamperes per megahertz, or are you talking about fre
quency spectra? If you could give more details of how you 
actually implement this down into the day-by-day type of termi
nology, this is what I would be interested in hearing. 

Also, on your chart, it see""ed as if you put more emphasis on 
the prediction study of seein!; how much your generation was, 
rather than In how much the susceptibility was. How do you 
handle sctting a control on susceptibility? 

Thomas G. Walter: The designer's languiige depends on the type 
of hardware the designer is building. If you are talking to an RF 
man about a transmitter, he talks about the efficiency of conver
sion of DC power to RF and modulation characteristics. If he talks 
about a phase modulator, you must know the language of the 
phase modulator, how many volts it takes to get a certain number 
of radians of shift in the output. If you are talking to a telemetry 
man, you must be able to talk in terms of how the analog-ta-digital 
converter performs, what the sampling rates Me, what the clock 
words are, how wide the word gates are, and how critical is the 
phase difference between the clock and the word gate. When 
talking about the characteristics, then you must define rise and 
fall times of the signal. For example, how does the signal influence 
the phase relationship between the clock and the word gate and 
the data output? If talking about an analog signal you get into 
accuracies. If you use an eight-bit telemetry system you are 
normally talking about 3.5% accuracy on the signal. Do you 
really need that kind of accuracy? What happens if you have 5% 
accuracy; does this ruin your measurement, or do you need tighter 
thaI' a 3.5% accuracy? 

You have to talk with telemetry personnel concerning the type of 
hardware that he is going to use in this box. Generally, this is a 
standard set up by the Project Office where you either select all 
integrated circuits, or all discrete components, or something similar 
to that. Therefore, very early in the program, you know whether 
you are talking about discrete components or integrated circuits. 
Then, you worry about things like sync currents, true-state voltages 
and currents, and the impedance of matched interfaces between 
the different t:'pes of logic. You do not normally want to match a 
Fairchild 9040 with some other type of logic that is incompatible. 
These are the types of things you can get into. You must be able 
to understand and talk the la;lguage. 

Richard H. Kelkenberg: Do you replace the EMI specification with 
this procednre? 

Thomas G. Walter: No! The EMI specification as we use it is gen
erally a formal document that someone familiar with EMI could 
look at from the outside and say that these are our requirements. 
It is not generally used in that much detail within the company. 
Most of our design requirements, or the implementation for meet
ing the specifhation, is handled through the design manual. This 
mar.ual is a Project Office control documen: for each program. It 
defines all the design requirements for a designer. The designer 
must meet the requirements in the design manual. The manual is 
the standard that he is reviewed against. If you have a particular 
way in which you want to ground, if you have a particular signal 
characteristic that you desire, if you have a particular envelope 
that you want out of a bOX, then it is in that document that you 
tell him what he has to do, or what he should do, or come up with 
a compromise with him and then publish this agreement. However, 
the specifications, the formal limits as such, are not used that much. 
They are used in all the documentation; however, when talking 
to a designer, very rarel), are the specification limits ever discussed. 
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Discussion (contd) 

HectoT 1\1. Smith: One of the problem~ in E.\IC is that, some
timer, ~'. de~ign is being made for one stage and some other 
comp . ~ is doing the design for other stages of the same vehicle. 
SOIT. 'Lnes you have interfering equipment in one vehicle and 
susceptible equipment in another vehicle. ~:uw I would like to 
ask Mr. \Valter if there is some way to improve the interface be
tween different companies designing the sallle vehicle, possibly 
hy putting EMC groups in all different companies on the distri
bution list fut all these requirements for the one stage, or perpaps 
through informal meetings, or some other method. 

Thomas G. Walter: \Ve have a dassic example of i"terface prab
Icms on Program 949. The Air Force has designated two associate 
contractors rather than a pIime contractor and a subcontractor. 
Contractually, they are of equal standing. The Air Force has given 
to one the title "f Integration Contractor, which happens to be 
us. When you get into a situation like this, the only thing that you 
can do is to define that interface in the terms, chamcteristics, etc., 
that a designer would understand. Then, you can use the top-level 
EMC limits, if you want to call them that. both companies meet 
the same set of limits, although you usually find a problem nego
tiating with them as to what that limit should be. In our particular 
case, in this program, it was rather a difficult process getting them 
finalized; however, we did finally ~,/ree On a set of limits that, 
in some cases, are more stringent th ,~, needed, because the equip
Illent in our half of the vehide is not that susceptible in that range; 
but the other contractor happened to have something in his portion 
of the contract that is susceptiblp The stptement of the require
ment is that you must meet thi> at an iI .. rface, conducted-wise 
and ~F-wise. This would mean for p",\mple that, if you had a 
very sensitive low-frequency RF receiver in one naif of the 
vehicle, and a large generator in the other half of tL.! vehicle, you 
would have to guarantee that, at that interface, conducted-wise, 
you would meet the conducted limits of the top specification and 
that, radiated-wise at his input terminals you would meet the RF 
requirements. Therefore, this means that you would have some 
analytical problem that may need resolving. If you have previously 
completed all the calculations and then come up with these new 
limits, this is not insurmountable because you already : .ave the 
tools for making this calculation. 

Larry R. Pa,.gbum: As I see it from the vehicle-to-vehicle stand
point, it is the same type of problem, except that now you are 
talking about two vehicles. Whoever is responsible for the systems 
aspects of the compatibility of those two vehicles, would handle 
it as though he were to make a single compatible vehicle. It is 
just that you are at a difl'erent level. You are talking about two 
vehides now rather than one vehicle. On the other hand, I do not 
quite understund how the final verification analysis accomplishes 
assurance of delivery of a compatible system. 

Thomas G. Walter:. If you look at the factors that went into making 
up that final analysis, they considered everything from the basic 
analysis to define the requirements, all the way through the final 
design stage, taking into accouni. the final design modifications to 
the system before unit qualification. This final report will actually 
tell you that when we started we said that we were going to do 
something, and now we have shown you that it has been done; 
it is more of a summary. Therefore, you have actually given the 
customer a very good profile and definition of what your system 
will do in terms of the limits that you have negotiated with him. 
Now, the customer will also have to get the tools tha~ you have 
used to develop these limits. You cannot just give him the numbers 
and tell him that these are the values that you are going to use. 
You have to show the customer how you obtained these values. 
With the tools that you used to develop limits, plus the final 
results showing where you started and where you ended up, then 
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any equipment in that vehicle can very easily be used on another 
program. You now have a very good definition of what that 
equipnJ('nt wil.' do and will not do. You have a model set up for 
calculating , .. h,lt this equipment would do in another environment. 
Therefore, all you have to do is plug in some numbers and you 
would find how it would react in a different environment. 

David H. Swenson: The transfer function vou talked about seems 
to be a fairly important part of the analy~is. I want to know the 
methods you used to get this transfer function and its accuracy. 

Thomas G. Walter: The transfer functions themselves are in terms 
of magnetic and capacitive couplings between wires, cither shielded 
or unshielded coupling, unshield~-d to shielded coupling, or 
shielded to shielded coupling, depending on what case you want 
to consider. The transfer functions WLTe deve\')ped in a Company
funded independent research program set up to develop a com
puter program to calculate this. Another group was funded to 
verify that they could measure the same data that were calculated. 
These were two independent operations. They have obtained 
correlation between the computed and the test results that is 
hetter than 6 dB. We feel that this is extremely good and in
cludes the range from de to 100 MHz. This is the heart of the 
whole operation. 

Robert W. Ellison: I understood you to say that you defined your 
wiring and actually built it from tab runs that defined the be
ginning and end of the wire. It seems rather questionable whether 
there is any sound technical basis for assuming that all wires that 
are shielded to unshielded couplings, independent of the routing, 
whether they are the same bundles or not, would have the same 
coupling. Apparently there is much more elaborateness in your 
program than is defined to the manufacturing people who build 
the wiring. 

Thomas G. Walter: You are right; there is. The WIDE system tab
ulates the end-to-end cabling - type of cable, type of termination, 
type of connector, etc. The actual routing of the cable is deter
mined from a mockup or model of the system. All that the tat 
run can tell you is the wire length, for example. It will tell you 
which groups of wires are to be laced together, and which groups 
are not to be laced together. Bm how they are laid on the actual 
platform of the vehicle is detennined by the model. You have a 
mechanical as well as an electrical problem of finding space for 
the wires. It is much more elahorate than just tabulation; there is 
a lot more to it than that. 

Frederick C. Smith: Has your analysiS of transfer functions extended 
to the transient case? 

Thomas G. Walter: The way that the transfer functions were devel
oped was not to consider either CW or broadband, or anything like 
it, but to consioer a straight voltage (so many volts per hertz type 
of coupling), so that, if you go back to the standard Fourier or 
Laplace technique, you can take a transient ancl break :t down 
into so many volts per hertz components and relate how much it is 
going to couple. For example, if you take a square pulse and feed 
it through this transfer function, what you get on the other line 
does not look anything like a square pulse. In fact, you generally 
cannot very easily define what the waveform would be that was 
coupled over. You can approximate it, o' bound it, by saying that, 
if you had a pulse of a certain characteris>ic, it would give a pulse 
of one characteristic and a different pulse would result in a pulse 
of another characteristic. You have now d· fined a range f(lr the 
designer so that h€: knows the kind of a noise envelope alld the 
volts per hertz that he will obtain. 
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Electromagnetic Compatibility Verification for 

the Centaur and Surveyor Space Vehicles 

1. P. Quitter and 1. R. Rei" 
NASA l .... 's Re.earch Cen'er 

Cle.eland, Ohio 

I. Introdudion 

This paper describes a program of plarn;ug, testing, 
and corrective action to ensure electromagnetic compati
hility between the space ~3unch vehicle I\nd payload of 
a major NASA project. The space booster involved was 
the Atlas/Centaur first- and second-stage combination, 
and the payload was the Surveyor spacecraft. The np
proach employed was to consider the total assembly as 
a collection of systems, subject to !.~ternal interfacing 
problems as well as externally generated problems aris
ing from the launch complex. The interface of par
ticular concern was that between Centaur and Surveyor, 
and ground-sltpport er'lipment. Atlas/Centaur/ground
support equipment (x)mpatibility had already been 
demonstrated in the launch vehicle re!.earch and devel
opment phase of the program. 

Test planning and execution included five major steps, 
with sufficient intervening time to allow for correcti,re 
action, if necessary, before the next step. The goal was 
to arrive at a launch configuration for which no electro
magnetic compatibility problems were expected, so that 
the last test would confirm overall success rather than 
provide infonllation for diagnosis and further corrective 
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action. The test program was planned to extend from 
May 1965 through March 1966. Favorable results gener
ated high confidence in actual Atlas/Cen.!'r/Surteyor/ 
ground-support equipment EMC. The first launch, on 
May 30, 1966, was successful, as were the remaini.'lg six 
in the program. 

Since this ?aper will be limited in distribution, it is 
a condensed -icrsion of one now in final preparation. 
More detailed test reslllt" will be found .in the longer 
paper, to be available from the at-thors shortly. 

The purpose of this investigation was to examine con
ducted and induced electromagneti~ ;nterferellce at the 
electrical interface between the Surveyor spacecraft and 
the Atlas/Centaur booster. The Atlas/Centaur is classi
fied as a medium-size launch vehicle. A test plan was 
devised, beginning with the Combined System Test Fa
cility at San Diego, and continuing on to the launch com· 
plex at Cape Kennedy. A technical working group was 
set up, consisting of representatives from the NASA 
Centaur Project Management staff, the respective con· 
tractors - General Dynamics Convair, Hughes Aircraft 
Company, and Kennedy Space Center launch personnel. 
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II. Test Plan 

The fcllowing (' rir' of major -y te rn te ts w('re 1!1-

dud d in th E~ I . vt' rif icLltiun program: 

Ilt(;lIr ~ umber - and pacccraft Prototype 
T-:..1 a t th ompo ite t m T e t Facility in an 
D ie 0 ( \1 y 1. 65'. 

:. 1 (I II/aw _ imul.lt :Jr Lmd pacl'craft Prototype Tn 
and a SO('I .t d gro ·nd-.;u??Ort Pqlii . ment (G E ) 
• t Launch Compl x 3 A. Capc f\: l'nned ~ ' (Ju ly 
1965L 

.31 A la / Centaur . ·ur.lbe::- 7 .. ? ('e(,I,l ft imula or a11d 

j l U Ich Comr"l ... ..: G E in m .. jor y ' ll'flI te t ( J J int 
Fii 'n :\. ("c rtanee T e t) \Ortober i965). 

(4) Atlas/Cen taur ~umber 7. Spa~~craft Simulator and 
T .<1·,I11<'h Complex C E in major sy tern tes t (Simu
lated Tanking) ( ~o\'ember 1965 /. 

(5 ) At la /Ccll taur ~umb r 10. Spacecraft :\umber I 
a soci, tpel C E a t the Compo itt' y tern Test F a

ili ty in an D iego (\Iarch 1966). 

III. Test Envirann.ents 

T he Combined y. tern T ('· t tand ;C T ) facility a t 
a n D i(,ao \\'a ' d ('s ia ned to imulate electrically. a 

nearl~' a econonically fea ible. th actual launch C017l 

plex a t Cap e Kenned y. The CST m arks the first tim(' 
1I n.:"yor i mated to it boo ter. Althouah Atlas and 

CClltaliT ar not phy ically mated (F ig. 11. the inter
connectillg I ctrical ,,' ire aT(' made as short a possible. 

F;g. 1. Combined systems test stand 
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Long run of wire are included to simulate the cab!eway 
fr~m the umbilica l tower to the blockhouse at the 
launch site. All of the control and instrumentation 
equipment located in the actual blockhouse are dupli
cated at CSTS. All relays and 'olenoids found at the 
actual launch complex are also duplicated at CSTS, even 
though propellan ts are not tanked at CST" Simulated 
tanking. however. does reproduce the ele, (rica l tran
sients found in the actual operation. Although the CSTS 
facility was not designed speCifically as an E~lI test bed, 
it has proven very valuable for this purpose. It showed, 
for example in Test 1. that the levels originally pro
posed hy spacecraft engineers (Table 1) were not real is
tic, and that further e, 'aluation and verification would 
he required. Tests 2. 3, 4. and 5 follo" 'ed (see Section II ). 

At Cape Kennt'dy launch complex 36 (Figs . 2 and 3). 
E~II problems were anticipated because of the mutual 
coupling m long cable nms (800 ft to si te A and 1500 ft 
to site B). and because of the many solenoid valves (160) 
a socia ted with propellan t tanking. Inductive transients 
from these solenoids " -ere suppressed by means of par
allel diodes. In th"! blockhouse itself (Fig. 4), there are 
some 1200 relays. ~fost of these are also diode-suppressed. 
:\. cia sic example of transients arising from interrupting 
inducti"e circuits such as relays is shown in Fig. 5, 
hefore suppression. Although this exan-.r' <es to 70 V. 
pe" k~ as high as 00 \' haw been re - ,~ (ered , before 
~uppres ion. Th i. particular transient " 'as deri,-ed from 
a latching relay used ;.r : the spacecraft electric sim
ulator. The presence of this transient illustrates the im
port;'>J~ce of suppre sing the te t equipment as well as 
airbornt~ and GSE snurces. 

IV. Spacecraft and Booster Configuration 

The Surrcyor spacecraft (Fig. 6) is well known 
throu~hout the world. For the purpose of this paper, it 
is noteworthy t~at weight considerations limit the 
amoun t of 'hieldi!1g and filtering used on the spacecraft. 
For this Jeason, spacecraft circuits are generally more 
susceptible to EMI than circuits in which weight is not 
a problem. Further. since susceptibility levels were 
not contrach'ally specifi ed by JPL, a.:tuallevels werp ~ot 

ace rately J.."own or defined. The levels proposed in 
Tal)le 1 " 'ere more in the nature of engineerin!;, esti
mates than actual hard and fast requirements. 

The spacecraft is mounted within the Centaur nose 
fairing, as shown in Fig. 7. The proximity of Centaur 
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Table 1. Proposed maxinlum allowable conducted EMI 
from Atlas/Centaur, GSE environment to Surveyor 

Signal Source 
Proposed EMI 

1.".1, 

Accelerometer output signll Survey." accelerometer 20·mV pelk 

amplifier 

AI D conyerte, output 'i gnal SUN.yor centr.; signal 200-mV pelk 

processor 

Centaur commands Centaur programm, 

High.power transmitter ON SOO·mV pelk 

Exter.d landing gelr 

Extend omn i-.ntennas 

Pre-separation arming 

GSE power GSE ground-power 

hternal batte-y cI.arge supply lOO-mV pelk 

External OCR input 

Hel ium dump I GSE helium dump pulse 2S0-mV ~ ,"k 

generator 

Ma in power switch ON.'Of F GSE safety console 2S00-mV pelk 

Retro igniter safe and G3E ,afety console 2SO-mV pelk 

arm command 

Gyro pre·h ... t power GSE STEA Not specified 

Battery char{,- .ensing SL·,..,.eyo, bl~ery SO-mY pel~ 

Retro squib integrity Safe and Irm de" ;ce 2500-mV peak 

igniter 

Safe and arm sensing Safe and Irm device SOOO-mV pelk 

eli!ctric and electr'.mic equipment on the forward shelf 
is clearly e,·ident. Figure 8 sho,"'-s the Centaur/Surveyor 
separation plane and the staging disconnect. This point 
is not accessihle during ground tests because a thennal 
barrier separates the spacecraft from the Centaur ther
mal environment. For this reason, the ins~mentation 
used in these tests was connected at the so-called field 
joint connectors, located within 2 ft of the separation 
disconcc;' The f:eld joint connectors and their relation
ship to the I~" n inur forward equipment shelf is shown 
in F;~. 9. Details of the electrical circuits which pass 
through these connectors are shown in Fig. 10. The elec
trical interface betWEen Centaur and Surveyor was di
vided into three categ(,rie~ : 

(1 ) Centaur programmer commands to the spacecraft. 

(2) Spacecraft inputs to Centaur telemetry. 

(3) Control , monitoring, and power circuits between 
the blockhouse and the spacecraft. 
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Fig. 6. Surveyor spacecraft 
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Fig. 7. Surveyor and Centaur 
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On the Centaur side of the interface, there are numer
ous sources for electrical interference, especially for in
ductive transients. In the propulsion electriCal system 
(Fig. 11), for example. solenoids are in"clved with the 
two engines and with the boost pumps. Relays are used 

in ronnection with pyrotechnic devices. In the Flight 
Control System (Fig. 12), many solenoids are used in 
connection with attitude control engines. Electrical tran
sients from all of these devices must be suppressed at 
the source. 
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V. Test Instrumentation 

The technique employed fOI l.hese t('sts was to use a 
hreakout or sandwich box at the fi eld joint coneccto;., 
(Fig. 13). An absolute min imum of additional wire was 
introduced into the airborne circuit:·y, and suitable 
shielding and grounding techniqul!s W e I r employed so 
that the instrumentation would no" aff..:c' .. ',lrmal circuit 
operation, nor introduce fv:eig'1 . r stur~ances. Connected 
to til e instrumentation box WNe ;;J. magnetic tape reo 
corder. a recording oscillograph, cathude ray oscillo
scopes. and l-ansient detectors. The tape:: recorder was 
limited to a 20·I:Hz resp0 r. ~ (' ;lnd the ~:;r'i l1ograph to 
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5 kHz. Signal components of higher frequellcy were 
noted by means of the oscilloscope and the transient de
tectors. The latter were unique dE-vices designed and 
built by Convair, ar.d wi11 be described later. All equip
ment was interconnecte2 with a common timing sigllul, 
and all test personne~ ;<fere in constant voice communi
cation. In this way, attention could be directed to 
imminent test events , or certain tests could be repeated 
at the discretion of the test conductor or of any operator. 
The practice of repeating significant events, or of exam
in ing the magnetic tape with the oscilloscope, made it 
possible to use single-exposure cameras at the oscii;o
scope instead of continuous film recordillgs. 
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Fig. 14. Block diagram of GD/C transient detector module 

The transient detectors (Fig. 14) employed "single
shot" silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCR) as pulse switches. 
Triggering level of the SCRs could be accurately cali
brated and reproduced. Response was obtained to pulses 
ranging from 0.5 p'S to 1 ms, in amplitude levels of 0.2 to 
10 V, and 10 to 100 V. The instrument can be connected 
to respond to either positive or negative polarity. When 
the SCR fires, it actuates an "operatiorls" or "events" 
recorder, which provides time correlation. The specific 
nature of the;: transient can be examined later by repeat
ing the event occurring at that discrete time. 

Figure 15 shows the setup for test l. This test, which 
was hastily improvised, employed instrumentation leads 
longer than desirable. Subsequent tests reduced the lead 
length, as previously ""'~ntioned. In this test only, the 
T -21 spacecraft prototype was located on the upper 
level, while the Centaur booster was located under the 
temporary floorboards. This first test served to alert all 
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concerned to the apparent incompatibility then existing 
(May 1965) between Centaur and Suroeyor. This test 
also provided experience for improving instrumentation 
for subsequent tests. 

As part of the normal Centaur test procenure followed 
at Cape Kennedy launch complex 36, dc currents of all 
electrical subsystems are recorded, with timing markers 
(Fig. 16). While the resolution of this record is not suffi
cient to show fast transients, it is sufficient to identify 
and correlate "witching times with EMI events. This 
figure is of particular interest becaUSe it shows a tre
mendous inrush of current at Atlas inverter start. In this 
case, it reaches a peak of 590 A. 

VI. Test Results 

A. Test 1 

The Atla.VCentaur No.7 and Spacecraft Prototype T-21 
of May 22, 1965 showed a number of apparent incom
patibilities between booster and spacecraft. Of twenty 
lines monitored both on external power and internal 
power, three lines showed continuous noise levels 
greater than those proposed by Hughes Aircraft Co./JPL. 
The transient detectors were also triggered at intervals 
throughout the tes\: Most of these transients were coin
cident with activation of switching functions of the ve
hicle during simulated flight. The noisy lines' were as 
shown in Table 2. 
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Fig. 15. Test setup (front view) 
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, 
Table 2. Nol .. levels on selected noisy 

booster/spacecraft Interface circuits 

'''''''-
Actual levels, mY' 

ClrcvIt 
level. mY 

External Intemol 

Arcelerollleter output 20 100 125 

GSE·power 250 280 875 

PJaltery che'lile sensing 50 950 165 

• Zero to peak valu ... 

No rr.ajor problems were encountered during the test, 
in spite of the fact that the proposed maximum suscep
tibility levels were exceeded several times. Spacecraft 
commands were not falsely triggered, nor were damag
ing levels of conducted interference observed. As a result 
of this observation. it was agreed by spacecraft engineers 
to re-examine their proposed tolerance levels. It was fur
ther agreed hy the working group to continue EMC test
ing at the Cape Kennedy launch complex. 

B. Test 2 

In this test, the same T-21 spacecraft prototype used 
in test 1 was employed. Since the Centaur stage was not 
available, commands originating in its programmer were 
simulated by swit(!hes. The test was run on July 14, 1965 
at Cape Kennedy launch complex 36A. 

The only significant noise levels occurred on the ex
ternal optimum charge regulator (OCR) input line. It 
was found that ±4O-V transients were generated when 
the solar panel deployment actuator was switched ON 
and OFF. In addition, 7 V (peak-to-peak) steady-state 
noise was found at 1.3 Hz, and 19 V (peak-to-peak) 
steady-state noise was found at 6.2 Hz. 

Prior to this test, spacecraft engineers believed that 
transients in excess of -+-40 V could cause circuit damage 
resulting in possible mission failure, and that steady-state 
n~ise could cause errors in checkout of OCR during pre
launch operations. Subsequently, spacecraft engineers 
affirmed that th-:l noise levels seen during this test were 
not large enough to cause either a malfunction or seri
ous degradation of system performance. Re-examination 
showed that circuit damage would not occur until the 
voltage level reached SO. The 19-V 6.2-Hz signal was 
determined to be a natural condition associated with 
normal OCR circuit operation. 
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C. Test 3 

When the actual Atlas/Centaur vehicle, AC-7, became 
available, another test series was begun with a space
craft passive simulator. This test was conducted at launch 
complex 36A on October 20, 1965 in the flight acceptance 
combined test mode of operation. Tanking was not simu
lated, although umbilicals were ejected at, or near, 
T - 0, which is the simulated liftoff time. Flight pro
grammers commanded all ilormal flight events through 
simulated spacecraft separation . 

The only transients noted were the .~xpected pro
grammed commands of Extend Legs, Transmitter High 
Power On, and Pre-Separation Arming. Steady-state 
noise on all lines, except external OCR input, was well 
below the steady-state compatibility levels agreed upon. 
An 8-V peak-to-peak noise was observed on the external 
OCR input line from the start of the countdown test 
until the spacecraft console main power ON switch was 
actuated, at which time the noise disappeared. The 
noise was attributed to inductive coupling to the line, 
which was essentially unterminated (open) until power 
was switched on. After power tum-on the noise de
creased to 0.2 V (peak-to-peak). 

D. Te.t 4 

This test was essentially the same as test 3, except 
that propellant loading was simulated (solenoid valves 
were actuated). The configuration remained the sarr.e 
as for test 3, although individual system tests were 
run independently, rather than in a formal pre-launch 
countdown procedure. The newly established steady
state levels were not exceeded. No undesirable transients 
were detected - except for one transient which was gen
erated within the Surveyor simulator hy the coil of a 
latching relay. This relay is used to simulate a motor
driven switch used in the actual spacecraft. When the 
+36-V command was applied to the relay, a ciassic 
damped wave resulted, peaking at 68 V (Fig. 5). This 

di 
was caused by the self-induced voltage L dt ' ahd was 

never sufficiently large to affect adjacent circuits 
adversely. 

E. Te.t 5 

Finally, as the last in this series of tests, the actual lunar 
mission configuration became available.· On March 5 
and 7, 1966, a Combined Acceptance Test was performed 
on Atlas/Centaur 10 and Surveyor I, at the test facility 
in San Diego. 
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Threp t r.ln~il'nt~ \I vre nutl'd on X - 1 lLy ( ~l areh 5, 
1966), Tht' ~l' \I " 're thl re,ult of normal , witching 01 the 
' /lneyor ,u la r pand ~ill1l1 l a t oL Another ~r.lllsit'n t re
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/Ii!! , Exl nrl L c!.!,s. ,1IId T/(/lI . mil l er ll ig1! POlel' r 011 , 

11 11 \1 l' \ ' t T , th rel' t ran~iellts that \I'l' re not the result of pro
~ra llllllt'd t'()llllllalld~ wcrt' a l 'o obs{'I'\'l'd, Two of th se 
r: ll,iC'nt, (1"" Irred Oil the Re/ro Arm 011 lin (-25 \' tran-

sienL t1uuh _'ld) aud one occurred on the Extend Omni
t \/Il ellllll line ( + 50 \' transient thre hold), while thc 
Ce.l /o /l r pro 'rammer ",as in the 'afe mode, 

I nspection of the oscillograph Lrac of tl1 Retrl) Arm 

011 (' mmand pulses 'howed a nega tive transi nt a t the 
\c 'a di ng edge of each pulse a t the exact time the - 25-
detl'Ctor moni toring Re! I'D A rm On was triggl :'ed, 

The +50-\ ' tran im t on Extend Om ni : ",ll t cnnG oc
cUl'lwl during a tim iu telTa l when Sli rveyor CS E power 
C'lb les " ue h ing x, min d Lo determine whether they 
were secure ly mated. The Celliaur \' hide was p assive at 
this tim e' , nd coulJ not have generated such a transient. 

Fig. 17. Surveyor high-voltage discharge test 
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Random noise of 3.5 V peak was observed on the 
spacecraft accelerometer line on both days of the test. 
This noise was traced to a loose connection between the 
accelerometer transducer and its amplifier. All other 
steady-state noise levels were below the acceptable levels. 

Concurrently with the8e tests, spacecraft engineers 
adopted the point of view that the levels given in 
Table 1 wen neither realistic nor well defined. Simulta
neously, they began a program of further desensitizing 

their circuits. Much credit goes to these engineers for 
this effort, for, in the end, they were so successful that 
high-voltage discharges could be made directly to th.e 
spacecraft (Fig. 17) without endangering any of their 
circuits. Mr. Sabaroffs paper (included in these proceed
ings under the title Static Electricity Case Histories) will 
expand upon these high-voltage tests. 

Finally, as a result of these tests and also the space
craft review and desensitizing program, a new set of 
EM! levels was proposed and agreed upon (Table 3). 

Table 3. Maximum allowable conducted EMI from Atlas/Centaur, GSE 
environment to $ulI'Veyor - JPL Project Documenfl (Revision 3) 

Sllnal 
Silnal 

Source Load Surveyor allowable steatly-state' 
Sllnal amplitude" 

frequency Source Impedance Impedanceb tranllent EMI level. 
ra:lle 

Accelerometer ± 2.5 V centered 5-1000 Hz Surveyor l • ... 200 0 Z£ = 25O-C50 kll Ste.dy .. t.,. nolle-fundlment.1 
output lig n.1 about I bill of Iccelerome"r componenta below 2 kHz Ihall not 

2.5±0.1 Vdc Implifier exceed 200 mV peak. No tran-
.Ieta .hln oxceed : ~go V pel k 

A/D converter Zero Itl" = 550 pullel/I Surveyor Z, = 1 kn Z£ = 25O-C50 kO Stoldy-stl" nol.. ± 1.5 V po.k. 
output Ilgnal 0:1:0.3 V centr.1 .Ignal No trlnllints .h.n exend 

One Itl" = procenar ±IOO V peak 
I 

5±I.OV j 

Cenflur comm.nd. Centaur 
progrlmmer 

High·power 26.5±3.5 V Single pulle Z, < 1.00 Z£ .. "'180 Tr.nlients < 100 f.II durltlon (It 
trlnlmltter ON (100±20 ml) 90% Implitude) ± 70 V pelk. 

Tr.nllonts > 100 pi dur.tlon (.t 
90% .mplltude) +1'V pelk 

-70 

Extend I.ndlng 26.5±3.5V Singl. pul .. Z,<I.OO Z£ = 510 Ob Tr.nll.nts < 1 00 pi durltlon (It 

g •• r (100±20 ml) 90% Implitude) ::' V pe.k. 

Trlnllents > 100 f.II dur.tlon ( •• 
90% Implitude) ± 10 V pe.k 

Extend omnl· 26.5±3.5 V Single pulle Z, < I.on Z£ = 510 Ob No tr.n.lent .hln Ixend 
Int.nn •• (100±20 ml) +100 V p .. k 

-50 

Pr .... p.r.tion 26.5±3.5 V Single pulle Z, < 1.00 Z£ = 510 OD Tr.nllents < 1 00 f.II durltlon (.t 
.rming (31 ±0.5 I) 90% .mplltude) :fSo V pe.k. 

Tr.n.lontl > 100 f.II dur.tlon (.t 
90% .mplitude) ± 10 V pelk 

GSE power GSE ground 
power .upply 

External battery 28 V mix de Z, < 1.00 Z£ < 1.00 Ste.dy..,. .. nol .. 2.8 V pelk 

chl~e below 1.0 kHund "'.2 V pe.k 
lbove 1.0 kHI. No trln.lents 
th.n oxcood ± 10 V pelk 

-ltv.l. li.t,d art to b. measur.d usin" instrumlntatior with a minimum bandwidth of 30 MHz. 

bZL - 250±50 0 wh.n C.n,our commands .xt.nd landing Ii.or and pre·s.poro,ion orming, or ,xt,nd omn;·an',nno. of'ld pr.· .. poro'icm arming ar, on limulto",oully. 
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Tabl. 3 (contd) 

IIlnal 
IIInal 

Source Load Surveyor ano_lt ..... aely ...... / 
Slinal alllplltudo" 

frequency Source Impocla/lCO Impoclanco- tran ...... IMI 10.oIt 
ran .. 

Ext,rn.1 optimum 1.7 A, 50 V de Z. - 300 0 Z" - 300 
ch.rg, r'gu· .ver'II' de (., 
I.tor Input con,t.nt eurr.nt 

lOurc,) 

-
H.lium dump 40±5V 3D-m, pul" GSE h,lIum Z. - 39 110 Z" - 1 lin T r.n,l,nts < 100 pi dur.tlon (.t 

dump pul,o (un.ctlv.tod) I 90% .mplltud,) :!:f&, V po.k. 
lI,n,r.tor Z" - 450 0 Tr.n,Ients > 1 00 pi dur.tlon 

(.ctlvetod) (.t 90% .mplltud,) :!:~oo V po.k 

.~.In power 28 V d. GSE n'ety Z. - 2.3 lin Z" .. 3.80 Ste.eIy .... to nol .. 17.0 V polk. No 

switch ON/Off conlOlo tr.n,lonts ,h.n OIlCnd ± 100 V 
p,.k 

R,tro Ignitor 28 V dc GSE ,,'oty Z. - no Z,,-280 Sto.eiy .. t.to nol .. 17.0 V p,.k. No 
,.fo .nd .rm conlOlo (dond cont.ct tr.n,lonts ,h.n ollclOd ± 50 V 

comm.nd 'Id,) p,.k .t 50 pi (or equlvelont 
conatont on.rtY) 

Gyro pr.h .. t 27V de GSE STEA Z. - 1.0 lin Z,,-400 No tr.nsl,nts sh.1I OlIwod ± 80 V 
pow~r p .. k. Ste.dy .. toto nol .. ,h.1I not 

ollend 8.5 V polk 

8.",ry ch.rg, 28 V m.1I de S"rvoyor Z. < 1.00 Z" - 300 lin Ste.dy .... to nol .. 2.8 V p·"k 
.. nslng b.ttory bol .... 1.0 kHz. Ste.dy .... to nol .. 

4.2 V po.k .bove 1.0 kHz. No 
I trln,Ionts ,h.n ollelOd ± 80 V 

po.k 

Rltro squib 28 V de Slfo .nd .nn Z. - <1.00 Z" - 1 lin Sto.dy .. t.to nol .. 17.0 V po.k. No 
Integrity device IlInltor (squib flrod) hn,Ionts ,h.n ollClOd ± 50 V 

Z.- CO po.k .t 50 pi Cor equlv.lont 
(squib con,t.nt on.rtY) 
unfl 'OCI) 

5." .nd arm 28 V de SI'o .nd .nn Z. - <1.00 Z£ - <1.00 S ... eIy .... to nol .. 17.0 V po.k. No 
.. n,lng d,vlce (nf.) C .. '.) tr.",I,nts ,h.n oxaocl ± 50 V 

Z. - CO Z£ - CO peek .t 50 pi (or equl".lont 
(un"") (un .. 'o) con ... nt onervy) 

Z. - <1.00 Z£ - <1.00 
(.rm,d) (.rmed) 

Z. - CO Z£ - CO 
(un.rmed) (un.rmed) 
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This table not only distinguishes between steady-state 
and transient signals, but also identifies signal charac
teristics as well as source and load impedances. Table 3 
was incorporated into the formal JPL Project Document 
No.1 (Revision 3), which served as the official instru
ment of agreement between the Surt>6yor and Centaur 
projects. The final tests ir. this series verified electromag
netic compatibility between spacecraft and booster, 
based upon Table 3. Detailed test data may be found in 
the more formal report to be published by the authors. 

VII. Conclusions 

These tests established that both Centaur and Surveyor 
. were de.-;igned in accordance with good EMC practice, 
and even though designed independently, were, in fact, 
compatible. 
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From these test~, it was learned that arbitrary teat 
levels (Table 1) may not -be realistic, and that practical 
EMC specifications (Table 3) are useful only if they can 
be verified by test. 

All participants recognized that electromagnetic com
patibility depends upon electromagnetic coordination. 
Such coordination and cooperation was obtained in this 
program. 

It is important to allow enough time in major multi
system programs such as Atlas/Centaur/Surt>eyor for 
thorough electromagnetic compatibility testing and pos
sible redesign and retesting. 

For maximum confidence in test results, the degree of 
simulation should be minimized, and actual finaI con
figurations employed, wherever possible. 
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Surveyor Spacecraft 
Donald Wilbur 

Hup .. Aircrol' C..,..., 
FUl/."OII, Colilemio 

I. Introcludion 

Initially, I would like to discuss some of the back
ground a.ld philosophy of the EMI requirements devel
oped for Surveyor. The spacecraft configuration and 
design will be briefly covered and one or two of the 
significant problems mentioned. The EMI test program 
that was conducted for Surveyor will also be discussed. 
The dis(.'Ussion will be conducted more or less from the 
viewpoint of the systems engineer. 

The design of space vehicles and, particularly, a lunar 
probe presents a significant challenge from the stand
point of EMC, primarily from the viewpoint of the ec0-

nomic considerations that dictate how much weight goes 
into orbit and on target, and how much of that weight 
you can afford to allocate for seemingly useless functions 
such as EMI shielding, filtering, etc. Secondsuily, in tb" 
case of Surveyor, the lunar environment posed a some
what significant prohlem to EMC from the standpoint of 
the extreme temperature range that was enoountered 
during the lunar night. Thermal control techniques that 
were utilized to ensure that the electronics would main
tain the proper operating temperatures tended to defeat 
good EMC practices. As a result some unusual and, to 
an EMC engineer, frustrating trade-offs were encoun
tered. However. in the long run, it seems that they were 
satisfactf)ry. • 
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II. Basic EMC Requlrementl 

Now that everyone is fully indoctrin··· ed in the futility 
of EMC specifications, I can tell you that S~ 
started out with the broad genero:J philosophy, which 
the customer wisely tolerated, that the contractor', re
quirement was to provide a functional and compatible 
vehirle that would operate during all phases of the mis
sion through test, launch, transit, and the lunar open
tions. Consequ~tly, the contractor faced the entire 
burden of establishing a desip and compatible apec:ifi
cations and requirements that would fulfill this Job. 
There were Il few minor requirements by the customer. 
One was that the system must demonstrate, before 
shipment to the launch pad, that it c:ould withstand dle 
field energy that it would see from the range radan and 
other RF equipment anticipated in that vicinity. This 
was to be demonstrated at the system level. Within 
this framework of requirements, a speclfica&.1 VIU 

generated which considered all the pertinent £acton in 
the proposed system design. The transmitter £requendes, 
power levels involved, types of mod Illation, receiver 
bandwidths, and types of devices whid, might inadver
tently become ~ven were considered. 

In COIlIidering these fadon, it wu dJscovered that the 
.peclfications which bad been used up to that time, 
principaUy military spedfic:II.tions, were grossly over-
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restrictive in S"\IIle areas. An example is the usual military 
specification requirement for audio signal susceptibility 
or h.....un:'y below 100 Hz. Techniques to meet this 
requirement, particularly as low as 30 Hz, added a con
siderable amount of weight to a vehicle. This was consid
ered unnecessary and no attempt was made to meet this 
requirement. The specifia.tions finally developed pr0-

vided a cutoff at approximately 100 Hz, at which point 
there was some eT.pected energy. Another type of re
quirement was considered superfluous for this program. 
There may be people in the audience who would gasp, 
but the transmitter spurious output, insofar as it did not 
affect useful power, and insofar as it did not conflict 
with any of the equipment onboard the spacecraft or 
expected to be in the vicinity of the spacecraft, was 
considered to be rather incidental. The levels tolerated 
were based more on what could be done in this package 
with a minimum amount of weight, rather than meeting 
requirements such as those whicl. the FCC, and some 
of the military specifkations imposed on transmitters. 
Another type of requirement that was more or less 
superfluous was the image response requirement. In the 
operating environment we did not anticipate any inter
ference from that area, particularly since this was in the 
early 19ros, when there was very little in the way of 
telemetry signals in the 2-GHz band. It was also possible 
i.... !!ve with considerably more relaxed broadband and 
CW ra<tation levels than were current in the military 
specifications at that time. Of course, at the command 
receiver hequenc-}, with a sensitivity of -110 to 
-117 dBm, the reqtiliements imposed were extremely 
severe. A requi-~e7lt was imposed at the radar receiver 
frequencies as weD as the ~mmand receiver frequencies 
to provide an adequate margin at those spot bands. All 
of these items represented a considerable weight saving 
and. hom the standpoint of the mission, were justified. 
Space system design is changing somewhat and gravi
tating toward more stringent requirements in some areas 
because of more fully occupied telemetry bands and 
othp.r problems of that type. 

III. Surveyor ThermaI/EM~ Problems 

Figure 1 shows one of the early prototype Suroeycw 
spacecraft. It does not truly reflect the final configura
tion in that this vehicle has an extra survey TV camera 
which was never flown. The early design did consider 
it. The retro rocket is shown at the bottom center of the 
figure. It should be noted that the retro rocket filli; up 
the center of the vehicle. The nozzle below contained the 
altitude mar~ing radar which marked the 50- to OO-mi 
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range as the vehicle approached the moon. When the 
retro was fired, the radar was blown out of the nozzle. 
The conspicuous use of akminized film should particu
larly be noted. This was r.n extremely thin film of Mylar, 
and some cases Teflon, which was aluminized on one 
side and used for thermal control purposes. All of the 
exposed harness, many of the fuel tanks, and some of 
the other items were wrapped with this for thermal pro
tection. There are two thermal compartments that con
tain the bulk of the electronics, except for the radars and 
flight control system. They contain the telecommunica
tions, the power, the command decoding, and the signal 
processing systems. These compartments were required 
to maintain internal temperatures within a range that 
would protect the electronics inside. This was on the 
order of + 1.25 or 130° F during the lunar days, to O· F 
at night. The inside of the compartments are lined with 
many layers of the Mylar film shown on the retro rocket, 
for purposes of insulation. 

One of the problems that was encou!ltered on the 
spacecraft was caused by this thermal insulation. 1"'11e film 
was extremely subject to developing high electrostatic 
potentials on its surface because of the friction from 
normal handling. As a result, it was easy to measure as 
high as 25,000 V at points on its surface, with no inten
tional effort at all to excite it. This resulted in some 
rather unusual problems during spacecraft development 
and testing, as a resu't of static ruscharges occurring from 
this film. Mr. Sabaloff will discuss this in a sub~equent 
paper. He wiU give specific case histories of some of the 
problems that were involved. 

The flight control sensor group and its electronics as 
well as the TV camera and the range radars were located 
outside of the compartments. The omni-antennas were 
on the end of the long slender booms. Part of the radar 
electronics were on top of the high-gain radar antenna. 
There were accelerometer amplifiers mounted on each of 
the legs. These all contributed, to some extent, to some 
of the noise problems which we:>:'e encountered. Much of 
the mechanical operation of spacecraft devices was ac
complished by solenoids and stepping motors. The an
tenna solar panel positioner (ASPP), driving the solar 
panel and the planar array, had a stepping motor drive 
iO move them ':'he TV mirrors and the TV lens assem
blies were op€~ated by stepping motors. The gas jets 
which were on the legs, and the vernier engines, utilized 
~olenoid valves to control their fuel flow and nitrogen flow. 

~ .1 the consideration of thermal problems it was neces
sary that the compartments be thermally isolated from 
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Fig. 1. Early prototype Surveyor spacecraft 

the spaceframe to minimize hea t loss from the compart
ments at night . This was true of some of the external 
crmpartments as well. As a result of this, there were 
some problems resulting from ungrounded compartments 
and electrostatic eli charges. Beyond that, tt.e problem of 
g rounding the compartments finally rewlted in a ra th~r 
significant trade-off from the E~1C standpoint. To lill1it 
the thermal fl ow from the compartment, an extremely 
small cross-sec tion of wi re ,,·as uspd to ground it. This 
practi ce proved to be fairly successful although we were 
douhtful early in the program until it was shown to pro
vide an adequate bond to ground . 
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IV. EMC Trade-offs 

Among the factors affecting trade-offs in the area of 
weight was the problem of harness shielding. The weight 
of the shielding desired in these harnesses would have 
added several pounds to the spacecraft. Is was consid
ered necessary to avoid adding weight if at all poss ible. 
As a result, a trade-off was made in which all significant 
noisy signal line , such as power circui ts, were shielded. 
The RF circuit and some video circuits were also 
shielded. For overall shield protection of the harness, 
aluminized Mylar film , which was already used for 
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thermal pro tection, was used. A technique was developed 
for grounding the aluminized coating of the Mylar film . A 
study showed that this provided a reasonably good de
gree of shielding at most of the frequencies of interest. 
The study indicated that a 20- to 40-dB attenuation 
could be obtained by this method. 

When it came to evaluating the need for particular 
design fea tures from an EMC viewpoint, a trade-off 
technique was developed. All of the func tional operating 
characteristics of the spacecraft, in terms of commands 
that could be executed, were evaluated on the basis cf 
whether they were catastrophic to the mission or 1I0n
catastrophic, and whether they could be reversed by a 
command or were non-reversible. This included events 
th at could be initiated by command or would automat
ically occur as normal operating functions. If a squib 
ble,,', it was irreversible, and nothing could be done 
about it. In some cases, if a squib blew, it would not 
llecessanly be catastrophic, but most squib firings would 
have resulted in ca tastrophic action. For example, if the 
retro ignition squibs blew prematurely, that would end 
the mission. On the basis of that type of evaluation, all 
ci . cuits 'vere studied and those that were considered 
cri tica l or ;::ata~trophic or non-reversible, were given the 
full treahnent from an EMC standpoint. On others, 
where it Wd~ felt that sensitivity could be tolerated and 

the added weight or volume T!ecessary to effect a satis
factory immunity was Significant, the circuits were !eft 
in a more or less sensitive condition. As an example, 
inside one compartment there is a circuit which provides 
fo r con trol of the heaters. These heaters could be com
Planded ON and OFF and they could also operate auto
matically by means of an internal thermostat, provided 
they Wf're put in an ON state by cornman.:!. These 
circuits were fairly sensitive, and it was found that, 
sometime , they might be caused to turn on if proper 
conditions were met. However, since this was a condi
tion that could be reversed by command, and it was a 
condition ::lat, beCause ( f the thermostatic control, would 
be more or less irrelevant unless the heaters were needed , 
no attempt \\':1S made tu add the necessary fixes to de
sensitize this particular circuit. 

V. Subsystem EMI Problems 

In reviewing the Surveyor components, Fig. 2 shows 
the command receiver at the left. In the center and 
on the right is the transmitter with the local oscillator , 
the low-frequency multipliers, the high-frequency multi
plier and, at the bottom of the right-hand unit, is the 
TWT. The transmitter contains a high-voltage electronic 
conversion unit (ECU ) which powers the TWT. Figure 3 

. ~j -
/' ",- -

Fig . 2. Spacecraft comrr.and receiver (Iefl'), and transmitter (right and center) 
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Fig . 3 . Engineering mechanisms auxiliary 
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is the engir,eering mechanisms auxiliary. This device 
contain a con tant current generator for firing the 
squibs, silicon-controlled rectifier circuits, and the sub
sys tem command decoder to accomplish the squib firing 
function. Figure 4 is the engineering signal processor. 
Thi device contains subcarrier 0 cillators, commutator 
circuits, and signal processing circuits for processing 
telemetr'l data. There are several units, such as the 
central ;ignal processor and auxiliary eng!;.cering signal 
processor, which aided in these functions. Figure 5 shows 
the T\ ' camera. There are stepping motors to move the 
m:rror, the lens a sembly, and the shutter assembly. 

In considering the problem areas found on Surveyor, 
the problem that s~ood out most prominently was that 
of electrical transient5. These transients we,'!:' generated 
by various switching functions in the vehicle, and they 
tended to trigger inadvertently circuits which should not 
have been activated by them. Figure 6 shows one of the 
\ ays in which inadv ,~ rtent triggering was a problem. In 
t.he block diagram, the receiver output is shown enter
ing the receiver deeoder selector, which automatically 
selects one of the two central command decoders . These 

decoders are functionally redundant and the main reason 
for selecting 'me, or the other, was in case of a decoder 
failure . This device, in case of a failure, was also able to 
automatically select receivers. The operator on earth con
trolling the spacecraft, could then, by interrupting the 
carrier a sufficient number of tim("s, select any combina
tion of -eceivers and central decoder he desired. The out
put of the central command d~coders was fed in parallel 
to the subsystem decoders. Each subsystem had its own 
decoder. The decoder for the data link, the signal pro
cessing, the electrical power, the vehicle and mechanisms 
operations, and the engineering payload were located in 
the central command decoder. The decoders for the 
engineering mechanisms auxiliary, the flight control pro
grammer, the TV auxiliary, and some of the scientific 
instruments were located in those subsystems then: ~? :ves. 
However, the inputs were all paralleled. 

The command signal was transmitted to the spacecraft 
and demodulated in the form of a 24-bit code grgup.1t 
contained a sync word of 4 bits; 5 address bits which 
determined which subsystem decoder would respond; the 
complement of the address tq provide' a confirming check .. : ... -

Fig. 4. Engineering siJJnal processor 
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Fig , S. Television camera 
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that the address was received properly; the actual com
mand ot 5 bits which determined the particular function 
within the subsystem addressed that would be com
manded; and the complement of the command which 
was checked to confirm that the command was received 
correctly. The central command decoder input signal is 
shown in Fig. 6. This command entered the central com
mand decoder, was checked for complements and for 
sync, and was fed into the subsystem decoders, all in 
parallel. If the data link subsystem decoder was the one 
addressed, it would, in tum, react and, if the comple
ments checked, it would put out a single monopulse 
20 ms wide, shown in the upper right corner of Fig. 6, 
to the particuiar circuit being commanded. Each subsys
tem decoder w~s capable of handling up to 32 outputs 
representing command functions in a particular subsys
tem This system worked very well. As a matter of fact, 
about the only thing that could upset this system was a 
noise pulse or a serie. of noise transients that might 
smear the command anu cause the complement to fail 
to check, or cause the sync to gl) out. However, beyond 
this point, problems could exist. In fact, the biggest 
group of problems on Surveyor was the result of elec
trical noise transients getting into the circuits beyond 
the subsystem decoder. It was found that some circuits, 
unfodunately, were sensitive to much shorter duration 
transients than the commaud pulse itself. When this oc
curred, a function could be triggered inadvertently. 

Figure 7 shows R typical squib-firing circuit. It illus
trates one of the techniques used to minimi'te the tran
sient problem. The output from the subsystem decoder 
enters the circuit, which contains a series Zener diode 
with a breakdown level of approximately 5 V. All of the 

monopulse command circuits in Surveyor used the Zener 
diodt to provide this type of protection. An interlock 
signal, which was used only for squib circuits, provided 
a bias that prevented noise transients from activating the 
circuit. However, to execute this particular command, it 
was necessary to senrl a !'lrior command which would 
remove the interlock signal. When the !nterlock signal 
was removed, the firing command was se.lt, and the 
pulse activ?ted the constant current generator, simulta
neously turning on the transistor, which fired the SeR, 
resulting in squib ignition. This is typical of the squib
firing circuits utiJ;zed. There were noise filters in the 
circuits, which are not shown in the figure, to slow down 
the SCR's reaction to a change of voltage with respect to 
time. There were also filt..-r.s to attenuate those noise 
transients which might get through the Zener diode. 

VI. EMC Test Adivities 

Figure 8 is a block diagram of the power subsystem. 
It is included to show that there were a considerable 
num ber of command functions in the power system 
which might lJe susceptible to noise. The boost regulator 
convert~d 22-V bus power t(; 29-V regulated for some 
of ·hc subsystems. The main battery received energy 
from the solar panel. It should be stated that the space
craft is powe~ed by the solar panel and not the battery. 
and that the battery was primarily for storage of excess 
energy output of the solar panel. The battery-charge 
regulator also had several command inputs, such as a 
command to initiate stepping tI.e solar panel, and a com
mand to turn the battelY charge regulator ON and OFF 
and to bypass it. The boost regulator had command 

22V 

CONSTANT 
CURRENT 
GENERATOR 

9.5 AMP 
BUS 

SCR SUBSYSTEM>-....... _M-~_ ....... Ww--_-t+-_ ....... _H 
DECOOER 

INTERLOCK 
SIGNAL 

ZENER 
DIODE 

L---6--........ TO SQUIBS 

PI,. 7. Typlcallntertocked command flri!'l, circuit 
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functions such as enabling the overload trip circuit, turn
ing flight control power Ol'l' and OFF, and turn inl2; off 
the non-essential regulated bus. Most of these circmts, at 
one time or another, were somewhat sensitive to trar.
sient~, and in many cases, it was a difficult proposition 
to determine just what trade-offs should be made in 
terms of fixes. 

Figure 9 shows a pulse that was developed as a result 
of experience with the early prototypes in Surveyor. It 
is called a no-go command pulse. This pube is approxi
mately 20-V peak amplitude and SOO-fLS minimum 
duration at 50% amplitude. This pulse was used lo 
determine the immunity of command circuits to noise 
transients. The 20-ms portion at S-V amplitude was 
utilized to en!:ure that the Zener diode was indeed in 
the circuit and functioning when tested. It was found 
that some of the digital circuits in the spacecraft tend~~, 
to tum OFF with negative pulses if they were previousw 
OX. This was peculiar to certain flip-flops. Therefori a 
mean!: of establishing immunity to transients of ;both 
polarities was developed. The main thing was to hi care
ful of not sending the two test pulses so close Iogether 
that the circuit was turned ON and then waf immedi
ately turned OFF without the test operator howing that 
this had happened. / 

+20 V 
MIN 

I 

/ 
/ 

I 

, , 

5OO/"' MIN DURATION 
AT SO% AMPLITUDE 

/ 

I 
I 

-1 
20 MS MIN 

Table 1 lists the test activities that Nere conducted on 
Surveyor. At the comr;6nent level, conducted noise out
put ksts and rndi¥ed noise output tests were per
formed. These test I were routine EMI tests, performed 
according to the /ttorm~l specifica'tions for such things, 
although the~e els involved were those developed for 
Surveyor. Con ucted susceptibility tests, both on power 
circuits and n command circuits, were also performed 
using spikc¥levels to determine the magnituce of suscep
tibility. ~ the system level, quite a few tests were per
forme'7 in one test the spa(,p.craft was run through a 

/ 
/ Table 1. Surveyor EMI telt activities 
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IY NEGATIVE SPIKE. 

Fig. 9. N.Go command pul .. 
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miSSIOn whilt! up to 55 criticai command circuits and 
l10wer circuits were monitored for noise and transients. 
The monitoriJ Ig device was an FRlSOO tape recorder. 
It W'.lS run a:' a speed which would yield approximately 
a 3OO-kHz :":!sponse. 

Figure 10 shows some of the noise that was found 
during this test on the com'lland circuits with a tape 
recorder. After the test was run, many rolls of taped 
data had been 'lbtained, and it was wondered how these 
data could be reduced. Finally, a Miller oscillograph re
n.order was located at TRW, Redoll.do Beach, that would 
reoroduce 16 channels simultaneously. The tape was 
pJ;yed through this device and optically reproduced on 
paper, side by side, 16 channels at a time, including the 
command signal, the time code, and the voice channel of 
the test team. When these tapes were examined and 
all the data r'O!duced, the types of noise shown in Fig. 10 
were obtained. Incidentally, this Miller oscillograph re
corder had a speed capabili0' of approximately 400 in./s, 
such that, for observing fast pulses, approximately 10 p.S 

of resolution could be obtained. This WIU very useful on 
some of these noise types. Spikes of a!l shapes and sizes 
w~re found. The re~C)rder was ac-coupled so that the 
recorded spikes did noL necessarily resemble the original 
transient in the circuit. Some were developed from sole
noids turning on, some from the radars operating, and 
some from lhe stepping motors. The noise types identi
fied in Fig. 10 illustrate what was encountered. Some 
typps hail amplitudes as high as 20 V. 

Figure 11 represents a noise spectral distribution enve· 
lope of the noise that was found on some of the power 
buses. The spikes represent electronic conversion unit 
(ECU) switching frequencies and their harmonics. There 
were ECUs on the spacecraft for various purposes of 
regulation from approximately 1100 Hz to 30 kHz. The 
graph S!lOWS relative amplitude; it does not show the mag
nitude of the spikes. One of the tests required by the 
customer was a demonstraticn that the spacecraft would 
perform th.rough a normal pre-launch countdown when 
radiated with a field simulating the range radars. To do 
that, equipment shown in Fig. 12 was used. The racks 
contained a collection of commercial equipment, com
mercial RF generators, amplifiers, and modulation devices 
that produced a field from 500 kHz up to approximately 
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TYPE " ~ ~ DIFFERENTIATED "ECTA",;ULAR PULSES 

TYPE 2, 

TYPE 3, 
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TYPE 5, ~'V---- DAMPED OS(I~LATION 
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OSCII '.ATlON 

1 YPE 6, 1'--... 1'-..... . TWO OR MORE DIFFERENTIAlED RECTANGULAR - 1""""- V PULSES 

Fig. 10. Nol .. type. 

10 GHz. The antennas were required to have sufficient 
gain, so that, with the low-power souces that were 
used, the energy levels at the spacecraft could be fairly 
closely simulated in "n effort to avoid the cost of obtain
ing higher-power equipment. This did work out fairly 
well. As a matter of fa~t, no problems were caused by 
the range radars or other RF equipment at Cape Kennedy. 

Figure 13 shows the spacecraft just prior to being 
encapsulated for a test of the clearance to the shroud. 
This gives an i&~a of how the spacecraft was encapsu
lated. Early in the program, there was some concern 
about the electrostatic accumulation on this shroud be
cause it wa~ of a fiberf,lass material. This material was 
believed to have a reasonably high electrical resi!'tance. 
However, as is evidenced by the success of the launr.hes, 
no problem was experienced with it. 

With the resulting probability of five wccesses out of 
seven shots, the spacecraft behaved wdl in spite of all 
the noise. 
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Fig . 12. MS/ EMI test console containing RF energy generators 
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Discussion 

Larry L. Pangburn: It sounds to me like you did an excellent EMC 
systems engineering job. Just as it should be done, in my opinion. 
You indicated that only certain wires would be shielded, based on 
your look at it. Then you indicated that an overall shield was 
necessary over cable bundles. What was the reason for that? 

Donald Wilbur: This shield was felt to be desirable, particularly 
because of exposure of the spacecraft to the fields at the launch 
pad. Since we did have the thermal wrap, which we were able fO 

ground and utilize as a shield, we took advantage of it. In the 
beginring, in spite of the study that had been done on this wrap, 
we were not really convinced that it was going to be effective. 
The way it turned out, we feel that it did the job. 

John P. Quitter: I would like to add a remark which I forgot to 
make earlier. The EMC program that you outlined, and the design 
requirements that Atlas and Centaur were designed to, which were 
based mostly on MIL-I-26600 and a General Dynamics Corpora
tion specification, show that diffe~ent parts of the system can be 
designed to good EMC standards and EMI practice and still give 
a reasonable expectation that, when you put them together, you 
will not develop any unexpected problems. 

Donald Wilbur: I might mention that it was a running battle all 
along. It was not quite as simple as developing some require
ments, creating a piece of hardware and running it through test 
without problems. Most of the problems were real and not imagi
nary ones. I might add, with respect to Mr. QUitter's earlier paper, 
that there was an extensive effort between the initial presentation 
d the interface sensitivities by Hughes Aircraft Co. and the even
tual presentation of the revised levels. The revisions were not all 
due to changes of interpretation or means of specifying the inter
face. Some were due to fixes that were felt necessary. 

Paul Michaels: Could you telI us specifically how you did make 
the connections to the aluminized Mylar films? 

Donald Wilbur: In the case of the wrapping on the harness, a 
stainless steel wire was wrapped around the aluminized side and 
then grounded. Another layer of aluminized Mylar was placed over 
that, the two sides of the aluminum being together. 

Paul Michaels: Was there bonding with epoxies or adhesives? 

Donald Wilbur: No bonding and no adhesives that I am aware of. 
There may have been something. I did not get into the final me
chanics of it. 

Hector M. Smith: I wonder if you can tell US what the sensitivity 
of the receivers on the Surveyor were, and whether you expected 
any problems from earth transmitters when the spacecraft was on 
the moon? 

Donald Wilbur: The specified sensitivity was -110 dBm, the 
actual sensitivity was closer to -117 dBm. We did expect prob
lems; however, we had fewer than expected. First of all, dur
ing test operations on the system, one of two techniques was used: 
either the coax cable was removed from the antenna and coupled 
directly into the test equipmtmt to eliminate outside noise, or an 
RF absorbent box was placC(d. over the antenna in use to exclude 
external noise. This largely left us with the problem of operation 
at the launch pad. SurpriSingly enough, we did not run into any 
problems at Cape Kennedy. There were appprently no other sig
nals on our frequency. 

You might be referring to extraneous signals and on nearby fre
quencies. The phase lock loop bandwidth on this receive!' W::l.S 400 
to 500 Hz, which made it very difficult to interfere with, espe
cially if you did not have a coherent signal. 
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James F. Frye: I am stilI interested in the Mylar tape. Since we 
build digital computers, and digital information is inherently noisy, 
and since inter-box cabling is a prime contributor to radiated 
noise, I would like to ask two questions: (1) what is the useful 
frequency range of this tape? (2) is there anything published, or 
will there be, that might outline how this tape was used? 

Donald Wilbur: The study that was made did not cover above 
!30 MHz. From your standpoint, I am not certain whether it is 
useful. There was nothing published other than internal reports. 
These are possibly aVJilable; I will look into making them 
available. 

William J. Coleman: With reference to Fig. 12, which showed 
various racks full of transmitters and an assortment of antennas 
on top, I believe you said that these devices were in connection 
with testing to ensure that the spacecraft could withstand the envi
ronment at Cape Kennedy. If this is true, then, apparently, this is 
your setup for meeting the AFETRP 80-2 requirements of range 
safety. I wonder if you could tell us a little more about your setup 
for achieving 80-2 cO!Dpliance. For example, was this equipment 
located in an anechoic chamber? 

Later in your talk you mentioned that the Mylar tape was also 
used to help your electrical systems withstand the RF environment 
at Cape Kennedy. This appears also to have been for the surviv
ability c,ptio'l of the 80-2 requirement. Could you tell us a little 
about your 80-2 program? 

Donald Wilbur: With respect ~o the AFETRP 80-2 requirements, 
at the time this program was carried out and at the time we re
ceived permission to launch, there was not such a requirement. In 
other words, I am certain that this requirement was included in 
the revision of AFETRP 80-2, after we received basic acceptance 
ef the spacecraft at Cape Kennedy. As to the tape's effectiveness 
at these radar frequencies, I ha,ve no test data or analysis to sup
port my earlier remarks. The prime requirement that we had 
to meet with AFETRP 80-2 was squib circuit susceptibility. 
The Air Force did not specify power levels to use in making 
those tests, nor an anechoic chamber. The equipment used did 
not represent the peak power levels that were known to exist at 
the launch pad at the time of the first launch. This was due to a 
trade-off that was made relative to a judgment as to whether we 
would use average power levels or peak power levels. It was 
decided to use average power levels for that simulation. In addi
tion, there were changes in the range radar spectrum and power 
levels during the period when Surveyor was developed and 
launched. Considerable changes took place, such as addition of 
higher powered radars, which mayor may not have been simu
lated on later Surveyor vehicles that we launched. There were 
changes in the test program relative to these power levels, and I 
do nut have the figures as they relate to separate spacecraft. 

Lawrence C. Montgomery: I think you might be interested in a 
couple of techniques that were developed by Hughes Aircraft Co. 
regarding range safety. As Mr. Wilbur pOinted out, there was a 
Mylar layer over the Surveyor retrorocket. This was of quite great 
concern for range safety because of the electro~tatic charges that 
could build up on it (100,000 V with one s",ipe of a gloved hand, 
for instance). The configuration that evolved was the sewing of 
a wire in through this insulation that came within J,fI in. In 
each direction; in other words, made a little J,fI·in. square. This 
was a continuous sewing that allowed grounding of this particular 
Mylar materil1I. Th'lS, you could discharge the static charges from 
that particular Mylar and insulation. The other technique was that 
squib circuits were completely shielded with no gaps between the 
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Discussion (contd) 

back shell and the shielding itself, so that it met range safety in 
that respect. Other places where there was any use of non
conductive plastics, which Hughes Aircraft Co. used to cover up 
some of their equipment for protection during ground-handling 
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stages, an ionized blower was used during the handling of these 
items to discharge the static charges built up on them. In this 
respect, we did meet the range safety requirements of no-static 
discharging of materials. 
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The Lunar Orbiter Electromagnetic Compatibility 
Program Philosophy 

kobert O. Lewis, Jr. 
Tho ilo~ing Compony 

Soottl., Washing'on 

I. Introduction 

The Lunar Orbiter (LO) progrP.m has been one of 
NASA's greatest successes. We at Boeing like to think 
that our "common sense" approach to electromagnetic 
compatibility (EMC) was a significant contributor to 
that success and would like to pass the approach along 
for your consideration. Before going into the EMC pro
gram, a discussion of the Lunar Orbiter mission, space
craft, and launch vehicle is in order. 

The Lunar Orbiter's primary mission was to obtain 
1-m-resolution limited-coverage pictures and 10-m
resolution wide-coverage pictures of several prospective 
Apollo landing sites. After the primary mission was 
completed with the first three spacecraft, a mapping 
mission was proposed, and 90% of the moon's surface 
was photographed with the last two spacecraft. 

The LO spacecraft was 3-axis gyro-stabilized with 
provisions for utilizing " he sun and the star Canopus 
as celestial references. Two limit cycles were available 
for attitude control, ±O.2 and ±2.0 deg. The sun sensor 
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was mounted on the + X side of the equipment mount
ing deck (see Fig. 1) and the Canopus tracker was 
mounted on the equipment mounting deck +Y axis be
tween the programmer and the inertial reference unit. 
The programmer is a special-purpose random-access 
serial computer with 128 21-bit words of memory and 
120 commands. The photo subsystem package is mounted 
on the Z axis with the lenses pointed upward in the +Z, 
-X plane. 

The photo subsystem is a pressurized, thermally con
trolled camera, film processor, and readout unit. A dual
lens (80 mm and 24 in.) image-motion-compensated, 
f5.6, 70-mm camera and a 5-micron spot-scan readout 
assembly combine to record, process, and read out 
photographs, with a minimum system resolution of 76 
lines/mm. 

Communication between the spacecraft and the 
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility (OSIF) is pro
vided by (1) the transponder (mounted outboard on 
the -Z axis, Fig. 2), (2) the rotab.~ble-boom high-gain 
antenna, (3) the traveling-wave tuLe amplifier 
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Fig. 1. Lunar Orbiter spacecraft, View I 

(TWTA) (next to the high-gain antenna support), 
(4) the command decoder (next to the TWTA, away 
from the high-gain antenna support), (5) the modula
tion selector (next to the programmer, toward the 
transponder) and (6) the biconical hom omnidirec
tional or low-gain antenna (on the end of the second 
b(lom). 

The transmitting frequency was approximately 2.3 
GHz with 400 mW radiated from thp omnidirectional 
antenna and 10 W radiated from the high-gain antenna. 
The receiving frequency, through t!le omnidirectional 
antenna, was approximately 2.1 GHz. The receiver 
sensitivitv was -142 dBmW for a l00-Hz bandwidth. 
The DSIF stations utilized 85-ft antennas and had a 
receiving sensitivity of -170.8 dBmW at 12-Hz band
width. 

The velocity control subsystem consisted of ( 1) iI 

gimballed lOO-lb-thrust hypergolic-fueled rocket eng;ne 
(on - X axis) , (2) associated fuel tanks, (3) oxidizer 
tanks (on tipper deck ), (4) controls, and (5) thrust 
vector actuators (net shown ). 
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The power subsystem derived its primary power 
from four solar panels (shown deployed). The solar 
array supplied power to the spacec:aft anJ the charge 
controller (OIl the - Z ax.is behind the t;,·anspo!lde:). 
The charge contmller provided current to two 12-V 
12-Ah batteries (or. each side (If thP. charge contmlkr), 
which were used for spacc::craft rower wher. thc sun 
was occulted. The shunt regulator (behind the para
bolic antenna hinge ) kept th.: spacecraft bus voltage 
at 30.5 V by shunting off the excess power produced 
by the solar array. 

Instrumentation was provided by a multiplexer en
coder (behind the battery on the - Y side). In addition 
to the items listed above, the spacet;raft had (1) two 
radiation detectors, (2) 20 lnicrometeoroid detectors, 
( 3 ) a thennal blanket (not shown), (4) a camera ther
mal door (open in front of the camera lens ) and, of 
course, (5) the basic structure. 

The spacecraft was mounted on :m adapter, covered 
with a sl.r~ud : and mated to the forward se.:tior. of the 
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Fig_ 2. Lunar Orbiter spacecraft, View II (reverse) 

Atlas/ Agena D (see Fig. 3). All laund'es were from 
Fa::! :"3 at the Ail Force Eastern Test Range (AFETR). 

AGE NA 

SPACECRAfT ADAPTER 

: PACECRAn 

Fig. 3. Lunar OrbHerl Agena vehicle (expanded) 
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II. Establishing the EMC Requirements 

The Lunar Orbiter contract which Boeing won in 
March 1964 contained no reference to an interference 
specification, but only required compatibility with the 
launch vehicle and the DSIF. The propos.,l referred 
to MIL-I-6181D. This specification, however, had very 
little application to the LO spacecraft since there was 
no problem of having spurious signals detected by an 
enemy. (As a matter of fact, very special equipment 
is required in order to be able to detect the spacecraft's 
intended transmission. ) Military specifications are not 
particularly suited to digital system" and the LO is 
basically digital. While the craft was operating in 
space, only 0ne spedfic compatihility problem could 
exist, and this would be between Lunar Orbiter and 
Surt;eyor. However, compliance with '\UL-I-6181D 
would provide little assurance of compatih .iity between 
LO and Surveyor because of the 6181D test methods. 
Tests of the LG transmitter and receiver would require 
extremely s!ow scanning speeds to allow the transpon
der to lock on an interfering signal. Rates of approxi
mately 500 Hz/ s should be used, but sweeping at this 
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rate would take a little over 3% weeks to sweep only 
1 GHz. For these reasons it was not possible to find a 
specification that could give a reasonable probability 
of compatibility at a nominal dollar and weight cost. 
Therefore, it was necessary to write a new specifica
tion. The first step was to forget all interference speci
fications and start anew with just one objective-elec
tromagnetic compatibility. 

A. Establishing the Spacecraft Susceptibility Requirements 

In establishillg requirements, there are many itera
tions of establishing, cross checking, and readjusting, 
since none of the requirements established can be in
dependent of the others. What follows below is the 
result of the Lunar Orbiter studies. (Approximately 2 
months were available for writing the LiifuJr Orbiter 
!:pecification.) The result is applicable only to Lunar 
Orbiter and is not intended to be a universal type of 
specification. 

The radiation environment was investigated in the 
factory, on the pad during launch, in flight through the 
critical pressure region, in parking orbit, in translunar 
cruise, and in lunar orbit. The launch pad and early 
launch period were found to be the most severe en-

HIGH-GAIN 
ANTENNA 

OMNIDIRECTIONAL ANTENNA 

-,-:-----,. .... 
SPACECRAFT 

vironments for continuous-wave and radar-type Signals. 
Passing through the critical pressure region during 
launch was determined to be the peak environment for 
broadband interference. Due to large-scale welding 
operations that could not be anticipated at the time the 
specification was released, the factory area broadband 
interference was actually the highest. Figure 4 shows 
the AFETR environment, and, in particular, the ap
proximate location of transmitter and receiver antennas 
on the launch vehiclp.. Figure 5 is a plot of the AFETR 
transmitter field intensities at Pad 13 as well as the 
vehicle transmitter field intensities at the spacecraft. A 
tracking radar in the Indian Ocean is also shown, even 
though its existence was not known until s~ortly before 
the first launch. From titis RF environmei\t the con
tinuous-wave radiated susceptibility limit was chosen 
to l'rovide a 6-dB margin above the environment. It 
was not possible to do this for the Agena C-band bea
con becallse of the difficulty of obtaining fields any 
higher than 44 V 1m. 

The broadband radiated susceptibility limit estab
lished was based upon the launch vehicle charging to 
a voltage of 100,000 V and corona discharge pulses 
with a rise time of 25 ns, which is a time rate of change 
of 4 X 106 V I fLS. This level is equivalent to 194 dB 
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Fig. 5. Susceptibility test limits compared with AFETR environment at Pad 13 

above 1M V /MHz (assuming triangular wave shape) and 
was beyond generator capability in the low-frequency 
region. A generator was found capable of 2000 V with a 
V2-ns rise time, which is equivalent to the 4 X loe V / J.tS 
rate of change and thus simulates the high-frequency 
end of the corona spectrum. The generator chosen could 
provide 126 dB above 1 M V /MHz from low frequency to 
100 MHz. Thus this level was established as the require
ment. This then was the method used to establish the 
radiated susceptibility design and test limits. 

B. Establishing the Spacecraft Radiated Generation 
Requirements 

The allowable radiated generation from the space
craft is a function of the sensitivity of the r~ception 
equipment with which the spacecraft can interfere. 
Again it turns out that AFETR was a major factor. 
There was, however, no specification that defined the 
allowable radiated field vs frequency at AFETR. The 
closest thing was the range communications instruc
tion (ReI) 30-29 telemetry closed-loop radiation 
limit. Became this limit is lowel t.~an FCe regulations, 
the FCC need not b~ considered. The RCI limit is 
specified at 100 yards and therefore must be cdjusted 
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to 3 ft. An inverse proportion with distance was used 
in adjusting, and this limit was placed upon the space-
craft aerospace ground equipment (AGE) as shown in 
Fig. 6. The spacecraft, the Atlas, and the Agena all had 
receivers requiring a more stringent limit for the 
spacecraft (see Fig. 6). These calculations were based \... 
upon antennas looking at each other and upon the . 
spacecraft shroud being transparent. Here, again, 
equipment problems must limit the requirements for 
interference. The interference meters are not sensitive 
enough to measure the required levels. As a result, the 
limit was based upon a compromise between equip-
ment availability and the requirement. This approach 
then left only three problem areas: (1) broadband "0 
the Agena receiver, (2) CW to the Agena receiver, 
and (3) CW interference of the spacecraft with itself. 
Fortunately, later in the program, the shroud was 
changed from a transparent shroud to an opaque 
shroud with a minimum of 17 dB attenuation. This. 
change then maC:e the limits quite realistic. 

The broadband limit was not so easy to establish. 
Here it was necusary to find the bandwidth of all the 
receiver.; at AFETR and adjust the ReI limit using 
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tltese data. Figure 6 shows the result of this work. The 
limit Lc!ow 100 MHz remained the same down to 150 
kHz fer bdh broadband and CWo The broadband limit 
is quite high :n the ISO kHz to 100 MHz region. To 
assure that the spacecraft total '>roadband interfere'lce 
would not exceed this value, it was decided that the 
total allowable interference in this frequency range 
should be allocated on the basis of average component 
input power, or power generated, in the case of the 
spacecraft power subsystem. This was modified to 
&pply the 10-W limit to units \l,hich required less th:m 
10 W. The distribution of the power for the spacecraft 
will be shown later. 

C. ElItablilhi"1 the !pacecraft Conducted Interfe·ence 
Requirements (G .ner~ted a"d SUlceptlblllty) 

Sin<.e the spacecraft was basically a digital system, 
Fourier analysis of a great many pulses was required. 
In order to facilitate these computations, a Fourier 
analysis chart (Fig. 7) was developed from work done 
b} H. L. Rehkopf of The B~ing Company. I The chart 

'Pr('Sent<"j at the Fourth Professioa) Group on Radi·) Frequency 
h~erference (PGRFI) Symposium, June 1962. 
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is used by rlotting (1) the average duration of a pulse 
vs its peak amplitude and (2) its rise time vs the peak 
amplitude. Then a line is drawn up to the right at 45 
deg through the first point, starting from the repetition 
frequency," between points (1) ~d (2) and sloping 
down at 45 deg tn the right. The interference spectrum 
can then be read on the' dB {Ie/MHz and frequency 
scales. 

From the specification limits shown in Fig. 7, it can 
be s~n that there are four orders o~ magnitude differ
ence between the allowable spikes on a power system 
from MIL-STD-704 and the conducted interference 
limits of MIL-I-6181D. It is obvious too that the spike 
su~ceptibility test is not adequate if MIL-STD-704 
quality power is allowed. TI.erelore, we again consid
ered the compromise of increasing the spike suscepti
bility level by leng".hening to n J.LS the average dura
tion of the spike anc~ choo~ing a conducted generlltioll 
limit higher than 6181D but lewer than MI:':"STD-704. 
Figure 8 shows the limits chosen. The CW sus(~ptibil
ity limit is the same as 6181D with a little modification 
at thp. low frequency e.ld based upon the internal impe
dance of the spacecraft power subsystem. The pulse 
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susceptibility test is as previously described. The space
craft CW conducted generation limit is chosen to pro
vide an adequate margin to the CW susceptibility limit. 
The spacecraft broadband conductt:d generation limit 
is based upon constant average pulse power with the 
average pulse power follOwing the contour of the CW 
limit. TIle broadband and CW conoucted gent:.ration 

- limits for the spacecraft are shown. The limit for com
ponents is made a function of input power so that a 
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10-W unit would have a limit defined by moving the 
whole set of curves down to the line marked component
conducted generation (10 W). Thus in the worst case 
when all component interferences add (which is ex
tremely unlikely) , the spacecraft power bus would 
have the power quality near that of the upper set of 
curves. Table 1 shows the distribution of allowable 
system interference to components. It was necessary to 
guess at total power when the interference specification 
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was written, and this guess was 3[0:: W. The CW volt
age is shown here as a representative ratio (the CW 
limit for the spacecraft being 0.5 V). 

The digital system conducted generation and suscep
tibility requirements are shown in Fig. 9. The suscepti
bility requirement was an U-V pulse from a 5-kn 
source with an area of 100 V-p.S and a rise time of 
2 p's or less. The digital signal ratl:: of rise was limited 
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to 0.6 V / p.S. The curves to the lower right represent 
experimental results of interference that could be cou
pled into a digital signal wire if all the other wires in 
the bundle were driven with a 6-V interfering signal 
with the indicated rise time. It can be seen that all of 
the curves for allowable rise times (10 s or greater) lie 
entirely under the susceptibility curve with greater than 
20 dB margin. When the "ontribution of the worst-case 
power line interference is added to the digital interfer
ence, an interference pulse area maximum of 96 V-p.S 
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Table 1. Distribution of allowable system interference 
to components 

Intorforonco 
Componont 

Powor, W Voltago, v ICW) 

Commond decoder <10 0.013 
TWTA 52 0.06:i 
High.gain onlenno <10 0.013 
Transpondor 17.0 0.022 
Signal candilio"er <10 0.013 
Multiplexer encoder <10 0.013 
Rodialion dosage <10 0.013 
Pholo subsyslem 80.5 0.105 
Flighl conlrol eloctronics 28.3 0.037 
Inertial reforence unil 25.8 0.034 
Ca~opus sensor <10 0.013 
Velocily canlrol healer <10 0.013 --

Sublolal 273.6 0.352 
Power subsystem 232.3 0.3 -- --

Tolal 505.9 0.652 

is obtained. This level is below the lOO-V-lls suscepti
bility limit. Very little margin is applied to the pow~r 
line case because of the automatic margin provided by 

\ distributing the total power line limit on the basis of 
input power. These requirements were not difficult for 

the designer to satisfy because of the low digital infor
mation rates. The maximum command rate of the pro
grammer was 10 commands/s, the telemetry bit rate 
was 50 bits/s, and the command bit rate was 20 bits/s. 
Digital compatibility could, therefore, be established 
without the use of shielding. This resulted in a weight 
savings of approximately 20 lb in the spacecraft. 

III. Interference Testing 

Radiated generation testing was very similar to MIL
STD-826-type t-:lsting. Radiated susceptibility testing 
utilized the strip line technique up to a frequency of 
30 MHz. Fig. 10 shows the strip line construction. If 
the upper conductor is V2 m above the lower conduc
tor and if Ih V is used to drive the line, a field of 
1 V 1m is produced between the conductors. Unlike 
other specifications, this specification required a broad
band radiated susceptibility test. For this test, the strip 
line or dipole antennas were used in conjunction with 
a 2000-V impulse generator. 

Power line conducted interference testing was done 
with an oscilloscope exclusively; thus power line inter
ference requirements and the data were all in the time 

~ PLYWOOD AND O. 125-in. -THICK ALUMINUM 

-- STYROFOAM SUPPORT, 80TH ENDS 
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~ 
........ - CO'PER-OOPPED £ENCH (O.OI-in.-THICK 

OR eQUIVALENT ALUMiNUM) 

Fig. 10. Radiated susceptibility test SMup 
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domain. Transient detectors were used during program
.ner and spacecraft testing. The line stabilization net
works simulated the actual power subsystem internal 
impedance. Digital line conducted generation and sus
ceptibility utilized time domain testing also. 

Spacecraft testing was automated by allowing the 
spacecraft programmer to cycle the spacecraft through 
its operating modes. Conducted susceptibility testing 
was not performed at spacecraft level. A comparison 
was made between spacecraft conducted generation 
and component susceptibility data to determine the 
safel y margin. Live ordnance was used during radiated 
sus( eptibility testing; squib firing l~'les were not 
::;hielded, and squibs were 1 A, no fire. The spacecraft 
had no Class A ordnance. 

IV. Lunar Orbiter EMC Problems 

The EMC problems encountered on the Lunar Or
biter program can be stated simply as "unstable emitter 
followers, ,. since the two problems we had were both 
of this type. Figure 11 is the simplified circuit diagram 
that typifies this type of circuit. The 56-pH, O.5-p.F 
type L interference filter in the 28-V power return line 

SPACECRAFT 

DIGITAL 
RETURN 

POWER 

6.5 kSl 

becomes the emitter impedance. This happens to be 
resonant at the frequency where the phase angle of the 
Q2, Q3, Darlington pair amplifier is just right to produce 
oscUlation. This circuit is unstable only during the 
transition region in going from on to off or off to on. 
It is amplitude-stabilized by ihe diode in the emitter 
of QI, so that the RF signal across the filter is 6 V at 
approximately 35 kHz. The fix for this circuit was the 
addition of a 5.25-p.F capacitor across the filter capaci
tor. This lowered the resonant frequency of the filter 
and thus reduced the phase -shift through the amplifier 
so that (he conditions for oscUlation were no longer 
present. 

V. Conclusions 

The bclsic Lunar Orbiter electromagnetic compatibil
ity philosophy was to: 

( 1) Determine the equipment operating environ
ment. 

( 2) From the operating environment, determine 
realistic desig.l and test requirements. 

(3) Transfer the design and test requirements to 
designer language. 

RETURN ~--=-: ;'~.~~~"""""~---""""'-"""T""..l...-----1-_....J 

SPACECRAFT 
POWER BUS 
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Fig .• I. Unstable emitter follower 
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This philosophy was very effective because it not 
only generated good designs but good data, which 
made it very easj' to determine the best course of ac-

tion in case of trouble. The weight savings and the cost 
savings that resulted were welcome bonuses to this 
"common sense" approach. 

Discussion 

Robert O. Lewis, Jr.: In Fig .. 5, the source.> at the right edge of the 
graph represent the levels for unspecified frequencies which are 
classified. 

I noticed that some of the other peopie have been using Iln 
oscilloscope with a 20-MHz bandwidth for power line conducted 
interference measurements. All of our measurements were made 
with an oscilloscope with a 5-MHz bandwidth. We found that if 
we establish 5 MHz, we have a much greater range of I-;ug-in 
heads that we can use that have a greater sensitivity. That was 
the only reason for not having a wider bandwidth. 

In Mr. Wilbur's paperl there are figures that are typical of the 
type of interference that is caused by unstable emitter followers. 
During the transition region it oscillates and as soon as you are 
past the transition region it stops. So you obtain RF bursts 
which are characteristic when you are looking at a power line. 
H you get these RF bursts, it's probably due to this type of 
circuit. 

Lawrence C. Montgomery: I have two points that I would like to 
ask about. One of them is why you went from an RF -transparent 
shroud to an RF-opaque shroud. Second, what was your margin 
of safety on the critical squib items? 

Robert O. Lewis, Jr.: Our margin of safety on the critical squib 
items was estimated at about 30 dB or more, although we could 
never get a field intensity high enough to fire one. So we were 
limited; we couldn't go any higher than that. We used an 
RF-opaque shroud because an RF-transparent shroud exploded. 
There was a quick redesign of shrouds on another program. 
Since then, they have not used the honeycomb fiberglass shroud 
but have gone to the solid shroud. 

John P. Quitter: Do you have any experimental evidence of booster 
corona at spacecraft separation? 

Robert O. Lewis, Jr.: No, I don't. I have been led to believe that 
there is, and therefore we designed for it. Having designed for it, 
it didn't happen. 

John P. Quitter: It didn't happen to us either, so I wondered. 

Robert O. Lewis, Jr.: I understand there have been measurements 
made, and I expect some papers, today or perhaps tomorrow, 
that may go into that. 

Guy L. Ottinger: What was your rationale for arriving at the 
100 V-/.I.S susceptibility criteria for your digital circuits? I 
believe you said that they operated at 6 V and you tested them 
at 10 V or something like that. A second point: you mentioned 
the safety margins for the pyrotechnics. How about the safety 
margin in all of your various critical circuits? Did you demon
strate this or was this just done analytically? 

Robert O. Lewis, Jr.: I'll take the second question first. The safety 
margin in our critical circuits was probably on the order of 40 
to 50 dB. The most critical circuit that we had was supposed to 

t"SUrt'ellor Spacecraft," by Donald Wilbur, in these Proceedings. 
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be the squib-firing circuit pnd it was tested to be not susceptible 
to 60 V of continuous CW over a very wide frequency range. 
We never approached any amplitude like that in the CW region. 
The highest spike that was ever measured on the bus was 33 V, 
and that was measured with a transient 0.etector with a SO-ns 
capability. This took place at the time we tumed on a Consoli
dated ElectrOnics Corporation (CEC) oscillograph that was con
nected to the spacecraft bus-it wasn't due to the spacecraft itself. 

Guy L. Ottinger: You didn't answer my question. How did you 
determine or demonstrate that you did ha, e a safety margin in 
your critical circuits? You mentioned that you did measure a 
33 V transient. Did you inject 66 V into the circuits or did you 
just determine analytically that that did not bother you? 

Robert O. Lewis, Jr.: We immersed the spacecraft in a 44-V 1m 
field wih live ordnance aboard. 

Guy L. Ottinger: That would take care of the radiated field. You 
didn't actually worry about the conducted except as it was 
induced by the radiated field, I presume. 

Robert O. Lewis, Jr.: We did not make conducted susceptibility 
measurements at the spacecraft level. We measured what was on 
the spacecraft bus and compared that with the component 
susceptibility data. 

Guy L. Ottinger: The other question was, how did you arrive at 
your l00-V-/.I.s susceptibility criteria, or test criteria for your 
digital circuits? 

Robert O. Lewis, Jr.: By a great deal of work. It was really the 
result of several iterations of going to designers and asking 
"What can you give me?" and then going back and calculating 
what we needed. We finally arrived at that as a compromise. 

Hector M. Smith: I have a question I believe can be answered 
better by NASA. Is there any manual or is there one planned, 
showing the different transmitter frequencies, powers, and pos
sibly also modulation and antenna patterns of all these com
merCial, industrial, and military transmitters that will be at the 
different sites and different environments that spacecraft will see? 

Robert O. Lewis, Jr.: At AFETR there is a published range facilities 
instrumentation document. 2 That is where we got all of our 
information. The document is thick and takes several weeks to 
go through. 

Hector M. Smith: Where is this available? 

Robert O. Lewis, Jr.: It's available at the Boeing library; where 
else, I don't know. I would think you could wnte to the range 
frequency controller, and he should he able to supply a coPy 
of it. 

2AFETR Instrumentation Handbook, E1R-TR-65-9. Air Force 
Eastern Test Range, Cape Kennedy, Fla., June 1962. 
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Surveyor Ground Equipment 

George N. Burkhard l 

Hughes Aircraft Company 

EI Segundo, California 

I. Introduction 

This paper presents solutions to basic engineering 
problems using EMI detection and correction tech· 
niques. I have not been involved directly with EMC 
per se for quite a number of years. However, I will 
present some of the engineering problems encountered 
on the Surveyor ground equipment and their pragmatic 
solution. 

The command and data handling console or system, 
which we refer to as the CDC, that was used on the 
Surveyor program consisted of three large data control 
and display consoles, eight cabinet rack~, a system test
er which consisted of three individual racks, a station 
operation chief console (SOC), and an on-line data 
processor which consisted of the SDS 930 computer 
system, input-output devices and peripheral and inter
face equipment. The first engip.eering prototype was 
in operation in May 1962. Four new CDCs were fabri-
cated in mid-l965 under a most vigorous schedule to 
provide tracking and operational capabilities at Madrid,
Spain; AS':'ension Island; and AFETR, Cape Kennea,-. 
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During the period from 1962 to 1967, over 500 addi
tional engineering changes were incorporated into the 
system as retrofit field modifications. 

II. Discussion of Problems 

Initially, the system was designed, off-the-shelf hard
ware was procured, and standard equipment racks 
were supplied by the customer. 

Evaluation of the equipment racks supplied revealed 
the fono~ng problems which severely detracted from 
the raeks' nonnal bondi.g and shielding effectiveness: 

(1) Each individual and n,.novable rack component 
such as doors, side panels, and equipment 
mounting structures was dip-painted prior to 
assembly. 

(2) Special nylon washers were used to prevent 
damaging the exterior painted surfaces at all 
points of attachment to the main rack frame. 
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(3) 'The hinges, l-lank panels, and door locking 
mechanism were installed after their respective 
mounting surfaces were painted. 

Consequently, continuity between the indicated rack 
components was nonexistent, and the subsequent costly 
rework consisted of the following: 

(1) Side panels were removed and were spot-faced 
to bare metal at all points of attachment to the 
main frame, the nylon washers were replaced 
with internal tooth lock \Vashers, and each point 
was properly treated to preclude corrosion. 

(2) Door panels were bonded across the hinges with 
wide flexible copper bonding stops installed :a 
the same manner as outlined in (I) above to 
achieve direct metal-to-metal contact. 

(3) Equipment mounting structures were stripped 
of all paint, again using the spot-facing tech
niques at the points of attachment to the main 
frame, and all front panel attaching holes were 
required to be retapped to clear them of paint. 

(4) Matching painted equipment front panels re
quired the installation of special rosette-type 
captive mounting screws to effect their bonded 
interface with the mounting structure. 

(5) Ground studs were installed in each rack, again 
using the spot"facing technique. 

(6) Heavy-duty line filters and special input/output 
isolation caps were coupled to flexible conduits. 

(1) All removable panels contained conventional 
rubber sealing gaskets. 'These were replaced with 
approved EMI-type bonding and moisture
deterrent material. 

(8) Cooling louvers were covered with No. 22 mesh 
copper screen bonded directly to the attaching 
point. The changes indicated above brought the 
racks within the mimmum usable configuration. 

However, I want to point out that these systems ex
periencing malfunctions had been in operation for sev
eral years and had been subjected to numerous test 
cycles, used to support the spacecraft throughout its 
s~lbsystem and system test phases, and used to train the 
operational persor-nel at the overseas tracking facilities. 

Similarly, one or more successful missions had been 
conducted using these systems and the problems to be 
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discussed shortly had not been exhibited. However, in 
virtually all cases selected for discussion within this 
paper, (and as is generally the case) each problem 
occurred during critical prelaunch test phases. 

The first problem to be presented came off the tele
type line entitled: "Inhibit erroneous command trans
mission when the repeat hutton i'l depressed." 

Using EMI techniques-a small loop probe and a 
iloise generator-the main unit encoder was evaluated 
(basically, a noise susceptibility test was conducted). 
In very short order, a point was located where noise 
pulses would cause the command generator to transmit 
commands differing greatly in number from the desired 
command transmission. Incidentally, evaluation of the 
unit's logic indicated that to be an impossible opera
tional mode. However, it was now a simple matter to 
evaluate the circuit interface between the repeat button 
and this main encoder Hip-flop (F -F). Final analysis 
revealed that the repeat button was buffered and sub
sequently would not induce switch transients into the 
main encoder. However, the buffer was remotely lo
cated and the switch wiring en route to the buffer in
terfaced with this main encoder F -F' as a distribution 
point. Further, this distribution point was adjacent to 
the F-F's ac and dc inputs. 

The F-F w&.> electrically and mechanically symmetri
cal; consequently, the two input circuits were side by 
side. "Moreover, the dc inputs were not used and were 
left open-circuited, providing ideal high-impedance 
no!se-susceptible points throughout the main encoder. 

An analysis was then performed to det~rmine what 
corrective action could best be taken to preclude sub

-sequent malfunction due to noise injected at these 
points in the unit. It was concluded that simply ground
ing all the dc inputs on critical main encoder F-Fs 
would resolve the problem and preclude any slips in 
the launch schedule. Postlaunch engineering as a field 
modification required all unused F-F inputs to be 
grounded. 'This problem was one of the most critical 
anomalies prior to the Surveyor III Hight. 

Additional problems encountered on this project 
which were classified as mission critical were rapidly 
duplicated and resolved by using EMI evaluation tech
niques. In one case to be discussed shortly, the equip
ment fault virtually defied detection using conventional 
engineering approaches. 
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The second problem was a tape reader noise suscep
tibility problem. A Micro-Electronics improved version 
of a tape reader automatically read the commands into 
the Surveyor system. The tape reader was delivered just 
prior to the mission B5 readiness test. After it was in
stalled, the critical trouble/failure report read "During 
the B5 test, tape reader failed 15 times ",hile transmit
ting commands. Note, tape reader pever has operated 
properly since installation." The corrective engineering 
to reduce the tape reader's susceptibility to noise re
quired the following changes to be incorporated into 
all CDC System Test Equipment Assembly (STEA) 
units: 

(1) All track output lines shall be shielded and 
grounded at the reader by installing a No. 16 
Awe wire from shields f:o the common shield 
point TBlS. 

(I"') All ac distribution circuits within the reader shall 
be twisted pairs, No. 16 Awe wire. Exam?les 
are leads to the time meters, drive motors, power 
transformers, etc. 

(3) Printed circuit ground bus impedance on the in
tegrated amplifier board shall be reduced by 
adding to the four available holes in the printed 
circuit lead and the ground test point on the card 
wires to the system ground point. 

(4) '.l'he reader input control lines, step forward, step 
reverse shall be shielded; the shields tied togeth
er with No. 16 wire to common shield point 
TBlS. 

(5) A O.I-fLF, 10-V-minimum capacitor shall he 
adned between the load signal line and dc 

(6) The interconnecting cable between the reader 
and the spooler shall be reworked. 

These problems could have been resolved during de
sign phase had the EMC people cognizant of the re
quirements to suppress noise in the system been con
sulted prinr to procurement. 

The third problem is noise suppression for the reader
punch tape switching unit. This came through as an 
engineering change request (ECR ) froTi.. the field, 
which sim;Jly stated that when one was 'idecti:tg tape 
readers, tape pUllches, or typewriter configurations 
from the input-output selection unit or the RPT switch
ing unit, the command printer printed out. Again using 
radio frequency interference (RFI) techniques to solve 
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the proLlem, but without being RFI people, we added 
capacitor suppression devices on all switches utilized 
to switch on line-cf line hardware at the input-output 
selection unit. 

Finally, and what I want to deal with primarily here, 
is the solution of a problem in bringing the bit error 
rates (BER) down within the Surveyor system design 
specification limit. A description of this problem, taken 
from vne of the many technical reports reviewed, said, 
on April 6, 1965, it was surmised that (after lengthy 
cOllventional system tests and evaluatiun) the abrupt de
terioration in the CDC bit error rate performance was 
due to unexplained phenomena. 

Approximately two years later during a discussion 
with CDC personnel cognizant (If the problem, and still 
confronted with the requirements to resolve it, we re
quested them to provide a system for evaluation by 
EMI personnel, in an EMI environment, using EMI 
techniques. A hybrid, eleventh-generation system was 
provided, making it mandatory that the fix be located 
at the source to insure that incorporation of the fix in 
systems already delivered and modified or field
repaired would respond in a manner similar to our test 
model. Subsequently, a test plan was prepared outlin
ing the following objectives: 

(1) To define the point in the pulse code modulation 
(PCM) telemetry link most susceptible to con
ducted transient noise pulses. 

(2) To correlate the susceptibility te!;t data with bit 
error rate problems being experienced at CDC 
field installations. 

(3) To design and demonstrate simple engineering 
solutions for the discrepancies uncovered in 
these tests. 

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the basic instru
mentation monitoring ~ystem used during these tests. 
The CDC's PCM signal generator and SCQ were used 
with a special noise signal generator mixer developed 
by the Santa Barbara Research Center. Basically, we 
were simulating what the spacecraft would normally 
transmit to the CDC in I'CM data and mixing it with 
noise, threshold levels of 12 dB, 10 dB, and 9 dB, etc., 
and monitoring the number of errors we obtained. In 
conjunction with this, a crude probe was fabricated 
from a piece of coax cable with a loop in the end. 
Various CDC racks were probed until the normal sys
tem bit error rate increased. 
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Fig . 1. PCM telemetry BER crrcuit 

It wa~' determined that the digital uecornmutator 
peM input to the system was susceptible to this type 
of noise. Removing the unit, which basically takes the 
analog form i t from the SeQ and reconstructs it to 
peM non-return-to-zero, and examining the drawer 
more closely, it was determined that the bit error rate 
could be controlled at will as a fun r::l ion of th':! injected 
noise amplitude. 

Ne::t, a Stoddard clamp-on current loop probe was 
fed from a Hewlett-Packard function genera tor through 
a normal piece of coax to injec t pulses into the cable 
shown in Fig. 2. The pulse width and the pulse rApeti
hon rate were varied , while munitoring the b it error 
rate on the oscilloscope to determine that if::''luenC}' 
and that pulse width to which the system was most 
susceptible. At this point our problem was basically 
nailf'd down. Separa ting the cable <md examining it 
with the loop probe, wire by wire', it was found that 
the ground wire associated with the pe M input drawer 
to the power supply created a greater increase in BER 
than any other w ire in the harness. The pulse waveform 
used throughout this test is shown in Fig. 3, in which 
the amplitude sca le = 50 V /em; the time scale = 
l"s/C'rn ; t -- 6}J-s ( ,·<t riable from 2,~ to 10 I.<S); and the 
pulse repet it ion ra te = 5000 pulses/ so 
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Fig . 2. CDC-11, Bay 6, current probe clamped 
around rable terminated by connector 12J2 
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Figure 4 ~hows the original circuit configuration. The 
PCM amplifier card with pin Z came down to the long 
braided strap, which was conn'ntional braided shield 
that had been Battened and fiil ed with solder and run 
down the extremities of the unit. From there, a No. 22 
wire went through the 12J2 connector pin 92, down to 
connector 14J2, pin 88, and into a ground lug E3. The 
only interface between ground lug E3 and the rack 

Fig. 3. Test pulse waveform 

SAY 6 

frame ground was through the drawer ~ lides. So, in 
effect, a positive ground did not exist. Locating this, it 
was decided to detennine if this was the problem. Add
ing the clip lead, shown in Fig . .5, the results were that 
the bit error ra~e decreased a small amount. We were 
convinced then thnt the basic problem was a high
impedance ground associated with the PCM input card. 
The ground system was completely modified by remov
ing all the ground wires in the cable . A bonding strap 
was added from the PCM amplifier card directly to the 
drawer chassis as shown in Fig. 6. 

Similarly, a bonding strap was routed from the PCM 
input drawer to the power supply drawer. This was 
accomplished by installing l,4-in. ground studs in the 
reat of each unit and interconnecting them with a No.6 
A we Belden wire cable. Belden wire caDle is preferred 
to other vendor . ypes been t'~; f' nf its e:':t!'c~ :; flexibility. 
pelm •. ;ng the units to b <! slid in and out of the rack 
on their slides a~ well as allowing them to bc rotated 
on the slide · pivot to effect maintenance. The No. 6 
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Fig . 4, Original circuit configuration of PCM input draw.r 
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attaching lugs at each end of the cable were installed 
using the dip solder Tf'chnique. 

Resuming operation with the modification installed, 
the bit error rate was observed to have been significant
ly reduced. Additional tests were perfonneJ to deter
mine the effectiveness of the fix at the other system bit 
rate. Figure 7 shows that with this fix installed in the 
system and with the same level of noise being injected, 
we had localized the problem. These two curves show 
that with the bit error rate at 17.2 bits/s, with no pulse 
injected, and with the ptll~e injxted, the distribution 
was \'irtually undetectable and the bit error rate was 
below the design specification limit of 3 X 10"-3 bits/so 

Figure 8 shows the same thing at the next bit error 
rate, which was 137.5 bits/so It again shows that it 
d'JCSu't make much difference what oit error rate we 
operate with. With this modification in the system, 
there exists very little Bl:R deviation. Figure 9 shows 

J 

::.:j 
-; 

j 
17.2 bit1 s, , 

NO PUc '; !NJECTED - -1 
--! 

"I 
! 

2 r 
;0 -5 ~LI _-'-------"-I _-L----L_...L_....L..l_....L---.J , i I 

4 5 6 8 10 " 12 13 

PREDHECTION UNMODULATED SNR, dB 

Fig. 7. Bit error rate probability curve at 
17.2 bitsls after circuii modification 

14 

Fig. 9. Bit error rate prohability curve at 
44\)() bits/! after circuit modification 
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the 4400-bits/s rate still injecting the same signal at the 
same critical points in the system. The system retains 
the curve, which is between a normalized frequency 
shift keying (FSK) system and an upper limit of that 
same distribution. 

Table 1 contains the only data that presented in logi
cal fashion the effect of modification on bit error rate. 
The specification requirement was 3 X 10-3 bits/so Data 
at other signal-to-noise ratios were comparable. 

Table 2 shows the actual test data recording, made 
after modification at various bit rates. Observe particu
larly the bit error rate in the last column; it W'tS dupli
cated when the modification was installed in the field. 

The manner in which we effected control was by be
ing responsible for the actual engineering. The basic 
change action plan specified: "( a) remove the existing 
ground wire connected to the PCM input drawer 
ground bus through connector 12J2, Pin 92 and 14J2, 
pin 88 to the power supply ground lug E3. (b) Install 
a short beryllium copper bonding strap from the PCM 
amplifier ground bus directly to the chassis. This bond
ing strap shall be one-half inch wide and not exceed 
one inch in length. (c) Install % or % inch ground 
studs centered at the rear of the PCM input drawer 
and power supply drawer. Spot face both sides of the 
rear panels to bare metal over a diameter of at least 
% inch. Install intern"l tcoth lock washers on both 
sides of the rear panels, bearing on the spot faced area. 
Attach and secure the nuts and torque to at least 30 
inch-pounds. (d) Attach a heavy, number 6 A WG Hex
ible ground strip to the reference ground studs. Lugs 
shall be dip soldered rtt each end of this cable. Internal 

Table 1. Comparison of bit error rates for modified and 
unmodified systems 

&lemal pul.e 

lit lib generator on' 
Sy.tem 

rate. bps SNR. dl X 103 IER 
Error. X 10-3 

f-------
Unmodified 4400 12 100' 97" 0.97 
Modified 4400 12 100· I" 0,01 

f----
.IExternal ~' .. I,. generator oufout amplitude jet at lOU%; pul .. width = 5P.1; 
PRF =-= S kpulses/s. Cur:-ent prob. clam~d around cabl. 12J2 (around lead 
from pin 92 to EJ not in cable'. 

bOa,,,, token ",ith long ground I&od from 12J2, pin 92, to power fupply stud EJ 

(ground lead isolated fro,," all other cable, and wire.'. 

"Data tahn with short ground leod connected dir.ctly from the drawer ground 
bus to the rack. 
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tooth lock washers and nuts shall be utilized to attach 
the cable. Torque the nuts as specified in (C) above." 

If you find the problem and define it don't leave its 
solution to conventional engineering personnel-do your 
own engineering. Follow it all the wav, nail it down, 
specify the requirements, and fight for them if you have 
to. The problems that we ran into were conventional 
and had pragmatic solutions, but, in each case, each 
problem was handled all the way in keeping with the 
established operating engineering procedures. 

III. Conclusion 

Early involvement of EMI personnel reduces pro
gram costs by realistically establishing the EMI per
formance, design, and test requirements. Similarly, this 
technique ensures that these requirements are compat
ible with the overall program objectives prior to hard
ware fabrication. EMI test and evaluation techniques 

Table 2. Bit error rate as a function of bit rate and 
signal-to-noise ratio 

Actual seo Extema! pul .. &lema! pul •• 

center lit SNit Bib generator off generator on 

frequency rate. (actual'. P< 103 IEIt IU 
bib/' dl kHz Errors X 10-3 Errors X 10-3 

32.994 «00 6 100 3292 32.92 3377 33.77 

1 
I 8 597 5.97 674 6.74 

l 10 75 0.75 91 0.91 
12 0 - I 0.01 

7.353 1100 6 100 3742 37.42 3910 39.10 

I 1 
8 819 8.19 896 8.96 

10 63 0.63 140 1.40 

t 12 4 0.04 10 0.10 

3.904 550 6 100 3351 33.51 3187 31.87 

1 1 
8 683 6.83 639 6.39 

10 53 0.53 90 0.90 
12 I 0,01 9 0.09 

0.9600 137.5 6 100 3659 36.59 3651 U.51 

1 1 
8 831 8.31 779 

I 
7.79 

10 79 0.79 88 0.88 
12 5 0.05 3 0.03 

0.5600 17.2 6 10 193 19.30 10,15 19.50 

~ ~ 8 10 30 3.00 34 3.40 
10 20 5 0.25 3 0.15 

NOTE: External pulse generator output amplitude .. t at 100%; pul .. width 

= 'I''' PRF = , kpul_; •. 

R.Moved ground wire from 12J2, pin 92, to power supply 185 0, ground stud 
E3. Substituted a short ground jumper from the digital decommutator PCM input 

dra .... ·.r ground bu' directly to the Bay 6 rock. 

Current probe clamped around cabl. 12J2 (ground wire from j 2J~, pin 92, to 

E3 ' ... 0 .... ). 
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will provide rapid insight into noise problems that gen
eral engineering testing cannot resolve at a comparable 
cost. 

EMI engineering, to be effective and economical, 
must be integrated into the project in a mann,~r similar 

to quality (;ontrol and the reliability function. The con
ventional subordinate or disjoint concept implemented 
by management limits the EMI engineer's participation 
to the implementation of costly and less effective brute 
force after-the-fact suppression techniques in lieu of 
good EMI design approaches. 

Discussion 

Paul P. Monroe: Mr. Burkhardt, if I had heard your story from 
someone else, I wouldn't have believed it. How is it possible to 
design eqUirment, check out equipmt'nt, deliver it to DD-250, 
and have al these discrepancies? 

George N. Burkhardt: The oaly answer that I can give you is that, 
to me, EMC is not unique. Every time I see an EMC problem, I 
see a basic engineering oversight. 

Paul P. Monroe: Well, let me put it this way. An object of engi
neering is to consider a problem thoroughly, then put it on a 
drawing board, then breadboard it, and finally put it into pro
duction. By the time you have it in production, you should have 
eliminated all these problems. I have designed checkout equip
ment for Lockheed, North American, Hughes, for your own firm, 
and I have never experienced anything of that sort; that's why 
I'm astonished. 

George N. Burkhardt: I think there's a big philosophical change 
that's happening in equipment fabrication. It's becoming very, 
very costly to sit down and design in-house equipment, other than 
unique equiptnent. You will find, on a majority of space program, 
tod'lY, that the ground eqUipment, at least, is off the shelf. It's 
from a conventional manufacturer. Look at your recorders, your 
signal generators, your SCOS, etc. You can put specifications on 
these contactnrs 'til you're blue in the face. The contractor can't 
deliver, because he uoesn't have the capahi!ity, he doesn't have 
RFI test people, he has to go outside. Your program wiII not 
stand the tremendous delays and the tremenuous costs involved 
in dealing with this type of a contractor. 

Paul P. Monroe: Then how do you sell it off to your customer before 
you put it into service? Does the contractor buy off the equip
ment? You have to deal with DD-250 on equipment, do you 
not? 

George N. Burkhardt: Yes, unfortunately, the contractor that accepts 
these equipments and puts them into a system assumes the lia
bility of delivering that system in an operating condition 

Paul P. Monroe: Well, I don't want to go any further into this sub
ject but I'm really surprised. 

George N. Bur".' ·~dt: I don't know; I think it's pretty current 
state of the art. Do any cf the other gentlemen here have any 
problems? 
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Paul P. Monroe: I cannot agree with that. 

George N. Burkhardt: I think if you will look in the aerospace 
ground equipments and the equipments that are being used on 
the larger programs, and the tremendous time schedules that ' 'e 
are required to work under, you will find that we can't develop 
a piece .. of equipment for a particular item from the drawing 
hoard to installation. Only in limited cases. 

Robert W. Ellison: I'd like to support Mr. Burkhardt's concern 
with commercial off-the-shelf equipment being stuck into racks. 
It appears that what you run into when you question whether 
the assembly is going to be bonded from drawer to rack, and 
so forth, is that the equipment worked on program X. Well, it 
turns out program X didn't ~ve digital equipment that was 
very susceptible in the same rack. 

George N. Burkhardt: This is true. I think that had we been able to 
get into thP, project very early alld look at the individual 
equipments, we probably couldn't have stopped them from 
buying them anyway; but at least we could have designed some 
interim fixes that would have reduced the problem areas to a 
minimum. As it is now, if you find an equipment that is an 
offender, such as some of the recorders that exist that use 
30-kHz start pulses, you start it during a nonoperational period 
and leave it on. It is never tun.ed off and never started during 
the operation. So there's more than one way to do it. 

D. T. Frankos: You came up with a unique waveform in terms of 
tne susceptibility probing that you d;d. I'm curious-you didn't 
mention whether you were looking for other possibilities like 
CW or broadband noise. How did you zero in on this particular 
waveform? 

George N. Burkhardt: Let me say, this was strictly a do-or-die 
problem solution. We weren't looking for anything but the 
source of the problem and a good engineering fix. That wave 
shape, incidentally, is what happens to a conventional square 
wave out of a Hewlett-Packard function generator when you 
hang a Stoddard loop probe on the bottom. The negative pulse 
was predominant and it just so happened that the f. timing 
pulse, which this was feeding back into, happened to be nega
tive, and it was passing right Ihrough the gate. If we'd had 
just a positive pulse, probably we wouldn't have ever seen our 
problem. 

l, 
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Integration of a VHF/UHF Dual-Channel Receiver 
on Board the Mariner V Spacecraft 

Louis H, Keeler 
Jet Propulsion loboratory 

Pasadena. California 

I. Introduction 

My talk is about some of the tasks involved in inte
grating or incorporating a dual frequency receiver 
(DFR) on board the Mariner Venus 67 spacecraft. 
This spacecraft was a modification of the previously 
adequately qualified Muriner N design. The experi
ment added to this spacecraft was one of the few 
changes to the spacecraft and, a~ such, we looked at it 
with special care to determine that there would be 
compatibility once that item was installed on the space
craft. 

Briefly, the experiment consists of transmission of two 
modulated, coherent carriers from the ground at 4P ~ 
and 423 MHz and the reception of these signals • , 
receiver on the spacecraft. From the relative rt '.,'/' or 
the received carriers and their sidebands, it is pV5dbJe 
to determine the electron density in space. Thi:; (;xperi
ment is based on the fact that the phase of the radio 
wave in passing through an ionized medium will be 
advanced by an amount proportional to the electron 
density and inversely proportional to the squar~ of the 
frequency. The DFR was designed to measure the rela
tive phase of the modulated envelopes of the two car
rier frequencies, and since the high frequen~y is rela
tively unaffected by the ionization, this will provide a 
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value for the integrated electron density. In additiop, 
the rate of change of phase of one carrier with respect 
to the other was measured. This information was tele
metered back to the earth through the telecommunica
tions subsystem. 

II. Nature of the Incompatibility Problem 

The sensitivity of the DFR at threshold was approxi
mately -129 dBmW for the 49.S-MHz channel and 
-136.2 dBmW for the higher 423.3-MHz channel. The 
corresponding noise figures are 3 dB at VHF and 7 dB 
at UHF. Because interference is a distinct possibility 
for any receiver on board the spacecraft, we were espe
cially concerned with this experiment. In addition, we 
were concerned about the two frequencies that are 
radiated from earth to the spacecraft. It so happens 
that the 5th harmonic of the UHF frequency fell very 
close to the receiver frequency of the spacecraft, the 
S-Band transponder. Tae 49.S-MHz signal is very close 
to the first intermediate frequency of the S-Band tran
sponder. Calculations showed that the power levels for 
the two signals would, in all probability, not interfere 
with the spacecraft; however, there was little informa
tion available on the harmonic content. 

Subsequently, during the test program that followed 
our initial investigations, the harmonic of 42..1.3 MHz at 
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S-Band was measured from the transmitter located at 
Palo Alto. It was determined that the level was low 
enough and would not interfere with the S-Band re
ceiver. Part of the analysis involved calculating possible 
intermodulation products that would interfere witk-the 
spacecraft transponder or with the DFR. Several poten
tially disruptive frequencies were determined using a 
simple computer program. A series of tests was initiated 
with the goal of obtaining as much information as pos
sible about the DFR spacecraft incompatibility early 
in the program, to permit a maximum amount of time 
in solving the problems encountered. 

III. EMI Test Program 

One of the key tests early in the program was a 
bench compatibility test between the S-Band trans
ponder and the DFR. The unit available for the DFR 
model was the Pioneer spacecraft receiver, and the 
S-Band transponder available at the time was an engi
neering model. This test was performed by placing the 
two units OIl a conducting plane and connecting the 
two receiver inputs directly through coaxial cables, 
using directional couplers and attenuators to inject the 
calibrating signals and to provide a controlled amount 
of isolation between the two units. We were able to 
determine some valuable information in this first test: 
we determined that the interaction of local oscillator 
harmonics was not apparent and that the intermodula
tion products, that we feared would both':lr us, did not 
occur. However, one unexpected problem did occur, 
and that was that the S-Band transmitter frequency 
could enter the UHF channel and in tum cause a gem
eration of S-Band frequencies that would exit from the 
423.3-MHz receiver and enter the S-Band receiver. 
~ese frequencies, in tum, would cause the phase lock 
loop to be jammed and be driven out of lock from its 
required signal. This was determined at the UHF re
ceiver band; no such thing, though, was found at the 
50-MHz band. 

Based on the results of this test, some recommenda
tions were made. The first was that RF filters be in
stalled at the input to each DFR channel. This was a 
particularly desirable addition because the DFR did 
not have any preselecter filters. The second recommen
dation was that the antenna rangt perform coupling 
tests between each of the antennas on the soacecraft. 
These measurements subsequently were perfo~ed and 
it was determined that the coupling between the 
S-Band tran.;mitter antenna and UHF autenna was mar
ginal and the installation of the filters adequately pro-
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vided isolation. The final filters selected were a low
pass filter for the UHF channel and a bandpass filter 
for the VHF channel. 

Other tests were found necessary on the spacecraft; 
however, we did not always have the DFR to use for 
the tests. Therefore, test equipment was put together 
to perform the majority of the tests. We tried to get 
equipment that had a lower noise figure than the actual 
flight equipment. For the UHF channel, we started our 
tests with a receiver that had' a noise figure of approxi
mately 3 dB. Later, we replaced the unit with one hav
ing a I-dB noise figure. The UHF channel had a noise 
figure of 2 dB in our test gear. This equipment consisted 
of commercially Iwailable, low noise preamplifier mod- \ 
ules that were placed directly on the spacecraft to 
eliminate the possibilty of losses in the cabling. The 
amplified RF signals were then monitored at a remote 
location. 

e 
Three significant facts were learned from these early \. 

tests. One waG that the ambient noise level in our test 
area, which was the Spacecrait Assembly Facility, was 
excessive for many of the measurements we halI to 
make. In many cases, during regular working hours, 
the ambient level was much higher than the levels we 
were looking for. It also flu~tuated quite a bit. We had 
to make measurements to determine which was the 
quietest time of the day for making test measure
ments. It was determined that the hours between 11 
p.m. and 6 a.m. were least noisy, with the noise rela
tively low and fairly stable. Therefore we spent a few 
nights on these tests during those hours. It was deter
mined that there were several spacecraft noise sources 
at 49.8 MHz. No noise sources were discovered at the 
higher frequency. At 49.8 MHz, we determined that the 
subsystem booster regulators of the power supply and 
the battery charger of the power subsystem did gener-
ate excessive noise for the DFR. 

In many of these early tests, in which we had an 
incomplete spacecraft, we determined that the RF am
plifier power supplies were also generating noise. Later' 
on, in subsequent tests, when we had a fully assembled 
spacecraft, we did not see the noise from these power 
supplies. (On the other hand~ these were also different 
power supplies.) Perhaps the additional shielding pro
vided by a fully assembled spacecraft prevented the 
r Jise from coupling into the DFR. 

A few words about the antennas of the DFR-for the 
lower frequency, the antenl1!lS used are two feed wires 
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on' two adjacent solar panels that are driven for the 
VHF chan~el. The UHF antenna is at the tip of one 
of the solar panels. It was apparent that the noise fed 
into the VHF channel was leaking through into the an· 
tennas. By performing a test with a direct connection 
to the DFR receiver, we never saw any noise in that 
channel. Appare'ntly ali the '1oise came in through the 
aritennas ,and no noise was seen through the cabling. 
The noise generated by the power supply was elimi
nated following a s1:Jggestion mau~ by the power sub
system people. They had betonJf' aware that there were 
faster diodes on the market ". . ,-'~ lcJ be used in place 
of sOme of the lones used i' l "r '. ~J~ regulators. These 
were replaced and the noise ~,,,' •. id~ed reduced sub-
stantially. \ , 

A separate problem, which we discovered in the tests 
with an'incomplete spacecraft, was that the data auto
mation system oJ the science system caused degrada
tion of the DF'R. This was done by a harmonic of ,the 
data autorootion;system (DAS) J'tlaster oscillator. The 
frequency of the master oscillatoI' was 444.444 kHz. It 
turned out that the 112th harmonic was in the VHF 
band. In fact, it was within the 3'-dB bandwldth of the 
VH}<~ receiver. To reduce the interference from the DAS 
master... oscillator, the obvious soh,tion was to lllDve the 
112th harmQ.I1ic out of the RF passband by changing 
the master oscillator frequency. How <l{'er, the 3-dB RF 
bandwidth of the DFR is 45 kHz wide and harmonics of 
55.555 kHz that were also generated in the DAS would 
be separated' by no more than 5.3 kilIz from the 3-dB 
points. It was therefore necessary to shift. them just 

\ enough to straddle the passband of the DFR. Tests 
showed that red.ucing th.eJrequency of the master oscil
lator by 1 kHz eliminated the major portion of tac DFR 
interference and did not compromise the operat!on of 
the data automation system. ' 

\ 
In an l;1dditional effort to reduce the level of these 

harmonics at each side of the passband, the cables were 
wrapped in L manner similar to that described by one 
qf the previous sp~kers. In addition, ferrite heads were 
placed on the wires"of the cal:?le bundle that ca:ne out 
of the master oscillator. Apparently the-..noise was de
creased somewhat, but no definite conclusions were 
reached on the' magnitude.' However, we were trying 
for reduction in any way possible and we thought that ' 
it was a good technique. . , 

~ 

The noise that- was found from the teIeco~munica
tion system, as I have already said, did not show up 
later in the fully assembled spacecraft tests. However, 

I ' 
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some investigations were performed to determine meth
ods of reducing the noise Jf it were necessary. After a 
sequeI}ce of tests was performed on the spacecraft, we 
still had to determine in a fully assembled test what 
degradation could be suffer~d by the Dl."R. Most of our 
tllsts up to date had been performed with the space
craft sitting on a metal positioner on the ground, with 
the antennas, tilted up toward the ceiling. Since the 
whole spacecraft formed part of the antenna, it was 
necessary to determine just what the degradation 
would be for a fully assembled spacecraft. A test was 
therefore set up in the assembly facility to try to deter
mine what' it would ''be for a spacecraft in that con
figuration: a spacecraft was assembled and ~uspended 
by nonconducting cables in the building. 

During the course of our investigations, the principal 
investigator for the DFR experiment provided us with 
levels of maximum degradation that the DFR could 
suffer in space and still not compromise the mission. 
The levels permitted were 1 dB of degradation for the 
423.3-MHz .receiver and 3 dB for the 49.8-MHz receiv
er. One of the problems was to determine just what 
degradation would be suffered in space. Our test would 
be performed in a noisy earth environment; at least, an 
environment different from that of space. The method 
used was to make use of the fact that the noise power, 
assuming flat noise, can be expressed as kTB, where k 
is Boltzmann's constant, B is the bandwidth of the re
ceiver over which the noise power is measured in hertz, 
and T is the temperature in degrees Kelvin. Since the 
receiver, either the test receiver or a DFR receiver, is 
the same one throughout the sequence of tests for any 
period of time, one can set up a ratio of known condi
tions versus unknown noise leyels with that receiver. 
Our approach was to assemble the spacecraft, power the 
test receiver or the DFR rerpotely from a different 
power supply, and place a SO-ohm' termination at the 
input of the receiver. We would determine how n.tfh of 
an indicator deflection wOlll4, octur for this condition 
and then remove the SO-ohm termination and connect 
the spacecraft antenna. The ratio of the different read
ings could then be used to determine the effective noise 
temperature for various conditions of the spacecraft. 

We first determined the ambient te~perature with 
the spacecraA: off. When Wp first began these tests, 
we determined that :he background no'tse was exces
sive. One of the steps necessary was to tum off a com
puter that was in the r.~xt loom. We turned off the 
operational, support equiptrent that we did not have 
to use, because it was excessively noisy, and just left 
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on the equipment that WlJ!'IIInecessary to monitor the 
spacecraft when it was turned on. By successively ener
gizing different portions of the spacecraft, we were able 
~ determine different effective antenna noise tempera
tures for each di{irent mode that we could isolate. It 
wasn't always easy to isolate the modes because the 
spacecraft was not designed for this type of operation. 
For each mode that we could isolate," we could assign 
a level of effective noise temperatur~. Then by sub
tracting the already determined background noise tem
perature, we would have assigned levels of effective 
noise temperature for each different mode. We could 
then estimate the degradation that the DFR would suf
fer in space by substituting the test area background 
noise temperature with the estimated level of cosmic 
noise. This was done in a sequence of tests. 

IV. Conclusions 

Re~onstructing ~ome of the data we had from the 
beginning and comparing that with the final test results 
showed that in the noisiest spacecraft mode (had no 
fixes been incorporated), for flat noise and assuming 
that the DAS frequency was shifted, we would have 
suffered approximately 9.5-dB degradation of the VHF 
receiver. Again, the UHF receiver was not degraded in 
any of these tests. After all these fixes had been incor
porated, the degradation was estimated to ~e ~pproxi-

mately 0.65 dB, which well met the requirements not 
to exceed 3-dB degradation. 

It would have been a little difficult (and we would 
have run out of time, certainly) to try to establish test 
levels for every one of the subsystems, or for what we 
would consider some of the noisy subsystems on the 
spacecraft. There are really two things .involved in this 
approach. One would be to determine what level could 
be tolerated from everyone of these systems, and the 
second would be what kind of coupling existed be
tween each of these systems al", the antenna going into 
the DFR. So, for this particular sensitive piece of gear, 
that approach would have been very unwieldy. We 
actually determined, in some of the tests, that s(lm~ 
pieces of gear were quite noisy but evidently the cou-
1)ling into the DFR was rather poor for them and we 
c(. ... ld tolerate quite a noisy generation of interfering 
signals. Another subsystem would be very quiet, in 
comparisop, but it would have excellent coupling into 
the antennas and would cause problems. 

Tests were performed on both the flight spacecraft 
and the backup spacecraft, and the results showed that 
degradation had been reduced to a pemlissible le\t:l. 
The Mariner Venus spacecraft fiew dose to Vemts re
cently and apparently was & successful mIssIon; no 
spacecraft noise was observed during the Bir~t. 

Discussion 

H. T. Howard: I have one comment, as the experimenter's repre
sentative on the experiment that Mr. Keeler jmt talked about, on 
what this series of measurements meant to u~. ,'his is a receiver 
on a spacecraft that we can't control. On the ground, we're 
transmitting to the spacecraft with a 150-ft dish and 350,000 W 
of CW power. This is the limit with the knobs wide open. At 
Venus, we had a signal-to-noise ratio calculated of about 18 dB. 
When we started on these tests, we had a degradation of the 
DFR of something around 20 dB. Therefore, there would have 
been no science coming out, had we T!ot entereJ into this pro
gram. By beating away at it, first on the problem of. the DAS 
and its discrete frequency, and then on the subject of other 
noise, ]PL was able to get it down to the point where we had 
our full theoretical signal-to-noise ratio at Venus. And I can say 
at this time that we've used every single dB of that signal-to
noise ratio in the analysis and wish w r had a few more. 

Back to Mr. Burkhrdt's talk on the suhject of ground support 
equipment, I n:w.ld like to say that the main prohlems we had 
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in testing the spacecraft hung up in the Spacecraft Assembly 
Facility was the elimination of noise from the ground support 
equipment. The type of ~cccptance for this eql!ipment I'n. not 
familiar with, but in one cabinet there are dc regulators whose 
purpose is to regulate the direct current going to a bunch of 
digital circuitry, in this case, clJuntdown from a clock. These dc 
regulators oscillated at approximately 10 MHz. They produced 
the worst-sounding garbage all through the clock chain and the 
ground support equipment and they simply had to he turned off 
before we could do any testing of our instrument at all. The 
same thing was true of the main clock that provided timing for 
the ground support complex. This produced noise at 50 MHz. 
As Mr. Keeler pointed out, a computer in another room pro
duced noise. This is all because the designer of that equipment, 
the dc regulators for example, couldn't care less as long as the 
dc regulator regulates dc. He doesn't care if it's emitting red 
heat. So there are problems with complexes of this nature. The 
important thing is that the work that was done on the receiver 
enabled us to get scientific results. If this work hadn't been done, 
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Discussion (Cont'd) 

or if it had been halfway d()n~, we would have been Hying an 
instrument with, say, 10 (t 15 dB of degradation an,\ a ~erriblY 
marginal experiment. 

George N. Burkhardt: I have a qucstion, and I wanl' to thank Mr. 
Howard and Mr. Keeler for supporting my posit;on. They had 
to shut a computer down, which I'm sure was designed by 
engineers and sold as a finished product. But it created problems. 
The question I want to ask is-I get the implication that ) >" 
didn't have a screen room and it's a little bit disturbing. Do y' 
have one? 

Louis H. Keeler: Not one that large. The Spacecraft Asscmbly 
Facility is about three or four times larger than this room, and 
none has ever been Int'lt for us of that size. 

, 
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George N. Burkhardt: I find that when you run into your type of a 
problem-that type of al\lllysis-it's virtually mandatory, short of 
shuttin;t down the entire facility and the surrounding metro
politan man . .Ifacturing complex, to get a~. environment that is 
cnnd"cive to doing some real RF low-level examination. 

Louis H. Keder: I think there ('an he prohlems in trying to come up 
with a facility that would not affect your receiver or your equip
ment at that frequency of 50 MHz; or perhaps you have 
anechoic material. 

George N. Burkhardt: This is true, but I always like to know that 
all the problems I have inside that room are mine and that no
hody else is contributing to them. 

Louis H. Keeler: That's fine if there's enough money for the program 
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Noisy Spacecraft I Have Know •• 

Ed.ward. J. Smith 
J./ Propu/si<" Lobor%ry 

Pasadena, Coli/ornio 

I. Introduction 

I chose an infonnal title for my talk beca.lse I was 
sure at the time it was going to be an infonnal talk. In 
one sense, the title is misleading because, from my ex
pel ience, I don't know of any other kind of spacecraft 
except noisy ones. I want to make it clp,ar ",;?,,ht at the 
outset, that my idea of what is noisy may be different 
from your idea about it. In the earlier talks, we heard 
quite a bit about what I judgE; is conventional EMI. 
Most of the programs which were set up to c')ntrol 
EM! seemed to operate fairly successfully and I noted 
the speakers expressed optimism about their ability to 
c<'ntrol the kind of EMI they were talking about. Now 
you are going to hear from the experimenter's side of 
the house. I think you'll find that we live in a very dif
ferent kind of world than many of you. We are going to 
show you what the world looks like when it is viewed 
from the other end of the telescope. 

I want to spend a few minutes on introduc(ory re
marks. Earlier I was sitting with some of the other ex
perimenters and we frankly had trouble orienting our 
thinking. I think the central differences in point of view 
can Lest be expressed in tenns of the susceptibility to 
EMI. We experimenters are all involved in making field 
measurements in space. We would like to measure nat
urally occurring fields, not those associated with other 
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experiments or spacecraft subsystems. Our suscept~
bility to interference is many, many orders of magm
tude greater than what was discussed by previous 
speakers. Many curves were ~hown in which ampli
tudes of one sort or anoihec werl plotted as a function 
of frequency. In order to get -yourself oriented, you 
would do well to concentrate on tho region near zero 
that was shown in those figures. 

We don't need this increased susceptibility just to 
make life difficult for everyone; unfortunately, the 
physical phenomena that we are trying to study involve 
very weak fields when judged by nonnal EMI stand
ards. The reason for this has nothing whatsoever to do 
with the importance of the phenomena; the phenomena 
are very important. These phenomena are taking place 
in lar~e volumes of space with scale sizes' orders of 
magnitude larger than in the laboratory. Consequently, 
when you put a significant '.!TTlount of energy into a 
large volume, the fi~lds end up being quite small. 

II. Field Experiments on Spacecraft 

Typically, then, the field experimenter tries to make 
his equipment as sensitive f.S he can. He has to do this. 
Very often he is pressing the state of the art in order 
to make measurements which are very significant from 
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a physical point of view. A typical field experiment will 
lise a \,('1' sensitive detector followed hy high-gain am
plifi('rs; gaim of 100,000 to 1.000,000 are not unusual. 
YOII Gill ~'('(' right away that this is going to lead to all 
kinds of trouhk. FfI'quently, thp detecting equipment 
that the E\IJ people hring out cannot l'v('n detect fields 
that will ~atur;Jk thl' fidd experiments. So, to a certain 
extent, the 6pl<1 l'x)wrimpnters have to be counted on 
to meaSUf(' tIll' )('I"('ls of interferenc(' to see if they arc 
tolC'r,lhlc. An acceptahle level is usually a lot lower than 
what Jllost people likl' to think ahollt. I think the nature 
of the proVems will become clearer as we go along. 
\Vhat I had hoped to do h('re was explain some of the 
prohlem~ whieh we have expprienced on spacC(.'raft. As 
the other expc)'immtcrs add their painfully acquired 
experiencs, you will hpgin to see what sort of things 
wp'· ,: up against. I think that thpre is a hig future in 
fipld ('xppriments. I think th('r!' will he many, many 
mor!' flown on spacecraft in the future, so that more of 
you in this audience ar!' Iikl'!y to fa~'(' these same kinds 
of prohlems. 

To set the tone of tIll' disellssion I wiII begin with a 
horrible example. In mo~t of the classy talh I've heard, 
somehody always reads a quotation from some notahle 
source like the Bihle. I couldn't find any mention of 
EMI in the Bible, but T did find one recently in 
Nature,' which is entitled "Snags in Space." This article 
sairl that Ariel 111, the first all-British satellitc, has hccn 
a mixed succe s. Although all thp subsystpms na'!e 
worked well, the data they have beel). sending hack has 
becn confused. One ('xperiment from Jodrell Bank has 
so far yielded only interference. There seems no douht 
tkt two experiments designed at the University of Bir
mingham are the cause of the interference. Both experi
ments interferHl with the Jodrell Bank experiment, 
wt,i n

'; incidentally is designed to measure absolute 
':~'\les of cosmic noise in spat::e. Dr. P. C. Gregory of 
iJrlrdl Bank has identified two types of interference. 
T!):' !irst saturates the receiver output under all condi
tion!., but the second is not quite so severe, and Dr. 
Gregory phil"~ophically hopes for at least some results 
ffl';'l his experiments. The Bilmingham f:Xperiments 
have also upset the attempt by the meteorological office 
to measure the concentration of molecular oxygen in 
spacE'. Then the article says that Professor Sayers, who 
is from Birmingham (the one who is generating a lot 
of this noise), is "unrepentant." Other experimf' flters, 
he said at the symposium, paid too little attention to 
the problem of integrating their experiments into the 
satellite. 
--_._---
INature, Vol. 216, pp. 215-216, Oct. 21, 1967. 
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Ba,;ed on my experience, I'm certain the other Ariel 
l'xperimenters would hc quick to point c4heir fingers 
also. They probably would single out the engineers 
who are rcsponsihle for designing the spacecraft-they 
are the common scapegoat in all of this. In all probahil
ity. some of the int<'rference could not have been pre
dicted, except l:y testing the satellite with expl'l iments 
going on in a1l ionized gas, a facility that's p.ot readily 
avaiJah1P. Dr. Scarf of TRW is going to spend some 
tilae discussing some of thl' problems associ"ted with 
intefactiom that can take place between the spal:ccraft 
and thc plasma. I'm not going to make any further 
comments about that in my talk. A much simpler solu
tion would have heen to provide switching so that the 
experiments could hc turned on and off instead of all 
operating at once. That was not done, the article con
cludes, becausc they wanted to save weight. 

Fortunately, I don't think I have ever had any ex
perience myself quite as had as this. I'vc had a lot of 
spinc-tingling experiences though, over the last almost 
10 years and I thought I could share some of them with 
you. At the outset, I'd like to make it clear t':at I'm not 
an EMI expert and I s(~ll these prohlems from what 
yOu might say is an outside'r's point of view. This has 
certain strengths hecanse I don't hesitate to provide 
bad examples and I'm not cmharr..'\;>sed to explain the 
kiwls of things that have gone on. On the other hand, 
ir,. ',;1 fairness, I don't feel that I can really criticize 
overly much the engineers who are im olved. I think 
that all of us were involved in a series of exploratory 
experiments and we placed reqdirements on the space
cr.lft which )cople were not prepared to meet. They 
had not eXperienced them hefore. 7here was no mech
anism set up to control such low-level ilelds. On many 
of the program~ that I've heen involved in, people have 
struggled valiantly to overcome some of these sources. 
But it has taken a lot of expe .. ience to learn how to 
cope with the problems. ! don't doubt hut what many 
of the programs that I've worked on would be consid
ered highly succpssful f:-om the standpoint of conven
tional EM!. In edt semI', ~,o far as I know, no squibs 
were fired inad," : tently, 11} J'I.'lays were unlatched; just 
receivers were saturated 

III. EMI Experiences With Spacecraft Experiments 

There are basically two parts to my talk. I will spend 
[. t·,,\ minutes going over some of the examples selected 
fronl each of the spacecraft and discuss some of the 
implications, trying to concentrate on the things that I 
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consid('r to he till' most important. Then I will con
clude by discussing a fl'\\' of th~ elemelts that I think 
u !!ood £:\H p;ogram shol'ld ha",': that is. on(' to con
trol the spa(,t'~Taft ~eneratl'd noise in ordn to "ccom
modate th('se fieid experiments. 

A. Mariner SpQ~craft bperienC$ 

As I said. the problem is OIIC of <>nsceptihi!ity. On ~ 
entire serif'; of experiml'llt~ that I ha\'t: ~--er.. involw1 
in per.;onally W;l!' on th!' .\farina sp,!('c'f':dft where we 
measur,-·d de magnetic fields. The lr:tndwi·1th was ex
tn'mely narro\\'. and. comp.ned with field experiments 
~'ou're going to hear .. hout. the im~rUln('nt '.\-.lS several 
orders of magnitude les~ sensitive. ~t'witheless, wc 
:neasured fields down to a gamma. which is 10<' or 
0.00001 gauss. ''''e've had prohlems on all the Jlarim r 
spacecraft with the dc magnetometers. The problems 
associated with the pennancnt magnetic fielJs gener
ated by tht· spacf:'cmft haw been discussed in a preced
ing workshop~ held sen'ral years ago. I'm not going to 
mention anything about sources SHch as on-board mag
nets, hi...t I would like to concentrate on the problems 
of conducted interference that we ha,l One always at
h;mpts to locate these field experiments as far from the 
spacecraft as possibie to take the advantage of physical 
separation between the sensor and the sourccs. Al
though thIS approach ha;, not always worked and we 
have detected spa,,'~craft fields. it has been my ex
pericnce that probably the largest contrihutor to inter
ference has beer. conducted interference. Having am
plifiers with so much gain, any SIgnal which gets msice 
the cquipm:ont is a potential source of trouble. 

Jlarinl'r II is the first spacecraft that I'd like to men· 
tion, Thc;~ was a rather miraculous mission. TIle space· 
craft had :n(;Ie d: .se calls than H hero in a dime novel. 
\Ve were :uvolvcil in ope of tht:m when we were still 
alYmt a m')Lth a"'ay fre'll Venu< ,md one of the solar 
panels shorted out. We .aw a change in the spacecraft 
field of -100 /, \:hich ,'.-as ~ever:II hundred times our 
.ninimum ~ensitiv~ty. Fl'rtunately, we were sufficiently 
pessimistic ~n tho~e day~ that we ha.l built an instm .. 
ment with two ranges and the solar panel :;hort (hrew 
us into al: up!'er range. \Ve had a lot k:s sensitivity. 
but at lea~t we wae able to make mcasmcments as we 
went by \>en·"s. No one has been able tc ~~;plain com
pletely, anJ to everyone's satisfaction. what .. :aused the 
!arge field ~>hange. The sensor was located on a struc-

'Proceedings of the MGgnetics \l/ork .• 1,vp. : • arch 30-,1prill, 196." 
Technical ~Iemorandlllll .3.J.-216. Compiled hy j./seph C. Ba,to\\'. 
Jet Propul<ion Llhoratnry. Pa.~adena. Cai.f .. September 15, HI6.5. 
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ture which supported an omnidirectional antenna. In 
my opinion, that structure was carrying currents of 
some kind. There was a lack of an adequate grounding 
philosophy so that the spacecraf~ structure ended up 
being llsed as part of the return. There must have been 
Cdrrents Howing in the structure near our sensor and 
w!ten one of the panels shorted, the path~ that these 
currents w",re taking were upset with the consequence 
that we saw this wry large field change. 

On .\lariner IV and Jfariner V "'e had two problems. 
Fortunately. we licked those problems before we 
launched. The thing that I will emphasize conti""ally 
is the importance of truly '.!;()od testing on the giound
as adequate as one ('an make it. The usual systems tests 
.!re not designed to detect interference problems. One 
must plan a completely different set of tests. I hasten 
to add that many kinds of interference can indeed be 
seen in the usual systems test, and the experimenters, 
by and large. should use ewry opportunity they have 
to look for interferences, including the systems tests. 
Th(> syst<>ms test environment, howen>r, is not a good 
place in which to look for interference. It is inherently 
noisy. \' ery often it is in a Ioc:.tion where the interfer~ 
iug fields due to transmitters a~d to ~-Hz power and 
its hannonics are so high that the expf'riment sensors 
haw to be shorted out. You don't get a re:>.\istic look 
at what you might expect. 

01. Jlariner IV :~nd ~/llri71er V. we had the opportu
nity to perfonn some special tests to look for interfer
n; "f' and we f'lund some. These w{ore bot!! examples of 
,::c!1duct~d interference. \\n~n the 11 ariner IV TV cam
era was working as it would near tl.le planet. we found 
some very large sine waves with a very low frequency 
that ',\'ere coming out of our experiment with a period 
of 'lbout 10 s. We thought perhaps the.>e were fields. 
It turned (Jut to he collduded interference and it was 
caused by large spikes on the power supply at 8% 
pulses/so Thty had a hannonic which, as you can quick
i:: c<~~culate. was near 25 Hz. It turned out that we 
\\ ere pcrf".ming a ('ohuent detection of signals at 
al.out this frequency. \\:nat we were seeing "''1S the 
beat between these two. This ilbstrates two th!I'!gs
first, that it is wry unwise to have improperly chosen 
frequencies. This is diffi'~llit from a design standpoint 
hec·J.ust' it is newr clear at the outset, or at least it 
ha~!i't been, what frequencies will be present. The oth
er tHng is that very often int~rference, when it appears 
in tiH:' output of the field experiment, has a different 
fO'~!1 than that in whir:h it origil1ates. In this case we 
saw low-frequency sine waves bllt they were actually 
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associated with pulses at a much different frequency. 
This is a very common kind of h!ppening. Another 
thing that is typical of the situation is that when there 
is trouble one resorts to filters and it's always the ex
perimenter who gets to put them in his box. This is 
inevitahly the case, so I would advise experimenters to 
leave a large filter cavity so you'll have plenty of room. 

Mariner V also had a conducted interference prob
lem which was worked out on the ground before 
launch. This w .. s because we made another mistake, 
which is probably not too Imcommon. We had a line, 
to be used for test purposes, that ran from the output 
of our experiment, which was also the input to an 
analog-to-pulse-width converter. It has been our prac
tice, and I think also the practice of other experiment
ers, to occasionally bring test points out of the ele<;
tronics package. At the type of levels we're talking 
about, that is just begging for trouble. We have to be 
very careful if we do that because any such lines can 
act as a pickup. 

B. OGO Spacecraft Experience 

111 now pass on to my experiences on OCOs, which 
are probably far worse. The Orbiting GeQphysicaZ Ob
servatories (OCO) are very J:>~e spacecraft weighing 
about 1,000 10. They are es' ..L· IIy a box-shaped, reC
tangular parallelepiped approximately 8 ft long with 
numerous booms sticking out. '.Ve've had problems 
-..vith the booms, but I'm not going to discuss those-I11 
vait until the NASA workshop on boom vibrations. We 
have been preparing experiments for six satellites; four 
have beICn launched so far and one is to be launched 
fairl,. soon. We have a search coil magnetometer on the 
OCOs. It is a very sensitive, rather broad-band instru
ment. We t:Over all the frequencies from 0.01 Hz, which 
is dc to many of you, up to 1 kHz. This is common to 
the field experiments; we're all striving for bandwidth, 
as much as we can get. The EMI problems are in
creased because of this broad bandwidth. However, y'lU 

can't talk the experimenters into choosing some nanvw 
band in betwecn all this noise to avoid such problems. 

The search coil magnetomeier can mea~ure fields 
down to the order of a milligamma. I don't know what 
that may mean to you. However, as r n example, the 
field from a long wire carrying one amp at a distaace 
of one meter is something like 200 y. That is five Jrders 
of magnitude larger. In order to avoid field ~lckup, (lur 
experiment has been located on the enrl of .... boom 
20 ft long. 
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My experience on these spacecraft has been mostly 
with conducted interference. We have always shared 
the experiment package at the end of the boom with 
another experiment. I suppose it is unfortunate in a 
way that our experiment doesn't weigh much. Field 
experiment sensors are usually very light. But then the 
project says, "We can accommodate 5 lb, so let's put 
two or three experiments out there at once, in one 
package." We've always had trouble ·..vith people that 
have been in what we call "cur pachge." On OC( -1 
we had a serious problem that was worked out on the 
ground, in which the experiment that was in the same 
package as ours at the end of the long boom had a 
preamplifier that oscillated. With everything shorted 
out in the systems tests, they weren't aware of this, and 
we certainly were unaware of what effect this would 
have on our exreriment. Fortunately, the people re
sponsible for the OGO PJ"(\ject were persuaded by the 
field e1CpCrimenters and their own good judgment to 
plan a series of tests in a remote loca\:ion. 

All the OGC. spacecraft have been taken out to a 
so-called quiet magnetic facility near Malibu, Calif. 
Some of the HF l)C()ple and others will disagree with 
the use of the term "quiet." That is where all the tests 
are run, and it's a lot quieter than it is down at TRW,3 
where the spacecraft are built. We normally spend 
time:! up at Malibu, for a period of 2 weeks to a month. 
Sometimes it's an excruciating expt:rience for all con
cerned, spacecraft engineers, project managers, and the 
experimenters, but we"-'e learned to live with one 
another. I think it was wise to recognize this kind of 
test was ne<..'essary. The tests have evolved a great deal 
over the years to a point where they have become very 
useful. This evolution has taken a lot of time, a lot of 
learning, and a lot of fighting. 

Experimenters are only interested in results-they are 
not interested in the complexities and difficulties in 
~etting the spacecraft to a quiet site or in doing the 
tests necessary to makt: certain the experiments will 
'ork. There are certain differences in point of· iew 

here which occasionally have to be resolved. Most of 
the successful interference measurements which we 
have made, however, have been made up at the M .. libu 
location, and we have indeed seen evidence of inter
ference the!e. It is very important to go into this quiet 
environment because of the extreme sensitivity of our 
experiment to 60 Hz power and its harmonics. We are 
normaily completely saturated-our sensor must be 

3TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif. 
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shorted in the lahoratory or in the systems test area. 
We can't see anything but gross conducted interf~r
ence, unless we can go somewhere where w~ can 
deploy the booms and unshort our senson-, This is the 
important aspect of the testing. 

Occasionally problems, including malfunctions, are 
missed in systems test and lead directly to interference 
which must be coped with. That was true in this par
ticular case. After the spacecraft was launched, WE 
suffered a very high level of interference associated 
with an ion trap experiment. It was an experiment that 
had grids on which there were modulated voltages. 
(Again, this is something that Dr. Scarf will discuss 
later.) The interference from this particular experiment 
was so high that we set up a gentleman's agreement in 
which we essentially alternated orbits-they took their 
orbit and we took ours. On all the OGO spacecraft, 
this has been very common; in fact, Gil all OGOs it has 
been necessary to cycle the experiments because of 
experiments interfering with one another. There are 
other experiments than ours involved in this. Out of a 
total of 20 experiments on the spacecraft, four to six 
f;eld experiments hav-:-, been Hown; thus, or.;; third to 
one fourth of the experiments are field experiments. 
The field experiments haVE all had problems of one 
kind or another, and it has always been necessary to 
cycle the experiments. Fortunately, we did not repeat 
the Ariel experience. Each experiment had its own 
power command, so that it could be turned on and off. 

On OGO-2, we had another interesting experience. 
When we were at l.~alibu, we encountered some inter
ference from a radio frequency mass spectrometer. In 
this case, we spent a lut of time but .lever did solve the 
problem. However, once the spaCf.'craft was lawlched, 
we never saw the interference in orbit. Here we had 
the opposite situation to those described earlier. We 
have occasionally gone to Malibu, made measurements, 
and not seen interference which was subsequently ex
perienced in space. One must expect that. There is no 
guarantee that we11 ~ee all the interference that's there. 
On the other hand, we have also seen interference dur
ing testillg that \'.'asn't present when we were in orbit. 
I think tl:ese two points are related. They indicate that 
it's very difficult to do a realistic and adequate test of 
the spacecraft on the ~ound-there are alwa:'s de·.ia
tions. Nobody likes to bring expemiye solar panels out 
into the field, so they are usually left off. Some wiring 
and grounding i<; ;10t III the configuration as it will be 
in Hight. There art- bound to be deviations of this kind, 
and I would only urg(e they be kept to a minimun. and 
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that every attempt be made to keep the spacecraft as 
near Hight ron figuration as possible. 

We have also had problems with timing system 
pulses, as mentioned in earlier talks. Of course, we can 
see them at rather low levels. Peculiar things have 
developed on some of the OGO spacecraft. I can't over
en.phasize the point that a la' of our problems have 
had to do with th~ lack of a good grounding and 
shielding philosophy. It strikes me that there is a cer
tain anarchy involved in most of the programs. The 
experimenters design their own experiment, or have 
engineers do it, and they choose a grounding a.ld 
shielding configuration which seems best for them. No 
one seems really to be able to control this process or 
even to know what is going on. Consequently, on any 
of the spacecraft that weve been on, there are always 
ground loops which can be catastrophic in our fre
quency range. The RF people ma} like lots of grounds, 
but we don't, We like only one. We have suffered from 
this by naively assuming that there would be somebody 
watching out for ground loops-it turned out it had to 
be us. We had to find out about th~ shielding and 
grounds that were related to our experiments to make 
certain th;;,t there were !'t) loops. This is something that 
the project norr,JaIly did not seem to be in a good p0-

sition to be involved in. 

Once a strong EMI effort at TRW got unJerway on 
the OGOs following some of these bad experiences, a 
great deal was accomplished. The project cleaned u~ a 
lot of these problems. It's interesting to me that [(\00 
courses in shielding and grounding do not seem to be 
a part of an engineer's training. One notorious example 
that we found on the OGO spacecraft was connected 
with the digital data system. When the EMI people 
started looking around with their equipment, they found 
that some of this digit?l equipment was not even en
closed in a meta! box; it was in a plastic box wh;ch was 
Hashed with gold on the outside. People are under all 
sorts of constraints, and they will do all sorts of things 
to satisfy thermal and other requirements such as 
weight aod power, while creating a headache for some
one else. On OGO-4 we had an interesting experience 
that is worth commenting on, in which we obtained part 
of the spacecraft from the project. 'Ve were having 
mutual interference problems and one of the expt"ri
menters who happened to be on the end of the 10.lg 
boom with us wanted to make certain modifications !o 
his experiment. Since we have a magnetically shielded 
8-ft walk-in room that is quieter than the Malibu 
facility, we took the boom from the last hinge outward, 
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with the experiments on it, and conducted interference 
tests in the shielded room. We've done thi~ on several 
occasions, and by and large our experience has been 
good in the sense that wc've been able to fix interfer
ence problems and have the solutions work on the 
spacecraft and in orbit. I know one has some reluctance 
to do this kind of thing but I think that in many cases 
it is justified and is very helpful, particularly if there 
isn',: any alternative. 

One thing that has been a real hindrance to good 
EMI work on spacecraft like the OGO, in my opinion, 
has been the lack of a prototype. Typkally there is only 
one spacecraft. If that spacecraft is going through test
ing and there are problems, it's very difficult to find 
time in the schedule to do tests, certainly on any kind 
of a relaxed basis. Anyone who is in a one-spacecraft 
situation probably has a similar problem. It would be a 
lot better it there were a matching spacecraft that one 
could use for tests of various kinds, including the EMI 
test. In lieu of that, one must either get a very small 
segment of time in which to do these tests or get part of 
the spacecraft away from the project. 

Those are most of the examples I have. Although I 
have a large list, I don't think there art' any others that 
are different in kind from the ones that I have men
tioned. \Ve see harmonics of the power frequency. 
There is a 4oo-Hz power source on the spacecraft, which 
we've always seen. \Ve see harmonics of the data system 
timing pulses and digital data pulses which run around 
the spacecraft. We see malfunctions in other experi
ments. One of the charge particle experiments had a 
failure in a po""er supply that essentially wiped out 
three other experiments. The charge particle experiment 
had to be turned off. We've seen interference both times 
from the ion trap. \Ve've had no end of trouble on the 
OGOs with the experiments that have been in the same 
experiment package with us. One of them hdd a trans
former whose fields we picked up. 

On OGO-4 we had ground loop problems associated 
with the experiment in the same package that we're in, 
but which we worked out in the shielded room. On the 
spacecraft that is about to be launched (OGO-5), there 
is a flux t!ate magnetcrneter on the end olf the long 
boom, with which we'rc lla\ling prohlems. We've had to 
increase the separation hetween their sensors and ours 
by adding a small pedestal about 4 in. high to the ex
periment p"ckage. \Ve see all sorts of transient currents 
associated "ith their experiment. \Vhenever they make 
a change (send current down the boon tf' calibrate 
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their instruments or tn provide heat) we see that. It's 
partly a result of poor routing of wires. These wires in
evitably seem to come up the boom, wrap around our 
sensors ::md go back down the boom. I don't understand 
the necessity for that. They are undoubtedly things that 
get overlooked. 

IV. Elenlents of a Good EMI Program for 
Field Experiments 

Finally, I'd like to stress some of the same points 
again and give what I think are some of the elements of 
,\ good EMI program for a spacecraft that has field ex
periments on it. I discuss these elements not as one 
having been involved directly in doing this kind of 
thing, but only as an eX!,lerimenter. It is very important 
to ~et an early start, during the design stages. No one 
likes specifications, but some sort of guide lines are 
really necessary. There has to be some kind of contact 
both with the experin.e~tcr~ and the spacecraft sub
systems people. We've had a lot of trouble with the 
spacecraft. I'm not goipg to point a finger just at other 
experimenters the way the Ariel article did. Most of our 
problems have been with the spacecraft. There has to 
be a lot of contact with these people to find out simple 
things such as what frequencies they are generating. It 
is not always ine\ :table that somebody should be gen
erating frequencies right in the middle of your pass
hand. 

A. Design for EMC 

I've already mentioned the importall'.:e of some sort of 
a grounding and shielding philosophy. One should begin 
to look in a very aggressive way for potential problems, 
the most obvious being proximity. Very often the dis
tribution of experiments on a spacecraft is hased. en 
keeping the spacecraft weight halanced. The way the 
weights are distributed has nothing whatsoever to do 
with what would be good for EMI. Very often the 
spacecraft is already designed and experiments art: then 
added and you must live with what you get. 

One of the things that is obviously required is some 
kind of help for design engineers. We found this with 
the dc magnetic fields too. It's all right to put a specifi
cation Oll a person-it's probably even all right to give 
him one that he thinks is impossible to meet. He'll 
battk, ~ut try to meet it. But very often people really 
don't know how to go about it. A good program has to 
h;h'e people out in the field who have the knowledge 
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and who will go out and help the designers w~rk out 
some of their problems before the equipment gets built. 
This is necessary before you get tied up with a schedule 
that is so tight you don't have time to do cnything more 
than put tilters in the experimenter's pa6~~age. 

Another thing that was going in the right direction 
was the earlier discussion of testing; in particular, gen
eration and susceptibility at the subsystem level. It 
seems to me a lot can and should be do~e as ear!, as 
possible so that some corrections can be incorporated. 
Of course, we have contributed, in ~ way, to the prob
lems that we have had, and I suppose the other experi
menters in all honesty would agree. Our experiments 
have generally been too susceptible to frequencies out
side our range. This was naive (In our part since we ex
pected that levels would not be nearly as high as they 
were. On later OCOs, we have tried, in designing our 
experiments, to make them as immune as possible to 
interference. This particularly applies to interference 
that could be conducted over power supply lines or test 
leads. A great deal can be done with this approach; we 
have had a fair amount of success with that kind of 
thing. Basically, there are three aspects to this problem. 
If you have strong sources, highly susceptible experi
ments and strong coupling modes, you can have dis
asters and catastrophies. In my opinion, the coupling 
modes are the hardest thing to control. 

The one thing that I see as not being particularly 
hopeful is overanalysis of the situation. Analysis with or 
without computers, based on preliminary information, 
is a helpful thing to attempt. But, based on my expe
rience, there is no substitute for a great deal of emph'lSis 
on good testing. I think the coupling between experi
ments, the way that interference is conducted from one 
experime'lt to another, would be very difficult to predict 
in advance, even if one had all the facts. 

B. Prelaunch Testing 

It is also extremely important to do good tests at the 
systems level, where the spacecraft is available for the 
integrated system test. We've had a lot of problems. 
If there were time, it would be interesting for those who 
are concerned with this kind of problem to find out how 
testing is done on OGO at Malibu. That represents 
about five years of experience. There has been a con
tinual ar.d a considerable evolution in making those tests 
successful. It obviously bP.gins with some kiud of a 
decent low-noise environment, which is not e.,.sy to find 
and not easy to protect. Once you take the spacecraft, 
the ground support equipment and all the other equip-
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ment there, it is no longer a low-noise site. If you are 
not careful, you must shut all that equipment off in 
order to do your tests. It is important to do these tests 
early. That is now realized on the OGOs; you must start 
this test before you start the rest of YOL.r test cyc~e. You 
have no hope of coping with the problem othe!Wise. 
You don't do this right before launch-you do it befor~ 
the start of your vibration testing and your thermal 
vacuum testing. An adequate amount of time must be 
allotted. This test takes several weeks or a month. It is 
not a routine, formal kind of test. Everyone I1.ilst be 
prepared to look very hard to find the interference. It's 
there, it's not easy to see because it is masked by so 
many extraneous noise sources; but if you look for it, 
you'll find it. 

One of the things that we have found essential in do
ing .these tests is flexibility. It is all right to go into the 
field with a test plan. No one would argue against that, 
but everybody has to be prepared to deviate from it 
because you are basically in a trouble-shooting situation. 
By the time you get to Step 2 you\e inevitably en
countered anomalies and then you have to start accom
modating them. It has been our experience that one has 
to have a crew who are not afraid of ~~'1laging the 
spacecraft, who are not afraid to operate it in a non
standard way, and who are willing to try to accommo
tlate the experimenters in order to get good tes! results. 
I feel that apart from whatever hardware one might 
take out i:. the field, it's the kind of people that go out 
that are extremely important. Their d£dication t,~ seek
ing out EMI, as if they were J. Edgar Hoover, is one of 
the best conditions for a good set of tests. 

C. In-Flight Tests 

I also want to make a couple of comments about an
other area that has worked out quite well on the OGOs. 
This concerns the subject of in-orbit interference tests. 
All the experimenters should be brought together and 
kept in one place for the first week or so aftpr the satel
lite launch. During this time, there is an opportunity to 
examine the satellite measurements and look for sources 
of interference, to find out who is interfering with whom 
and to arrange a proper operatin~ schedule. Somebody 
is probably going to end up being shut off part of the 
time. There are two ways to do this kind of test. One 
way is to be careful about the turn-on sequence. On 
OGOs the field experiments have always been turned on 
first. They are turned on slowly elJough so that they can 
get on scale, or are properly configured and then some
one else comes on. Just the normal tum-on sequence 
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will allow identification of sources of interference. There 
are ah"ays some problems associated with this. Once a 
noisy experiment comes on that is interfering with some 
experiment, no more useful data may be obtained dur
ing the tum-on sequence, so you may have to go back 
and repeat the tum-on with the noisy experiment turned 
off. You shu1 everyone off in some sort of order, tum 
them back on, repeating several times if necessary. 

I would like to see more of the spacecraft turned on 
and off but there is a reluctance to do that, especially if 
the mission seems to be successfu1. There is always a 
residue of interference that is assochted with the space
craft. To a certain extent, for a spacecraft that has al
ready been launched, it is academic if the subsystems 
are generating noise. However, if you are part of a con
tinuing program, ifs not academic to try to fix the next 
spacecraft on the ground, once yon know what's causing 
interference. 

There are other requirements for a good test that are 
associated with getting a good look at the data right 
after launch. Anyone who wanted to know how to do 
ttis would do well to contact some of the people at the 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center who are respon
sible for the OGO project. One very important consider
ation is to see that the data acquired during these inter
ference tests are almost immediately I1vailable to the 
experimenters. That's a crucial part of the program. On 
o :her spacecraft I have heard about, the data ar~ taken, 
p' It on magnetic tape, go through the routine process
ing, and it is several months before the experimenters 
see it. This is not the way to do interference tests in 
space. 

, 'j , 

V. Conclusion 

Thinking back over this talk, and th~ way I have 
spent my life in the last ten years, battling noise, I 
sometimes wonder if it has been worthwhile. It has 
been, in my opinion; but it's a strange kind of way to 
live. As I said earlier, 1 think there's going to continue 
to be a large number of field experiments, so I think 
m~ny of you will be faced with these problems. The 
sd~ntific aspects of these experiments are quite impor
tant. When one looks at the specifications and thinks 
over the kind of problems, there is no doubt that an 
EMI program of the type we're talking about in con
nection with the field experiments is very ditFtr .!nt
maybe an order of magnitude different than the kind 
that tries to prevent relays from getting latched or 
squibs from being fired. It seems expensive, and money 
seems to be a good reason for not doing some of these 
things. Hpwever, there are compensating factors that I 
would like to mention. There's a lot of money "lost" in 
having experiments turned off while they are in space. 
No experimenter likes to have his experiment shut off 
half of the time; he is missing a lot of potentially sig
nificant data. Moreover, he's transmitting zeros all the 
time. There is a lot of money tied up in the ground 
station operations. To acquire a lot of interference data, 
or a lot of zeros, is a questionable practice. Finally, 
there is the cost of the data analysis. The cost of the 
data analysis usually will zoom up in proportion to the 
EMI that one finds in the data. Interference complicates 
the data reduction even where it is still possible to ob
tain scientific results. In the presence of strong noise 
sources, the costs are going to go way up. As an experi
menter, I expect and hope thllt you will all have a 
chance to face this problem yourself. I wish you all 
good luck. 

Discussion 

RohE:rt L. Smith: I've shared many of the booms witl: Ed Smith. 
Although our last names are the same, it is just coincident I 
want to resupport the need for interference tests such as the 
Malibu type. Our experiment is also a broadband experiment in 
the frequency range from 10 Hz to 100 kHz and overlaps his 
frequency range. There are severa! specific items I would like to 
mention. One It-em concerns power supplies and, in particular, 
toroids. You may have all learned in school that all of the mag
nlltic energy is completelv contained within the toroid, but this is 
true only for a very idealizt:tl, extremely carefully wound torr)id. 
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In general, you'll find that toroids are notorious noise sources, 
particularly in things like power converters. 

Another practice related to this, which is probably llft over 
from the aircraft industry, i~ the tendency to use 4oo-Hz power 
supplies with, of course, naturally nice square waves. 'l'hi~. 
coupled with the toroid problem, is a great source of inter
ference. I would lik", to suggest in place of the use of toroids 
th:lt you carefully consider the use of pot cores which are mag
netically shielded on the outside. 0ur subcontractors ha ] used 
a much :Iigher frequen.:y, around 32 kHz, for our dc-to-dc 
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Discussion (Cont'd) 

converters with far less interference because we have '.lsed both 
the hightlr frequency and the shielded cores. With proper design, 
the efficiency will be greater than that obtained in ~onventional 
power supplies with toroids. Furthermore, the size of the cores 
can be quite small. The size of our cores is less than half the 
diameter of a typical toroid, and we get br with only one of 
these cores instead of two toroids, as is cpmmonly necessary. In 
this power supply we have reduced weight and interference and 
there is a small increase in efficiency over the standard powllr 
supplies. I do have another comment relating to solar panels 
but I will wait for Mr. Peltzer's presentation. 

William R. Johnson: Dr Smith and I have burned the midnight 
oil at Malibu so I am familiar with the problems he is talking 
about. I wonder if maybe we still don't quite realize how sensi
tive he is. He mentioned two problems. One was heater lines 
and his problem with them. I don't know if we ever wound up 
with testing it, but we calculated the problem and he would be 
practically wiped out by the half loop of the twisted pair as it 
entered the connector carrying the heater cu"rents. Another 
problem was a transformer problem he mentioned which we mea
sured when we had this problem with oeO-D. It was a trans
former leakage problem of about 50 mG at the experiment that 
was generating it, and he could still see it 20 ft away. His 
problem probably would never be predictable and I don't think 
that we can predict them. A problem that we have in trying to 
antid!late experimenters like Dr. Smith is that we can't get any 
information from the experimenters. We send out questionnaires 
on their sensitivities and such, and they seldom get answered. 
In his case, :: don't think there's much he could do for us 
anyway. 

Edward J. Smith: We told you the levels that we're sensitive to, I 
think. 

Larry R. Pangburn: I know what 1 call an EMC systems engi:1eer
ing effort can overcome practically ail of these problems. I say 
the technology base exists and it requires a commitment of man
power and dollars. It npfears to me that the question is "Are 
the present programs bat; enough that we're willing to reorder 
our commitment of manpower and dollars?" That appears to be 
the question in my mind. I feel definitely that the technology 
base exists to prevent this. 
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Edward J. Smith: I can only answer part of your question. It seems 
clear to me that there has to be more money spent. I think that 
the EMC program, the kind we're talking about here, must be a 
lot more extensive than what you were discussing earlier. Now, 
whether the technology exists or not, I have no way of knOwing. 
I would perhaps make just a comment that my expedence has 
been that you're talking about fields now and sources of inter
ference which are many orders of magnitude smaller than what 
you were mentioning earlitlr. I'm pessimistic 'lnough to believe 
that you are going to get into ~ whole new kind of problem. 
Maybe it will be a lot like what you do, only more of it. But I 
wouldn't be surprised if some of the problems weren't unique. I 
have no way of knowing to what extent the conventional EMC 
programs were imposed 011 these spacecraft. I'm hesitant to 
criticize the people that were involved, they obviously could 
have dune a lot better. They made a lot of mistakes. We made 
a lot of mistakes. That's how you get to be an expert. Mr. 
Johnson was involved in an effort to try and do this and he has 
also been involved, I think, in the conventional EMC effort. 

William R. Johnson: A good system approach could help us; there's 
no doubt about it, especially in the grounding and shielding 
philosophies. WE: had a great number of problems with experi
ments like Dr. Smith's in resolving the contradictions between 
magnetic field experiments which require one grounding phi
losoph~' nnrl, as I'm sure Mr. Peltzer will point out, electric field 
experiments which require an opposite grounding philosophY. 
Since they fly on the same spacecraft and sometimes in the 
same area, it's impossible to satisfy them both at the same time. 
The experiments on oeo are so sensitive that literally we can't 
measure them with our equipment. We have to use the experi
ment itself tc measure the interference. They respond to fifth
order effects and we have difficulty in really approaching accu
rately the first-order effects. So I doubt that you w('uld solve 
these particular probillms. You might make the overall situatio,j 
better. I personally Nouldn't even kn.>w how to approach the 
kind of problem that Dr. Smith responds to. 

Edward J. Smith: I think we'd all agree that some kind of systems 
approach or rational approach is the way to do it, but I would 
be very hesitant to say that if you just took the programs that 
you were talking about earlier and imposed them on a space
craft like the oeo with the experiments that are on there, that 
it would be successful. I doubt it very much. 
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Design of VLF and Particle Experiments for the 
A T5 -A Satellite With Specia I Reference 

to Electromagnetic Interference 

G. L Miller and H. P. Lie 
8ell r.I.phone loborotories, Inee 'poroted 

Murroy Hill, New Jersey , 

I. In~rodudion 

The A TS-A satellite was intended to be launched into 
a 6000-nm circular equatorial orbit and to employ 
gravity gradient stabilization. 

Its primary mission was to act as an experimental. 
broad-band radio communication vehicle. Secondary 
missions included, among other things, half a dozen 
diversified experimEmts denoted "Environmental Mea
surements Experiments" (EME). 

The two experiments discussed in thi~ paper were a 
part of the EME package and were associated with one 
another from the point of view of their experimental 
goals. One of them was intended to monitor hw
frequency radio w~,es in the electron belts surrounding 
the earth, while the other experiment included facilities 
for monitoring eledron em"rgy spectra. 

r .... 
Both experiments were susceptible to noise pickup, 

wI.ile one of them was extremely senlliti,;,e' in this re
spect. In addition, there existed the possihility of certain 
EMI incompatibilities between L'le two. ' 

The ve::y-low-frequency (VLF) radio experiment was 
intended to measure the magnetic component of low-
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frequency electromagnetic waves propagating in the 
el~tron plasma surrounding the earth. The amplitlldes 
ot interest ranged upwards from 10-8 y2/cy~le (ly = 10-5 

oersted), while the frequency spanned the range from 
-5 to -200 kHz. 

Exp~riments of this kind are usually carried out by 
''',ing some form of antenna well removed from the 
spacecraft for noise reduction purposes. However, in the 
case of the ATS-A satellite, an additional houndary con
:aitlon was imposed: namely, that no equipment could 
protrude more than 1 in. from the ~ecraft surface. 

Bearing in, mind that the vehicle employed more than 
30 unsynchronized dc-to-dc converts, and was never 
d.esigned to provide a quiet RF ef.vironment, the deci
sion to fly a low-frequency radio experiment would 
appear in retrospcct to be a formidable undertaking. 

However, the decis~on was made, and surprisingly 
enough it ultimately transpired that such measurements 
are indeed ju ... t possible, although they require consider
able caution both in the design of the equipment and in 
the interpretation of the data. 

The second experiment consisted of a five-elemer.t 
:;.h:on p-n junction detector telescope designed to make 
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measurements on the IOnizing radiation in the Van Allen 
helts. Apart from the question of its own sensitivity to 
external noise transients, this experiment also employed 
two dc-to-de eonver~ers whieh were mounted less than 

in. from the VLF rccciver~. 

Further complicating the situation was the fact that 
the component density was high , as a result of employ
ing some 750 transistors in a 10 X i X 2-in. box, which 
left little room for elabcrate shielding and filtering , 
arrang('ment~. 

The A TS-A spacecratt was launched into an incorrect 
orbit and w~s therefore un,lble to fuIRII its primary pur
pose. However, the vehicle proved to be very us ~ful not 
un!y from the poir.t of view of a number of the sub
sidiary physics experiments but alsf) as a means of 
obtaining certain information on EMI and the function
ing of the instrumentation. as this paper demonstrates . 

II. The VLF Experiment 

Sir.ce large loop antennas couB not be used, it was 
decided to employ ferrite rods to couple to the magnetic 
component o. the electromagnetic fi eld. These ferrite 
rods were - 6 in . 10'lg and wound with 2000 tUnlS of 
wire. Two such units were employed, mounted at 90 
de~ to one another, at widely scpardted points on 
the spacecraft surface. 

In order to avoid the problem of Signal frequency 
pickup in the cables, or the central package. small pre
amplifiers and mixers were incorporated into e<. ,~h an
tenna unit. As a consequence, only the relatively high. 
level 455-kHz IF signals were sen t from the antenna 
units to the centra l el ectroni~ package. A gener.t! view 
of one antenna unit is shown in Fig. 1. 

The signal from each antenna was amplified by a 
~('parate IF amplifier. Both mixers were driven from a 
common local oscillator ',·;hose frequency was in t 1m 
cOlltrolled by a 7-bit digital-to-analo6 converter, In this 
way, the two receivers could be tuned simultaneously 
over a range of - 5- 2()(J kHz in 128 equal steps. 

Two more digital bits were used to switch the gain 
of the IF amplifiers over the ranges X 1, X 10, and X 100. 

Amplitude d: ;:: riminat0rs were employed to check 
that the RF signals were within the linea l range of the 
amplifiers at each gain setting. 
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Fig. 1 . Exploded view of VLF antenna unit 

Cognizance was also taken of the rela:ive phase of the 
signals at the two antennas in )ltt.mate 5-s data accumu
latiun periods. (lhe rationa'e of this was that it was 
anlicipated t!lat at least some of the signals from space 
would he circularly polarized. ) 

A simplified block diagram of the experiment is 
shown in Fig. 2, while Fig. 3 shows the system in 
g:eater detail. 

Control of tht frequency, ga in , and phase conditions 
was exercised by 10 bits derived from the satellite se
quence scaler as shown in Fig. 4, where MSB denotes 
the most si~nificant bit and LSB denotes the least sig
nificant bit. Bit SIJ incremented every 5 s, leading to 
5 X 1024 s ( i. e., -80 min ), for a complete cycle through 
the experiment. 

Radi0 frequency signals that satisfied all .,mplitude 
and pha~.e conditions were fed to digiti~ :e r:, whose out
put r0presented a product of the signa l amplitude mul
tipJie::l by the time. Data ('ould ~e accumulaterl. in this 
way ior up to 3.3 s of each 5-s period. 

Fig'-!n'! :5 gives a simple example of a ca't' in which 
the RF amplitude wanciers outside the amp \ ~Llde limits 
twice in one data period. For all tbe time du .r' ng which 
the amplitudt' is within range, sigrlal !nf. ,rr:lation is 
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~ccumulated, while when it moves out of range the digi
tizers aTe shut off and accumulation ceases. In this way, 
a quantity representing the shaded area of Fig. 5 is 
telemetered to the ground after each 5-s period. 

In addition, a record is kept of the "Live Time" and 
"Overlol~d Time" in each period, these quantities heing 
telemetered along with the field data from each 
antenna. 

Finally, a single-tum test coil was attached to each 
antenna, and calibration signals were injected into these 
coils from a reference oscillator for -6 min every 6 h. 

III. Special Steps Taken to Minimize the 
Noise Problems 

A. Th. Antenna Units 

The equivalent circuit of an antenna unit is shown in 
Fig. 6. The output from the antenna signal coil is fed 
into a current preamplifier which has a large linear 
dynamic range to minimize the generation of spurious 
signals by overloading. The preamplifier output driv~ a 
mixt-r consisting of four p-channel field-effect transis
tors (FET) in a balanced bridge configuration. MiT~rs 
of thi~ kind produce an output signal closely approxi
mating the true Illgebraic product of the input signf.J 
and local oscillator signal. As a consequence, they pro
duce only sum and difference frequencies and are re
markably free from spurious responses. This is to be 
contrasted with the situation in a square-law mixer, for 
example, in which the squaring of a large-amplitude 
discrete frequency input spedrum produces myriads of 
cross terms whi(~h can all show up as spurious responses. 

B. Th. Local Oscillator 

To derive maximum advantage from the product-type 
mixers, it was decided to employ a sine wave local 
o~cil1ator signal rather than the more usual square wave 
variety. The rationale of thIS step was twofola: first, the 
ab~ence of local oscillator harmonics still further re
duced the possibility of spurious responses, and, second, 
the chance of radiation of local oscillator signal energy 
was minimized. (This was with regard to another low
level radio expcrUmnt, on the same satellite, that oper
ated in a higher frequency range. ) 

As an added precaution, the Jocal oscillator signal 
was derived from a lOW-impedance source and fed to 
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the mixer via a balanced twinax cable to guard against 
its contamination by noise. 

C. Shleldln, and Groundln, 

Connections between the two antenna units and the 
main electronic package were made via ulultiple
shielded cables as indicated in Fig. 7. Both the local 
')sc:iPq,;o;' ud !he IF signals were transmitted through 
shiel\A'; . i l' ;' • .17: cable. Center-tapped biflIar transform
ers were used in both cases to provide good common 
mode rejection (Ref. 1). 

The nt.,i·.<:: 1':, ·ul1t:-.ge of a system of this kind can be 
appreciatoo by considering the altemativ J, comprising 
a conventional transformer-coupled coaxial cable and 
transformer, as shown in Fig. 8. This diagram illustrates 
that if noise voltages exist between the two ends of the 
cable braid (as they invariably do), then such signals 
will add or subtract directly from the signal of interest; 
i.e .. the system has no noise immunity whatever, in spite 
of the fact that it uses coaxial cable and a shielded 
transfonner. (This is easily seen by considering the path 
starting at the ground side of the signal generator and 
comprising the cable braid, the transformer primary, the 
cable core, nnel the source impedance Z,.) 

A less obvious, but very serious, additional source of 
'loi'le can arise in vehicles liIce A TS-A which employ a 
double ground system. 

One ground is the electronic or signal ground 8~ld the 
other is the box or chassis ground. The advantage of 
such a configuration is, of course, that it force'! the re
turn current from each experimental package to flow 
back to the power source via a definite path rather than 
Sowing back through the chassis and spacecraft frame 
in some ill-defined way. 

A marked disadvantage, however, resides in the far 1 
that such systems can exhibit noise signals between the 
two grounds; i.e., they suft'er fro~n ground~i.()·ground 
noise. 

This state of affairs is shewn in Fig. 9 and indicates 
in a simpli.lied way our situation on ATS-A. The shaded 
area repf1~senh- the electronic ground plane inside the 
shielded experimental box. A noise gener<1tor is shown 
connected between chassis ground and the power 
ground of the dc-to-dc converter. (For clarity, only cae 
power supply voltage is s.'wwn.) 
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Fig. 8. Example of a cabling technique which 
Is susceptible to Induced noise 

Suppose, first of all, that 1.2 is absent . i.e., short
circuited) and that C2 is also absent ( i.e., open
circuited). Under su",h circumstances, the full ground
to-ground noise appears inside the experimental pack
age. If there then exists any small capacitive coupling 
between, for instance, an amplifier input and the shield
ing case, then the noise is coupled directly. into the 
amplifier. 

Our experience indicates that the source impedance 
of such ground-to-ground noise generators is extremely 
low, and consequently the problem cannot be solved by 
connecting a capacitor between the two grounds. 
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Fig. 9. Diagram of the VLF experiment 
power supply filtering 
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If the effective generator impedance is raised, how
ever, by the addition of choke L2, then a capacitor C2 
between the grounds can be an effective solution to the 
problem. We found chokes of -150 flh inductance satis
factory when used ir, conjunction with a capacitor of 
sevcral microfarads. 

IV. RFI Measurements on the Experiments 
in the Laboratory 

Apart from calibration procedures designed to check 
the receiver gain, frequency, and phase response, cer
tain other special tests were performed to investigate 
the noise immunity of the experiment. All measurements 
involving antenna response were carried out using an 
8-ft-diameter Helmholtz coil system in an electrically 
quiet room. Subsidiary tests were also made to check 
for possible effects of the frame of the spacecraft in dis
torting the applied calibration fields. Such effects were 
in all cases less than ± 15%. 

A. Spurious Responses 

The advantages of linear mixers have been mentioned 
previously in Section III-A. If the mixer is nonlinear, its 
response Vo to two simultaneous input signals " r..nrl '2 
(of unit amplitude) can be written in the form 

Vo = h [(f, + '2) + a(f, + '.)2 + ... ] (1) 

where fL is the local oscillator frequency. 

A check on the magnitude of the cross terms in Eq. 
(l) was made by driving the Helmholtz cal' bration 
coil surrounding the antennas by two signals ~;multane
ously. The signals were combined linearly by a Kirch
hoff adder, while the magnitude of each was adjusted 
such that, if tuned to the frequency of either, the re
ceiver would be X 100 overloaded. A search was then 
,nade for sum and difference frequency outputs from 
the receivers. In this way, it was determined that the 
value of the coefficient a in Eq. (1) was less than 10-4

; 

i.e., spurious responses were very small indeed. 

Another matter of concern was the question of break
through of any signal that happened to fall exactly at 
the IF frequency. Careful balance of the FET mixer 
bridges minimized this effect. A numerical check indi
cated that a signal producing a maximum receiver out
'Put at the frequency to which the receiver was tuned 
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would produce roughly 3% of that output if tuned to 
the IF frequency. (A subsequent further improvement 
in this performance was incorporated in the flight back
up experiment. This involved shunting the preamplifier 
mixer bridge with a single-element piezoelectric ceramic 
IF resonator. This effectively short-circuited the mixer 
at the IF frequency and produced a reduction of IF 
breakthrough by an additional factor of 50.) 

B. Cablt Dlckup 

Tests of cable pickup between the preamplifier and 
main electronic package were made by capacitively cou
pling noise signals into the cable braids. No significant 
effects could be detected until both inner and outer 
braids were removed from the twinax on a short section 
of the cable. Under these extreme circum~tances, noise 
signals could be observed, but it was thought that this 
test was a very unreali~tic one. 

C. Ground-to-Ground Noise 

In 'terms of the pickup of noise signals via paths other 
than magnetic coupling to the antennas, ground-to
ground noise was much the most troublesome. 

The origin of this noise and its cure has been dis
cussed in Section III-C, but it is worth pointing out that 
just became this is not apparently a problem with pro
totype hardwl1!'e one cannot conclude that the same will 
be true of flight hardware. This fact is something that 
we learn~d to our cost in the course of integration of the 
VLF experiment into the spacecraft. 

It ultimately transpired tha~ the dc-to-dc converter 
used in prototype testing (see Fig. 9) differed from the 
Hight hardware in that the latter used welded intercon
necting nickel strip conductors instead of soldered cop
per wire. This so raise~he impedance of certain inter
connecting :!Tound leads within the power supply 
package that spikes -0.2 V high and -1 J1-S wide ap
peared between the grounds. The -75-J1-s period be 
tween the spikes was relatively noise-free. 

The action of these spikes was to capacitively couple 
into the inputs of the amplifiers in the main VLF pack
age and to shock-excite the IF filters with each pulse. 
In the case of one particular power supply, it turned 
out that the pulse repetition frequency was a subhar· 
monic of the IF frequency, leading to a greatly en
hanced effect. 
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Fig . 10. Noise spectrum analyzer photograph showing the calibration spectrum 
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V. Rfl Measurements Around the 
Operating Spacecrafi' 

Possihly the most relevant single observation th ,. can 
be made n 'garding spacecraft RFI on ATS-A is t.hat 
110 information whatever existed 011 the stlbicct u11til the 
prototypc tfaS assembled, by which time all design was 
finali zed and therefore subs tantial changes were impos
sible. 

At that time we undertook a noise survey of the 
vehicle, using specially des igned cquipment, and were 
tlwn able to obtain our first cle3r idea of the problems 
involved . 

A. The Noise Spectrum Ana lyzer 

One of the satellite VLF antenna units was modifi.Jd 
to be used as a noise probe. The modifications consisted 
in removing the balanced mixer and replacing it with 
an emitter follower to allow direct observa" of the 
antenna signa l. 

The pl eamplifier output was fed to a Nelson-Ross 
plug-in spectrum analyzer d sign d to be used with a 
Tektronil: oscilloscope. 

The p;-camplifier, spectrum ana l y-~e r , and a calibration 
oscillator were mounted in a small metal carrying case 
for easy transportation. 
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Many hundreds of VL.l ~JlL'ctra were recorded with 
this apparatu , under all kinds of operating conditions. 
Only a very small fra tion of these can be shown here 
but tr,e genoral usefuln ss of the equipment cannot be 
overestimated. 

F igure 10 shows a calibration p ctrum tak n using 
the built-in test oscilIator that was included for this 
purpo~e . The oscillatc.r l)fodueed narrow pulses at a 
1O-kHz repetition rate, J. nd these were us d to current
drive a I -tum coil on the ferrit rod ant nna. Fourier 
analysis of the resulting magnetic fieJd r vealed a large 
number of harmonics spaced 10 kHz apart and having 
substantially constant amplitude. 111e first 14 of these 
harmonics are clearly visible in Fig. 10, Th if amplitude 
was et at - 0.2 y, sufficiently large to be s ' en easily 
evcn in a high-noise backgTOllnd. (Of course, practically 
all the data were actually obtained with the calibration 
oscillator turn doff.) 

An idea of ttl(; general furm of the dat,\ obtained, 
wi th amplitude and frequency calibrations attached, is 
shown in Fig. 11. This spectrum was taken at the loca
tion of one of the antennas on the spacecraft under the 
quietest possible operating conditions. 

B. Survey of Spacecra ft Noise 

A typical relatively noisy spectrum is shown in Fig. 12. 
This was obtained. with the antenna unit 3 in. in front 
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Fig. 11 . Drawing of noisE' analyzer photograph with ampli tude and frequency scales 
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Fig . 12. Typical noisy spectrum 

of the EME frame and was us d to determin which 
E IE equl;:,~<mt generated the most noise. In the spec
trum shown, on ly the EME power supply and encoder 
arc on; all experiments are turned off. 

In surveying other regions of the sp;:cl:craft, under 
opcrating condi tions, it was easy to find loca tion a t 
which the entire screen of the spectrum analyz r was 
fillcd from sid to sid and from top to bottom with 
noise hannonics. Many of these sp ctra w r extr mely 
compk'x and oft n consisted of many simultaneous 
freq uencies. 

An int resting feature of some of th s strong noi 
sOurces was tha t their fall-off with di stanc~ was appar
ently fas t 'r than 1/ ,. '; i .. , the fi Id wer not pur > 
dipol . ( It may b that on \Va this desimbl . state of 
alfair can occur is by the use of unifonnly wound 
toroids instead of pot cor s. Th , leakage fi eld fr om such 
a transfonner would b expected to fall off as 1/ r' . ) 
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The four petra hown in Fi . 13 indicate the spec
tril obs rved at the location of th ' two antennas, und r 
very quiet conditions, with thc solar pan Is on and off. 

VI. Interpretation of the Data Received From the 
Experiment in Orbit 

evera l month \"ortb of d f,ta have 0 en r ceh 'ed 
from the AT -A sat Hit. A f)nsid rable part of it has 
corresponded to very noisy ~.pac('craft operation (i.e. , 
times when a g re, t deal of noisy 'quipm nt, Iik TV 
carr.cras, was in use) whil much of the later data has 
eo!'re ponded to quiet conditions. 

Of paramount importance in ana lyzing th data has 
h ' n the qu stion of th po itiv id ntification of spac -
cra ft noise so that LF signals so g n rat d would not 
l' rronrously be at tributed to the ph)' ics of pa P. om 
example. of thi ' id 'ntiBcarion procedur ar discussed 
in th following sections. 
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Fig . 13. Noise spectra showing variation with solar ce ll illumination and antenna position 

A. Identification of Signals by th", ~..,d Condition 

An xample of a high-noise spectrum from space is 
giv n i:1 Fig. 11. The graph shown here is similar in 
fonn to those discussed in Section " , xcept that zero 
frequency occur at approxim t ly 99 on the x axis, 
while th high t frequency (at the xtr m left hand 
edg of th diagram) i - 220 kHz. The ordinate: pr -
s nt the time int gral of th A antenna fi eld (IS de
scrib d in >ction II. 

Two othC'r quantiti s ar plott d in add ition : namely, 
the live tim and the overload tim . Th s are denoted 
Land r 'p ctiv lyon th upp r graph. Th maximllm 
Ii e or overload tim ( i. ., 3. ) is denot d b r a digital 
coun t of 200. It i clear tha t in some p ri d data w r 
accu.nulated for som wh. t more th n hil lf the ava ilable 
time, whil the r c iver were at no tim J ov rloc d d. 

It i al 0 cI ar that larg signal appear >d at om 15 
di c r t fr quenc'i L t one time or anoth r. ( The small 
numbers att ch d to ~ach data poin t r 'pr n~ a tim 
during th data-taking cycle. Th compl t - O-min 
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cycle is di vided up into ight 10-min p riods, and ach 
period is labelled "ith an . ppropriat int ger in the 
range 0 through 7. ) 

During th sam p riod of tim , ho\ ev r, the B an
t nna saw onl y thr of these frequenci s, a indi a ted 
by Fig. 15. ( Th live and overload tim s aT> common 
to both rec i r ', so the upp r part of Fig . 14 and 15 
ar th . am .) 

This infonnation, by its It, would strongly vgg st 
that at least 12 of th 15 f requen ; s w r of SP '!C craft 
origin. Th inf r nc would re ult bec use the noi 
sourc s happ n d to b clo t ant nna and VI 11 
removed from B. 

Both of th s sp ctra b long to wh tit nn d tb._ 
"linear" mod of operation . In this mod , th and B 
ignal digitizers ach op rat ind p nd ntl , provid d 

only that a signal occurs abo v , thr hold at ith r • n
tenna and that neither ant ' l1na is 0 'r1oad d . 
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Further infonnation can be gained from the "circu
lar" mode, however. In this mode, two additional condi
tions are imposed : 

(1) The signals must be within amplitude range 
simultaneously in both receivers before either 
digitizer operates. 
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(2) For all frequencies to the right of 64, the digitiz
ers will only operate if the relative phase of the 
two signals is within preset Hmts. 

Operation of the circular mode results in Fig. 16, 
where it is apparent that of all 15 points on Fig. 14, 
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Fig. 16. Data from the A antenna in the circular mode 
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only that at frequency 45 remains a contender for inter
pretation as a genuine event. This large reduction is 
brought about by the and condition for points to the 
left of f)4 and the phase condition for points to the right 
of 64. 

Before proceeding to discuss the phase condition in 
more detail , it may be of interest to mention the further 
steps that can be taken to come to a decision regarding 
questionabk points like the remaining one in Fig. 16. 

In this particular case, identification is easy because 
one notices at once that in all three figures it is the 
only data point for which both the live timp Gnd over
load time are completely missing. Tllis identifies it as 
some kind of telemetry or tape error, and as such it 
would be disregarded. 

In the absence of such clues there are other avenues 
open, such as examination of the spacecraft operating 
log to discover whether any known nc.ise source was 
turned on or off in the time - 18.10 ·0 -18.20 on the 
day in question. 

This discussion illustrates the way in which all of the 
data exhibited by the A antenna in Fig. 14 have been 
identified as originatin5 on the spacecraft. It also illus
trates the point that without two separate antennas and 
some method of comparing their outputs, this identifica
tion would have been virtually impossible. 

B. Identification of Signals by the Phase Condition 

An interesting example of the operation of the circu
lar mode is afforded by Figs. 17 and 18. A comparison 
of the data plIints in the range 64 to 83 shows that sig
nals above frequency 83 fail to satisfy the phase condi
tion; Le., are not circularly polarized. (The reappear
,lOce of the signals above frequency 64 is due to the fact 
that the phase detector is intentionally overridden for 
such frequencies.) 

This implies that the low frequencies are circularly 
polarized, and, furthermore, additional evidence shows 
that the cutoff frequency at 83 on the frequency scale 
(-30 kHz ) is reasonable in view of the physics of the 
situation. 

How ~ver, the large ignal amplitudes and the fornl 
of the spectrum both cast doubt on the origin of the 
signal. It is tempting to think that low-frequency signals 
from the spacecraft itself are coupling into the plasma 
and creating circularly polarized waves. Indeed, without 
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some such hypothesis, it is difficult to understand the 
existence of the "slot" in the data. 

C. Functioning of the In-flight Calibration System 

During the test periods mentioned in Section II, test 
signals are injected into the antenna units. A typical 
resulting calihration is shown in Fig. 19. This test evi
dently took place in time period 4, anu the test point.s 
fell close to their preflight posithm. The amplitude of 
the test signal corresponds to -3 X 10-6 rms l / cycle at 
high frequencies. 

The other data p )ints at low frequencies correspond 
to noncalibration signals obtained in other time periods. 

D. Dato From Space 

A typical spectrum from a quiet period in space is 
shown in Fig. 20. The amplifier gain is a maximum and 
the receiver is overloaded at low frequencies. The brc),\d 
flat region of the spectrum corresponds to -3 X 10-8 

rms l / cycle. In the very quietest periods, it drops to 
approximately half this value, which corresponds closely 
to the prelaunch calibration figures , e.g., see Fig. 11. 

Considerably more can be said on the ~~'bject of data 
interpretation but it is not strictly relevant to the pres
ent discussion of EM!. Suffice it to say that no convinc
ing evidence of low-level wide band noise originating 
in space has been found, while all higher level signals 
so far examined have proved to be of spacecraft origin. 

VII. Summary of Experience wt!h the 
VLF Experimenl 

Seen with the 20/ 20 vision imparted by hindsight, it 
is cle3r that we were ambitious to propose a radio ex
periment for such a noisy vehicle. The design and test
ing of a spacecraft intended for this purpose must 
clearly be approached in the same rigorous way dlat is 
applied in the case of "magnetically clean" vehicles in
tended to be used with magnetometers. Indeed, this 
type of VLF experiment is a magnetometer, and one 
that is hundr·~ds of times more sensitive than its ric 
counterpart. 

On the other hand, it nas proved possible to operate 
this experiment close to the initial design sensitivity of 
0.01 y rms, in spite of the problems posed by the ve
hicle, and in the process we have learned a little about 
VLF and a considerable amount about EM!. 
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VIII. The Particle Experiment 

The five detector telescope experiment, which is also 
on the ATS-1 satellite, was designed to differentiate be
tween electrons, protons, and alpha particles, and mea
~ure their energy spectra. The energy ranges measured 
are approximately 300 keV to :3 MeV for electrons, 600 
keV to 100 MeV for protons, and 2.1 to 90 MeV for 
alpha particles. A simplified block diagram of t),e ex
periment is shown in Fig. 21. 

The experiment operates in nine diff(;rent modes, in 
which the coincidence and discriminato:- logic is so ar
ranged that it is possible to identify unambiguously the 
three particle types. In each mode, linear gates sum the 
detector signals and feed them with appropriate gain 
to the five-channel energy analyzer. The modes are per
muted through a complete sequence J~i 16 cycles of the 
telemetry system. Following each cycle, the counts ac
cumulated by the five-channel anrlyzer are read out. 

The operation of each mode is shown in Table 1. 
Particle identification is possible because of the large 

LINEAR AMP 

LINEAR AMP 

I 
LINEAR AMP 

LINEAR AMP 

I 
---jLlNEAR AMP 

-

differences in the rate of energy loss per unit path 
length for the three particle types. For example, an 
alpha particle must be more energetic than a proton in 
order to penetrate to a given detector and is therefore 
distinguishable on an energy basis. Electrons, on the 
other hand, ~an be identifieo because they are the only 
particles \" "nich can penetrate to the thick detectors (4 
and .5) without losing enough energy in the thin detec
tors to register a coincidence. Thus, the energy analyzer 
is used to identify particle type, and the energy spec
trum of the particles is accumulated during each se
quence through the modes. 

IX. Noise Considerations 

Although a particle detector is not sensitive to ra
diated spacecraft noise in the way that a VLF antenna 
is, the very small signals involved make RFI protection 
very important. This may be appreciated by noting that 
if one requires that the EM! produced interference be 
no more than an equivalent particle energy of 30 keV, 
it means that the charge signal induced by EMI at the 
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Table 1. Characteristics of the particle experiment as a 
function of mode of operation 

Coincidence 
and anli- Required energy 

Mode coincidence loss ir. indicated Particle an': energy 

require- <letectors, MeV range, M.'" 
menls 

A 12 0.63 < p < 1.75 

EJ > 0.39 2.1 <a< 3.3 

B 123 EJ > 0.39 1.75 < p < 3.0 

I 
E:z > 0.28 3.3 <a< 12 

C 234 E2 > 0.28 3.0 <p< 4.76 

E3 > 0.39 12 <a< 19 

0 3456 E3 > 0.39 4.76 < " < 15.0 

E4 > 0.3 19 <a< 60 

E 2456 E4 > 0.3 15.0 <p< 22 

Es > 0.39 60 <a<' 90 

F 3456 E4 > 1.2 22 <p< 100 

Es > 3.0 

G 456 0.3 < E4 < 1.2 1 < e 
Es > 0.39 

H 3456 E4 > 0.3 e<1 

I 2,3,4,5,6 Singles 

detector be less than 10-1', C. In addition, it is unfortu
natl"ly the case that the noise spikes produced by most 
dc-to-dc converters have a waveform very similar to 
that of the particle detector pulses. 

Figure 2~, which shows a typical detector with its 
charge-s('nsitive preamplifier, illustrates the situation 
that occurs when noise exists between the electronic 
ground and the case ground, to which the particle de
tector shield is connected (for structu!1i reasons). If we 
assume that, after taking all reasonable precautions, the 
stray capacitance C .• is 1 pF, the maximllm allowable 
ground-to-ground signal is approximately 1 mY. Also 
important is the fact that since the capacitance of the 
thin detectors is on the order of 100 pF, this implies 
that noise induced on the ground return from the detec
tor case to the preamplifier must be less than 10 fJ. V. 

X. Protection from EMI 

Sensitivity to E\1I was reduced by using an inner 
dectrost.!tic shield ill addition 1.0 the package covers, 
which servcd as an outer shield, and by multiple filter
ing of the power supply voltages. 
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Fig. 22. Equivalent circuit of a particle detector 
and preamplifier showing the effect of noise 

between the chassis ground and the 
electronic ground 

A. The Inner Shield 

The inner electrostatic shield can be seen in Fig. 23 
in~jde the package cover. It consists of a gold-plated 
uerylliurn copper sheet attached to the cover by thermo
setting Mylar tape. Multiple spring-loaded fingers on 
the inner shield contact the ground plane on each 
printed circuit board. The edges of the printed circuit 
boards are plated with gold over copper to facilitate 
this connection. The result is that when the package is 
assembled, the circuitry on each board is enclosed in 
its own electrostatic shield at electronic ground poten
tial. Interference from noise on the ease ground is there
hy greatly reduced. 

B. Power Supply Filtering 

Power supply filtuing is perfonned in several stages. 
TIle input filter configuration, shown in Fig. 24, consists 
of a series inductive filter obtained by the use of a 
multiple-wound toroidal tramformer followed by ca
pacitive shunt elements. It can be shown that for 
ground-to-ground noise, which is generally the most 
troublesome, tpe transfonner has the decoupling effect 
of separate series inductances. In addition, however, the 
mutual coupling of the transfonner ensures that the sup
ply voltages, including electronic ground, are locked to
gether. Also, since the net dc flux in the core is zero, 
one may benefit from the large induct'l.nce per tum of a 
toroid without risking saturation of the core. 
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F'g . 23. Photograph of the experiment package showing the inner sh;eld in the cover 
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Fig . 24. Diagrom of the particle experiment power supply filter 
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A design f atur of the xp riment is that it is largely 
mad up of (our typ s of general-purpos thir.-fiIm 
hybrid modules (R f. 2). Awar n ss of the need for 

"--goot! filt ring rcsultcd in th inclusion of power-wpply 
filt ring on ev ry modul . A modul with solid ta.ntalum 
fil ter capacitors is shown in Fig. 25. The amplifier 
modul also allows the supply {oltages to b fed 
through ach amplifier in a chain back to the preampli
fier, thus flItering th~ voltages to low-level amplifiers 
sev ral times in cascade. The fact that each chain has 
separate filtcrs also eliminates cross talk on the supply 
lines. 

Besides making shunt filtcrs more effective, series de
coupling has another important advantage from the 
EMJ st:mdpoint. Since the source impedance of most 
satellite noise generators is extremely low, an attempt 
to use shunt Slterin.!; alone results in very large noist: 
currents. These ar€: l. .desirable even when Howing in 
a system of power supply lines which have been twisted 
in order to keep the area of th current loop small. In 
the case of ground-to-ground noise, however, the area 

o i . 

C:' ~.. I . '. ~ .~. • '. ' '.. • ~~ ... .. • 

Fig . 25 . Thin-film amplifier module, 
showing individual filter capacitors 
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of th loop is undefined because the return path of the 
curren t through the satellite fram is not known. Thus, 
the dual ground system liminatcs dc dipole moments, 
but gr atly nhances ac magnetic noise. Series decou
pIing can r duc the nois currents by orders of magni
tud . It might be well to consider the specification of a 
minimum allowable impedance thl t a package may 
pres ' nt b~tween power supply lead~ as an effective way 
of combating magn ti noise in any spacecraft contain
ing broad-band magnetic sensors. 

XI. De tector Bias Supply 

Det ctor bias voltages of from 50 [U ~OO V are gener
ated ill the expcrimental package by redundant ,::!!opper 
converters and Cockroft-Walton voltage multipliers 
driving common filters. Because the converters are in 
tl>~ same packag as the VLF experiment, a converter 
frequency of 300 kHz was chosen. This lies above the 
upper frequency detected by the VLF experiment yet 
aw ... y from its IF frequency and below the sensitive re
gion of the particle experiment. The converter trans
h rmers were also resonated at 300 kHz so that their 
()lI tput was nearly sinusoidal, thus greatly reducing har
monics which could have interfered with the p?rticle 
experiment. 

In addition, however, synchronization of the two con
verters was found to be necessary. When the converters 
were allowed to run at slightly different frequencies, a 
beat frequency of a few kilohertz was produced, which 
the filters, designed for 300 kHz, were incapable of 
handling. 

The diffi culty above points out the danger of assum
ing that because each ind ividual supply in a system 
runs at a frequency above the band in which the ex
periments operate, that there will be no interference a~ 
lower frequencies. Leaving aside the possibili ty of de
tecticn of the differ nce frequency in a nonlinear mixer, 
it should be noted that power will be generated at the 
difference frequency if any nonlinear interaction of the 
chopping frequencies occurs. A du ty cycle regulator 
driving a dc-to-dc converter is an example of a situation 
in which such mixing is likely to occur. Thus, the safest 
approach is to synchronize the converters. 

XII. Conclusion 

If our experi nce is to be of any use to others p rhaps 
this experienc can be distilled in th folloWing way: 
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(1) Douhle ground systems (one for the electronics 
and one for the frame or chassis) can lead to 
prohlems of two kinds: 

(a) Noise generated between the two grounds 
can couple into amplifier inputs in a very 
serious way. 

(b) Capacitive coupling hdween the grounds 
can lead to the possihility of large ac ground 
current loops of undefined and variable 
properties. (This has p~rticular relevance to 
VLF experiments.) 

(2) In connection with the generation of large 
noise currents, particularly in double ground sys
tems, it would be advantageous to demand that 
power supply and ground circuit impedances be 
not less than some specified minilnum value. 

(3) TIle noise prohlems of unsynchronized low
frequency power convertcrs rapidly become more 
severe as their numbers increase. It is important 
to note that it is possible for spurious signals to 
be generated not only at the harmonics of each 
converter but also at sum and difference fre
qUt'ncies 'both above and below the converter 
fundamentals (Ref. 3). 

(4) Radio experiments should only be flown on ve
hicles specifically intended for sllch purposes. 

(5) In any radio experiment the use of multiple an
tennas can confer considerable advantages. 

(6) lhere is no substitute for noise surveys carried 
out with a sensor similar to the one to be used 
in the adual experiment. 

I 

It may he of intf'r£st to note that although the elec
trical interference problems discussed in this paper re
late to two specific experiments on one spacecraft, in 
fact sin~ilar problems exist on practically all vehicles. 
Experience on roughly a dozen different satellites has 
convinced us of this fact, and has indicated the urgent 
need for murh more careful consid':lration of the entire 
spacecraft signal, pnwer and grounding systems at the 
earliest planning stages. 

In part the difficulty is historical in that the tech
niques for monitoring and controlling interference have 
simply not kept up with the rapid ip-crease in the gain 
and sensitivity of experiments over the last decade. 

Just what action should be taken at this time is not 
clear, but the fact that action is urgently necded is ob
vious to anyone who has been associated with an)' 
experiments on a satellite in recent years. 
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Discussion 

Larry Pangburn: Did you do any evaluation of the multifilar trans
former you built? I don't know ,vhether to call it frequency 
re~ponsc or what, hut you talked ahout it being effective lor 
spikes. 

Co. L. Miller: Yes, the spike-. were of the order of a microsC('ond 
Wide and 0.5 V high. Thl' inductance of the ('ores was 150 !tH. 
The ferritl' material is nominally good up to about 10 or 20 
MHz. The numhe~ of tllrns on th: cores was \'ery small, which 
means that the stray l'apadtance aclOss the core, which you 
have to keep out. \vas also very small. There were only four 
turns on these COICS. \Ve didn't carry out any direct frequency 
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response chet~ks, but my feeling 'Vould he that it looks like 
ISO !tH up to ahout 10 MHz, where it starts to roll off, shunted 
by some small fraction of a picofarad. It's certainly an effective 
way to handle that problem, anyway. 

George N. Burkhardt: I wa. wondering about the laboratory mea
surelllents you showed with a sun simulator and without a sun 
simulator. Did you experience any proble~s from EMI being 
radiated from the sun generators? My experience is with sun 
simulators on the order of magnitude of one sun, and the prob
lems have heen numerous. 
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Discussion (Cont'd) 

G. L. ~filler: r.n afraid I can't .IIM' ,'r that question. I guess we 
can't really say what those curious spikes that we saw at one 
antenna input were. They might han' heen associated with 
sOluething elEe in the system. \\'e don't see '~.elll in space when 
presumably the sun is on. 

George N. Burkhardt: I'd like to make a gelJl'ral t"Ullllllent. I'm glad 
to see the scientific people interested in making comments about 
the current state-of-the-art requirt'ments for the perfornlance of 
systems. I think the cOIl\'entional systems tests, per se, are not 
adequate to deliver a dean, totally compatihle bird for this type 
of experiment. Unfortunately, I personally have np\'er been 
a.'i.'iociated "ith an experiment with sensiti\ities in the ord .. rs of 
magnitude that have been depicted today. I say unfortunately, 
from the standpoint that I suddenly realize I have a tremendous 
amO<1nt of catching up to do. A tremendous amount of attempt
ing to push the state of the art into higher and higher orders of 
perfornlance. I think the problems that we gt'Jlt>rally see and 
have generally been accustomed to curing. as I've attempted to 
point out, 3rt' simply basic, Jlt>glected good engineering practices. 
Even these art'-a5 appear to be. The tech.i'-!ues that we're using 
are not being fcreed down to the level of total reduction. We're 
minimizing to acceptable limits. \Ve'w always atter-.pted to get 
"llOise-fn-e" as absolute terminology out of specifications and to 
use the wort! "minimize" to the state of the art. I think it pre
sent.< a problem to the EMI people and I for one definitely feel 
that there's a new era coming. We should be actively involved 
in this area immediately. A little closer association \\ith the 
scientific experiment people will probably give us a good base 
line to go forward from thi! pomt. 

Ben W~;nbaum: I'd like tc share Mr. Burkhardt's sentiment. We 
have problems in integrating scientific experiments in spacecraft. 
We've had the same problems when 've'w been trying to inte
grate lower stage vehicles. This is something that's been going 
on for some time. I remember years ago on our Atlas program 
we had flown \\ith a so-called radio inertial guidance system. It 
was fairly satisfactory and then we decided we would fly with 
an all-inertial gltidanee system that embodied the use of a large 
r.umber of digital circuits. Then it went very poorly until we 
solved our problems. In the initial design for this new system, 
ihe out-of-band, undesired, and undesigned char .. cteristics were 
never adequately con!'idered in such a manner as to preclude 
problems when we we.e well into the hardware phase. So we 

learned from that horrible example, and there have been a num
her of horrible examples. My hope is that perhaps the gentlemen 
in the scientific community can more eloquently express the 
need • . real systems engineering that embodies this total prob
lem : •. iuding the out-of-band, unauthorized, and undesired 
characteristics that we have to deal with in these systems. 

\;. L. Miller: I think that the scientific c"OlIllllunity is very skilled in 
expressing needs. I agree with you. 

William Lash: I'd like to remind everbody that once a year there's 
a national symposium on electromagnetic compatibility spon
sored by the IEEE. I know I'm speaking for the committee in 
inviting all of the experimenters. I think we've classified ourselves 
as the E~II people and the experimenters, but I hope we really 
hawn·t. \Ve think this would be a tremendous platform for the 
experimenters to present papers and present all of this infornla
tion to the EMI fraternity, as we fondly call ourselves. I think we 
havp put the blinders on ourselves for certain specification re
quirements. I think this, here, is the unblinding operation. From 
this particular workshop, we should be able to expand tremen
dously. 

Robert W. Ellison: r d like to express a little amazement that the 
problems on spacecraft have 30 dc-to-dc (.'Onverters whereas 
we're currently involved mth one that has 74 below the paylo .. d. 
The nature of the phenomena that you are describing seems ,0 

he very similar to the observations we are having-not only with 
the booster but also with the computerized AGE equipment used 
to check it out. The ground-ta-ground problem is the one that's 
really biting us right now. 

Robert O. Lewis, Jr.: It seems that this instrument you have is a 
spectrum analyzer. Could you give us the resolution capability 
and band\vidth? 

G. L. Miller: All the credit for that instrument of course goes to the 
commercial designer, who is Ross of Nelson-Ross. I don't remem
ber the number of the instrument, but in the Nelson-Ross cata
log you'll find they make one plug-in, low-frequency srectrum 
analyzer, which is the one we used. It has an adjustable band
width; the maximural ,,"lue is, I think, 9 kHz, and th .. : .• mimum 
is something on the order of 100 Hz. It spans ~le trequency 
range from 0 to 500 kHz. I do not recall what the input equiva
lent noise is, but it was very low; we never had any trouble 
with it. 
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I. Introduction 

The Orbiting Geophysical Observatories (OGO) were 
originally conceived as three-axis-stabiUzed "streetcars" 
accommodating many different types of experiments and 
allowing "passengers" to get on or off with little or no 
modification to the spacecraft. From 20 to 30 experiments 
can be carried, and analog and digital PCM telemetry 
capability and power sufficient to satisfy most reasonable 
requirements are furnished. These obser,ratories can be 
placed in two broad classes. The elliptical OGO (EGO) 
has a highly elliptical orbit with an apogee of about 
100,000 km and a perigee of 300 km. The polar OGO 
(POGO) has a more circular orbit, with an apogee of 
about 1000 km and a perigee of 250 km. Orbit lifetime 
is one year. 

At the time the oeo program was initiated there was 
no indication ,that radio astronomy measurements would 
or could be made from any of the observatories, which 
were essentially designed for particle experiments. Since 
there would be no radio science experiments aboard there 

'The work described was conducted under NASA/Goddard Space 
Flight Center contracts to the University of Michigan Radio Astron
omy Observatory under the direction of Prof. Fred T. Haddock. 
The investigations were carri~ out by George S. Cohen, Bobby G. 
Finsh, Wilbur J. Lindsay, Dennis Walsh, Robert G. Yorb, and 
Robert G. Peltzer. 

" 
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was no need to seriously consider EMI. This design 
philosophy led many particle counter experimenters to 
believe that digital experiments would not be affected 
by EM!. In-orbit operations of these experiments alerted 
some of the more astute experimenters to the EMI prob
lem. By the time OGO-E was being tested, the particle 
experimenters were calling for EMI testing in concert 
with the ac fields experimenters. 

II. Spacecraft Description 

A. The Spacecraft as an EMI Generator 

The interference-generating capability of the space
craft became apparent in early 1962 when the first radi
ometer was plugged into the first spacecraft simulator. 
The most obvious potential sources of interference were 
the transmitters, which have the following characteristics: 

(1) Wideband: 4 W .it 400.020 MHz with PCM/FMI 
PM modulation. 

(2) Special purpose: 1h W at 400.850 MHz with either 
FM/PM or PCM/PM modulation. 

(3) Beacon transmitter: 136 and 120 MHz at 10 W. 

(4) NBS radio propagation experiment: lAs W at 
40 MHz and v'o W at 360 MHz. 
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(5) The range and range rate transponder operates in 
the VHF and SHF bands but contains mtemal 
signals from 1.2 to 3.2 MHz at power levels of less 
than 10 mW. The phase-modulated received fre
quencies are between 4 and 100 kHz. 

The data handling system operates at 1, 8, and 
64 kbits/s for EGOs and at 4, 16, and 64 kbits/s for 
POGOs. The associated pulses are nominally 7 V high. 
The pulse characteristics are as follows: 

(1) Timing signals have repetition rates from 0.01 Hz 
to 1 kHz in steps of 10 on the first two EGOs. 
These signals are not in synchronization with the 
data handling system in the normal sense. On 
OGO-E the timing signals are in synchronism. The 
pulse width is 20 p's with a 5-p.s rise time and a 
15-p.s fall time. 

(2) The shift pulse width is :v. p's with a Ys-p.s rise 
time and a I-p.s fall time. 

(3) The inhibit pulse has a rise time of 1 p'S, a fall time 
of 8 p'S and a pulse width which is dependent on 
the telemetry data rate and ranges from 9000 p's 
at the l-kbith rate to 140 p's at 64 kbits/s. 

(4) The 400- and 2461.5-Hz synchronization signals 
for power conversion are 6-V peak-to-peak square 
waves with less than 2 p's rise and fall times. 

It should be added that the digital designers did their 
job well and produced much faster rise and fall times. 
Unfortunately, a great deal of ringing was present on 
almost all of the pulses. Ringing pulses are good indi
cators of mismatched transmission lines with their asso
ciated high VSWR. This condition was observed on the 
protot)'lJe but never corrected. The pulse driver power 
consumption would be raised considerably if the drivers 
were deJ1gned to o~te into matched loads. 

"! 

The power converters on the spacecraft are heavy 
interference generators. Although all on-board converters 
are synchronized to one frequency, some unih use pulse
width modulation for regulation and others use current 
switching; but they all switch in one manner or allother. 
The switching transients so generated provide a wealth 
of undesirable radio frequency energy. A great deal of 
effort was devoted to pinpointing the sources of inter
ference on the OGO-Ill spacecraft. Converters were dis
connected, filtered, spectrum-analyzed, etc., in an effort 
to isolate the worst offenders. They were all bad, but 
converter 2 was the worst. In tracing the design history 
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of converter 2, I found that the noise generated in the 
converter caused erratic operation. This particular prob
lem was solved by adding a capacitor between the out
put and the input instead of redu9ing the noise which 
caused the problem. 

B. The Spacecraft as an EMI Distributor 

After briefly describing the signals generated in the 
spacecraft, it is appropriate to look at the spacecraft 
wiring to see how these signals are distributed. 

Weight limitations affected the choice of wire and 
cable used in the spacecraft. Wire sizes were reduced to 
save weight. Shielded wires and coax were of the flat 
braid type instead of the heavier round braid with its 
inherently better shielding qualities. 

The original single-point-ground concept required that 
all signal lines be shielded, but in this application the 
shield could not be grounded at the receiving end, the re- ) 
tum being through a separate common return. A change 
to the skin ground concept in late 1963 required that all 
shields be grounded on a halo ring at the receiving end. 

The timing, inhibit, and shift signal lines were coaxial 
cable. Twisted-pair shielded wire was requested for 
the inhibit pulse lines in late 1963 but was never sup
plied. Converter synchronization signals were carried 
by twisted-pair shielded cable. Power was carried by a 
twisted-pair cable. 

The power supply impedance was specified to be less 
than 1 n at dc but could go as high as 4th n at 50 kHz. 

The spacecraft instrumentation unit gathers house
keeping data from within the body of the spacecraft and 
from all appendages. This unit is powered by converter 2 
which, as you will recall, is the noisiest converter on the 
spacecraft. The experiments in the appendages are 
connected to the spacecraft by wire harnesses that 
are within the booms but must break out of the booms 
to go around the hinges, into the spacecraft body, and 
into the experiment package. 

The OGO spacecraft has very large solar arrays that 
are dc-isolated from spacecraft ground to prevent a 
shorted module from destrpying a whole string of mod
ules. The arrays were also ac-isolated until protests re
sulted in placingO.OI-p.F coupling capacitors and l-kn 
reSistors ~cross the isolator. The wiring on ~he back side 
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of an array rp.sembles a Christmas tree, the main trunk 
being the cable bundle down the center of the array. 

C. The Spacecraft as a Container of EMI 

Since the observatory was conceived as a general
purpose spacecraft, adequate attention was not given to 
"good engineering practice" employed by experienced 
radio frequency engineers. This became apparent the 
first time we saw the prototype spacecraft. The struc
tural materials were mainly aluminum and magnesium 
which were anodized and/or painted after fabrication 
and before assembly. The workmanship and anodizing 
process were excellent, as could be observed by the ano
dizeu threaded holes, hinges, and all contacting surfaces. 
Unfortunately, the result of anodizing is a spacecraft that 
consists of electrically disconnected bits and pieces. This 
was particularly disconcerting to our experiment because 
the spacecraft is the counterpoise for our monopole an
tenna and as such should be a continuous electrical 
surface. 

A great deal of work was done on the prrAotype to tie 
the skin together. This was very difficollt because the 
anodizing had to be removed and replaced with gold 
plating or irriditing. At this time, further problems with 
bonding were not expected. But it was found that meticu
lous attention must be paid to all mating surfaces if good 
bonding is to be achieved. This point cannot be over
emphasized since bonding problems on the OGO-IV 
spacecraft are still present four years after the problem 
was recognized on the prototype. 

Weight restrictions can bring strange design results. 
For example, the spacecraft analog and digital data han
dling assembly (ADHA and DDHA) cases are made of 
plastic. One digital experiment on OGO-E did not have 
a cover on it. 

The dc-to-dc converters supply the multitudinous 
equipments with the energy to perform their functions. 
It is reasonably obvious that these converters are neces
sary and that switching is inherent in converter design. 
The suggested approach in thi<> instance is to carefully 
shield each converter and adequately filter every line 
that passes through the shielding. Several exper,imenters 
requested that the spacecraft converters be shielded, fil
tered, and/or redesigned in the latter part of 1963, but 
money,. time, weight, reliability, and schedule conditions 
were always given as reasons for not doing anything 
about the situation. 
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The cable runs to experiments and subsystems outside 
the body of the spacecraft were not originally shielded 
or filtered and therefore were fully capable of conduct
ing interference from the inside to the outside of the 
spacecraft and radiating it. The solar arrays provide an 
illustration of this phenomenon. Although we had always 
maintained that the solar arrays were large antennas 
that were radiating the interference that was being con
ducted out of the spacecraft on the array power lines, 
we had no plOof, and in 1963 when we requested filters 
for the aITay harness,reliability considerations were given 
priority and the lines were not filtered. The array radia
tion wa<; proven conclusively on OGO-III during tests in 
July 1965, and thereafter the main solar array harnesses 
on all spacecraft were shielded with aluminized mylar 
to reduce EM!. 

It should be stated that ,.containment of electromag
netic energy is a difficult operation at best and can easily 
become an insurmountable problem. Both containment 
and good design techniques are needed to achieve low 
interference levels. 

III. Brief Experiment Descriptions 

A. 000·1 and 000·111 

The purpo~e of the OGO-I and III experiments was to 
record and measure radio noise incident upon an elec
trically short, partially unbalanced dipole antenna in the 
2- to 4-MHz frequency range. There were several scien
tific objectives of this experiment partly because of the 
lack of knowledge of the natural radio emissions in inter
planetary space at these frequencies (2-4 MHz) and the 
effectiveness 0,: sweep-f:equency receivers in identifying 
the source of radio emi~sion. Ground-based sweep re
ceivers have .proven crapable of quick identification of 
radio signals' trom man-made devices, lightning, various 
solar bursts, and bursts from the planet Jupiter. This 
feature partially compensates for the lack of angular 
resolution when using a short dipole antenna and greatly 
aids in the deduction of generation processes involved 
in the radio emission. 

The prime scientific objective of the experiment was 
the measurement of the dynamic radio spectra of solar 
and Jovian bursts. The parameters of interest were 
frequency-drift rate, bandwidth and duration of bursts. 

The electrically tuned sweep-frequency receiver con
sists of three parts located in two positions on the space
craft. The antenna unit and the RF unit with calibrator, 
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local oscillator, function generator, mixer, and IF filter 
are all located in the solar experiment package (SOEP) 
No.1. The lF amplifier-detector unit, power supplies, 
logic unit, and checkout circuitry are located in the main 
body of the spacecraft. The receiver sweeps the 2-4-MHz 
band every 2 s and has a tangential sensitivity of 1-3 p. V 
over the band. The IF crystal filter bandwidth is 20 kHz; 
the postdetection time constant is 3.4 ms. 

. The spurious rejection below 2 MHz is between 35 and 
55 dB and increases to a minimum of 65 dB above 
4 MHz. 

B. 000·11 and OOO·IV 

The OGO-II and N radiometer system was designed 
to provide the first map of the brightness distribution of 
cosmic radio noise over the sky at 2.S MHz. 

Although an electrk:l1'v short antenna was flown, use
ful directivity is expected from the theoretically predicted 
"ionospheric f. :using" of the beam of an antenna im
mersed in the topside of the ionosphere. This directional 
array i~ p!'oduced by the variation in refractive index 
which IS due to the change in electron density with alti
tude. Theoretically, the beam has zero width at the point 
at which the local plasma frequency is equal to the re
ceiving frequency. A beam with half-width less than 
20 deg can probably be achieved. 

A map of the sky will be built up from a series of spot 
measurements as POGO passes through the penetration 
levels for the frequencies of observations. By suitable 
choice of orbital parameters (principally 82-deg inclina
tion) a comprehel1sive degree of sky cover should be 
obtained. 

The POGO radiometer system consists of a 6O-ft mono
pole antenna, a calibrator, and a 3-channel receiver with 
a common broadband preamplifier. The three channels 
are (1) a primary cosmic noise channel, (2) an antenna 
impedance channel operating at the center frequency of 
the primary channel, and (3) an auxiliary cosmic noise 
channel. The local oscillator operates at 2.5 MHz and is 
crystal-controlled. 

The primary channel operates as a superheterodyn e 
receiver at 2.S MHz and has a zero IF bandwidth of 
90 kHz and a postdetection time constant of O.S s. The 
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receiver sensitivity is about the same as the OGO-I and 
III sweeping receiver. 

The impedancEl channel operates at the 2.S-MHz cen
ter frequency of the primary cosmic channel. The signal 
to the unknown impedance (the antenna) is derived from 
the local oscillator. The unlmown impedance is measured 
by sine and cosine detectors . 

The third channel is an auxiliary cosmic noise receiver 
operating at 2.0 MHz with a bandwidth of 35 kHz and 
a postdetection time constant of O.S s. This receiver is 
essentially a tuned radio frequency (TRF) receiver. 

The 2.S-MHz fixed-level calibrator signal gives a gain 
check of the 2.5-MHz channel and also checks the im
pedance channel alignment. The 2.S-MHz channel spuri
ous rejection was 45 dB from a few kHz to 250 MHi 
except for a 33-dB rejection "at 130 MHz. The 2-MHz 
TRF channel spurious rejection was 40 dB except for a 
25-dB rejection at the two prime images of 3 MHz and 
4.S MHz and a rejection of 30 dB at 130 MHz. 

C.OOO·E 

The scientific objectives of the OGO-E experiment ate 
to extend the radio frequency measurements of solar and 
Jovian bursts down to 50 kHz and to extend the low
frequency measurements of the cosmic noise spectrum by 
several fold. 

The radiometer for this experiment consists of a step
ping superheterodyne receiver having a center frequency 
tunable from 50 kHz to 3.S MHz in 8 geometrically spaced 
steps which can be controlled by ground command. 

The antenna was to be a 6O-ft self-erecting model, as 
used on POGO, but spacecraft stability problems have 
caused the antenQa to be reduced to 30 ft. 

The radiometer system consists of an input filter, 
broadhl\Dd preamplifier, oscilIator, IF crystal filter, de
tector, noise calibrator, and control logic. 

The IF crystal filter bandwidth is IS kHz and the post
detection time constant i-i 0.2 s. The system sensitivity is 
about 10 dB better than the sweeping radiometer. The 
radiometer spurious rejE!ction is at least 60 dB from 
10-18 MHz and greater than 80 dB elsewhere. 
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IV. Testing 

A. Ground Testing for EMI 

To emphasize the high level of interference expected 
on the ground from man-made transmitters, it is suffi
cient to report that good receiver design requires that the 
limiting field intensity levels for good reception be only 
25 p. V 1m at 0.1 ~.{Hz and 1 p. V 1m at 1 and 5 MHz.2 

These values are from 20 to 500 dB above the radio 
astronomy radiometer detectability levels and would con
stitute serious interference during ground checkout tests. 

Furthermore, one reference3 gives median values for 
suburban man-made noise in the 2- to 4-MHz band of 
about 2 X 10-5 V 1m and in the vicinity of cities of about 
10-4 V 1m: The lAtter value is 60 dB above the radiometer 
detectability level. 

For values quoted above, it should be clear that it will 
not be possible fully to check out the satisfactory perfor
mance of the radiometers in an unshielded environment 
on the ground. This is especially so near a large city in 
the U.S. A partial checkout may be possible by working 
at times of low local noise levels and by identifying the 
source of the interference. 

T"] late 1962 we requested that serious consideration be 
gIven to the possibility of locating the aGO spacecraft 
in a shielded enclosure of large volume to permit ade
quate test of the radiometers. A large underground cave 
or cavern would have been best from the point of view of 
receiver performance, !>ince a small metallic shielded en
closure or room would effectively short-out the receiver 
input and modify the receiver performance characteris
tics. In designing and testing a University of Michigan 
rocket experiment it was deemed necessary to place the 
entire scientific payload underground (the International 
Salt Co. mines ~ear Detroit were .used) to obtain a suffi
ciently low ambient noise level (less than about 10-1 Vim) 
to insure that neither the auxiliary equipment nor the 
telemetry transmitter was interfering with the low-noise 
radiometers. 

A large effort was made on the part of the University 
of Michigan to survey potential test sites. Among the sites 
surveyed were the TRW magnetic test site at Malibu 
(Calif.), the large dirigible hangar at Moffett Naval Air 

'As determined from the U.S. Dept. of Commerce, NBS, Letter 
Circular LC 615. 

'Reference Data for Radjo Engineers, 4th Edition, International 
Telephone and Telegraph Corp., 1956. 
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Station in Mountain View (Calif.), the TRW M-I building 
in Redondo Bea~h (Calif.), the center of the Joshua Tree 
National Monument eo miles southeast of Los Angeles, 
screen rooms at TRW and GSFC, the proposed TRW 
magnetic test site near Capistrano (Calif.), salt mines in 
Louisiana and Detroit, and, finally, the GSFC magnetic 
test site. 

In comparing the open air sites it was found that the 
Malibu site was about the same as the Joshua Tree Na
tional Monument but was at least 10 dB noisier than 
Capistrano or GSFC. It should bp. pointed out that 
neither Capistrano nor GSFC was developed for testing 
when the survey was made. 

In comparing the shielded sites, the salt mines were 
far superior to all but the screen rooms. The dirigible 
hangar was slightly better than the M-1 building when 
both buildings were all but deserted. 

The University of Michigan radiometer systems pre. 

always subjected to self-interference tests in the Interna
tional Salt Co. mines near Detroit. The tests are con
ducted to assure a stable design and determine if and 
where additional filtering is required. These tests have 
always been extremely valuable in determining how the 
system will operate as a whole. 

B. Spacecraft Testing 

Each of the aGO spacecraft has been tested in several 
ways. Informal testing generally begins when the experi
ment is integrated with the spacecraft and continues 
until launch. The test conditions are far from ideal but 
these tests are extremely valuable in that they uncover 
many interference sources early enough to incorporate 
fixes before the formal tests. The formal tests are much 
more extensive and controlled. 

The discussion that follows is devoted to spacecraft
generated interference. The interference generated by 
experimenters was generally controllable and of a less 
serious nature. 

1. OGO-l and prototype. The prototype spacecraft was 
tested in conjunction with aGO-I. OGO-I was for; 
mally tested in the M-1 building high-bay area at TRW 
and again at Malibu. Prior to these tests, many short 
informal tests were conducted to determine the optimum 
filtering, shielding, and·placement of the harnesses U1 
the SOEP to reduce the interference that was entering the 
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radiometer there. A great deal of spacecraft testing re
sulted when it was proved that millivolts of a 10.7 MHz 
signal were being coupled into the IF amplifier in the 
main body of the spacecraft through the shield of the in
terconnecting coaxial cable. These tests were carefully 
documented and were conducted many times in many 
ways for the benefit of TRW and NASA personnel who 
would not believe that the interference levels inside the 
spacecratt were so high. Measurements ill the screen 
room by TRW at 1 ft from the buttoned-up spacecraft 
were 1 mV broadband noise for a 20-kHz bandwidth in 
the 2- to 4-MHz band. Measurements of the intercon
necting cables with a 10-kHz bandwidth Empire Device 
RFI meter were 1-15 mV at all frequencies between a 
few hundred kHz and 25 MHz. Triaxial cable had to be 
used to reduce this interference significantly. As a result 
of subsequent EMI tests by TRW, the single-point 
grounding concept was abandoned and an attempt was 
made to ground shields and to tie the spacecraft skin 
together. 

The TRW high-bay test showed that several converters 
were noisy. Some of the converter covers were replaced 
with copper shields for the benefit of the ELF (extremely 
low frequency) and VLF (very low frequency) experi
ments. The benefit of this test to the experiment was not 
as great as it could have been because of the EMI gen
erated by the Telemetries (Lear Siegler, Inc.) ground 
station which was used to obtain data from the space
craft. The Malibu test was strictly a monitor test since no 
fixes were allowed during or after this test. 

The in-flight interference levels were never established 
because the motorized antenna f&iled to erect. 

2. OGO-I1. OGO-II, the next spacecraft, was also 
tested in the TRW high-bay area and at Malibu. The high
bay test was seriously compromised by the Telemetrics 
ground station interference, which had also affected the 
OGO-I test. 

The Malibu test indicated that the spacecraft wide
hand transmitters were interfering with all of the fields 
experiments only when the transmitter was modulated. 
This problem was studied further but never resolved. 

The in-flight interference levels were 10 dB above the 
expected free-space levels with an undeployed antenna. 
When the antenna was deployed, the intederence level 
was 25 dB above the expected free-space level. 
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3. OCO-I1I. OGO-III was the third of the OGO series 
and was handled differently in that it was integrated, 
tested, and launched by a GSFC c~ew because of the 
heavy work load at TRW. A fair amount of testing was 
done in the large screen room at GSFC before, during, 
and after conducting the two Observatory Deployed 
Interference tests (ODIT) at the GSFC magnetic test 
site. This testing was conducted with the solar arrays 
on the spacecraft. All Malibu tests were conducted with
out the solar arrays. During these tests, the experimenters 
were given greflt latitude and support in the conducting 
of the test. I had literally every converter and data sub
system disconnected at one time or another during the 
test. All boom and solar array harnesses were selectively 
disconnected. By the time this test was finished a good 
understanding was had of where tl>.e interference was 
coming from and how it was being distributed and radi
ated. Subsequent tests in the screen room confirmed all 
of the test findings. Early testing revealed that the space
craft subsystems and mechanical as!:emblies were not 
bonded together or to the spacecraft. A great deal of 
effort had to be expended to bring the spacecraft up to 
bonding specifications. .... 

The interference level observed at the end of the sec
ond ODIT test was 7-8 dB above the expected free-space 
cosmic level. This level was observed with a 20-ft an
tenna, a filter on converter 2, and with the solar array 
harness wrapped with I-mil-thick aluminum foil. The 
interference level was 12-14 dB lower when the solar 
array harness was disconnected. 

Tests indicated that the interference was reduced by 
less than 3 dB when the converter 2 filter was used. This 
filter actually suppressed converter noise by at least 
20 dB, but the contribution by all of the other converters 
masked the filter results. To reduce the interference 
levels further, all of the converters would have had to be 
filtered. Ultimately, the sp'lcecraft was flown without 
any filters so that reliability would be preserved. The 
aluminum-foil-wrapped solar array harness was flown. 

The attitude control system was never tested fully 
because the ground support equipment was prohibitively 
noisy. 

The interference level observed in orbit is between 15 
and 20 dB above the expected cosmie level with all other 
experiments turned off. The level doesn't change signifi
cantly when the experiments are turned on, the NBS 
transmitter being the exception. 
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4. oeo·lv. OGO·N was tested at Malibu under con· 
ditions that were similar to those of OeO·1I1 and, in 
addition, the test was supported by a professional EMC 
crew. We found many of the uncorrected OGO·I, II, 
and III interference sources and again, for reasons pre
viously stated, couldn't get filters for the COllverters and 
solar arrays. The wideband and special·purpose trans
mitters interfered WIth the experiment. The problem was 
previously studied on OGO-II and no solution was found. 
Fortunately, the wideband transmitters are off for a high 
percentage of the orbit. The special-purpose transmitter 
interference will be alleviated somewhat by turning this 
transmitter off every third orbit. 

The OGO-IV spacecraft had to have considerable work 
done to bring it up to the spacecraft bonding specifica
tions. To provide a better RF ground, 0.25·p.F capacitors 
were added between the isolated SOEP and the solar 
array. 

The interference level in orbit is about 10 dB lower 
than it was on OGO-II but is still 15 to 20 dB above the 
expected free-space level. The wide band transmitters add 
another 5-10 dB to the 2.0-MHz rhannel, but the 2.5-MHz 
channel is hardly affected. 

5. OeO·E. The OGO-E program adopted a fresh ap
proach to the EMI problem. The specifications for e,:· 
perimemts contained guidelines for good design and 
placed restrictions on the use of some frequencies. In 
addition, TR~' ~upplied an EMC group to subject thCf 
experiments to susceptibility tests and to measure 
the spectrum emitted by them. This was an excellent 
service but suffered because much of the experiment was 
deiivered so late that it did not have time to pass through 
the EMC lab. 

The subsequent testing of the OGO-E spacecraft was 
very similar to OGO-IV. The results, fixes, and reasons 
for not fixin~ were also the same as OGO-N. Next 
month, when the OGO·E spacecraft is tested in orbit we 
will see how well we have done.4 

C. Further Comments on Testing 

Throughout this entire test sequence the OGO pro· 
gram was operating under extreme pressures of flight 

'OGO-E was launclll'd March 4, 1968. The interference levels were 
lowcr than pre\,ious OGOs. Tile 1.8- and 3.5·MHz channels are 
close to the ('osmic hal·kground level. The levels are higher than 
cosmic on the six channels bdow 1.8 MHz. 
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schedules and money. The test results and subsequent 
fixes were always less than desirable. I often wonder if 
we wouldn't have spent less money and time and re
ceived better experiment data if we had corrected the 
interference sources which were predicted and found on 
the prototype spacecraft. You probably noted some repe
tition in the test descriptions given above. Filters for the 
converters and the solar arrays and/or design of the con
verters were requested in 1963, 1964, 1965, 1966, and 
1967. The reqllests were always denied on the basis of 
the schedule slip to that particular spacecraft, reliability, 
or money. 

We have always had to operate with nonflight config
urations, which imposes a' handicap. The results of 
ground testing do not correlate with flight test data. The 
spacecraft test configuration is one reason for this. An
other can be found by looking at what happens to the 
spacecraft from thl:: time it leaves the EMI test site with 
its temporary fixes until it is injected into orbit. Past his
tory indicates that about 30% of the spacecraft subsys
tems will be replaced before launch. The experience with 
the first four spacecraft indicated that about 30% of the 
experiment packages were changed before flight. On 
OGO-E this percentage jumped to about 90%. 

V. Good Design and Test Procedure 

A. Design 

In a broad" general sense, a system that functions prop
erly in its intended environment without degradation of 
performance can be considered a good EMC (electro
magnetic compatibility) design. O',erdesign is as unac
ceptable as underdesign when one considers the penalties 
on spacecraft reliability, size, weight, and power. Present 
EMC specifications are inadequate when applied to 
present-day scientific satellites. A more effective ap
proach would be to require that the contractor provide 
a spacecraft that will perform properly in its intended 
environment. If the spacecraft mission objective is to 
measure ac electromagnetic fields in space and these 
fields cannot be measured because of interference, then 
the mission must be considered a failure regardless of 
how well the spacecraft functions. 

The OGO spacecraft are probably the quietest space
craft in orbit, and yet they are wholly inadequate for ac 
electromagnetic fields measurements. The tremendous 
effort that went into the reduction of EMI was effective, 
but the interference levels are still well above the field 
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intensities which we are trying to measure. In all fa.irness 
to the OGO program, it must be remembered that 'the 
spacecraft were not designed to be E~U-free. Standard 
EMI specifications were followed whkh resulted in an 
allowed level of spacecraft-generated interference that 
wa~ 40 dB to 60 dE above the threshold levels of the 
scientific instruments that are expected to gather data on 
ac electromagnetic Lelds over wide frequency ranges in 
space. This vast difference between the generated and 
susceptible interference levels indicates that a new de
sign approach is necessary for scientific spacecraft. 

The design of an EMI-free spccecraft is a challenge. 
It requires a great deal of effort at the systems design 
level to achieve compatibility between the experiments 
and the spacecraft while maintaining the objectives of 
both. The systems designer must consider waveforms, 
frequencies, voltages, currents, and impedance lavels of 
the internal signals as well as effective filtering and 
shielding. To make life even more complex, the experi
ments should also be scrutinized to determine if they 
are compatible with each other. The pertinent considera
tions that were used in arriving at the systems design 
should also be used at the subsystem and circuit de
sign levels. 

The circuit design and component selection level is 
probably the most neglected area of interference reduc
tion. It is at this level that significant EMJ reduction can 
be accomplished by clever circuit design and a judicious 
choice of components. The suppression of EMI 2.t the 
source is much more rewarding and efficient than trying 
to contain it by brute force shielding once it !las gotten 
out of the circuit enclosure. 

Present-day spacecraft subsystems and scientific ex
periments contain digital logic clements which produce 
pulses. The puise spectrum is a function of the pulse 
waveform and repetition rate. The repetition rate is gen
erally fixed by the system requirements, but the pulse 
shape is generally set by other factors such as power 
consumption, timing accuracy, cable capacity, etc. When 
sharp, short pulses are not needed for timing accuracy, 
they should be rounded off and/or lengthened to red~ce 
the high-frequency components. Operating pulsp, drivers 
into a mismatched load causes ringing, which signifi
cantly increases EM!. Another inherent probleth with 
digital systems is that the input and output circuits must 
of necessity be wide band and are therefore difficult to 
filter. This means that the EMI produced within the 
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digital circuit enclosure cannot be filtered on the output 
or input lines, and therefr.re cannot be contained within 
the enclosure. Since the design of a quiet spacecraft con
taining lots of digital subsystems is an extremely difficult 
job, one wonders if there isn't a way to design around 
pulse systems. A simple example of designing around pulse 
systems would be a synchronized power' converter using 
a sine-wave synchronization signal with a zero crossing 
detector in each converter instead of the square wave 
used on OGO. The input and output power lines cad be 
effectively filtered in either case; but the square-wave 
synchronization signal input cannot be filtered, whereas 
the sine-wave signal input can be filtered at all frequen
cies except the synchronization frequency. 

Throughout this presentation it has been shown that 
many of the EMI probl~m areas that were investigated 
and corrected on the OGO prototype were also found and 
corrected on all subsequent OGO spacecraft. Thi~ need
less expenditure of valuable testing time points out the 
less glamorous but vitally important function of carrying 
a good EMl design from the original inception to the 
launch pad. This requires a persistent effort to meticu
lously check every individual part that goes into the 
spacecraft, both initially and as a result of rework or 
design changes. The quiet spacecraft design goal will not 
be realized without this type of effort. 

Good EMI design procedure should also be applied to 
the ground support equipment that is required to exer
cise the spacecraft during tests. The EMI generated by 
the support equipment should actuaUy be lower than that 
of the spacecraft if meaningful spacecraft-generated EMI 
measurements are to be made. 

B. Telting 

The earth's surface is a hostile environment for the 
testing of EM! effects on equipment that is to make 
electric and magnetic field measurements from space
craft. Gross interference can be detected down to the 
local ambient level, but these levels are much greater 
than the levels that are to be measured in space. The 
obvious need is for a shielded enclosure of some kind. 
Screen rooms aren't the answer for most of these experi
ments because the screen room drastically changes the 
impedances of both the radiators and receptors. What is 
needed is a screen room whose inside walls look like open 
spacJ- in other words, a chamber with effective absorp
tion from a few hundredths of a hertz to hundreds of 
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MHz. A more economical but slightly less desirable alter
native is a large underground cavern. Assume that such 
a test site is available and the spacecraft has been located 
equidistant from aU surfaces and is in flight condition. 
The next problem is to keep it clean by checking every
thing that is allowed to enter the test site. It must be 
remembered that the equipment that is certified as dean 
can fail at any time, and this failure could produce EM!. 
The sterilization techn11ues of an operating room must 
be adopte,i and adhered to. Through this approach, 
meaningful tests can be made to very low levels. 

The test procedure should he laid out to expedite the 
identification of all EMI producers. ThL'S(' producers 
can be of the solo or group type. The solo type should be 
cleaned up so that it can be determined whether they 

" 
are also group producers. Group producers require a good 
deal of study to determine the generation mechanism. 

The time devoted 10 the testing of each individual unit 
should be longer than its inet !idual cycle time; the time 
for a group should be long e~lough to assure that each 
subcycle of each cyclic unit has had a chance to interact 
with each subcycle of all of the other cyclic units in 
the group. 

After the testing and temporary fix stage is completed, 
the spacecraft should be modified and retested. The final 
test should be conducted as close to launch as possible 
to reduce the substitution of spacecraft subsystems and 
experiments to a minimum. 

DilCuuion 

Robert C. Peltzer: Sometime we must stop the practice of going 
back and fixing. I think we mwt adopt a whole new outlook if 
we are to provide spacecraft for experiments such as have been 
talked about in the preceding papers. Thl'!Se levels require a fresh 
aporoach. It doesn't pay to talk about ffiters and shields and this 
sort of thing; we mwt go bade and look at the circuits themselves 
that generate the interference. I think we need some basic re
search in circuit design for converters. We need to carefully exam
ine Il-;e pulses that are passed around inside the spacecraft. In 
partil war, the timing within the data handling systems should be 
cxal.tined to find just how fast a rise time is required for these 
pulses and whether we can afiord to round the pulse off and 
reshape it at the receiving end. 

What I am trying to emphasize is that we mwt go back and 
reevaluate our position and our thinking if we are to have space
craft that are going to be much better than we have so far. We 
need an improvement of 10 to 30 dB on the first attempt and 
60 to 80 dB ultim\llely. If we are to achieve these levels of sup
pression of the interference, we mwt come up with new concepts 
and new ways to control the situation - from the start all the way 
through to the end. 

Chet Hastings: In regard to the dc-to-dc converter problem and 
some of these other problems which you are saying are our pr0b
lems, I'd like to offer for your consideration a few solutions. On 
the dl·-to-dc converter ?roblem, which is quite well known, we 
have found that we cun build dc-ta-dc converters of the hlgh
efficiency type - 90% efficiency, with the switching regulator 
input, converter type output - wing a couple of techniques that 
I would like to share with the community here. 

In the converter section, we h.lve found it almost a necessity to 
separate the flux of the drive and the output sections by providlDg 
an independent core on the input, a saturable core reactor to pro
vide drive apart from the flux thlat is in the output core. Then 
when this drive goes to the Switching transistors, a low-pass ffiter 
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is essentially provided by putting a small capacitor from the base-
ta-emitter junction of the switching transistors. 

In the switching regulator sections, there are other things that 
can be done. The type of switching regulator that we use employs 
a National Semiconductors LM 101 for a modulator. We adjust 
the frequency compensation capacitor in order (0 control the drive 
current for the switching transistors in the transition region. 
Finally, on the f1yback diodes of the switching regulator we utilize 
very fast recovery time diodes. Wher'e this i1 not possible; if you 
have a high wattage, high current supply and you don't have a 
fast diode, a small capacitor across the diode will serve the same 
purpose. These techniques and a modest an.ount of ffitering on 
the input to meet the interference specification on the lupply line 
from the vehicle bw wually can be adjusted to completely elimi
nate the inverter as a source of noise. 

The other matter that I would Uke to share with you relates to 
a solution to the digital noise problem. Basically, this information 
was presented in an EEE article recently which showed that digi
tal electronics suffers from common mode voltage developed on 
the supply bw line, and can be overcome by adjwting the charac
teristic impedance to a very low value, wing strip-line techniques. 
If this can't be done with a flat-strip type of wiring such as flex 
print, it can be done by judicious routing of the wires that are 
used, and then using load bypass capacitance to essentially try to 
pull the characteristic impedance down from card to card; then 
on the cards themselves, by using point-ta-point wiring to OVer'

come common mode coupling and crosstalk. This can't be done if 
you are wing a flex print; that Rlso reduces crosstalk. The point 
is not to cable and lace the wires on the back of the printed card. 

Another technique wefuJ on the digital noise problem is 
tha' the switching Is incompatible with wire runs of " few i.ncheI, 
primarily becawe of the fact that the integrated circuits are el(

tremely fut. It is IlDnecessary. normally, for the digital data format 
to have this extremely fast switching. On the other band, you 
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Discussion (contd) 

couldn't stand the dissipation if you slowed it down. So we try to 
arrange the electronic layout so tht we can choose a minimum 
number of paths where we have to take digital data through an 
interface and over wires, and then insist that whenever the digital 
data does go over wires, it go through a discrete component, a 
transistor which has a small ceramic capacitor from base to col
lector. This essentially removes the high-frequency interference 
that would rE'"~onate on the wires and enables you to usc normal 
airnaft wirinll for the data format digital transmission. 

Robert G. Peltzer: As I said before, I think that a few people 
know how to make good converters but I don't think this knowl
edge is shared too Widely throughout the community. Goddard 
ran a set of tests for OGO on six or seven converters. The experi
menters went out to buy the best of the batch, and they didn't 
get anything like Goddard got. The reason is that the people had 
mad" "improvements" in thc converters. Ones that w;;re quiet 
were now noisy. 

Arthur Bridgeforth: You made a good comment about redesign 
of conversion equipment to improve the EMI compatibility. How
evel, thele is, I think, a problem in the basir. mission philosophy. 
As you pointed out, the requirements for the mission arc generally 
to get back scientific da .d. There is a justifiable reluctance, when 
you design the power conversion equipment, to incorporate new 
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designs because this inflicts an element 9f unreiinbility. I would 
like to recommend that the scientific community relegate a por
tion of cach spacecraft for some enginoc'fing experiments. 

William R. Johnson: The eunverters that are on OGO were de
signed abOl·t 1957, and I don't believe anybody knew too much 
about converter design at that time. They haven't been improved 
since and it's a problcm of cost or, as Mr. Bridgeforth just said. 
reluctance or fear to try out new things because they might fall 
through the floor. I don't think that that's really justification, We 
arc probably going to have to improve them anyway. Part of this 
problem re,,!!y liL'S with the scientific community. I doubt that 
either Mr. Peltzer or Dr. Smith would give up, say. 25% of their 
power profile so that the converters could be made less efficient. 
On any spacL'Craft you have some limitation on your power re
quirements. But I'm really glad tn see that the problems are rec
ognized by the scientific community. If we design spacecraft so 
that they arc optimum in power convcrsation efficiency, litetlme. 
and most other respects except in the amount of noise that they 
gen' 'rate, we don't ultimately accomplish the mission. Perhaps a 
little more pressure should be put on NASA and the govenunent 
to rCl'ogni7e this aspect of the spacecraft. We p,.<haps might relin
quish a little bit of the power conversion efficiency. We might 
Ihake the thermal people compromisc with us occasiondly. instead 
of the other way around. 

• 
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.. .. . In-Orbit Interference Problems 1 

Frederick L. Scarf 
TRW Systems 

R.do~do Beach, Coli/ornia 

I. Introdudion 

We have been involved in a number of experiments 
primarily :.imed at detecting VLF electric fields, although 
we've flown magnetic sensors as well. Our problems are 
not generally quite the same as some that you 'lave heard 
about this morning, but we have found our share of bad 
ground loops and related difficulties which needed cor
rective action before launch. 

However, the signals that we tend to a~tect in space 
are generally considerably stronger than the kind of radi
ated or conducted interference that we've been talking 
about here. It has been our sad experience to realize that 
a good many of these are interference signals produced 
by the spacecraft subsystems, or by other experiments. 
Our problem is to try to understand these in-orbit inter
ference effects, to try to separate out the local noise 
sources from the ambient ""aves, and finally to try to 
decide \vhether there are any ambient waves there at all. 
I will show some examples of these interference effects, 
speculate a little about the origin of a few, and conclude 
with a few minimal recommendations on how to alleviate 
some of these problems. .. , 
'This manuscript was prepared under NASA Contract NASw-1598. 

, 
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II. Spacecraft Interadlon with the Plasma 

Figure 1 shows measurements made several years ago 
on 1964-45A, an Air Force polar orbiter, looking at elec
tric fields near 2 kHz in a bandpass channel. Ephemeris 
parameters and some energetic electron data are also 
plotted. What we saw at that time looked very encour
aging to us. The peak fields were found in interesting 
regions where precipitating electrons were present, and 
in all ground tests there were no interference sources at 
1.7 kHz which coupled to our experiment. So we con
cluded, incorrectly, that all of these were ambient waves. 
As a matter of fact, we now know very definitely that 
some of these arE' not, and I am talking about the kind 
of 8- to 9-min ripple that can be seen at the left in Fig. 1. 
One of the main lessons to be learned from this example 
is that the very poor telemetry which we had on 1964-4SA 
was one of ..lIe major factors keeping us from recognizing 
this interference. If we had had broadband telemetry, 
the noise source would have been immediately detected. 
In fact, if we had been able to sample more rapidly, even 
in our digital channel, this would have been true. 

A. Faraday Cup Interference 

The source of interference is shown in Fig. 2. There is 
a Faraday cup on board, and ac voltages are put on 
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either grid 2 or grid 4. The ac amplitudes go up to 2 kV, 
and the waveform is that of a 2-kHz square wave. The 
figure shows just the amplitude envelope. There is a 
repetitive sequence wh,~re the second grid is modulated, 
and then the fourth grid, and then nothing, second, 
fourth, and so on, as shown. TIle only difference between 
the two grids is that G, is deep within the system and Gt 

is much closer to the plasma. There is only one grounded 
grid between G2 and the plasma, and 2 kV of ac are 
placed behind this transparent ground. Of course, an ex
periment such as this is very well shielded with respect 
to the inside of the spacecraft. It is all enclosed in a box; 
shielded cables are used, and so on. But really there is 
very little between the high voltage ac and the plasma 
itself, and it should be no great surprise that external 
noises are generated. 

Figure 3 shows some measurements we have recently 
made on another Air Force satellite, OV3-3, with a simi-
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lar cup on board but with better E-field telemetry. The 
2-kHz modulation amplitude on grid 2 is shown in 
the lower figure, and the dashed line is the electric field 
response in the 7.3-kHz channel. Observe that when the 
grid 2 modulation goes on we start seeing signals that 
turn out to be spin-modulated, and these vary with mag
netic field aspect, with the direction of the spacecraft 
velocitY vector, and so on. They look like normal signals, 
except that they go away as soon as this second grid is 
not modulated.~en the fourth grid is modulated there 
is no indication of any interference. The difference here is 
simply that one grid is closer to the plasma than the 
other, and thus the noise source is less protected from 
the plasma. Another interference source can also be seen 
in Fig. 3. We have some low-frequency channels on 
OV3-3 at 400 and 80 Hz. Rather moderate levels can be 
seen on the logarithmic scale when the spacecraft is in 
darkness, but these channels are greatly degraded as soon 
as OV3-3 gets into the sunlight. The middle plot is the, 
solar panel current, and the 8O-Hz channel is saturated 
in sunlight; the 400-Hz channel is not quite saturated but 
there is degradation and a spurious modulation which 
varies at the spin :requency. Fortunately, we have a 
broadband channel on OV3-3 that allows us to tell what 
produces this low-frequency saturation. I'll come to that 
shortly, but first I would like to continue with this cup 
effect and show how it varies over the orbit. 

Figure 4 illustrates the response when the cup inter
ference is not present (solid line) and the response when 
it is present (the dashed line). What one can see from 
this is a suggestion of a pattern. We have looked at many 
orbits now, and indeed there really is a pattern. At low 
altitudes, where the density is high, the effect of the cup 
is disastrous. When we get to high altitudes, and in fact 
when we pass into the low-density region beyond the 
plasmapause, the effect of the cup vanishes completely. 
This is the sort of effect that one can easily mistake for a 
natural signal. It varies with density, and it varies with 
altitude. It goes along with all the physical parameters 
that we are looking for. Yet with enough resolution we 
can see that it is actually a spurious effect and completely 
dominated by the modulation of this cup. 

I will return to this and speculate on some ways in 
which the cup noise can get out into the plasma, but one 
further point is shown in Fig. 4. A 6-kV dc level is put 
on the second grid, and that is the nominal value shown. 
However, at low altitudes the dc voltage sags down to 
less than 20% of the 6 kV. What this means is that an 
instrument such as the cup is not really passive. It is 
connected to the l>:clSJlla, and it draws current from the 
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plasma. This is another source of trouble in discussing 
how the spacecraft, its experim~nt package, and ,{s sub
systems interact with the plasma. 

B. Spacecraft Potential Distribution 

We now pass on to the OV3-3 sonogram (Fig. 5) to 
show the broadband data in sunlight. The strong 30-, 60-, 
and 9O-Hz signals are obviously artific'al, and they are 
sufficiently intense to mask all ambient waves in the 
band. We have determined that 'these noises are derived 
from a 30-Hz oscillator which drives the 1 X 60 and 
1 X 120 electronic commutators. Similar effects have 
been found on Alouette, OGO, and many other space
craft. When the solar panels are illuminated they are 
biased on; spacecraft noise sigilals flow out onto the 
panels, and they couple very strongly to electric field 
antennas. Alouette sonograms showing the sudden ap
pearance of strong converter noise as the spacecraft 
crosses the terminator from darkness have recently been 
published. Once again, this is an in-orbit problem. Con
ventional ground tests reveal no difficulty. 

In Fig. 6 thele is an idealized sketch of what we nor
mally tend to think of as the plasma state around an 
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FiSt· 6. Plasma state around unilluminuted 

metallic spacecraft . 

unilluminateci metallic spacecraft. In the figure, the posi
tive io'ls come from several directions, but at low alti
tudes the proton thermal speed is small compared to the 
ram velocity [V > > (KT+lm.)1/2] and the positive ions 
primarily come from one direction with the ram speed V, 
while the electrons arrive from all directions. The cur
rents delivered by the two species are not the same unless 
the spacecraft acquires a charge, and a potential distri
bution </>(r) develops. If we approximate </>(r) hy a spher
ically symmetric potential </>(r) , then the positive and 
negative current densities are 

i. = NeV 

d · A 2A A 2th"fl' '1" an SInce.n;. = 7Tfo, • = "VTro, e (latinl1' ;"Jt'-tltia 
</>(ro) (determined by I = I. + I. = 0) is ..... 

In the region around the ~pacecraft </> decreases, and 
this model gives 

ro • 
</>(r) = - </>(ro) exp [-(r - ro)/LD ] 

r 

where LD = (KT'/4TrNe2)1/2 is the Debye length; the 
charge separation region of thickness L shown in Fig. 6 
is several Debye lengths, and the potential is related to 
the temperatures and the ram vp,locity. The only com
plexity that arises in discussing this in our idealized 
fashion is that there is a wake region, with no ions, so 
there has to be some focusing or reflection. 

The question I want to raise now is whether this pic
ture has anything to do ~ith reality around a typical 
spacecraft, even whf'n the ambient plasma is almost 
quiet. A list of complications that should go along with 
this is as follows: 

(1) The outer surfaces of the spacecraft are generally 
made of insulating material. 

(2) Photoelectrons are concentrated on the sunlit sides 
of spacecraft. 

(3) Solar cells contain dc voltage distributions which 
exceed equivalent thermal and photoelectron ener- \
gies. These voltages can severely affect the 
"sheath." 
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(4) Instruments on the spacecraft can collect, or emit, 
current locally, destroying the "floating" potential 
condition. 

(5) V X B electric fields can produce asymmetry and' 
modify the currt:nt collection. 

(6) Fringing fields or other, instrumental effects can 
produce nonequilibrium particle distributions near 
the spacecraft. 

(7) Spinning booms or solar panels can distort the 
distributions. 

(8) The local plasma may be unstable or marginally 
stable with respect to wave growth. 

• First, the deduction that one normally makes assumes 
that the sheath surrounds a metal object. A good look at 
any spacecraft immediately tells us that very little of it 
is metal, and in fact, very little of it is a good conductor. 
There is usually an abundance of glass, paint, mylar, etc. 
Moreover, in sunlight, we don't have an isotropic distri
bution of electrons; they 2.re generally concentrated on 
the sunlit side. The solar cells also contain very large 
dc volhge distributions. The electron temperatures that 
we are talking about and the potentials in Fig. 6 were on 
the order of millivolts (100 mV at low a.ltitudes going up 
to a few volts beyond the plasmapause), but in the solar 
cells there are definitely large dc voltages (20 or 30 V) 
which can affect all t.ltf.rSe distributions. On oeo I be
lieve that the particle <lxPerimenters who are trying to 
mt:asure the charge on the satellite find that this varies 
greatly as they compare results taken at different places 
on the spacecraft. 

We have seen Oli. OV3-3 that there are instruments that 
can actually collect current. There are other instruments 
that can emit current. 1'1 fR~~:, one spacecraft with a 
prominent noise probJt~t."t, F~l-l, has an electron filament 
boiling electrons off. 'th~ point of this is that certainly 
the simplest ideas on ~he currenf going to the Spa~\lIaft 
have to be modified. We must ask which pa.'1: of the 
spacecraft has zero cunent, or current flowing out, or 
cunent flowing in. At low altitudes especially, it has also 
become apparent that electri~ fields associated with mo
tion across the geomagnetic field can be very important, 
in particular with respect to this solar panel interference. 

Fringing fields penetrate into the plasma from various 
instruments, and these disturb the particles; this can ac
count fo~ some of the cup-induced interference effects 
on OV3-3 and 1964-45A. Spacecraft also have spinning 
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t;oom& and solar panels which kick charged particles 
around. All in all, there is considerable reason to believe 
that the plasma that we are dealing with in space is not 
a simple medium and that the environment does not re
semble that at Malibu or that of Fig. 6. In fact, by doing 
all of these things to the plasma, we can not only amplify 
waves, we can perhaps start waves that weren't even there. 

I'd like to go through a specific example, showing you 
a spacecraft in order to point out ~ome of these diffi
culties. We have an experiment on OV2-1 which is in 
orbit now in a hundred pieces, so it is very easy to con
jecture and speculate about the possible interference 
effects. Let us take a look at the physical configuration 
and try to attach some of the above comments, keeping 
in mind the customary simple idea of a satellite which 
resembles a spherical conductor or Langmuir probe. 
Figure 7 shows OV2-1, with our VLF experiment buried 
in the middle of booms, solar panels, and other appen
dages. Most of the outside of the spacecraft is not con
ducting. If the chassis of this spacecraft is supposed to 
come to some kind of equilibrium potential, then the 
electrons and the ions have a hard time finding where 
to come. Furthermore, UV arriving from the sun concen
trates photoelectrons on the sunlit side. This flux also 
biases all the solar cells on, so that any noise sources 
from the inside which are not properly filtered can get 
out to the plasma, right on the solar cells. There is a 
wake region an~ shadow regions. I arbitrarily put t'·~ 
magnetic field going up, and !'1ain there is an asym
metry. We have very good conductive paths along the 
magnetic field, and poor ones perper.dic .. iar to it. 
Finally, a V X B electric field exists across this entire 
spacecraft, and this can distort the sheath even more. 
Upon looking at this picture again, I conclude that we 
may be fortunate that no data were returned. 

C. Radiated Power 

Figure 8 illustrates one other source of trouble which 
has actually turned out to be a very useful one for RF 
experimenters. Transmitters on spacecraft radiate power, 
and local disturbances can be generated. The Alouette 1 
and II and Explorer 20 topside sounding experiments car
ried swept-frequency RF transmitters used to construct 
electron density profiles. The RF signal is reflected when 
the frequency matches the local plasma frequency, 
and the echo time delay gives the range at which the 
reflt:dion occurs. The Alouette I ionogram of Fig. 8 also 
show" ~ large number of zero-range "spikes" or reso
nan(;p~ .. ·'.ese are found at the local plasma frequency tN, 
at all t.a&'!1lonics of the electron cyclotron frequency ntH, 
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and at the upper hybrid frequency fT' These spikes are 
generated when the transmitter frequency equals the 
frequ ency for a zero-group-velocity wave mode. Large 
power levels build up in the vicinity of the spacecraft, 
since flow is impossible, and this energy neposition dis
torts the region around the satellite. 

III. Speculation on Causes of Interference 

Somp- of the specific ways in which troubles can arise 
seem well verified, and some are quite speculative. Fig
ure 9 takes three in turn, The first is the explanation 
which we think has to do with the Alouette and OV3 
solar panel troubles. That is, there is a V X B field in 
the direction of the arrow. and this means that the right 
end of the antenna is pusitive while the left end is nega
tivp.. Thus the electrons are not collected over all of the 
spacecraft , but they just come to the right end of the an
tenna. lOW we put a very large voltage on the solar 
panel. \.\ e add a little bit of noise to that so that we can 
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fluctuate the difference in potential between the space
craft ground and the end of the antenna, and we must 
then see an ac signal which represents the solar panel 
noise. This interpretation was proposed by the Alol.lette 
group to eX~Jain their interference problems. It seems to 
fit what they have seen in terms of the polarization, the 
V X B effect, and the fact that the spurious noise goes 
away when the solar panel is biased off (in darkness) . 
It seems to fit our low-frequency OV3 problems, as well. 

The second and third explanations that r discuss here 
are much more conjectural. That is, if a dc electri~ field, 
such as the V X B field or a fringing field from the solar 
panel, is impressed on the plasma, then the currents will 
start to rise because this is an almost collisionless me
dium. However, eventually the currents will level off as 
if we had a resistance in the plasma. The applied field 
need only exceed this runaway field (which is really ex
tremely small ) to get this effect. Th;. ,~ dc electric field 
essentially pulls the electrons one 'Nay and pushes the 
protons the other; the resultant two-stream instability 
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Fig. 9. Complications In space experiments 

makes growing 'waves that scatter the particles and lead 
to a finite conductivity. I think we may actually have to 
worry about fringing fields producing growing waves in 
practice. ' 

Another p,vent that occurs in front of a spacecraft very 
commonly is that certain particles are allowed in to be 
analyzed, while others are turned around and sent back 
to the plasma. This means that if we look at the fraction 
of particles with a given velocity far away, we see a dis
tribution which is smooth and Maxwellian, but Df~ar the 
spacecraft the instruments themselves produce distor
tions. The fact that many particle experiments 00 indeed 
produce significant disturbances in the environment 
around the spacecraft has now been verified in labora
tory tests. 

What are the answers to some of these probl.~ms? First, 
let us consider solar panel nohe coupong. The Alouette 
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group tried to insulate all of the exposed wires connect
ing adjacent solar cells, and these measures seemed to 
help en Aloueue II. On the other hand, it also seems 
plausible that one might try to put a conductive mating 
around the entire solar panel, with the ccating grounded 
to the chassis. To my knowledge this "solution" has never 
been tried. However, we have seen very similar inter
ference in some of our experiments which are not con
nected with any solar panels. That is, we havc had flights 
without particle detectors, without large fringing fields, 
and without solar panels. Figur3 10 shows E and B field 
data from a battery-powered Javelin rocket flight. There 
are some known interference effects here that were 
found on thE ground and which we could not eliminate 
before launch. One is an impedance sweep that appears 
every 8 s. There is also one line on the B-field sonogram 
that resembles an interference effect, but as the label 
shows, it doesn't really appear to be interference on 
closer analysis; instead there is a band edge at 650 H~, 
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and there seems to he an overlap. However, we do see 
in certain spatial regions a 2-kHz spin-modulated inter
ference effect on the electric field antenna only. WI' 
know that there is a 2-kHz timing tuning fork on board. 
It is not connected to the plasma in any way that we can 
find, and yet the sigr;al appears in flight, alth(lugh it 
nevel showed up on the ground. 

It is possible that the relative voltage between the 
rocket hodv and our ant~nna is being caused to fluctuate 
<It this rate so that this shows up as a signal across ou:
antenna. Whatever the origin, if we had only a bandpass 
channel centered at 2 kHz on this rocket, we wlJ1.lld be 
tempted to publish data showing that there were large 
ambient field strengths. We have a similar situation with 
respect to detection of the lower hybrid resonance (the 
high-frequency band in Fig. 10). where there has been 
speculation about whethr the waves are purely electro
magnetic, cr purely eJectrostatic (i.e., with no B), or 
something mixed in between. For this kind of analysis it 
is clearly of vital importance to know whether the Band 
E parts of Fig. 10 involve some interference effect or are 
really related to the same amhient signal. These examples 
illustrate the kind of interaction between the practical 
interference prohlem and the science that one sets out 
to investigate. 

Most of tnese things that I have been talking about are 
worst for VLF measurements made at the lowest alti
tud~s. That is, the relevant frequencies that are involved 
relat~ to the denslt:o' of the particles and the local mag
netic field. As we gll up to high altitudes, these frequen
cies go down, into Uf. Smith's range. Moreover, the 
Debye lengths become large, and the sp?cecraft appears 
'lS a small object in the dilute plasma. There is some hope 
that the problems become less severe at high altitudes. 
Jj,lt in these regions we encounter a great lack of knowl
euge about the environment. This is not EMI interfer
ence in the conventional sense, but a general lack of 
understanding of the region around the spacecraft and 
ItS effect on various sensors. 

Some data from PioncJer 8 are shown in Fig. 11 and 
the figure represents wave measurements taken extremeiy 
far out in the magnetosphere, !he transition region, and 
the solar wind. There is one obvious interference ~ource 
shown in the bottom box. The plasma probe on this 
spacecraft was arcing intermittently at this time, and we 
just happened to be sampling when th~ instrument was 
getting to the high-voltage steps where the arcing oc-
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cun-pel during the period from about 7:41 to 7:5/). This 
arcing has since gone away, but we still see the pro
nO'1flced mo(~ulation in the 4oo-Hz channel, a modula
tion which we have shown to be a beat between the spin 
rate and our sampling rate on thi~ spacecraft. It seems 
to go away or be much less perceptible in the region 
where there are warm electrons (the transition region), 
and to come back in the solar wind, but with a different 
apparent period because the spin rate has changed. 

The thing that is amazing about this spin modulation 
is that the antenna making these measurements is parallel 
to the spin axis. The only asymmetry of any consequence 
is the 49-MHz Stanford antenna, which is ti'ted with 
respect to the spin axis, and there appeal<; :(; be an angu
lar distribution associated with this tilted ante.,·-,:? spin
ning around; the maximum occurs when this second 
antenna points in the solar di.ection. We do 'lot com
pletdly understand this modulation, but we do know that 
the low-energy electron measurements on the spacecraft 
vividly reflect the fact that this spacecraft surface is not 
all equipotential. The front side, with respect to the sun, 
is positive by as much as 5 to 8 V. The dark 5ide ot the 
spacecraft is either negative or zero. Thus there is ~ 

highly asymmetric dc voltage distribution around ,he 
spacecraft, and this apparently modifies our an~enna 
response. 

Now, these anomalies are seen on Pioneer, a very sym
metr:c spacecraft. Has anything like that been seen on 
other spacecraft? Here we come to a serious problem. 
Low-energy electron measurements made on IMP show 
that these same electrons, presumably the photoelectrom, 
are seen all over with respect to the sun. They have been 
interpreted by some [.l.S ambient electrons, but I !hink the 
Stanford radio propagation people can prove '.hat they 
are not. The densitIes are much too high. One ~an specu
late that perhap~ these too are the photoele ;~rons, but 
dispersed by thf, solar panels on this rotahnll spacecraft. 
The point that I want to make here is tho'lt we really 
know very, very little about the region around a c:omplex 
spacecraft. This is true especially in the sunlight and at 
high altitudes. Also we don't know what tl.~: cffects of 
large wave, or disturbances are on this shearh region. 

IV. Concluding Recommendations 

Specific Recommendatm~s 

(1) Make the spacecraft as passive a~ possible. 
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(2) Isolate noise sources from the plasma. 

Examples: Don't have exposed wires carrying ac 
currents. 

Don't allow fringing fields to penetrate 
into the plasma. 

Don't produce local nonequilibrium 
particle distributions. 

(3) Insist on time-sharing options for experiments and 
some spacecraft functions. 

(4) Design spacecraft and experiment noise frequeD
cies to avoid anticipated natural frequencies, 

Example: Avoid local values of "'p., 71<u/" "'[,HR, 

"'PHR, etc. 

Examples: Transmit and receive local noise signals. 
Try to stimulate resonances. 
Examine effect of grounded grid or con
ductive coating on spacecraft exterior. 

First, of course, all w..lve-measuring experiments 
should be furnished lots of telemetry so that interference 
sources can be identified. Getting down to more specific 
things, I believe there should be an attempt to make the 
spacecraft passive. Even if the noises don't appear to be 
devastating on the ground, they should be contr:>lled, 
bypassed, or filtered to achieve even lower levels. The 
experience of many experimenters is that noise sources 
may crop up again once the spacecraft is in orbit. 

General Recommendations In other words, let us keep noise sources from the 
plasma, even if on the ground they have not affected any 
particular experiments. It is very dangerous to assume 
that that situation will ~e ma;ntained in the plasma. It 
is also impossible to conceive of doing a reasonable in-

(1) Learn more about the "sheath" region around an 
actual spacecraft. 

(2) Pl'rfonn in-orbit interference experiments. 
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, 
orbit interference test without being able to turn experi
ments off separately or to set up time slian.g schedules. 

, 

One can also ask-, wher!'l is this spacecraft going? What 
are the dangerous frequencies in this region of space 
where one might expect zero group velocities and large 
wave levels to build up around the spacecraft? These 
questions can be answered, ~md one can design oscilla
tors and noise sources on the spacecraft to avoid these 
frequency regions. In general, I think we really need 

to know quite a bit more about the sheath than we now 
know, and I think we have heard enough today to justify 
some kind of in-orbit interference tests, as well as 
ground-based interference tests. As we have heard sev
eral times, the real proof of the pudding is not how well 
we cn do 'at Malibu, but how well we can do in space. 
Perhaps itfs even reasonable to think of an applications 
program which would include investigation of different 
kinds of couplings anu interfereYlce levels from orbiting 
spacecraft. 

DiscUssion 

Paul Michaels: Have you paid any attention to thp. noise problems 
or interference problems associated with space debris in the vicin
ity of your vehicles? 

Frederick L. Scarf: I hadn't thought about it. If we took a good 
look at any of those sonograms we could find a lot of unexplained 
things and I think we are nowhere near cataloging all of the , 
sources of 3'ouble yet. 

G. L. Miller: We have a very clear example of the coupling of RF 
energy from the spacecraft into the plasma in my Figs. 17 aftd 18.' 
\\'e have two antennas on the spacecraft and when we measured 
the noise on the ground, the different noise sources would give 

'In a preceding paper by Miller anc! Lie. 

• 

diffet'ent amplitude signals at the two antennas. Furthermore, the 
noise signals ""ere linearly polarized. What we have seen in space, 
however, is shown in Fig. 17" for the A antenna in a linear mode. 
H the' region between 64 and EJ on the frequency axis is particu
larly noticed, a number of data points will be observed. In Fig. 
18,' which is circular polarization, all of those data points disap
pear. In the lat,ter figure, there are no data ~lOints in the region 
from 64 to a iittle to the right of 80. 

That shows that the frequencies to the right are circularly polar
ized while the ones in the regivn between 64 and 80 are linearly 
polarized. Furthermore, independent evidence shows that the cut
off frequency at about 83 corresponds to the cyclotron resonance 
frequency. This is independent evidence, which is why I bring it 
out. It is possible to couple energy from the spacecraft into the 
plasma . 
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Transient Measurements in Aerospace Vehicles 

Bernard Schenker 
lockheed Missiles & Spoce Compony 

Sunnyvole, California 

I. Introdudion 

A prime objective of system electromagnetic compati
bility testing at the Space Systems Division of Lockheed 
Missiles & Space Co. is to show compliance of our over
all vehicle systems with specification MIL-E-60SIC. This 
specification, as we in the EMI field know, requires 
demonstration of compatible operation of the system, 
with a 6-dB margin of safety against degradation effects 
such as an unacceptable response or unacceptable reduc
tion of performance in the specified operation of a de
vice or subsystem. One or mme of the following test 
approaches may be used for !1uch demonstration: 

(I) Injecting bterference at critical system points at a 
6-dB higher level than measured, while monitoring 
the system for improper responses. 

(2) Measuring the susceptibility threshold of critical 
system circuits for comparison with existing inter
ference levels, to determine if a 6-dB margin exists. 

(3) Sensitizing critical circuits so as to render them 
6 dB more susceptible to interference, and then 
ope"ating the system while '.:1onitoring for im
pre )er responses. 

Considering the types of systems we deal with, their 
modes of operation, the relatively small number of ve-
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hicles of a given design produced, tight schedules and 
short lead times, and other factors, we have concluded 
that the most feasible approach is that of measurement 
of existing levels and injection at 6-dB-higher levels. 

One of the electrical acceptance tests performed on 
our space vehicles is a prelaunch checkout sequence 
(which we term a functional compatibility test), wherein 
all subsystems are put through every mode of opera
tion - normal, emergency, and redundant - and must 
meet all performance requirements during the s~quence. 
The entire procedure, including performance monitoring, 
is accomplished by the use of automatic checkout equip
ment. It should be noted that this test, of itself, would 
demonstrate compliance with tP'" ·ior versions of MIL
E-60SI, which did not requi i ~ ~dB safety margin. 
To prove the margin, the te,. '. performed twice more: 
first, while measuring noise at the selected critical 
points; al • .l second, while injf"cHng noise et the same points 
6 dB higher tl: '1:1 measured. 

Early in our efforts, tw.) facts became apparent. First, 
in the system:> we were ::lealing with, transients were 
more of a problem tbm steady-state interference. Sec
ond, methods of measurir.g transients presented a greater 
problem than measurement of steady-state noise. 

• 



Available RFI meters, while time-consuming in opera
tion, were adequate for determining steady-state noise 
levels, and subsequent development of automatic scan
ning and plotting accessories drastically reduced this 
time. However, there was' no readily available standard 
instrumentation for accurately measuring transients and 
correlating them with vehicle eve~ts. The successive 
transient measuring methods used to attain our objective 
are described in this paper. 

II. Test Equipment for Test Series No.1 

The first equipment investigated was an available 
automatic transient monitor console designed to detr;ct, 
count, and record the time of positive and negative tran
sients between two preset levels. It was decided, after 
a detailed evaluation which included discussions with 
the vendor, that this setup was too complex and unreli
able fer further consideration. At this point, owing to the 
fact that our first EMI compatibility test !.eries was 
scheduled to begin very shortly, we decided to usc a 
combination of proven instrumentation rather than con
sider any new equipment development. 

For transient detection and visual presentation, an 
oscilloscope system with 1 passband of 24 MHz and a 
rise time of 15 ns was selected. Since the scope sweep 
trigger controls can be set to trigger only on a plus or 
minm transient, but not both, a pulse inverting circuit 
identified as an auxiliary trigger unit was fabricated as 
shown in Fig. l. One of these units was connected to 
each scope, with its input taken from the "vertical out
put" terminal and its output fed to the "external trigger" 
input. With this configuration, the scope would be trig
gered by tr:msients of either polarit~·. The trigger level 
control was set to a value which would preclude trigger-

IN 
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PT No. 2636 
PULSE ENGINEERING CO 
SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA 

Fig. 1. Auxiliary trigger unit 

ing by low-level transients and minimize the am"lUnt of 
data to be reduced. The value typically used was 1 V. 
It was dete~mined by previous subsystem testing that a 
sweep of 20 p.s/cm would be generally satisfactory for 
transient display. 

A movie camera was decided upon for recording the 
transients presented on the scope face, A frame-type 
camera was ruled out because of the loss of data during 
the time the frame is being advanced, and a strip (or 
streak) camera was chosen, In this camera, the film is 
transpo~ted continuously at uniform speed past the lens. 
The strip camera has an adjustable gear box drive with 
a wide range of film speeds available (up to 3600 in./min). 
In addition, it contains an argon lamp which can be 
energized by a system time pulse generator and thereby 
record system time along one edge of the film. An experi
mental setup was made and a few short turns tried to 
verify the feasibility of the technique. One question aris
ing was whether the scope should sweep at right angles 
or parallel to the film motion, During the experimenta
tion, it was decided that time correlation and amplitude 
measurement would be much facilitated by sweeping 
parallel to the film motion, and this orientation was used 
for subsequent recording. The type of film used was 
Eastman Kodak Linagraph Ortho, A film speed of 
22.2 in./min was .chosen to allow filming the entire test 
sequence of approximately 10,600 s without reloading 
the camera magazine, which has a capacity of 400 ft of 
film, This would provide a running time of approxi
mately 13,000 s, allowing a margin of 2400 s for calibra
tions and start and stop periods. 

With the instrumentation selected and its operation 
verified, test procedures were written and all equipment 
assembled for the first series of compatibility tests . .Jne 
problem in performing tests of this type is that of mak
ing physical connections to the points at which measure
ments are to be made. The typical breakout assemblies 
l'sed in our production department for trouble-shooting 
purposes are entirely unsuitable for EMI work. They • 
consist of junction boxes approximately 20 in. long with 
cables at each end from 5 to 10 ft long, Inserting such 
assemblies in the vehicle circuits completely alters their 
EMI characteristics, For our purposes, breakout ad8flters 
were made which consist of mating connectors joined by 
a cable having a length no greater than 8 in. Five-in. 
If-ads are brought out from the pir:J at which voltage 
measurements are desired and supplied with banana 
jacks for connecting the instrumentation. An analysis 
indicated that this assembly had a negligible effect on 
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Fig. 2. Typical breakout adapter 

the response of the system to EM!. Figure 2 illustrates 
a typical adapter. Two precautions were taken in mak
ing connections to the vehicle circuits. Indicating fuses 
were incorporated at the connecting points and each item 
of test equipment was isolated to prevent the introduc
tion of noise via ground loops. A block diagram of a 
typical test point setup is shown in Fig. 3. 

III. Test Series No.1 

Thirteen test points had been selected, in accordance 
with the criterion of MIL-E-6051C that " ... the sum of 
all extraneous electromagnetic energy that may be intro
duced into the most critical point in a subsystem ... " 
(shall be) " ... 6 dB below that desired input which would 
produce operation, actuation, or functioning .... " The 
factors governing selection were: sensitivity, inherent sus
ceptibility, importance to mission objectives, and exposure 
to adverse electromagnetic environments. Equipment for 

> only seven points was available and, therefore, the tran
sient measurement test sequence had to be run twice. 
After its completion, other tests were run during the 
interval necessary for film development and reading. 
With the processing equipment on hand, eitch 4OO-ft reel 
took about 1lh h to develop. The time of each transient 
was manually noted on the film and the reel then placed 
on a Gerber optical reader. This reader was equipped 
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with a scaling system reading out in arbitrary units. 
These value~ \"ere converted to volts by comparison to 
calibrating pulses derived from the scope internal cali
bration source and registered on the film prior to starting 
the test. The amplitude and time of occurrence of the 
maximum transients at each test point for different por
tions of the test run, such as ascent and orbit, were ob
tained, and double these values used for the subsequent 
transient injection tests. Figure 4 shows a few of the 
typical transients recorded during this first set of tests. 

IV. Changes i" Technique for Test Series No.2 
o 

Before another group of EMI compatibility tests was 
conducted on a different vehicle configuration, the tech
niques utiliz~d and the results obtained during the first 
series were analyzed. The general results were satisfac
tory, but some detail changes in test equipment and 
procedures were indicated. 

At various times in the test sequence, events were 
initiated at intervals as close a~ 0.2 s, giving too little 
displacement between successive trace starts and consid
erable overwrite. It was decided to use a film speed of 
133 in./min to minimize the problem, although this intro
duced another complication. A 4OO-ft roll of film would 
now gh"e only about 2160 s of running time and, although 
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Fig. 3. Test setup for scope/camera transient 
noise measurement 

the new sequence ,"as shortened to 5500 s, t·ovo "holds" 
or stops had to be made during the run to permit chang
ing film magazines. To minimize hold time, a second set 
of loaded magazines was provided and the first set was 
reloaded during the second run interval. 

Another change decided upon was the accomplishment 
of all transient measurements during one run. For this 
configuration, 11 critical points had been selected, as 
compared to the 13 measured in the first tests. An analy
sis s:lOwed ·!-tat a saving could be made by renting four 
additional l -·1eras plus one spare and performing only 
one run imtead of two separate runs. 

Another change made involved the type of phosphor 
in the scope cathode ray tubes (CRT). Comparison of 
the various reels from the previous tests revealed consid
erable variation in quality of trace reproduction. Inves· 
tigation of the scopes and discussions with test equipment 
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Fig. 4. Scope/camera typical transients 

personnel revealed that we had three different phos
phors, P-2, P-7, and poll. The best phosphor to match 
the film used was demomtrated to be the poll because the 
other phosphors had too long a persistence when the in
tensity was high enough for good film trace density. It 
was decided to install CRTs with poll phosphors in all 
the scopes. With these changes incorporated, this second 
test series was also performed on schedule and gave 
better data 3sults than the first. 

v. A Simpler Approach to Transient Measurement 

Reviewing the efforts expended during these tests, it 
was felt that the limit of practicality had been reached 
with the cove'"age of 11 test points. Further, the setup 
time and technical skills required for calibrations, scope 
control settings, camera adjustments, film loading and 
unloading, processing, data reduction, and the close 
monitoring needed during the actual test pointed up the 
desirabilit} of finding some simpler approach to this 
problem of transient measurement. 
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A search disclosed a suitable transient measuring de
vice manufactured by the Micro Instrument Company, 
Gardena, California. It is identified as a Model 520lB 
memory voltmeter, designed primarily for measuring, 
holding indefinitely, and displaying on a front panel 
meter the peak voltage of a single or repetitive pulse. 
However, it also has simultaneous plus and minus ac 
analog outputs, proportional to the amplitudes of the 
input signals, which can be used to drive a recorder, 
making it well suited for our application. 

The unit will measure transients or pulses from dc to 
50 ns. It has voltage ranges of 3, 10, 30, l~, 300, and 
1000 V, with an input impedance varying from 10 Mn 
(lOOO-V range) to 30 kn (3-V range). Reset time is approx
imately 10 p'S, with no dead time or loss of transients dur
ing reset. ,\ mode switch permits either ac or dc coupling 
of the ;nput, and pulse stretching circuitry holds the 
tramient peak amplitudes long enough for recording on 

VEHICLE + r'AKO T P DISCON~!EC • '. U ADA TER + VEHICLE 
DISCONNECT 

------«(;--_. - . ---~>>-------

___ .j~u._.! ~;>-____ _ 
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y'f 3/4 A GBA INDICATOR FUSE 

~ 
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INPUT 

ISOLATION 
TRANSFORMER 

TIME 
SIGNAL 

TO GALVOS No. 7-362 
CEC RECORDER 

Fig. 5. Test setup for memory voltmeter/recorder 
transient noise measurement 
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an oscillograph. The instrument is housed ill a portable 
case. 

The input is a single-ended BNC connector, with re
turn connected to case and ground. However, the unit 
can be obtained with floating input and output. This 
configuration should be used to prevent undesired inter
connection of vehicle circuits and ground loops. A low
capacity coaxial cable such as RG-62/U should be used 
for an input lead if any appreciable length is required. 

A number of these monitors were used for the measure
ment of transients during the performance of a few spe· 
cial systems tests. The voltmeter outputs were connected, 
along with a system time pulse, to a Consolidated 
Electrodynamics (CEC) recording oscillograph equipped 
with 2.5-kHz galvanometers. Figure 5 shows the test 
setup used; Fig. 6 shows a portion of typical traces. The 
results were very satisfactory. In addition, the instrumen
tation arrangement was much simpler to connect up, 
calibrate, and monitor than the system used previously. 
The data reduction task was also much simplified. 

.-
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Fig. 6. Memory vQltmeter/CEC transient record 
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VI. Conclusion 

Two methods of transient voltage meas lI'ement at 
selected critical points in an aerc'" e vehicle are de
scribed in this paper. These m£'asurements are for the· 
purpose of injecting A-dB-higher voltages into the ve-

hicle to demonstrate compliance with specification 
MIL-E-0051C. Both methods have given positive results 
in attaining the required objective, but the memory 
voltmeter/oscillograph combination js preferred because 
of its simplicity. We plan to use this latter method in 
future r:r.n system compatibility tests. 

Discussion 

Paul P. Monroe: Can you tell what were the frequency compo
nents in this? 

Bernard Schenker: We made no attempt to :malyze the frequency 
components. 

Paul P. Monroe: What does your compatibility represent in this 
case then, as far as suppression of interference is concerned? 

Bernard Schenker: Are YOU talking about the first record we had? 

Paul P. Monroe: Let's take an overall picture. First you are rep
resenting voltage amplitude as high as 10 V. Suppose you had a 
frequency band running up to 100 kHz and a receiver on board 
with a sensitivity possibly from -70 up to 100 dBm. What would 
happ~n if you had that receiver on at that time? It would be com
pletely blanketed and you couldn't hear any communication. Any 
data would be lost. This is what I am trying to bring out: what 
are we proving with that type suppression? 

Bernard Schenker: Let me p'lint out that we use for our reinjectiou 
the standard specification spib with the 10-l's base and, theo
retically, a very short rise time, but practically it is probably a 
fraction of a microsecond rise time. I know there have been at
tempts to become sophisticated and develop spike generators that 
would attempt to provide complex w1fve shapes. But as far as I 
know, there is nothing generally and simply available, and we use 
the sta-.Jard methods. 

Paul P, Monroe: Well, I am trying to poiut out that this is where 
the difficulties lit: in noise suppression in space vehicles. Until 
now we have been interested only in suppressing noises of a cer
t~.in magnitude which would trigger squibs and things of that sort. 
No effort has been spent to establish suppression levels at micro
volts. This will have to be done in the future for us to have proper 
data tr'lnsmission from space. If we go ~hat route, that is what I 
would call a good RF suppression sy~~em-not just suppressing 
noises that wculd trigger squibs or would cause a premature ~ir
ing of a certain mechanism in the boosters. We have to consider 
the payload. After all, we are sending up payloads to get certain 
data back. But if inside the space capsule you have that sort of 
magnitude o~ nois~, .vhat will we :Jt; getting back fmm space in 
the form of data? 

Ben.ard Schenker: Cur prohlem ~,,,'re was proving our compati-
1,jry :l~.:! "roving that we had d margin. We've shown that we 
I' . e a fundional compatibility. We've had no malfunctions on 
.."qu.[lment" and now we arc attempting to show that there is 
somc margin then' so that ~hould we get ~ome degradation or 
\'ariation from vehicle to .. chicle, it will still operate. 

Paul P. Monroe: That's correct; I agrto· ". 'th ''1u. But what I am 
trying to point up is you were only Cv •• ', I, with equipment 
pertaining to boosters and squibs. You left '"UL (!)mpletely com 
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munication equipment or scientific equipment on board. This is 
the main point. 

Bernard Schenker: Weare getting into another area now. All I 
was atter; .pting to do was to show a measurement technique. Per
haps someone would care to discuss the philosophies of suppres
sion. I don't have a fast answer for you on that particli;~; question. 

Gurdip S. Saran: You mentioned 11 and 13 critical points and then 
you discussed three of those. Would it be possible for you to point 
out your other critical test points or the criteria that you u~ed to 
pick those particular criticlll points for testing? 

Bernard Schenker: I'm going to take refuge there in that the pro
gram I was working on was a classified one. I'm playing safe in 
not getting involved in trying to describe to you or give you all 
the points that we actually measured. The points in the figure 
were not obtained during a normal MIL-E-6051C systems com
patibility test. As I mentioned, this was a special test that we had 
run. for other purposes. Of course, one of the typical or invariable 
test points that you pick is the progrrun or main de unregulated 
bus. I think it's obvious here that this particular power subsystem 
is one which interfaces with every other subsystem on the vehicle, 
so it is only natural tl..t we will consider this a critical point, look 
at the transients that exist at that point, and then inject our 6-dB
higher levels at that same point because then all the other sub
systems would be subjected to it. 

William Lash: In answer to the question that was asked of you, 
regarding what we are doing about the transients in reducing the 
amount of noise that's developed that bothers the experiment, I 
think again that we are talking about apples and oranges. The 
concern with your particular application and with most applica
tions is with the booster because of the high transient require
ment of suppressi('ln for relay latching in order to get the 
cxperiment up into space. We must go through the boost phase, 
where we have very high energies, in positioning our basic boost
ers and massive power switching in engine starting. We must live 
with those :md then when we do get into the operational phase 
of the experiment, we must shut down those equipments that will 
bother the experill1ent. One of the other factors that we must 
consider is that we cannot shut down all l'quipment aboard the 
spacecraft. There still has to be a certain amount of operational 
hardware. So we deal with the cransient. The only way we can 
handle a transient, which is nothing more than a dl/dt problem, 
is to add additional ~ir('l\itIy to reduce th" energy level or stretch 
out the time so that YOll Jo not develop that kind of voltage into 
the circuitry. It t"kes a cert&:n amount of intuitive feeling by the 
project people ;n orde.· to budget the extra money and allow 
the weight tu 'oe added to the spacecraft to reduce these energy 
levels. 
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Discussion (contd) 

James H. Jacquette: I was wondering what was the maximum level 
of transient you measured under any ('ondition? 

Bernard Schenker: We have seen transients in the vehicle as high 
as, and this is a pretty rough figure, about 40 V. 

James H. Jacquette: I was interested in what vintage of micro
voltmeter you were using? Howald was this instrument at the 
time you were using it? The reason I ask is I evaluated one abo'.Jt 
a year and a half ago and concluded it was unsatisfactory for 
these types of measurements. I was wondering if you were using a 
more receut model, on which they had made some improvements. 

B~rnard ';"henker: They did have a few difficulties with certain of 
the circuits in there and they have made changes. It is still the 
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same model number. They've made card changes. As a matter of 
fact we had a few of the early ones and we sent them back for 
these changes. 

James H. Jacquette: Did they make any changes in the input 
attenuator? 

Bernard Schenker: Yes, they have. 

,James H. Jacquette: Do they offer any additional probes, such as 
Tektronix would have, probes that are compensated for use with 
their input circuitry that would provide an all-ilass networ"? 

Bernard Schenker: Additional probes are not available as far as 
I know. 
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Spacecraft Interface Circuitry Sensitivity Analysis 
Albert C. Whittlesey 
Jet Propulsion La'>orafcry 

Paladlna, C,,/:Fomia 

I. Introdudion 

The study presented here concerns our Mariner Mars 
1964 spacecraft. The study was done after the s2acecraft 
was conceived, designed, . constructed, testpd, and 
launched into space. It was thought that a fairly thor
ough examination of conducted interference problems on 
the Marine,' 1964 spacecraft would benefit other Mariner 
projects because of the similarity (,~ the basic design. We 
limited ourseives to intersubsystem problems because of 
the way we build the., at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 

Each of the 20 or ~o subsystems is sul_-ontracted out 
!::> a different organization. Usually most of the self
compatibility prcblems :n th~se subsyste'lls are taken 
care of during ~he b~nch testing. The major problems 
comp when we try to integrate the subsystems. Because of 
the heClVY impa::t of problems discovered dudng the sys
tem level testing, we decided it would be worthwhile to 
have a uniform susceptibility criterion that aH circuit 
designers could work toward. To give an overall picture 
of the effort, 111 briefly review what we did. 

First, we looked throllgh all the test records to identify 
any problems w!~kil were called crosstalk, ground noise, 
noise spilrt::s, or problem~ of that sort that showed up 
during system testing. We then made a list of all thesp 
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circuits. Next, we bted conparable circuits performing 
similar functions which had :10t had problems during the 
system testing. We L'len made a comparative analysis of 
these circuits to determine if there were any difference~ 
:n the sensitivity of the circuits. 

U. Methods of Analysis 

There were two methods of analysis used - one termed 
"simple," the other "dp.t~jled." The simple analysis was 
adequate for a quick cull of many circuits using the 
minimal i..,format;on usually available to a person not 
intimate ~,"ith the design 'Jf these circuits. TI:.e detailed 
a:';a!ysis ",as a normal circuit analysis. The net result was 
a sensitivity criterion whi.:-h discrireinated between cir
C'.l1t~ that had had problems to the extent that they reo 
G ..Iii o:l a maximum redesign; and yet a minimU.,l redesign 
was required of circuits which had not demonstrated 
pr'Jblem:; in the past. In other words, we wanted this 
criterion to have a minimum iml,act on circuits which 
apparently don't cause problems. With that introduction, 
I'll trace the steps we went tlrrough to reach our 
conClusions. 

Figure 1 shows the Mariner 1964 spacecraft from the 
top. The various subsystems are located in eight sectio&ls 
whkh form an octagon around the main frame and are 
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Fie 1. Top view of Mariner Mars 1964 spa~ecraft 

bulted onto the out ide (If the pace craft. The wiring i 
LOnnected on the interior of tl.e e eight package ' in what 
we caB :l ring hame (Fig. 2) which makes a loop 
arou:1d ~he interior Wit!l ariou taps out to eRch of the 
·ub ;. ten .. On this type of wiring, a pretty large sign .1 
on one wire can be tran mitted over to orne of the other 
wire. That's the kind of noise we are talking aboui: here. 
Figur 3 is a block diagram of the i\[{Jrin er 1969 pace
craft, which i quite irnilar to the "Mari/ler 1964. With 
the exc ption of the SCi!'l "e instrument , the two are 
identical. The Ita\·e all ort of interconnection. Thi is 
a typical lock diagram of a space vehicle. Tote in 
particular the Cr.& ~ and I' fli t cOlllmand ubsystem. 
They have import.::nt interface with a large number of 
the other sub y terns. 

A. Review of Problem / Failure Reports 

The start~ng point on this study was to e: ·amine all 
y te:n-Ievel problem/failure repo· ts (P/fRs). Figure 4 

shows an xample of a problerr./failu:e r ~url hom the 
\lariner 1969 program. The problem in this Lase was that 
the e ent decode regisrer would nLt load and sequence 
properly. Rar,dom counts :lnd rese tting occurred. It wa 
verified later that the OSE output buffers drew in excess 
of 600 m during or and off transiticns, causing severe 
ground noi e to occur. This resulted in a typical noise 
re et and muitiple clock problem. Figure 5 is the first 
rage of a endor problem/failu re report. The olution in 
this ca e was to ·n truct c: 11 te t inspedor a. d calibrator ' 
to usp the filters in the "ircuit, and in the future they are 
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Fig. 2. View of upper ring harness and trgy instcollation in Mariner Mars 1964 spacecraft 

going to do this when they make this kind of measure
ment. It is not a ~pacecraft problem, but it ~hows a typical 
solution to the kind I)f problems we are working on. 

In addition to the limitation of u ing only system noi e 
problems, we limited ourselve~ to circuits for which we 
could find ~n adequate circuit schematic and for which 
we cou~d find a control group of nonproblem circuits 
which petformed imilar functions. We eventually set
tled on all ~he c:rcuits interfaciI.g with the CC&S and 
command ubsystem. Th~ net C( lIection was a grololp of 
i\bout 70 circuits; six of these circuits had eight P /FRs 
written against them, and the rcmainJ~r were used a 
a control group. The circuits are principal:~ ' digital-type. 
wherein a igpal is f nt by a switch closure fer <i cert(\ in 
length of time. On this spacecraft the clo ure duratio.' 
and the ir.itial time were usually not very signifi .::ant. 

JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 33-402 

B. Simple Circuit Analysis 

\\'e then analyzed the sensitivity of tbese circuits - try
ing to do it the easy way first , by the ~imple circuit 
analy is, because it was quick and made use i)f readily 
availab!~ information presented on circuit data sheets. 

Figure 6 how a circuit dat sheet which is proposed 
for each of the interfaces 0etween subsystems on the 
spacecraft. It show a waveform, certain characteristics, 
times, and currents, together WIth the last stage from one 
subsystem and the initial stage of another subsystem. 
Circuit 02 is called the universal isolated s\vitch because 
the ignal come in on the left a,; an ac transformer 
coupled signal ; it is rectified and turns 011 the tranSistor, 
\vhich acts like a s\ itch when there is an event. The 
ground is common to all the circuits. 
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Figure 7 shows how the simple analysis was made. The 
analysis yields the voltage change at the input to the cir
cuit (IlE) as shown on the t.ypical waveform. In this case, 
it is 10 V. It shows the change in line current, approxi
mately 4.55 p.A. The power, which is the product IlEIll, 
is 45.5 p. W. The actuation time, which is a measure of 
the response time of the circait, is determined. In gen
eral, this is quite dlfficult. In this case we used the rise 
time of the waveform as presented on the circuit data 
sheet. The product of the power and actuation time gave 
an approximate measure of the energy required to actu
ate the circuit. 

C. Detailed Circuit Analysis 

In the case of relay circuits, the actuation time was 
usually estimated to be on the order of milliseconds; for 
transistor circuits, the actuation time was derived from 
the waveform that is presented on the circuit data sheets. 
Because there was uncertainty in the validity of the 

4.3 KU 

t-...... ----.~GND 

4.3 K f. 

] 1 2.7 MU 

GF:D GND 

SCHEMATIC FROM ·:IRCUIT DATA SHEET 

11 WAVEFORM 16E) 

SIMPLE ANALYSIS 

CHANGE IN LINE VOLTAGE - 6E 10 v 
CHANGt IN LINE CURRENT ~ 61 - 6E/no I( 4. 5~"A 

POWE~ 6E61 : 1 0 V) (4. 55"A) c 45.5!,-W 

TIME RISE TIME 0.21'-' 

ENERGY POWER x RISE TIME (45.5!,-) (0.2!,-) 9.1 x !0-12 

c 9.1 pJ 

Fig. 7. Example of simple circuit analysis 
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simple circuit analysis, a more detailed circuit analysis 
was made on a limited number of circuits, and the re
sults were compared with' those obtained f;::;~ the simple 
analysis. 

Here use was made of schematics, component data 
sheets and the component parameter values as presented 
on the manufacturer's spet ification sheets. In one impor
tant respect this analysis differed from the simple case, 
becau.;e it examineu the sensitivity of the circuit both 
in the presence and absence of a signal. It does not in
clude the sensitivity during the leading ()r trailing edge 
of a signal, which would further complicate the process. 
Figure 8 is the first page of a circuit analysis. This cir
cuit, which wa'; called 34(a), was an OSE circuit which 
caused two faaures due to its susceptibility to noise ap
pearing on the spacecraft ground lines. This is a switch 
closure operation. 

We tried to have a more exact analysis of what it took 
to actuate this circuit. The parametprs derived here are 
the same a~. on a simple analysis (Table 1). We have here 
a comparison of the results of the simple and th0 detailed 
analyses. In most c:a! es, there was reasonable correlation 
all the way down. ;i1 some cases the circuit was analyzed 
in two different modes, with ar.d without a signal. The 
sensitivity can vary considerably between the two st:;.t·:?s, 
especially the energy. So, what may appear to be a safe 
circuit while it is just sitting there may actually cause 
problems when it is being operated. 

III. Development of Sensitivity Criterion 

In general, the simple analysis did give results fairly 
close tv those ca!culated by the detailed analysis. So we 
concluded that the simple analysis is valid for a general 
survey of most circuits. However, to do a really good job, 
the circuit must be analyzed in both the on and off states 
or these may be misleauing results. The circuits not ca
pabJr of being analyzed by the sir.lple methods must be 
given a detailed analysis or you must measure t:le sensi· 
tivity of the circuit. The results of the simple analysis are 
presented in Tables 2 through 5. Table 2 shows how the 
circuits ranked with respect to current sensitivity. Those 
currents which required the least amount of current to 
be actuated are at the top, the ones nee ... 'ng the most 
current at the bottom. We checked to determine if there 
were P /FRs associated with these circuits. The P /FRs 
are scattered throughout the range of the current sensi
tivities. Power sensitivity is shown in Table 3. Again, 
power is not toe well correlated. The most sensitive cir
cuits did have P/FRs asso~ia(ed with them; so power is 
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SCHEJI."AiiC " CiRCUiT 34 (A) 
(.HIS IS AN OSE CIRCUIT WHICH CAUSED TWO FAILURES 
DUE TO ITS SUSCEPTIBILITY TO NOISE APPEARING 
ON THE SPACECRAFT GROUND LINES) 

THE FOLLOWING CALCULATIONS DETERMINE THE MAGNITUDE AND DURATION 
OF A STEP FUNCTION INPUT WHICH WILL TURN THE 2NI711 TO THE CONDUCTING 
STATE IF IT is INITIALLY IN THE OFF STATE. THIS ANALYSIS CORRESPONDS TO 
DETERMINING THE MAGNITUDE OF THE TRANSIENT DEVELOPED BETWEEN THE 
SPACECRAFT AND OSE GROUNDS. THE ,WITCH POSITION SHOWN CORRESPONDS 
TO Ti"E ON CONDITION OF THE 2N1711. WHEN THE 2NI711 IS SATURATED THE 
COLLECTOR CURRENT MAY BE EXPRESSED AS: 

V(4.7 K) -V -V 
V - VCE(SAT) + 4.7 K + 4.3 K CE(SAT) D 

IC(SAT) - 10 K (4.3 K) (4.7 K) 

4.7K+4.3K 

WHERE V IS THE +28 SUPFLV, VCE(SATIIS THE 2NI711 COLLECTOR TO EMITTER 

SATURATION VOLTAGE. "ND V
D 

IS VOLTAGE DROP ACROSS THE DIODE IN 

COLLECTOR C,RCUIT. 

Fig. 8. Example of detailed circuit analysis 

definitely a consideration. Table 4 shvws actUfl.tion time 
sensitivity. In actuation time we see th:'lt most of the 
P/FRs were with the most sensitive circuits. Similarly, 
with energy, in Table 5 we find that the most sensitive cir
cuits had P /FRs against them, almost without exception. 

Our conclusion here is that current and power have 
less correlation with P /FR frequency than time or energy. 
Voltage as a sensitivity parameter was omitted because 
these subsystems usually had common values of voltage. 
There wasn't much discrimination on the basis of volt
age, although all the susceptibility tests have voltRge 
written into them. Using the data presented here, an 
attempt was made to generate a set of constraints already 
met by circuits which had not had problems previously 
and a constraint which was not met by those circuits 
which appear to h;:) sensitive to noise. 

Tne format cho~en was selected as follows. # e didn't 
want to reject circuits out-of-hand with sor. e arbitrary 
single criterion, so we tried to give the designers some 
choic<;. They had a choice of meethg some minimum 
actuadon current, actuation power, actuation time, or ac-
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tuation energy, where the current, power, time, and 
energy are chosen from the data that has been presented 
here. In order to find thIS cutoH point, several approaches 
were considered. For example, we considered using the 
maximum values that had ever been reported in a P /Fn. 
\Ve called this the envelope. Another approach was to 
take the median value of all the parameters for all cir
cuits. In other words, half the circuits were more sensi
tive and half were less sensitive from that point. Oth~r 
approaches such as taking 10 times the envelope value 
or some arbitrary number based on our feel for the sub
ject were also considered. A summary of Tables 2-5 is 
presented in Table 6. The least sensitive drcuit which 
hacl a P /FR written against it took 6 rnA to actuate; the 
median was 4 rnA. The P /FR circuits were more sensitive 
than 6 rnA, took less than 40 m\V of power, actuated 
faster than 2 tJ.S, and took more than 0.04 J.l.J to be set off. 
Numbers for the median are also presented. We didn't 
decide to select any other numbers. In Table 7, we chose 
criteria based on the following: The circuit must be less 
sensitive than at bast one of the envelope numbers pre
sented in Table 6. In other words, it should take more 
than 6 m:\ to operate it, or more thaI! 40 mW, or longer 
than 2 ,.5, or more than 0.04 tJ.J. 
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Table 1. Detailed analYlil of ciro::uit :lensltivitlel 

Senlltlvltyb 

- --
P/FR 

Circuit State' Voltag., V I Current Power Time Enl"'gy 
applicable 

Detailed Simple D.talled Simple Detailed Simple Detailed Simple Detailed Simple 

No 17(.)' No 6.0 - 6.2 mA - 37 mW - 1.63 ml - 61 pJ -
Ve, 17(.)' Vel 6.0 6.0 6.0 mA 6.0 mA 36 mW 36 mW 1 pi "'., ms 36 nJ 79 pJ 

I , 
No 23 

I 

No 1.54 - 7-4.0 pA - 0.1 mW - 80 nl - 9.12 pJ -

N" 23 V.I -4.63 6.0 0.-463 mA 3.8 mA 2.1 mW 23 mW 150 nl 2 pi 318 pJ -46 nJ 

No 3-4(.) No 6 ... 5 - 1.78 mA - 11.5 mW - 150 nl - 1725 pJ -
Vel 3-4(.) Vel 5.3 5.0 1.55 mA 1.0 n,A 8.25,.,W 5 mW 96 nl 100 nl 780 pJ 500 pJ 

No 3-4(b) No 5.85 - 2.2 mA - 12.8 mW - 100 nl - 1280 pJ -

No 3-4(b) V •• 5.3 5.0 1.55 mA 1.0 mA 8.2 mW 5mW 109 ml 97 m. 895 pJ -485 pJ 

Vel 35(.) t~o 0.5 0.7 2.0 mA 1.2 mA lmW 0.8-4 mW 100 nl 100 nl 101 pJ 8-4 pJ 

No 3511,) No 9.7 10.7 1.8 mA 2.-4 mA 17.5 mW 26mW 30 pi -4;; pi 0.18 pJ lpJ 

No 36 No 5.;' - 2.8 mA - 1-4.7mW - 75 nl - 1100 pJ -
Vel 36 Vel 1.-4 I 11.0 1.0 mA 3.0 mA 1.-4 mW 18 mW -40 nl 2 JJI 58 pJ 36 nJ 

aV., indicate ••• nsitivity calculated during pre.ence of normal ligna I. 
No Indicat •• s.nsitivity calculated during absence of any lignal on line. 

bDetailed and .Impl. anoly .... hown where applicable. 

'Detail...! onalysis of circuit 17(0) was based en the P/FR and memo which indicated tt ... t nois. w'n cau,ed by s.n,Hiv. ,ource circuit. 

-
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Table 2. Current sensitivity vs P IFRs 

Current Number of 
P/FRs sensitivity. mA 

Circuit slmilor circuits 

0.00.01 3(1) . ~'e. (2) 

0.26 30 1 

0.3 2 1 

0 . .015 5 .01 

O.SO 29 1 

0.73 22 

I 

1 

0.83 6 5 

0.87 28 2 

0.9 2.01 1 

I 1 3.01(1) 1 Vel (2) 

I 1 3.o1(b) 1 

1.2 35(0) 1 Vel (2) 

'.86 7 1 

1.86 8 2 

2 . .012 35(b) 1 

2.59 .01 3 

3 36 1 Ve. 

3.3 26 1 

3.3 21 2 

3.tI 23 2 

6 11 1 

6 12 1 
I 

6 13 1 I 
6 17 1 I 

i 

I 

6 17(0) 1 'Ie. 

7 10 6 

7.2 25 1 

HI 3(b) 2 

30 31 ·4 

;';:) 33 .01 

flU 32 

1>.)0 9 

100 15 

16il 27 
I 

170 1.01 .01 

200 20 " ~ 
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Table 3. rower sensitivity vs P IFRs 

Power 
.en,itlvity. W 

0.0.015 

0.84 

1.7.01 

3.5 

4.2 

" • .01 

".5 

5 

5 

5 • .01 

6.76 

8.3 

18 

20 

20 

23 

25.9 

:;6 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

36 

.012 

52 

52 

100 

780 

1130 

1500 

2300 

2550 

UOO 

3000 

.01960 

I 

I 

Circuit 

3(1) 

35(1) 

28 

29 

2 

22 

5 

3.01(0) 

3.o1(b) 

24 

30 

6 

36 

26 

21 

"' 
</, 

35(b) 

11 

12 

13 

17 

17(1) 

25 

10 

7 

8 

3(b) 

31 

33 

15 

32 

14 

9 

0 

27 

I 
I 
I 

t'umber of 
.Imll .. r circuits 

2 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

.01 

1 

1 

1 

1 

5 

1 

1 

2 . 
~ 

3 

1 

1 

1 

1 

6 

2 

2 

.01 

.01 

.01 

.01 

P/FR. 

.--
Ye, (2) 

Ye. (2) 

YI. (2) 

VII 

Y., 
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Table 4. Time sensitivity vs P IFR. 

Time 

Hnlltlvlty, III 

0.1 

0.1 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

5 

20 

40 

100 

100 

100 

loX) 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

1000 

1000 

lC,)() 

1000 

2200 

2200 

3000 

3200 

9700 

Circuit 

34(.) 

35(.) 

3(.) 

3'b) 

24 

25 

26 

8 

10 

11 

13 

23 

36 

27 

33 

35(b) 

-4 

6 

7 

9 

12 

15 

20 

21 

22 

29 

30 

2 

5 

31 

3' 

17 

17(.) 

14 

28 

34(b) 

Number of ) 
Ilmllar elrell'" 

2 

2 

2 

6 

2 

3 

5 

4 

2 

4 

4 

4 

2 

I'/RI 

Ye, (2) 

Y,... (2) 

Ye. (2) 

Yel 

Y •• 

If all circuits had been required to meet at least one of 
the envelope criteria in Table 6, 757< of the problem cir
~Ults would have been redesigned to be less sensitive. 
The same requirement would have resulted in a redesign 
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Table 5. Energy .en.ltlvlty ..... P /FR. 

Energ, 

.enaltlvltr, pJ 

0.000009 

0.00008 

0.0005 

0.001 

0.004 

0.007 

0.02 

0.036 

0.046 

0.07 

0.07 

0.08 

0.1 

0.3;; 

0.« 
0.68 

0.83 

1.(' 

2.0 

2.59 

3.6 

4.2 

4.5 

5.2 

25 

27 

55 

80 

90 

150 

280 

300 

.;85 

780 

2300 

8000 

Circuit 

3(.) 

35(lj 

34(.) 

24 

26 

25 

3(b) 

36 

23 

11 

13 

10 

8 

29 

22 

30 

6 

35(b) 

21 

4 

12 

2 

5 

7 

27 

33 

28 

17 

17(e) 

15 

9 

20 

3-4(b) 

31 

32 

14 

I Number of 
Ilmilar drcultl 

2 

2 

2 

6 

2 

5 

2 

3 

" 
2 

I'/RI 

YOI (2) 

Y .. (2) 

Y .. (2) 

Y .. 

of only 4.B7t, of those circuits which did not cause prob
lems. So we caught most of the problem circuits and yet 
didn't interfert' much with those which weren't problems. 
Tahk 7 uses a shorthan~ l.otation in identifying the 
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excessively large. If two organizations that aren't too 
closely allied have an interface 'lgreement, one person 
says, ''I'll send you a lO-V signal, guaranteed 8 minimum." 
The other person says, "If he says 8 minimum and I de
sign it to have lh-V sensitivity. his signal will probably 
never go below lh V, so I will always actuate when he 
sello .. me a signal." We think they should use more con
servative design in this respect. 

We recommended that we impose an end-circuit design 
constraint on inter-subsystem circuitry - at least on the 
critical circuits - and minimize the over-design of this 

sensitivity. We also suggested that circuit threshold sen
sitivity should be a routine entry in some document, 
such as om circuit data sheets. Also; we would like to 
have sufficient detail in P/FRs in order to reference 
these problem circuits to drawings. 

The circuit constraint whkh I mentioned ~.; now being 
applied to the Mariner Mars 1969 project on certain cir
cuits which we call critical circuits. We aren't going all 
out rig}>' now, but are awaiting with great interest the 
results of this constraint as evidenced by the spacecraft 
system testing which is about to start. 

Discussion 

184 

R. T. Lucey: I am wondering if any of these tests were perfL. med 
in a thermal vacuum environment and if you had experien;:ed any 
type of different thresholds. 

Albert C. Whittlesey: We tried to make a rather extensive ~;st by 
getting data from 60 circuits. We did not go truough any ther.tal 
variations on any of the circuits. We considered ourselves lucky 
to have one estimate of the sensitivity of a given circuit, let alone 
the variations that could come about with thermal or vacuum 
problems. 
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Spacecraft EMC Com puter Model 
Bernard D. Cooperstein 

TRW Systems, Inc. 

Redondo Beorh, Co/ifornio 

I. Introdudion 

This paper is an attempt to describe a technique for 
predicting electromagnetic incompatibilities between the 
various units in a spacecraft. The spacecraft used as 
the model is the Orhiting Geophysical Observatory 
(OGO-F). The scope of the analysis was limited to com
mon impedance and cable-coupled interference, because 
usable radiation models could not be developed in the 
available time. 

II. Plan 

A. Data Bale 

The basis for the OGO-F EMC analysis is an inter
ference susceptibility matrix (Fig. 1). Because each ex
periment is theoretically both an interference source and 
receiver, each appears on both axes. In addition, the 
spacecraft converters and inverters are listed on the inter
ference axis. 

When completed, each vertical column of the matrix 
will describe the susceptibility of a particular experiment 
in relation to the rest of the observatory elements listed 
on the interference axis, whereas each horizontal row will 
describe the interference effec( of each unit listed on the 
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interference axis. To describe accurately any coordinate 
on the matrix, it. is· necessary to have all of the infor
mation required to specify the complete susceptibility 
characteristics of the susceptible unit, the complete 
interference characteristics of the interfering unit, and 
the complete set of transfer fun.:.tions that describe the 
energy transfer from the latter to the former. Since 
the exact information required was not available (nor 
would it be available without an extensive and costly test 
program) inexact mathematical models were made, based 
on whatever information could be obtained. 

To facilitate the collection of the interference and 
susceptibility parameters of the various experiments, a 
questionnaire was sent to the OGO-F experimenters. Of 
those returned, only a few contained information about 
interference limiting devices. Because of an oversight, 
infonn:.ltion on input circuit impedances was not re
quested. Information from· the questionnaires and other 
sources was completed and arranged into three tables. 

The first was a table of the estimated front-end suscep
tibility characteristics of each experiment. In the cases 
of multichannel experiments, each channel was listed 
separately. This resulted in sufficient information to 
allow analyses of 20 potentially susceptible experiments. 
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SUSCErTlBILITY 

R& 
01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 " 12 13 14 15 16 17 I a 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 RR 

01 3 x X 4 4 X 

02 x X 4 X 

x x -----:1 2 X 4 X 

2 X X' x x 

03 x x x 

04 x 4 x x 

05 x 4 4 X x 

06 x x x x x x x x x 

07 x x x x x x x x 

08 x 

09 2 x 

10 2 4 x 

" x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 

:"\: 12 x 

13 3 x 

14 x x x x x x x x x x x x x 

15 x x 

16 x x 

17 x x x 

18 x x x 

19 4 x x x 

20 4 x X 3 x 

21 x x x 

x ;< 

x x 

x x 

x I. 

x 

x x 

x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

" x x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

4 

x x 

4 

4 

x x 

x x 

4 4 X x 

x x x x x x 

x x x x x x 

x x 

x x 

x 4 x 

x x x x x 

x x 

x x 

x x x x x x 

x 4 x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

X 3 X 

x x 

22 4 X X X X X X X 

23 X x x x X 4 ~ X X 

x 

x 

, 

, 

24 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

25 X X X X X X ~X 
26 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X )( X X X X X X X X 

R&RR x x x x x x x 

I 

SPACECRAFT 4 x x x 3 x x x x 
CONVERTER 

SPACECQAFT 
INVERTER 

;Wi -

x X 4 x x x X 4 X 

Fig. 1. Interference-susceptibility matrix 
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The columns corresponding to those experiments not 
considered are crossed out. The susceptibility character
istics of all but two experiments were described as either 
band-pass, low-pass, or high-pass. The band-pass charac
teristic was described by the following: 

.. 
(1) 

where fe = center frequency 

f 
a = - at the -3-dB frequency 

fe 

The low-pass characteristic was described by: 

(2) 

The high-pass characteristic was described by: 

f-SdB 2 

[ ]

-1/2 

GHP = 1 + (-f) (3) 

The two experiments nut described by the above were 
F-03 and F-22. Experiment F-03 was described by a low
pass filter having the following properties: 

G=1 

G = 0 

~ 100Hz 

> 100Hz 

Experiment F-22 was described by the following: 

where: 

r f 8] -1/2 

L ( fllkH. ) G1 = 1+ -- (4) 

(5) 

The susceptibility thresholds of the experiments were 
stated in terms of their front-end sensitivities indicated 
in the questionnaires. 
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The second table was a compilation of the pulse char
acteristics of each pulse described in the questionnaires. 
The pulses are described by their amplitude, width, rise 
time, decay time, and repetition frequency. Each pulse 
was given an identifying number. III the cases of those 
pulses having variable repetition frequencies, the range 
of the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) was noted. The 
spectral distribution of energy from each pulse train was 
computed to the l00th harmonic by: .. 

where: 

sin rrfd 
V=2AdR-"""':-

rrfd 

A = amplitude 

d = pulse width 

f = frequency 

R = pulse repetition frequency 

t = rise time (or decay time if less than rise time). 

, '(6) 

For pulses having variable PRFs, R was usually set at the 
cent~r of the band of the susceptible experiment. 

The third table was 4 compilation of the amplitudes 
and frequencies of sine wave signals generated in the 
experiment. The information available for the pulsed ar.d 
sine wave signals was sufficient to describe, partly at 
least, the interference generation characteristics of all but 
six experiments. The rows corresponding to these six ex
periments are crossed out in Fig. 1. 

The interference generation characteristics of the 
spacecraft were modeled from available test data taken 
from EMI tests performed on the attitude control system 
(ACS) inverter and on ~"o spacecr'llt converters. While 
these data may not accurately describe the interference 
generation picture of the entire spacecraft, they repre
sented the best available input at the time. 

B. Power BUI Coupling 

The major part of th~ analysis was directed toward 
common impedance coupling via the power distribution 
subsystem. It was assumed that the noise voltage im
pressed on the power bus by any experiment would exist 
at the power input terminals of every other experiment. 
This is a worst-case assumption, since it assumes that the 
line loss is zero. A 'similar assumption was made with 
regard to the noise voltage impre~sed on the power bus 
by the spacecraft converters. It was also assumed that the 
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measured impedance of the OGO-E spacecraft simulator 
was representative of the impedance characteristics of 
the OGO-F power distribution subsystem. Using this 
impedance, the noise currents measured on the power 
lines of the spacecraft converters and ACS inverter can 
be expressed as equivalent voltages. Figure 2 is a func
tional drawing of the power bus coupling relationships. 

It is necessary to define a transfer function that de
scribes the voltage rerationship between the signal spec
trum generated inside an experiment and the resulting 
signal spectrum which appears on the power bus. As no 
data relating to such a transfer function was available, a 
universal experiment transfer function was defined and 
identified as TF-l. The rationale behind TF-l is as 
follows: 

(1) Line regulators provide 40 dB of isolation to 
1 kHz. 

(2) A single element filt, ovides 6 dB per octave 
isolation from 1 kHz to 1 MHz. 

A plot of TF-l is shown in Fig. 3. The computed value V 
for each experiment signal is then multiplied by TF-l to 
give its power bus spectrum. In the case of the spacecraft 

converters, the noise voltages used were those actually 
measured on the power line, so no transfer fu~ction was 
necessary. In the case of noise currents, the values used 
were those actually measured on the power line. The 
power subsystem impedance Z is a measured transfer 
function and is identified as TF-2. A plot of TF-2 is 
shown in Fig. 4. The computed values for the converter 
and inverter current spectra are then multiplied by TF-2 
to give V. and V"' respectively. 

The tetal noise voltage on the bus (V&) is the sum of 
VI, V 2, Vg, and V •. This voltage spectrum is then band
width limited by the appropriate c~racteristic of the 
particular susceptible experiment and summed to give 
the equivalent voltage at the center of the band. In the 
general case, it is then assumed that the noise voltage 
impressed at the front end of the electronics package of 
an experiment is 80 dB less than the noise voltage at the 
power input terminals. This is an arbitrary selection that 
could be modified from eXpt"iment to experiment if bet
ter information were available. In the computer program, 
the sequence of calculations was somewhat different than 
that described above due to computer storage limitations, 
but the final results should be the same. The actual se
quence used in the computer is shown in Fig. 5. 

SUSCEPTIBLE EXP 

Z IMPEDANCE OF POWER SUBSYSTEM 

; I :NVERTER NOISE CURRENT 

SPACECRAFT 
I NVEPTER If------~ 

;2 . CONVERTER NOISE CURRENT (TOTAl) 

VI EXPERIMENT GENERATED NOISE 
VOl TAGE (TOTAL) 

V2 CONVERTER GENERATED NOISE 
VOLTAGE (TOTAL) 

V3 ;I l 

V4 ;2 Z 

V5 VI TV2 TV3 TV4 

Fig. 2. Power bus coupling 
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10-1 , I -~T-

10-2 

-3 
, ,0 

"-... 
l:> 

10-4 

10-5 

--!'" ' , --,-
I 

'" r-+ ~ I 
"--

1_. 
1.0 10 100 1000 10,000 

FREQUENCY, kHz 

Fig. 3. Tf.l log-log plot 

100~--r--

~C! ~N 10~--+---~--~~~-4--

~ ... .,u 
::JZ 
~« 
"'0 
?: ~ 1.0 ~--+---:==""=---~---4-------1 
O~ 
0.-

J. I '---__ -'--__ --'--. __ --'-___ ----'-___ --l 
0,1 1,0 10 100 1000 10,000 

FREQUENCY, kHz 

fig. 4. Tf-210g-log plot 

fig. 5. Computer sequence for power bus coupling 
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I. Determination of probable incompatibilities. The 
front-end sensitivity (Ti) of a particular experiment is 
given by the experimenter in the questionnaire. The 
80·dB isolation factor gives a resultant power bus suscep· 
tibility threshold T 1% where 

If the noise v(lltage summation I of any experiment, in
verter, or converter exceeds TI'B by a factor of 100 or 
more, the unit is identified as a major offender. If I ex
ceeds T PB by a factor of at least 10, but less than 100, the 
unit is identified as a secondary offender. If I exceeds 
'T PH by a factor of at least 2, but less than 10, the unit is 
idcntified as a minor offender. If 1 varies between 0.5 
and 2 TI% the unit is id(,Tltified as a possible offender. 
Tabb 1 is a summary of the above. In those cases where 
T; was given as a current rather than a voltage, subjec
tive values of input circuit impedance were assigned to 
the experiment and the resulting Ti in terms of voltage 
was u!'ed as the basis of the evaluation. 

Table 1. Probability assignment of interfering units 

Rang. of ~ 
O •• lgnotlcon Identification 

of probability No. on matrix 

~: ~ 100 T~. MljN 1 

100 T,,, > ~ ~ 10 Tro Socondlry 2 

10 Tr • > 2: ~ 2 T~. Minor 3 

2 T PO > 2: ~ 0.5 T PO 'oilibl. .. 

2. Coupling via digital and/or analog output u·ires. 
It was assumed that there is 60 dB of isolation to coupled 
noise between the digital or analog output lines of 
an experiment, and its front-end. Figure 6 is a functional 
drawing of this coupling. The noise current i3 is that 
measured on the output of a typical spacecraft converter. 

SUSCEPTIBLE 
EXPERIMtNT 

SPACECRAFT 
CONVERTER 

OUTPUT 

This cunent sets up a magnetic field which induces a 
voltage (Vd into the experiment output line. It wa.'i as
sumed that the current·carrying wire was not shielded 
and that the experiment output wire was No. 28 coaxial 
cable. The transfer function which describes this cou
pling was identified as TF -3 and was based on empirical 
data. The transfer function (TF -3) is given as a coupling 
impedance and is expressed in ohms. A plot of TF -3 is 
shown in Fig. 7. Thc current noise spectra are multiplied 
by TF-3 to give the induced voltage ~pectra which are 
then bandwidth limited and summed as in the case of 
power bus coupling. A flow diagram is shown (Fig. 8). 
After the isolation factor (60 dB) is applied, the result 
is compared with the criteria shown in Table 1. 

.3. Signal line coupling. Five of the OCO-F experi .. 
ments considered in the EMC analysis use an electronics 
package, which is ~eparate from the sensor. In these 
cases, a relatively low-level signal is conducted from the 
sensor to the front end of the electronics package via 
coaxial cable. Therefore, the only isolation from cable
coupled interference is that provided by the signal line 
shields. The signal levels given in the questionnaires 
were used as the threshold levels for susceptibility. 

An on-line computer program developed for analysis 
of capacitive and inductive coupling problems was used 
for the signal Hne coupling analysis. All of the param
eters used are estimates based on available information. 
The source noise voltages and currents are the1bms of 
those experiment sigmas found in the power bus cou
pling analysis. The rationale was that the noise wa,o; 
coupled from the unshielded power lines to the shi<!aed 
signal lines. In all cases, bandwidth limiting was a~
counted fer in the input noise volt~.ge or current. To 
obtain the input c'lrrents, the voltage was merely divided 
by the value of TF .. 2 at the frequency of intere~t. The 
results of this analy~,is do not appear on the matrix, but 
are detailed in Table 2. 

DIGlr~,L DATA I 
HANDLING ASSYJ 
OR 
ANALL"IG DATA 
HANDLING ASSY 

SPACECRA]r 
ASSY 

---
Fig. 6. Coupling betw .. n SIC converter and 

experim ... t ctutpu! lin .. 
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Table 2. Re.ult. of .ignal line coupling analy.l • 
. 

EII,.,lm."t C.upli". type ."d Ioc.ti." Noi •• courc. c_p ............ • 
-. 

F'()2 C.p.citive over entire run OPE~b upe,im.nll 136 "V 

--
Induct;-· •• t hern." No.6 int.rf.cl' OPEP' .'perim.nts 21.1 mY· ,Ii 1 "Hz 

--
Ind',cti". in h.rn ... No.6 All e.periment • 19.7 mv" ((I 1 ~~I .... 

'·21 C.p.eI" .. in harne" No.6 A~.perimenll 0.122 "y 'ill 75 "HI 
0.426 lAY iiI 150 "HI 

1.3 "V iiI 300 kt41 

Indu.!i". in hern." No.6 All ".p.,im.,,11 6.75 mY" (it 75 "HI 

3.65 mv" @ 150 "HI 

1.95 mY" (d 300 "Hz 

f.22 C.p.elti". in h.rn." No.6 All •• p.rimenll <50 pV (it .11 f,equenci .. 

Inducti .. i" h.rn." No.6 All "p.rim."ts l' "v" ((I 1 HI 

1.0 ,.Y" @ 10 HI 

1.1 mY" @ 100 HI 

1. m v" ({t 10C"0 HI 

F·23 C.p.elti" •• t h.rr." No.6 int.rf.c. SOEP' •• p.rim.nll < 10. 14 V ((I .11 b."d. 

C .p.elti .. in I,ernea. No.6 All •• p.rim ... 11 <10" V «I .11 b.nd. 

Inductive .t hern." No.6 int.rf.c. SOEP' •• p.rim.nts 3.9 "V (ri 10 HI 
2U p.Y (rt ~ HI 

97.5 p.V @ 160 HI 

165 p.V @ 640 Hz 

4.25 ",Y" @ 2560 HI 

--
Inductiv. in hern." No.6 All experiman" 3." p.Y (it 10 Hz 

24.9 /lV@ ~ Hz 

176 p.V @ 160 Hz 

616 "Y" @ 640 Hz 
13.6 mY" Iff 2560 HI 

F·25 C.p.citiv •• t h.rnea. No.6 int.rf.ea SOEP' "p.rim.nll <2 pY ((, .n b.nel. 

-
C.p.citiv. in horn." No.6 All •• p.riments < 1 lAV (i, .11 bend. 

Inductive .t h.rn." No.6 int.rf.c. SOEP' •• p.rimanll .. 5 mv" @ b.nd N •. 1 

...0 "Y" ttl ba"d No. 2 
:6 ,.V lit b.nu N •. 3 

<0.1 "V (II ba"d No.4 

-
Inductiv. o. her .... N •. 6 All .'p.ri .... ,,11 500 mv" (it band No. 5 

41.2 ",v" (ii b.nd No. 6 

910 "Y" III ba"d No. 7 
U.5 /Iv" (it bend No •• 

-Computed \faluM incluH "o",i.." .ffectl in ,h. 10"'. ".;;."., Of in the motfix of fig. 1. 

"0'" - o,bilal plan. ,,_i"' .... 1 pock_ . 

• WE' - lOt", ox_i",.n' pack_. 

I dCompvted 'n,.,f .... ",. e.c .. d, the fron' .• nd ,enlitiV'i'y of the electtoftiu pocka ... 
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Fig. 7. TF-3 log-log plot 

4. On-line !:omputer program. Using TRW's Blmker 
Ramo 340 on-line computer, a program was developed 
to perform the matrix analysis on a column-by-column 
basis. This !Jrogram contains 94 subroutines of which 48 
are pulse data inputs. The average time to run one col
umn or channel of the matrix is 1 hour. Because of stor
age limitations of the computer, each pulse was analyzed 
to its l00th harmonic only. For the maj~rity of pulse 
trains, this is adequate. However, for pulse trains oaving 
very low pulse repetition frequencies, some energy is lost 
in the analysis. These pulses would be better analyzed as 
nonrepetitive transiepts. This was done in the computer 
by a different program. Th,.:' "r the slower pulses were 
analyzed by this method and the results of these analyses 
are given in Table 3. 

After the file is loaded into the comole, the sus,~epti
bility bandwidth of the particular experiment is e:lterp.G, 
The appropriate subroutine is initiated, depending 111")n 
whether the expf' _'iment has a low-pass, high-pass, or 
band-pass char"'leristic. Experiment F-Ol will be used 
as a typical example. This experiment has a band-pass 
characteristic, so the appropriate subroutine is initiated. 
The center frequency and the band-pass characteristic 
("a" of Eq. 1) are entered. Figure 9 shows the computer's 
cathode ray tube (CRT) display after this subroutine is 

Table 3. Transient analyses results· 

Experi_nt Pul .. No.9 Pul .. No. 12 Pul .. No. 13 

--
F.()1 2.47 yb 3 myb 2 mVb 

F'()2 17.3 y b I 'f ,V' 

F'()3 1.14 Vb I yb , Vb 

F.()~ 1.39 yb - -
F.()6 3.42 y' IV' , V' 

F'()8 27.3 V' 1 Y ,y 
F.()9 ~7.3 V' 1 Y ,V' 

F-IO .5.5.3 mY I y ,V' 

F.12 28 V' IV' ,V' 

F-13 27.9 v' 1 yb , Vb 

F.18 27.3 y' 1 V ,y 

F·20 0.2.57 V - -
F·21 26 mY - -
F·22 7.9Y' 81 mY· 0.33 y' 

F·23·1 0.104 V 8 mY 19 mY 

F-23·2 0.323 " 10 mY 6 mY 

F-23-3 1.42 Y 2 mY 2 mV 

F·23-4 4.19 yb 900JlY 800 JlY 

F·23·5 8.9 yb 60 JlY 180 JlY 

F·2.5-1 28 y' I yb 4V' 

F·2.5·2 0.502 V' - -
f-25-3 48.9 mY - ~ 

F·25-4 23.8 mY - -
-

'The voltages given are those calculated to exist at the power input to the 
experiment, at the center of the experiment's front-end bandwidth, for the 
duration of each individual pul ••. 

"Indicates that tne calculat~d voltage is equal to or greater than the calcu. 
lated power b~s threshold level (TPB) of the e"periment. 

1.......--

completed. TIle center frequency is 200 Hz and the band
pass characteristic is 1.18. The next step is to enter the 
parameters of the first pulse to be used. A sequence of 
four subrou(ines make up the experiment pulse routine. 

Fig. 8. Computer sequence for data output line coupling 
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Fig. 9. CRT display after appropriate 
subroutine is completed 

The first of these subroutines genera tes a frequency vec
tor which has elements corresponding to the harmonics 
of the PRF. The second subroutine calculates the value 
and displays (Fig. 10) th e envelope of the peak valu es of 
the first 101 harmonics. 'The third subroutine transfers the 
spectrum information to another storage bank. The fo urth 
subroutine computes the v,dues of TF-l at each harmonic 
frequency, multiplies each of these values by the value 
of the corresponding harmonic amplitude, store the re-
ult ing spectrum (which represents the noise on the bus 

due to that pulse), am1 displays (Fig. 11) its envelope. 
The vertical scale of this display is not necessarily the 
same as for Fig. 10. The next step i tv evaluate this 
spectrum over the bandwidth of the susreptible exp eri
ment. This subroutine computes the fun ction described 
hy Eq. (1), multiplie lh i~ by the hl\s noise spl::c trum, 
stores the resulting spectrum and displays it on the CRT. 
It then computes and displays the maximum value of the 
spectrum, and then algebra icall : sums the amr,li tudes of 

Fig . 10. Envelope cf the peak values of 
the first 101 harmonics 
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all the ha rmonics and displays this value, which is then 
stored in an address selected by the operator. Figure 12 
5hO\. s the final display , the vertical scale of whlch is not 
the same as for Fig. 11. This sequence is repea ted for 
each puhe, except that different pube data is loaded 
each time. \ Vhen more than one pulse is generated by 
any experiment, the sum of the total voltage of each 
pulse is computed and stored in a previously determined 
loca linn. For pulses having va ri able PRFs, the pul~e data 
is loaded by a different subroutine. The PRF is selected 
to be at the center of the passband. or as close to this as 
possible. Figure 13 shows a typ ical display of this type 

Fig. 11. Envelope of resulting spectrum 

F:g. 12. Final disploy of resulting spectrum 

Fig. 13. Typical display of pulse data load 
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of data load. The analysis routines are then used as 
before. After all of the pulses have been entered, sine 
wave signals and converter and inverter noise spectra are 
entered in a similar manner using other subroutines. The 
sequence follows that shown in Fig. 5. 

III. Results of EMC Analysis 

The results of the EMC analysis are summarized in 
Fig. 1 and Table 3. These results indicate whether a 
given experiment will detect noise generated by another 
experiment, and which experiments are most likely to 
cause interference to others. These results are subject 
to the constraints imposed by the assumptions mentioned 
in the previous section. It must be recognized that the 
desired signals are likely to be of much higher amplitude 
than the threshold sensitivity of the electronics package, 
in which case, only the strongest interference signals 
would result in measurable incompatibilities. The lower 
level interference signal effects are likely to be masked 
by the higher level signals. 

A. Power Bus Coupling 

This part of the analysis indicates that the most sus
ceptible experiments are F-Ol, F-04, and F-22, and that 
the noisiest experiments are F-04, F-05, and F-12. How
ever, the interference generated by F -05 is mainly of a 
transient nature (periods are 17.85 and 4.55 s) and may 
not result in a continuous loss of data to the susceptible 
experiments. On the other hand, for the short duration 
of a transient, enough energy may be coupled to cause a 
mode change. Part of the interference associated with 
experiments F-03, F-05, and F-13 can be considered as 
transient interference because the periods are relatively 
long. Part of the interference associated with experiments 
F-04, F-09, and F-15 can be considered as pseudotran
sients, since their periods are about one second. The re
mainder of the interference must be considered to be 
continuous, having the effect of raising the general noise 
level of the bus. 

B. Empirical Verification 

Information taken from test summary reports of four 
experiments were compared with the results of the com
puter analysis. The test data was compared with the 
computer analysis by evalll'\ting the pulse train spectra 
fnr II 1n'.I.'1';&3:> {liter having its 3-dB frequency at 1 MHz. 
These comparisons indicated that TF-l was overesti
mated by 26 dB for one and 4 dB for another; and under
estimated by 13.6 dB for the third and 15 dB for the 
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fourth. The results of the eomputer runs were adjusted 
by these factors for the pul~s in question. 

." 

C. Transient Analysis 

A separate transient analysis performed on one of the 
pulses indicated that due to its very long duration, most 
of its energy is concentrated at frequencies below 1 Hz. 
Even though it may be detected by some sensitive experi
ments, its period is so long (40 s) that it will at worst 
cause a small loss of data, and its relatively low ampli
tude on the bus (approximately 220 mY) is unlikely to 
cause mode changes. The results of transient analyses 
performed on three other pulses are shown in Table 3. 
The remainder of the transients and pseudotransients 
were not analyz(}d separately as transients, but are in
cluded in the matrix. 

'" In ~me instances the results shown in Table 3 do not 
agree "lith the matrix of Fig. 1. For example, the matrix 
shows that F -04 does not interfere with F -02, whereas 
Table 3 shows that Pulse No. 9 of F-04 is above the 
power bus threshold of F -02. The reason for this discrep
ancy is as follows. Because of core storage limitatiolJs of 
the computer, the pulse train program used for the ma
trix evaluates the pulse trab's voltage function to only 
101 times the PRF, which is 116.15 Hz for Pulse No.9. 
The energy above this frequency is disregarded, when in 
fact, the envelope of the spectrum of this pulse train is 
almost flat to about 2.2 kHz. This means tha,t, if the 
bandwidth of the receiving device could be described by 
G = 1 from 0 to 2.2 kHz and G == 0 from 2.21 kHz to 00, 

the received voltages would be (2200/116.15) (com
puted voltage from 0 to 116.15 Hz). This is equal to 
(18.9)(0.9361

), or 17.6 V. Because the bandwidth of F-02 is 
described by a low-pass filter function having a 3-dB fre
quency of 1200 Hz, one wou!d expect the value of the re
ceived voltage to be somewhat less. Table 3 shows the 
computed value of the spectral density of Pulse No.9 to 
be 17.3 V over the bandwidth of F-02, which compares 
well with the above estimate of 17.6 V. The results shown 
in Table 3 are therefore useful in estimating the short 
duration interference effect of the three pulses anaiyzed. 

D. Coupling Via Digital and/or Analog Output Wires 

Based on the .assumption's, the computer analysis indi
cates that t!lerc will br nil incompatibilities due to this 
mode of interference coupling. 

'This is the computed value of Pulse No.9 for the sum of its first 
10 1 harmonics. 
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E. Signal Line Coupling 

The results of signal line coupling analysis, shown in 
Table 2, indicate that no incompatibilities are likely due 
tu capclcitive coupling, but that inductive coupling is 
likely to result in varying degrees of interference prob
lems for the five experiments analyzed. The results shown 

are for a severe case, because no cancellation effects are 
considered, and transient and pseudotransient effects are 
averaged as for matrix of Fig. 1. Regardless, the results 
indicate that additional shielding is not likely to signifi
cantly reduce the number of possible incompatibilities, 
although it would reduce the inductive c,'upling by a 
factor of 5 at frequencies about 100 kHz. 

Discussion 

G. L. Miller: I 'have a question regarding what you used for the 
inputs in this program. Did you measure what the noise out
put of a given unit was, and then use that as the input? If that is 
the case, how do you handle the question of the relative phasing 
of the noise outputs from n units operating at the same time? 

Bernard D. Cooperstein: We sent questionnaires to all of the ex
perimenters asking them for all of their signal generation param
eters, bandwidths, sensitivities, and any other information that 
would be applicable to use in an analysis like this. The results of 
the questionnaires were compiled into tables and used as the basis 
of the models. Where no data was available, as in the case of 
those whidl were crossed out, the experimenters did not respond. 
Of course there was n~ in~ormation. There was virtually no infor
mation available on certain isolation and transfer functions, and 
the universal transfer function TF-l was assigned to the experi
ments to describe th:-.t coupling. In the very few cases where some 
empirical data became available after the fact, it was incorporated. 
However, the analysis is based on whatever data was available. 
Then the assumptions are clearly stated and can be modified if 
more information becomes available. BaSically, this paper is to 
present an approach to the problem or a technique for solving 
compatibility problems in a complicated spacecraft. What comes 
out of it is as good as what goes in. 

G. L. Miller: Could this be extended to include the question of 
ground noise? As I understand it, this is exclUSively on the power 
lines or input lines, but does not consider the question of whether 
people are bouncing the grounds around, which is what I think 
is really the predominant problem. 

Bernard D. Cooperstein: We could get into a whole discussion 
about grounds, but the effect of ground noise will have an effect 
on some inputs. A transfer function can therefore be described as 
to where that input is. If it be on a power return for example, and 
we now have some information about ground noise that can be 
related to a voltage or current on that wire, it can then be related 
to the sensitivity of the unit through the transfer function which 
describes the coupling between that input of the wire and the 
front end of the unit. 

Robert W. Ellison: I think I understood that you used the universal 
transfer function not only for the amount of energy from some 
source inside a box coming out on the bus, but also for all wires 
independent of their configuration or whether they were bundled. 
Is that correct? 

Bernard D. Cooperstein: True. 

Robert W. Ellison: Well, I am very much in sympathy with the 
lack t)f data information to do a more realistic job. I was also 
curious .. bout the question of your using voltages, currents, and 
impro..Jances. You probably are alre~dv :lware that the government 
does have a very large modeling program which has been going 
on for a number of years at about the $20,000,000 a year level. 
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Bernard D. Cooperstein: Are you talking about the Electromag
netic Compatibility Analysis Center (ECAC)? 

Robert W. Ellison: I am really talking about the Secretary of the 
Air Force Panel, which reviews the modeling efforts of the gov
ernment every year and has done so for I guess the last six years. 
They have come to the conclusion that it is not reasonable, at least 
with their modeling efforts, to work with voltages and currents, 
but only the available power. They found this out the hard way 
by attempting to model a war situation which turned out to be so 
grossly in error, that they went back to see why the model had 
so grossly misrepresented the true conditions. It turned out that 
they were taking whatever available data they had on the amount 
of emissions from packages, and it was not necessarily the amount 
that package CGuld produce, but happened to be the amount that 
it producea at the time that the test was conducted. Particularly 
in the Viet Nam war situation, they took data on a statistical num
ber of transmitters, which involved o .. er 10,000 different units of 
a particular kind, and the: c. me out about 40 dB below the inter
ference level that they aCl~..ily experienced there. The real point 
that they wanted to make, and that I want to make, is that, unless 
you can determine the available power which comes out of a 
package under worst case conditions, your analysis may be grossly 
in error and even indicate safe when in fact it is interfering. 

Bernard D. Cooperstein: First of all, I would like to say that we 
have had experience at TRW modeling with voltages and cur
rents which are not grossly in error. You can very accurately, 
analytically model the capacitive and inductive coupling between 
wires and verify them by laboratory tests. So I have to take excep
tion to that. As far as available power, this is not really a consid
eration. In the case of a spacecraft, we are not talking about high 
power transmitters that are going to interfere with other receivers. 
We are generally talking •. bout the unit in a very select environ
ment. There is essentially no outside interference to be concerned 
with. All the inte:"ference, the entire dectromagnetic environment, 
is that contained by the spacecraft, exc1usi .. e of course of physical 
phenomena which the experimenters are trying to measure and 
which cannot be considered as interference. The modeling is gross 
in the sense that all we know about the coupling between two 
wires is the length of the harness and about how thick a harness 
is. But whether the two wires are 1 cm apart, 0.5 em apart, 2 cm 
above the ground plane, or 0.25 cm above the ground plane is 
something that cannot be known and cannot be modeled, because 
it will vary as the harnCj;s leads along the structure. The wires in 
the harness will change relative to each other, so you have to take 
a statistical average of where the wires will b'3 between any two 
points. The trouble with taking worst case everything is that you 
come out with requirements which say that you must put 18 lb 
of shielding on every wire and 100 lb of filtering. Then you need 
a Satum to lift OGO. The purpose of the analysis is to minimize 
the amount of overdesign. 
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Discussion (contd) 

Robert W. Ellison: You are apparently having the same problems 
we are having. 'We come up with the same conclusion that if you 
worst case everything you end up with unrealistic results. 

Bernard D. Cooperstein: 'The purpose of an analysis like this is not 
to pick out all the problems, but to eliminate the gross problems 
and to show where they might occur. That is why this table, 
which showed 40 dB, 20 dB and such, may be a little arbitrary, 
but at least it will give somebody perhaps a little more confidence 
about how upset they should become r.bout a possible interference 
problem. The model may not take <!lire of all the problems, but if 
it says that I have a 40-dB problem, perhaps at least I ought to 
go back and look at it. 

Robert W. Ellison: We are using it in a little different way. We 
are using it in fact not to identify )lIhere there is a problem, but 
to indicate which circuits need further ''Qn~xsis at a more exacting 
level. I presume this is about what you 'are'doing too - you do 
not conclude that you have a problem, because the aualysis with 
these gross assumptions shows it. You actually go and look at the 
circuit in greater detail and even make wire-to-wire measurements. 

Kim R. Schuette: I would like to make an observation that mi;,;ht 
tend to interrehte a few of the things that have been discussed 
just now and earlier. I think one of the big advantages of aGO, 
a rather maligned spacecraft today, perhaps because of the num
ber of experiments and sensitivities of these experiments, is not 
so much what it might do to the next aGO, but rather what it 
might do to the next program. ! am referring to the talk which 
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Tom Walter gave yesterday regarding a management plan for 
design. The plan and the paper that he gave are something that in 
fact h~e worked and are working. The reason for mentioning this 
is, I do not believe that if the response from the aGO experi
menters after the first few OGOs had not been what it was, we 
would be in " position to make that statement. I think that 
this is a rather significant point in itself, that aGO has helped 
subsequent spacecraft. It would be different if we were starting 
over. 

We started aGO about 1959. We all know a lot more r.ow. 
We know a lot more about both the technical approach, the organ
ization, and administrative approach; what requirements are rea
sonable and what requirements are not. There are gray areas in 
all of this. I do not contend, however, that interference, modeling, 
or prediction an: nearly the black art that many people still claim 
them to be. I think that it might be a little gray, but certainly not 
black. I think that its grayness perhaps occurs in some of the par
ticular eAperiments that we are faced with right now. The sensi
tivities that were related a little earlier are rather astounding and 
naturally they occurred about the point in the spectrum where 
the interference is easiest to come by. I am not trying at all to 
defend aGO, because I think that the comments that were made 
this morning were extremely objective. In fact, I think that had I 
been making the presentation, it probably would have been a bit 
worse. I would say, however, in this regard that I feel that 
Mr. Cooperstein and Mr. Jolmson have done an excellent job in 
attempting to unscramble an egg (which is not the case in the 
nt>wer programs), which I think largely has been brought about 
because of aGo. 
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Transient Compatibility Measurements in Spacecraft 

Philip R. Rogers 
General Electric Company 
Philadelphia, Per,nsylvania 

I. Introduction 

At present, electromagnetic compatibility is usually 
accomplished by designing equipment to meet certain 
EMC specifications. The verification of the designs is 
made by standard tests for emission and susceptibility, 
both conducted and radiated. The measurements are lim
ited to the frequency domain. With the exception of 
power line susceptibility tests with 10-l4s transients, the 
entire test requirements aie in the frequency domain. 
Thp evolution of the specifications for EMC was paral
leled with the evolution of measurement equipment. By 
necessity, the two grew together, and as better measur
ing equipment became available, it was used for test. 
The capability of measuring broadband and narrowband 
frequency domain voltages has existed for many years. 
This type of equipment is used for measuring transient 
interference, or the broadband effects of the transient. 

A. Emission Sources 

Let us look briefly at the electromagnetic parameters 
that must be controlled and measured. The basic types 
of emissions are narrowband or broadband. Narrowband 
emissions poe produced by oscillating devices that are 
intended to produce signals, but also produce spurious 
outputs. TheSE; emissions are sine or distorted sine waves. 
In any given system, the fundamental and most spurious 
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frequenc;es are known. The measurement of narrowband 
emissions can be . easily made and their contribution to 
the electromagnetic environment defined at the compo
nent level. Broadband emissions are produced by some 
form of switching device; i.e., any device that accom
plishes a change of voltage or current in a short period 

dV dl 
of time. The origin of broadband noise is a de or dt 

function. Typical sources of this type of emission are 
switches (mechanical or solid state) used for tum-on 
or -off functions, choppers, dc motors, gas discharge de
vices, and static discharges. The measurement of these 
switching transients is made in the frequency domain. 
This is due to the availability of measuring equipment 
and the fact that it is required by specifications. 

The present specification requilements and levels 
evolved from broadband noise degrading communica
tions equipment and are still oriented at controlling this 
parameter. Despite recent improvements, EMC specifi
cations do not control a major spacecraft incompatibility; 
namely, transient interference. It is not meant to imply 
that present EMC specifications are not applicable to 
spacecraft. There are many electromagnetic parameters 
that are defined by them, and component screening 
can be done by proper application of typical EMC 
specifications. 
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B. Low.Level Digital Circuit Susceptibility 

A major problem in spacecraft is susceptibility in 
low-level digital circuits. To control weight and power 
consumption, integrated circuits, microminiature compo
nents, etc., are used. Digital logic is used to perform such 
functions as operation of command systems, control of 
spacecraft navigation, and attitude control systems, and 
generation of timing functions. These devices are becom
ing smaller and are being packaged in smaller cases than 
hefore. An undesired result is greater susceptibility to 
t.·ansients of short duration. 

The operation of a logic module depends on a voltage 
level that causes a change of state - from on to off. The 
devices can react in a very short time with a few nano
seconds being typical. The device can operate on positive 
or negative voltage transients, depending on whether the 
plus side or the return is changed. Unfortunat 'y, the de
vices often use very short pulses at low levels, . perform 
their function. 

The source of interfering transients is usually the oper
ation of relays, tuning components on or off and other 
higher ~urrent level changes, mostly on main power 
buses. Coupling from the source to the logic module:; can 
take many different paths. Since complete control of all 
tramients is costly in terms of weight and reliability, this 
approach becomes prohibitive. 

II. Transient Compatibility Test 

Compatibility of a system is the end result (or goal) of 
an electromagnetic control program. The standard speci
fication control on components and system compatibility 
tests to define margins does not offer a practical ap
proach to transient compatibility. To pursue this point, 
system susceptibility is due to component malfunction. In 
any test for susceptibility to interference (intentional or 
otherwise) of a system, it is a component that malfunc
tions or is degraded. The interference that caUl.:es that 
malfunction is generated in the system and transmitted 
to the component. To test for transient compatibility. the 
tests should therefore define the parameters as they exist; 
namely, susceptibility at the component level and emis
sion tests at the system !evel. This approach is accom
piished in three stages. 

A. Component Screening 

As these tests are not limited to power line measure
ments, each component must be analyzed to deter-
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mine potentially vulnerable circuits. Since this is a 
normal procedure at the design stage, it merely becomes 
a part of the design surveillance activity. However, for 
transient susceptibility, each line must be checked, and 
particularly, digital logic lines. The result o~ this screen
ing process is a list of all the component hnes that are 
potentially vulnerable to transients. Some will have levels 
and pulse widths already defined as a part. of the func
tional design. A sample tabulation sheet (Fig. 1) was 
intended to be filled in by the component design engi
neer with help from the system EMC engineer. It is also 
an excellent checklist for estimating the emission from 
the component both for broadband and narrowband 
interference. To generate this list, several questions are 
asked. Are there SCRs, flip "-flop circuits, low-level nand 
and nor gates, level detectors, etc.? What are the 
types and levels of voltage and current used? What is 
the frequency of operation in the mission? 

i 

The answers to these quesJbns reveal that the given 
line or function is critical to the mission, is sensitive to 
interference, and to what types and levels of interference 
it is sensitive. Now, all the lines in a component are de
fined for interference characteristics. ('This information 
at this point is valuable for any system review of EMC. 
It could also be expanded to include impedance to 
ground.) Note that the most authoritative person made 
the largest contribution; namely, the component designer. 
By requiring the subsystem engineer to review the tabu
lation, another well-informed contributor is added to this 
screening process. 

B. Transient Injection 

The next step in the process is to determine from the 
component information which lines present a potential 
compatibility problem due to transients. This is done by 
the EMC engineer. The tests to be performed are injec
tion of transients. Although many transients are possible 
with various amplitudes and shapes, the purpose is to 
determine what levels are needed to cause malfunction. 
Since the devices are sensitive to voltage levels, this is 
the main parameter to be determined. The speed of 
reaction is much less important. The device that can re
act in one ns can also react in one p.S. A transient that 
occurs faster than the device can react will not yield any 
information. So, if a longer than necessary transient is 
applitJ, it will cause a reaction if the amplitude is suffi
cient. To test at all pulse widths and amplitudes becomes 
a long test. As a compromise, the transient called out in 
MIL-STD-826 and other EMI specifications is used. The 
l-p.s rise time is typical of transients expected and is 
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Fig. 1. Sample tabulation .heet 

slower than most. The rise time is therefore no faster 
than the logic switching devices which will be operated 
if the transient amplitude is high enough. 

With the lines to be tested selected and the transient 
shape defined, the test on the component is to determine 
the transient amplitude needed to cause malfunction. The 
level starts low and increases to the susceptibility thresh
old or some prescribed maximum. MaJtimum levels can 
be determined by damage to parts or some level based 
on system parameters. (The level of twice the normal 
voltage on the line being tested is recommended.) The 
results of these tests will be transient susceptibility 
thresholds for all the potentially vulnerable components 
in the system. 
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C. Tran.lent Interference 

The next step to complete the compatibility definition 
is to measure the transient interferenc<! that exists in the 
system. The amplitudes of transients are measured at 
the same points that the component susceptibility was 
measured. The measurement must be made with the 
entire system funr.tioning. The location of components 
and harnesses must be in prime configuration, and the 
hardware must be prime. The only perturbation to 
the prime configuration is made at a breakout box at the 
component being tested. The wire length from the detec
tion point to the component is the same as it was for 
susceptibility. In both cases, it should be as short as pos
sible. The system configuration will dictate this minimum 
length. Lengths up to 12 in. will have little effect on the 
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results as long as the lead length from the injection/ 
detection point to the component is the same. 

The overall plan is somewhat hybrid in that the com
patibility is measured on both the component and system 
level. This is immaterial as long as it results in good 
compatibilitv measurements. An advantage of this ap
proach is that at the system test level, the injection type 
tests are already done. The detection results can be 
checked for compatibility immediately. As such, there is 
no need to stop system testing if an anomaly occurs. The 
compatibility or lack of it is defined and a fix can be 
added and tested after the system test. In most cases the 
fix can be tested on a component level. 

III. Application to Biosatellite Program 

On the Biosatellite Program conducted by NASA Ames 
Research Center, the 30-day mission involves orbiting of 
a live primate for 30 days. The recoverable capsule is 
39 in. in diameter and 39 in. deep, with a paraboloid 
shape. The vehicle uses a fuel cell for primary power 
with an orbital battery for peak loads and emergency. 
The life support subsystem maintains a nominal tem
perature, humidity, pressure, and oxygen-nitrogen envi
ronment. The primate is instrumented to measure 
physiological processes and brain waves. In the psycho
logical tests, the primate is rewarded with food pellets. 
Th(; primate is given food and water on a fixed schedule. 
Waste is removed and the urine analyzed. There is an 
attitude control subsystem to maintain a zero g environ
ment. Tile information is transmitted via telemetry and 
the vehic!" is capable of 70 functions via a command 
system. A timer continuously causes timed events to 
occur. A separation subsystem separates the adapter 
prior to deorbit and a deorbit subsystem gets the capsule 
out of orbit. A recovery subsystem ejects a parachute. A 
monitoring beacon and a flashing light are used for 
recovery aids. 

In all, there are 120 different components that have 
electrical characteristics. On this program there has been 
no EMC testing or test requirement on a component 
level. All EMC testing has been on a subsystem and sys
tem level. Of the 120 components that have !>een evalu
ated, only 28 were given in-depth review for transient 
susceptibility. Of the 28, only 12 are to be tested for sus
ceptibility. The remainder are either not susceptible by 
design and can be shown analytically to be safe; are not 
critical if malfunctioned; or are used in an independent 
fashion. An example of each case is: 

(1) Lines with relays, or integ;ating circuits with long 
time constants on their inputs. 

(2) A short transient will cause the temperature con
troller to increase temperature for the period of 
its duration. However, the th~rmal tim~ constant is 
so long that microseconds will not change the tem
perature before the control is re-established. 

(3) The deorbit subsyst~m uses its own battery and 
must be armed by a relay closure. No other con
nection is made to it except for telemetry outputs, 
so transients must be introduced only at a specific 
time and at a high level to an isolated subsystem. 

1;1 all, some 70 lines will be tested for susceptibility at 
the component level. The detection in the system quali
fication tests will be made simultaneously with r.onducted 
tests for broadband and narrowband interference. Eight 
channels are to be measured on each run using a Micro
Instrument transient detector. The missiOl, sequence 
takes 10 to 12 hours to perform. Consequently, injection 
tests would be prohibitive for transients unless this 
method was used. The components were to be tested 
starting in February and the system in July of 1968. The 
results will define transient compatibility for the Bio
satellite Program. 

Discussion 

Philip R. Rogers. This approach depends on the component engi
neer being the most knowledgeable about any given component 
:n the system because he aesigned it. The subsystem engineer 
should be the n('xt most knowledgeable person about any single 
compon('nt. The EMC engineer may not know much about the 
componl'nt, but he should know about the EMC parameters. 
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The component engineer does need a little help. At the General 
Electric Re-Entry Systems Department we have a course ;n EMC 
that is available to just about everyone. We have had 150 to 
200 people taking it in the last 2 ~ years. It Is 22 hours. 2 hours 
a we<!k for 11 weeks, in which we try to explain EMC to our 
component, program, and systl'mlS people. A good numb« of 
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Discussion (contd) 

our component engineers have taken this course and it cross
fertilizes their operating groups. 

We do not have a standard specified method of measuring 
transients. Mr. Bernard Schenker came up with a nice method of 
measuring transients in a system and it is the method we intend 
to use. 

Bernard D. Cooperstein: YOIl said that if a device will respond to 
a short duration transient, it will respond the san'le way to a 
longer duration transient. If the transient is of fairly long duration 
and has rise times which are commensurate with a slow pub:, 
the frequency spectrum generated by it will not be the same at 
the higher end a~ a short duration transierat with faster rise times. 
If the susceptible device responds to higher frequencies because 
it has a band-pass characteristic, it will not respond the same to 
both transients. 

Philip R. Rogers: The re<iponse of a logic device is usually not 
frequency sensitive. It is sensitive to a voltage level. I am not 
talking about receivers with a specified bandwidth, but a lOgic 
module or a li:p-flop circuit that is sensitive to a voltage level. 

George N. Burkhardt: You mentioned, when you were defirting the 
roles of what you call the component engineer and which I inter
preted as being a unit eng'~'U1' or the man responsible for a black 
box, the subsvstem enginee! and the EMC engineer; that the unit 
engineer should be intimately familiar with the circuitry; the sub
sy.stem engineer should be intimately familiar with the subsystem; 
and, the EMC engineer should ~ intimately familiar with EMC. 
My question is how can thl: EMC engineer be effective at either 
the urJt or thl' subsystem level unless he is also intimately fa
miliar with it? 

i'hilip R. Rogers: He must become familiar with it through the 
co,nponent engineer and the subsystem engineer. 

George N. 8urkhardt: On a direct basis or secondhand information? 

Philip R. Rogers: Preferably on a direct ba.~is. Ml)5t of the time it 
is on a direct basis. 

George N. Burkhardt: Would you define compatibility for me as 
you see it? 

Philip R. Rogers: Compatibility is the capability of a system to 
survive and operate normally while it is in its own EY.C 
environment. 

George N. Burkhardt: I agree. Can I replace EMC environment 
with tactical environment? 

Philip R. Rogers: Yell, if you want to cover a broader scope. 

George N. Burkhardt: Then is :t the intent of a company produc
ing a product to deliver a system that meets a forgone set of 
specification limits, or to deliver a system which will perfonn 
under (1) thl: primary mission requirements and (2) the tactical 
environment? 

Philip R. Rogers: If we are ma1cing a payload for a tactical weap
ons system, for instance, I believe that it would be the responsi
bility that it work in its entire environment - launch, prelaunch, 
checlcout, or an~ phase of operation. So it would be the IIIltire 
tactical en\' ironment, as I think you are 'uinl the word. If 
the requirement was different, if a given seteWte wu suddeoly 
interfaced with oth~r equipment, the compatibility at the intertll()t! 
would hAve to be defined, which is quite difficult in moat cue. 
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George N. Burkhardt: I get the feeling that EMC compatibility 
means defining a sy,tem to a preconceived set of specification 
limits. 

Philip R. Rogers: It certainly does. Take the case of the 8/o8ateUUe, 
in which we were defining on the system level - what the system 
should live with, how much illterference it could generate, and 
the susceptibility level It could live with. This is its own (!I'eation. 
The Biosatellite itself is not connected to anything electrically, 
except its own grOlmd support equipment. It goes on top of an 
Agena. It gets boosted into orbit. It RF transmits to the earth. 
From tJ..ere on out we have no contact or no electrical interface 
directly with any other vehicle. The compatibility that must exist 
is that compatibilil1 within the satellite itself, with its ground 
support equipment, and at the launch facility. It is our feeling the 
specification requirements we have on us will permit us to live in 
that environment. They are no worse thM in our test facility. 

George N. Burkhardt: Generally this is true. The real point that I 
wanted to make is that when this satellite and the functioniug 
parameters of the various subsystems on it operate harmoniously 
together as a system, the specification values become superfluous. 
I think you have then achieved what you intended to do from the 
beginning of the project. 

Philip R. Rogers: I said in a brief statement at the beginning of 
my discussion that the intent of any EMC specification on the 
program !I.ould be compatibility, regardless of how you specify it. 
If some agency integrates an entire system and I become a con
tractor on an overall system, someone at the system level should 
define what my environment will be. Now I can go ahead and say 
how I em going to live in this environment. Then I have an in
ternal environment that I create myself, which I must live with. 
Somewhere, from the overall weapons, missile, or satellite system, 
there must be a definition of what the environment is. From there 
it cp_n he taken step by step downward into the black box level. 

Robert O. Lewis: If you were using the Mil-Spec-type spike gen
erator for the susceptibility tests on digital circuits, in my opinion 
this is a little unreasonable type of test, since you use a ~..n 
internal impedance type generator to feed a high-impedance type 
circuit. If the designer does put a capacitor across his input and 
you connect a lOW-impedance generator to it, you have overly 
penalized him for makIng a nonsusceptible circuit, because it will 
draw a great deal of current, and then have a common mode 
problem due to the current in the return wire. 

Philip R. Rogen: I do not believe that he is going to have any 
more difficult problem thn if we had dumped that kind of energy 
into his circuit due to a system generated transient. 

Robert O. Lewis: Yes, but the point is that you never can d\\UDp 
that much energy into a high-impedance circuit with anything 
but a short circuit. 

Philip R. ROiers: Well, if he hpJ: a capacitor across the input, the 
transient is looking into almost a short circuit, which is protectiOll. 

Robert O. Lewis: Yes, but if he has .( or :5 ft of wire, he can 001)' 
have If. maximum of 100 pF coupliag capacity into the wire, which 
would require m extremely high voltage through that capacitance 
to get any amount of energy into the circuit, or anywhere near 
the energy that could be put into it if he had a capacitor 
across the inputs. 

PhiUp R. ROlen: That is correct, so essentially I can put OIl higher 
and hiaher voltqea and eventually cause a malfunctiOD and so 
still determine the level. 
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Discussion (contd) 

Robert O. Lewis: Yes but he will malfunction due to the current 
in the rehlrn wire which he wiil never have in the operational 
condition, hecause of the low cOl1pling capacity. 

William R. j-'lhnson, Yo\.< mentioned once during your talk, and I 
have heard it memioned a couple of times here, that the transfer 
functions are a gn'y area that we will probably never know. I would 
like to take issue with that. We are presently working on a con
tract for NASA, a phase of which is to describe and model these 
transfer functions. The results to date have been that we have 
modeled about 8 to 10 different wiring configurations, including 
balanced, twisted pair, various shielding configurations, single
grounded, multiplt·-grounded and any combinations of these, and 
we've been able to achieve an accuracy of probably 3 to 4 dB in 
any configuration up to the l"uarter-wave resonance of the cable. 
Beyond this, the eoupling oscillates due to VSWR on the 
cable, but even here we have been able to model the maximum 
envelope to ·.vithin about 15 dB. So I think we really ought to 
look at these kinds of functions instead of dismissing them as being 
on the impossible side. 

Philip R. Rogers: The fllct that you can get 3 or ·i dB is very 
startling to me and you are to be congraiulated. I have never seen 
any analysis that comes this close to actual measurement. The 
15 dB beyond the quarter-wave is quite a good job of modeling. 

William R. Johnson: We had not seen that either until we got this 
contract and had to basically come up with these measurements. 
The only weakness that exist!' is how '; . you can extrapolate the 
laboratory empirical results to an actual spacecraft configulation. 
That will probably not be 3 dB, but I think we are able to get 
within a factor of 2, or perhaps 3, of the actual induced voltages 
and currents. 

Philip R. Rogers: What you are saying is that you take a specified 
harness and put energy of some kind into a pair of wires and 
find Out what comes out on the other wires. 

William R. Johnson: That is corre.:t. You put energy in on two 
wires or one wire. There are many configurations that can be 
modeled and these include conversion of balanced mode signals 
to comm~ mode. The problem of Ci'lassis ground vs electronic 
ground that C. L. Miller was speaking of .. Iso comes out of this 
and the models are not really difGcult. The point I am trying to
ITI'lke is that we continually tend to discard things that first look 
too complex. If we do not start picking these things up and ana
lyzing them and finding out what they do, even if we can only do 
a first-order analysis !In them, we are going to be relegated to a 
"black magic" art. 

Philip R. Rogers: If there is a method of defining the coupling 
factors that well, I agree wi'h you. It should be used. I do not 
know how to C0me within 20 dB of this chara<-teristic analytically 
between two black boxes on a spacecraft. I can gut:..Ss, but that is 
about it. Do you have documentation of this method available? 

William R. Johnson; r\o, tl-Jis contract will be up July I, 1968, a~ 
which time we will be rel".lTning it to NASA and I assume they 
will make it available. Tl,ere will be a couple of plipers given at 
the 1968 IEEE EMC Conference in Seattle. One will be directly 
on modeling. 

Chet Hastings: I want to make a comment that supports his posi
tion on that. We nave intentionally used fixed wires ar.d a fixed 
wiring (;onfiguration in lieu of attempting to analyze all aircraft 
wiring configaration, and then specified the noise immunity needS 
of the circuitry based on those transfer characteristics. Wht.re you 
can control the wiring and, in fact, intentionally create a fixed 
wirini situation, the method works quite well. 
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Philip R. Rogers: We do the same thing essentially, but it is by 
guess rather than by achlal design numbers. 

Ben Weinbaum: I would like to chime in my voice into this chorus 
and say that determination of transfer functions is possible. I re
member we st .. rted doing it back around 1&61-62, when we laid 
out hf 'nesses and tried to load them with appropriate terminating 
impedances; then, drove tl;em with hroadband functions to deter
mine the coupling into the other impedances on the system. We 
have worked both in the time dom.lin and the frequency domain. 
What made it possible to determine transfer functions as a func
tion of frequency was to fairly conveniently transfonn functlons 
of time into functioOl> of frequency. This was donI' through the 
development of a kind of special purpose analog computer that 
solved Fourit'r integrals. It is a kind of laboratory device and, 
depending upon the program, is a very appropriate thing to do. 
You get good results. 

Philip R. Rogers: This i~ after you define the interconnection 
harnesses? 

Ben 'Veinbaum: Yes, after you have the harness and can mock it 
up. This harness is not necessarily installed and it may not look 
too much like the harness tha~ will be instplled, but you have a 
good starting point. 

Anonymous: In view of the interest in trying to predict or model 
wire-to-wire coupling, I would like to Inention that the Boeing 
Company, two yt'ars ago, put out from Huntsville a report which 
did one of the most elaborate and scientifically sound pieces of 
work in this field that has come to my attention. I do not happen 
to have the reference right now. They started out with the basic 
field equations and did not make approximations, although it was 
absolutely necessary that you define the proximity of wires along 
their It'ngth. That meant you could, in fact, define the routing and 
-the bundling. I think they treated 18 cases where wires were 
bundled in the center of bundles; these were twisted shielded 
pairs, etc. I would suggest that you look at the Boeing reports jf 
you want to go into it in depth. 

Allen E. Dorband: I can vouch for S('me of the studies that were 
performed several years ago. I am quite intereste<i. in some of the 
comments that were presented here today in the pradiction area.· 
We have definitdy not given up the idea, but have run into some 
rather astounding problems of which some have been mentioned 
here also. I think we are on safe ground when we talk about gen
eral cabling problems, especially when we can mock them up in 
the laboratory, set up the transfer functions very capably on tha 
computer,and come within a few decibels of predicting the cou
pling. However, when you get into an area with ground loop 
problems, they are very unpredictable. We started to do some 
extensive investigation which B. L. Carlson has done. I believe 
;t was on a special program that was trying to determine ground 
b>p problems. We had the problem of impedances. As long as 
we could simulate an impedance in a particular path and we 
~ould measure this fairly accurately, we ha(l. fairly good results. 
But, where you do not know the impedaD""'S across mating sur
faces because of bonding problems, maybe semi-loose connections, 

. poor soldering connections, etc., you do have very unpredicbble 
result~. I do feel that if we can set up our trar.sfer functions in 
such a way that wt: can mndel them in the laboratory, then take 
those same models and be certain tb'. we have the same config
uration in the spacecraft, we have a good possibility of prediction 
through c6mputer techniques. 
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Static Electricity Case Histories 

Sam Sabaroff 
Hughes Aircraft Company 

EI Segundo, California 

I. Introduction 

In every project there is a class of people which I call 
"PWs" - that's an abbreviation for professional worriers. 
One day my boss came to me and said, "Sam, you worry 
about static," so I joined the large group of worriers. 
There were reasons for his telling me this back in 1964. 
One of these was the Delta accident killing three people 
which was attributed to a squib that ignited due to static 
charges. Actually, a plastic bag was removed and all of 
a sudden it went up. Then the Ranger VI failure at JPL 
at one time was attributed to static and caused a con
gressional investigation. There was also an incident at 
Hughes which was called the T-2 incident. 

In my opinion, without the static investigation, such as 
the one which I started and worked on, we might not 
have gone into as much detail with EMI, noise pulses, 
grounding and bonding, and all the other motherhood 
types of items that we normally deal with in EMI. At 
that time, we interfaced with JPL and in my opinion the 
interface was fantastic. We all had similar goals and com
mon aims. Most of the things about which I shall tell are 
histories of things that happened about 1964. The detail 
into which failure analysis goes on a program, such as 
Surveyor, is fantastic. There are volumes of material on 
static charges and discharges, and the problems associ
ated therewith that I have drawn on for this talk. It has 
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been mostly clip and paste with only introductory para
graphs and those comments necessary to tie the material 
together. 

A great many people were involved both at Hughes 
and JPL in failure review boards in order to satisfy the 
ultimate requirement of trying to decide why something 
unusual had happened. The area where no one was quite 
certain that anything had happened at all, was in static 
problems. This was because you could not define it too 
well, could not duplicate the situation too well, and could 
not look for a real reason which would satisfy someone, 
such as an investigating committee who knew little about 
static. A great many informal discussions were held with 
many people in this study. Particular mention "hould be 
made of the Malibu Research Laboratory, the Space 
Systems Division of JPL, STL, Rocketdyne, General 
Dynamics, Lockheed, Stanford Research Institute, and 
NASA. A portion of this study was published in the 
IEEE Transactions on Eleetromagnetic Compatibility of 
December, 1965. 

II. Static Charge Sources 

The major sources of static charge are on or near the 
earth. The list could include fuel handling, plastics, 
rocket engine charging, precipitation, friction, lightning, 
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booster separation, and Many others. The effect of a 
static discharge is impulsive with a steep wavefront and 
a broad spectrum. 

To set the stage, Fig. 1, which appeared in the earlier 
paper, shows a charged sphere with a horizontal slit in 
the process of discharge. Note in particular the current 
path distortinn around the slit which results in the volt-
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Fig. 2. Charged sphere with ye~cal silt 
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age E across the slit. The effect of the slit is analogous 
in certain respects to a slot antenna. The longer the slit 
at right angles to the current flow, the greater the voltage 
across it. The voltage is, therefore, available as a source 
of interference. Figure 2 shows a slit parallel to the direc
tion of the current. In this case, assuming a slit of infini
tesimal width, there will be' no distortion and thus no 
voltage across the slit. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the 

Fig. 1. Charged sphere with horizontal silt 
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dependence of interference on the discharge path and ex
plain the variation in interfering' effects with different 
discharge points. 

Figure 3 shows a charged sphere with a grounded 
island in the process of discharge. ASSJme that the 
ground wire is open or has a very high resistance and 
the whole conducting plane is charged to some volt
age, say 100,000 V. Assume now that there is a dis
charge from the high-conductivity outer surface to 
ground. The sphere or plane discharges quickly, but the 
inner island takes time to discharge so there is the possi
bility of a secondary discharge at the top or wherever 
there might be a close spacing. Reflection on this indi
cates that this kind of thing occurs in many of the unex
plainable events in static problems. You don't quite 
know where the discharge will take place, how it will 
take place, or what effect it will have when it does take 
place, because it is difficult to observe or duplicate. 

Figure 4 shows the Surveyor spacecraft inside its 
shroud in the stowed position with the legs folded up. 
The folded spacecraft can be Cflnsidered as the conduct
ing sphere and all the wiring and other items inside the 
spacecraft as the little islands havir.g various impedances 
with respect to ground. Figure 5 show:.; the shroud. which 
is a dielectric, over the spacecraft. The dielechic, of 
course, has the possibility of building up a charge on the 

outside as friction occurs with the air and various par
ticles in the air. At one time, a great deal of time and 
effort was expended in consideration of making the 
shroud conducting and of trying to get people to under
stand the problem. (A professional worrier was on the 
job.) We had concurrence of some people, but at 
the higher levels it was disapproved and was not done. 

Obviously, some of the management decisions were 
delicate ones that involved weight, time, delivery, costs, 
technical problems, and many others. In this pal"jcular 
case, it was decided not to do the things that the profes
sional worriers wanted them to do. In another case, 
action ..... as taken as the result of a worrier. Figure 6 is a 
retrorocket which is covered with thermal insulating ma
terial. The insulating material is enclosed in a wire mesh. 
By some experimentation, it was determined that it was 
possible to build up a static charge on the material, 
which was made up of Mylar or Teflon aluminized on 
one side. It was possible to builG up voltages on the 
material on the order of thousands of volts, just by strok
ing it; so it was obviously a hazard. 

In this case, the worrier h .. d bounded the problem. 
Since management agreed that this was a hazard, the 
material was sewed with a wire mesh to protect the retro
rocket against static charges and discharges on the alu
minized surface. Specifications were prepared detailing 
the sewing method, the kincl of wire used, and even the 
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Fig . 4. Surveyor spacecraft inside its shroud, stowed position, legs folded up 
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Fig . 5. Shroud over Surveyor spacecraft 
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Fig. 6. Retrorocket covered with thermal insulating material 
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model of sewing machine to use. Quoting from a portion 
of the specification, "The wire shall be firmly attached 
to the Teflon surface in a pattern as specified ... (in a 
particular drawing). The sewing shall be firm and tight 
and shall not pucker or gather the Teflon. There shall 
be no etching and printing or degradation of the alumi
num or Teflon surfaces. There shall be no tears in the 
film. Breaks in the wire pattern shall be corrected by 
overrunning. Loose ends of wire and thread shall be 
trimmed." This continued in considerable detail. 

III. T·2 Test Vehicle 

Now turning to the T-2 incident which was mentioned 
at the beginning of this talk; the T-2 test vehicle was a 
simplified spacecraft designed to test the terminal de
scent system of the Surveyor lunar spacecraft. It con
tained the essential elements of the Survel/or flight 
control system: the doppler radar, inertial reference, the 
vernier propulsion system, and the appropriate electron
ics. The recovery procedure consists of the deployment 
of a main parachute, inflation of an air bag, and dump of 
the helium bottle and manifold so as to provide a safe 
landing. The weight of the spacecraft was severely lim
ited by the scaling required. The spacecraft was dropped 
from a tethered balloon at an altitude of about 1200 ft. 
Attachment to the balloon was by means of a gondola 
which contained external power provisions and release 
mechanism. 

An attempted test of the descent system was made at 
Holloman AFB on April 28, 1964. The T-2 had a com
plete system check on the ground including all the 
mission loads and the emergency recovery provisions. 
Approximately 40 min prior to its scheduled drop, T-2 
was observE'd faIling free from the gondola. Upon observ
ing the unexpected descent, the test director sent the 
command for emergency recovery. The main parachute, 
instead of deploying, separated from the craft, leaving 
T-2 in free fall. It impacted on the ground causing total 
loss by impact and fire. 

Immediately after the accident, the test crew per
formed a preliminary inspection of the wreckage to 
determine the status of the various sqnibs, fuses, and the 
condition of critical spacecraft elements that could have 
contributed to the accident. Theoretical and experimental 
data establi~hed the possibility of a high potential exist
ing between a suspended spacecraft and the earth. A 
calculation indicated that a nominal lightning bolt within 
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100 mi could induce a current of more than 1 A in a 
1200-ft cable for a period of 10-" s. The weather at the 
test site was quite favorable, but the weather report for 
that day indicated cumulonimbus clouds usually accom
panying thunder storms at 7 a.m. in Western New Mexico 
and Southern Arizona, with thunder storms later in the 
afternoon. 

At the time of the accident, the tow wire from the 
spacecraft was ungrounded at earth, because a resistance 
measurement had been taken with an ohmmeter. What 
happened was obvious. Theoretical considerations showed 
that as much as 50,000 V may develop between an un
grounded tow wire and earth. An experimental measure
ment after the accident showed 13,000 V. Early in the 
program, the test crew had observed practical evidence 
of this potential by drawing up to lh-in. arcs between 
the tow wire and earth. Because of this experience, a 
permanent ground was designed into the tow wire cir
cuit. This ground was removed during ohmmeter testing. 
A worrier did not function hard enough mmewhere along 
the line. de did not shout, make himself known, or say 
that you should not do this, and so it slipped into the 
procedure. 

The test results and the investigation resulted in a 
great deal of written material. I am merely skimming off 
the highlights that apply to the static problems. The re
port said that the practical mechanisms for sudden static 
discharge included breakdown between the tow wire 
and the spacecraft ground, breakdown between the tow 
wire and a 22-V terminal, or breakdown at earth followed 
by either of the above. The report said, "The investiga
tion has been unable to establish positive evidence of any 
single event which could have caused all of the observed 
facts of the accident." 

Of course, I'm slanting this to static problems and the 
opening of the ground circuit for ohmmeter testing as 
being the cause of the failures. But we must remember 
that the investigating board covered such a wide area, 
that this was almost buried in insignificance in the total 
amount of paperwork. When I reviewed the report, these 
were the kinds of things which seemed to bear on our 
problem. 

A. SCR Circuit Susceptibility 

However, past experience on the program and experi
mental tests conducted in the course of the investigation 
showed the susceptibility of the spacecraft SCR circuits 
to extraneous transient fields or noise. This, together with 
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the one positively identified circuit failure, an open squib 
interlock which was a real failure, provided a basis for 
a hypothesis of a single initiating event: a static dis
charge. The report was not certain about this causing 
multiple firing of the SCRs. The alternative arrived at 
was that the accident may be explained by the hypothe
sis of the firing of a single SCR hy static discharge and a 
coincident additional failure of the foil switches upon 
airbag inflation. 

The board then being unable to cite explicitly the 
cause of the accident made the following recommenda
tion .. : (1) further investigations to help establish the 
possibility and nature of certain failure mechanisms; 
(2) design changes that would prevent repetition of the 
disastrous parts of the present accident, whatever its 
ultimate cause; and (3) procedural changes to add safety 
or provide diagnostic data in the event of a future acci
dent. Many of these corrective actions had already been 
recognized and undertaken by the T-2 testr'group.)/ .- ~l 

(5) Perform 100% testing before installation in the 
circuit. 

(6) RF shield and decouple where necessary. 

(7) Provide negative gate biasing, if necessary. 

These are all motherhood items that, as RFI people, we 
would hope would be done normally anyway. So this was 
an impressive lesson that we should continue to look for 
these things. 

B. Engineering Recommendations 

The board then made recommendations as good en~i
neering practice to correct cireuit and wiring deficiencies 
for the squib firing, as follows: 

(1) If there is an RF problem or static discharge prob
lem, put circuitry in reasonably well shielded bo'~es 
and decouple the in:,:>ut and outnut lines. 

, / "-
The specific corrective actions recommended by the / 

board were then listed. Three of these concernirig the static 
problems were: (1) continue static discharge experiments 
with the backup vehicle, (2) obtain an understanding of 

(2) If hard line is necessary, provit~~ a positive static 
discharge leakage path to earth ground. 

(3) Interlock SCR gates without series diode and route 
through umbilical pins only. 

the phenomena of the random firing of the SCR circuits, 
and (3) determine the resistance of redesigned circuits to 
all possible expected environments. A te~{ was performed 
at Holloman AFB on May 7, 1964 in an effort to deter
mine practicahly the effect of static discharge on the 
spacecraft control circuits. It showed that the squibs 
would blow. There is no doubt in my mind that the 
reason for the reliahility and successful functioning of 
the Surveyor had to do with these early decisions as to 
what kinds of things to look for and what to do. The 
static problems and the solutions thereof bear on the 
whole spacecraft. 

One of the recomPlendations of the board was that 
squib circuits using SCRs may be reliably used providing 
certain precautions are observed. These are: 

(1) Provide a low resistance, less than 1000-0 dc path, 
between gate and cathode on SCRs. 

(2) Provide sufficient anode and gate transient decou
pling on SCRs in all cases. 

(3) Carefully observe temperature limitations. 

(4) In procurement, specify sensitivity, dV/dt, and 
trigger gate current 
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(4) Use negative biasing to gates for increased 
protection. 

(5) Isolate squib circuits from other circuitry and 
parallel them with their own energy source. 

(6) Make all wiring on squib lines either twisted 
shielded pair, shielded pair, or twisted pair, in that 
order of preference. 

(7) Ground the squib cases to prevent static discharge 
from case to bridge wire element. This last goes 
back to the Delta malfunction. 

These are fan,iliar words now to an EMI engineer but 
this was back in 1964. This then completes the T-2 ind
dent, which was one of the sparks that ignited the static 
investigation. 

IV. Static Charge on Plastics 

Another problem that we encountered at Cape Kennedy 
was the charge huildup on various plasti(; coverings 
that are used for protection of painted surfaces. An 
investigation was made to see what could be done 
about controlling any charge buildup in the danger
ous environments of propellant loading and whenever 
the spacecraft was hot. The Surveyor spacecraft was 
almost entirely encased in plastic film for protection. 
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These wrappings were removed from time to time and 
were completely removed prior to launch. During un
wrapping in particular, high static charges are generated 
on the plastic. The possibility exists tha~ these charges 
may cause explosion of the fuel during loading, prema
ture ignition of various squibs, or ignition of the retro
rocket engine during prelaunch checkout. 

As a means of reducing the static charge on the plastic, 
a commercial antistatic unit was considered. This device 
blows air over needle-like electrodes at high potential. 
The air passing over the electrodes becomel> charged. The 
charge persists until discharged at a ~urface by an ion Of 

opposite sign or a normal recombination in the air. If the 
air passes over a plastic that has picked up a charge by 
rubbing or other cause, the charge on the plastic is dis
charged. If the plastic is wrapped around a grounded 
device, the discharge occurs in a very short time. 

This device was extensively tested to make catain that 
it would work and would not cause any deleterious after 
effects. The antistatic device was placp,d approximately 
two ft from the plastic surfaces under test. The charge 
on the plastic was measured by using a Keithley Elec
trometer, Model 200B. The probe was an aluminum disc 
approximately 1 in. in diameter. The samples consisted 
of sheets of Teflon, both aluminized and plain, and plain 
Mylar. The sheets, which were wraJped around an alu
minum tube painted with Surveyor inorganic paint and 
suspended in a non conductive frame, generated the static 
charge as they were unwrapped. By means of the capaci
tive pickup probe, the inc:oease in charge as each layer 
was removed. was easily ob!ierved. 

The films were rubbed by bare hancl~, with cotton 
gloves, and with polyethylene-coated nylon gloves. The 
reference state was established by measuring the charge 
developed in normal laboratory air. Then, the experiment 
was repeated with ionized air blowing charged air over 
the sample. Each sheet was discharged after mounting 
in the frame and prior to testing. The charge and dis
charge in the presence of the ionized air is very rapid, 
with complete discharge of the plastic surface occurring 
from 1 to 3 s after generation of the charge. In each of 
the glove tests with the sheet mounted in the insulating 
frame, the charge was rapidl} removed by the ionized air. 

A film of Teflon was rubbed while the film was at
tached to a painted surface. This charge was discharged; 
then, when the film was removed, a large charge w~s 
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noted. When the cover was removed, a large charge 
was built up. When the film was flooded with ionized 
air, all the charges were reduced to a low value. A similar 
effect was observed with Mylar. This system was then 
used on the spacecraft. Two large ionized air hlowers 
were used to blow on the spacecraft at all times when 
there was a danger of spark discharge. Now, a question 
was raised concerning the generation of nitrolls oxide 
and ozone by the operation of this blower. The effect of 
these chemicals could be deleterious to the metal and 
other things on the spacecraft. The Health and Safety 
Branch at Hughes Aircraft Co. was asked to conduct a 
test on these contaminants. No device was available for 
measuring the quantity of ozone. However, 0.02 ppm of 
ozone may be detected by its odor, and no odor of ozone 
was noted. By this ~imple test, it was agreed that 
ozone concentration would be less than that amount. The 
nitrous gas content of the air was measured and found 
to be 0.1 ppm. A dangerous am()1.;nt was considered to 
be 5 ppm. 

These tests pointed out very clearly that the ionized 
air could be used to advantage for the removal of static 
charges on plastic surfaces. The source may be several 
feet away from the plastic surface to be discharged. This 
system was used on Surveyor. 

V. Transistor Failure 

Turning to another case history, the worrier overlooked 
something. This concerned a temperature sensor tran
sistor switch failure. As it was unknown why the transis
tor failed, a whole series of analyses were made and tests 
conducted to find out the nature of the failure. One of 
the tests consisted of monitoring the temperature sensor 
lines, hoth by scope and recorder, while various space
craft operations were performed. No unexpected tran
sients were observed on the scope, but transients were 
recorded on the recordcr. Investigation of the rer.order 
transients revealed that these were internal to the 
recorder-RFI. So, in monitoring the leads on the tem
perature sensor switch, no transients were observed that 
would indicate a spacecraft problem was causing the 
failures. 

The failure analysis reports of the failed transistors 
stated that some of the transistors were cracked, which 
appeared to be as a result of mechanical shock. Typical 
failures were a short through the base region, collector
to-emitter short, electrical overstress, current overstress, 
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and collector pellet melted. A harness investigation v'as 
run to determine if an intermitteut condition in the 
spacecraft harness may have caused the failure. The wig
gle harness test, with spacecraft power wpplied, was 
performed and no voltage transients were detected on 
the sensor lead. This test consisted of shaking the harness 
with everything working. 

The occurrence of these transistor failures, thought 
possibly to be due to a high-voltage, low-capacitance elec
trostatic discharge, prompted the fQllowing inquiry into 
the energy levels required to destroy certain types of 
transistors. A.., a result of this guessing that it was due to 
a static discharge, quite a few transistors were blown up. 
Each transistor was exposed to incfeasingly higher levels 
of energy until a failure occurred. In some cases, the 
energy levels required to produce failure or degenerative 
changes appeared to be higher than the 285 fLJ available 
from the test f'quipment. The energy source consisted of 
a 6 fLF capacitor kept between 500 and 1000 V by a high 
voltage power supply. The source was employed to 
charge a much smaller capacitor through the transistor 
under test each time a knife switch was activated. Any 
device that exhibited either outright failure or a param
eter change exceeding 10% was considered as having 
failed. 

The total number of transistors stressed in the course 
of this investigation was 19. Of this number, only a few 
were subjected to each of the several tests. However, 
certain trends appeared and conclusions were postulated. 
While certainly not definitive, they are clearly indicative 
of a relationship between low energy transients beyond 
the breakdown voltage and semiconductor degradation. 
Approximately 6.57< of the transistors failed when sub
jected to transients having energy levels between 40 and 
150 fLJ. Those that did not fail withstood energy levels 
as high as 285 fLJ. Only two, of which one was acciden
tally destroyed, did not show a marked and apparently 
pennanent change in the V rt versus Ie characteristic. Sev
eral of those that finally wert; destroyed also showed a 
progressive change in characteristics. 

One group of transistors was separated into two lots. 
One lot was stressed by a high-voltage, low-capacitance 
transient and the other by a lower voltage transient. 
Those members of each group that did fail, did so as a 
result of transient energy levels. This led to thc.\,:ntative 
conclusion that voltage level, as lor.g as it is in excess of 
breakdown, is of secondary importance to energy level. 
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In some transistors there appeared to be a correlation 
between the BV Ct. of an undamaged unit and its suscep
tibility to damage by a transient applied from collector 
to emitter. Epitaxial and alloy transistors both exhibited 
failure in the 40-150 fLJ range, although the flpitaJdll con
figuration afforded higher breakdown voltages. It ap
peared that once these voltages were exceeded, epitaxials 
were no more resistant to transient damage than alloy 
types. These transistors were dissected and sectioned, 
and photomicrographs taken. The important point here 
is that when a static discharge takes place, the transistor 
doesn't have to burn up; it explodes. The mechanical 
failures that occurred in the early transistor failures 
and were attributed to something else, were actually 
a static discharge. So, if you dissect a transistor that has 
failed and all you see is a faint crack with no bum, it 
could very well b~ due to a static discharge. 

It is apparent from these tests that a human charged 
to a voltage of 1000 V or more by static electricity has 
sufficient potentl~l energy to destroy a transistor merely 
by touching any tenninal of the transistor with one of 
the other tenninals grounded. The review board in this 
case made some recommendations to prevent damage. 

(1) The review of practices to eliminate the opportu
nity for static buildup on operating personnel and 
correction where needed. 

(2) Provide for use of antistatic treated protective 
clothing and spacecraft covers. 

(3) Ground the spacecraft at all times. 

(4) Temlinate disconnected connectors with static 
drain resistors or special tenninations when the 
spacecraft is without all control items installed or 
connected. 

(5) Assure that all sensor lines are terminated with 
transducers or equivalent resistors. 

(6) Inve~tigate and reinvestigate spacecraft for ground
isolated control items and establish grounds where 
necessary. 

In many cases, a person would walk by a box which 
was ungrounded and it would build up a potential of 
several hundred volts. Someone else would walk by and 
add more charp:e to it until eventualiy a transistor would 
break down. It did not always happen. It was intennittent 
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and depended on the kind of charge that was built up, 
th(! polarity, the way it was rubbed, etc. 

In closing this brief summary of some static case his
tories, it must be emphasized that the resolution of this 
aspect of EMI requires the application of the whole spec-

trum of EMC capabilities. The analysis of potential 
problem areas and the application of practical fix;~s 
crosses all organizational lines, both technical and admin
istrative. Early recognition and remedial action are u 
prerequisite to a successful mission, as exemplified by 
the Surveyor program. 

Discussion 

Lawrence C. Montgomery: I have a couple of comments - on~ of 
them is that many enginf"f'rs have decided that, sincr. the range 
requires I-ampere, I-watt type squibs, they have solved the static 
p;oblem. They say: why do we have to worry about these static 
charges? On the Spacecraft Prototype T-21, I think It was I-A, 
loW squibs that were fired due to static discharge. Therefore, 
there is still a problem. 

Sam Saharaff: That is true. In many cases the squibs are safer than 
the associated circuitry. When I say squibs fired, I do not always 
mean that the sqUibs themselves were initiated by the static. That 
is not entirely true. If there is an SCR (silicon control1ed rectifier) 
or transistors somewhere in the circuit, exposed ~FI-wise to the 
external environment, that can initiate the explosion of the squibs. 

Lawrence C. Montgomery: My second comment is on th" ionized 
air blower. It works quite wel1 to get rid of the static charges; 
however, some of the scientists should remember to keep all eye 
on it because on Maril'le1' 1967, we had a problem because we 
saturated one of the instruments with the ionized air blower. We 
had a hard time finding it. Another comment concerns techniques. 
You probably al\ are familiar with the static charge measuring 
meter that is commonly used. We made handy use of it on the 
Surt;eyor while at Cape Kennedy, taking measurements every 
hour or so around the spacecraft, because we did not trust that 
al\ of the static charges had been tak~n care of. 

Sam Slibaroff: That is entirely correct. I took the meter home one 
'day and tested it. I had a piece of Teflon and I took what I call 
my standard for rubbing Teflon, a camel's hair brush, and just 
brushed it. I could detect thousands of volts on it. 

Gurdip S. Saran: There are sf''I'eral important points I would like 
to bring up - the first or: .. pertains to the voltage buildup on the 
Survellor spacecraft during the trajectory. S. Sabaroff and I were 
both involved with this and have done some analysis on it. The 
first one is the critical voltage breakdown as a function of altitude. 
Usual\y I have heard altitudes such as 100,000 or 50,000 ft. I think 
you must consider the sh<.ck around the spacecraft 01' the area 
around the nose fairing. It depends on what particular point you 
are referring to; the booster or the spacecraft. For instance, I think 
if you will look at the stagnant point at the nose fairing, you prob
aLly will have a critical point around 200,000 ft or higher. How
ever, if you are referring to some point in the back. it will 
probably be around 100,000 ft. I rf'ally bring this up just to get 
some other comments on this. 

The second point is that early in the program we had started to 
think about the electric field strength measurements. We had given 
SOlne thought to flying an experiment but, as a result of lade of 
timing, we could not quite get to this. I bring this to the attention 
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of the fellow scientific experimenters in the category that we have 
been talking about the last few days: Tllere are engineering experi
ments and the scientific experiments. I would. like very much for 
someone, who pas the first opportunity, to fly this particular type 
of experiment. If he has a better chance of flying this under the 
classification of a scientific experiment, I would be willing to 
back it up as a SCientific experiment rather than an engineering 
experiment. 

Another point I would like to mmtion here is the roncern we 
had for a discharge before thE'! spacecraft tOttched the lunar sur
face. We did some studies and satisfied ourselves that we would 
not have a static discharge problem. If you take the exhaust from 
the retro and from the vernier engines, you can treat them as an 
eqUivalent impedance; a certain ionized medium. Without being 
too fancy, you can say that this ionized medium '~ going to be a 
unifonn charge distribution with a certain imIlt'ia,'\cf' ;;0 *.hat it 
will help drab the charges off if they are built up. ~etuming to 
the electric field str~'tlgth measurements, it would be very useful 
to have these experim, ats made in the near future. Like all of us, 
I would like to be able to make a statement that we can predict 
the electric field strength, not to approximately one order of mag
nitude, but within one order of magnitude. 

Richard H. Kelkenberg: I am rather ignorant on the subject that 
you are ta1lcing about, but it is quite interesting. The question that 
comes to my mind is that YOll talk in terms of possible potentials 
or that you can measUc'e potentials on the spac-.craft, but then you 
say the key thing is the energy content. Have you actually made 
measurements to determine what quantities of energy you do 
accumulate? If you have the potential, is there some way you can 
actually find the equivalent capacitance so ;,hat when you dis
cparge the charge that is accumulated by someone walking by, or 
hy stroking with the camel hair brush, you know hoW much 
enL'1'gy is there? 

Sam Sabaroff: Ordinarily, when you delicately rub something, the 
('nergy content is not very high. The voltages are high because of 
the type of inslliating surface. ·1 cannot answer your question rli
rectly and I real\y' can't give you any numbers. I might quickly 
point out that one big area of investigation which I didn't even 
mention' is that ~ actually took a spacecraft, the Spacecraft 
Prototype T-21 test vehicle, and pu~ it through its paces from the 
point of vie'f of its sUJiseptibility to static charge and discharge. 
It was catastrophic. By that, I Illean that we ruled out almost 
e\'erything tha> could blowout. I have a report on this but don't 
have ti[llt.' to read from it. I.t pointed up ql!ite distinctly and quite 
h('avily that we have to keep looking at grounding, bonding, shield
ing, low resistance i:rounds. and an sorts of things; which bore fruit 
on Surnyor 'II' hue 15 out vi 7 (,f the spacecraft W{'1'e successful. 
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Discussion (contd) 

Henry M. Hoffart: S{'v{'ral years Olgo, "'est~m EledriL iSoued a re
port and state..\ that, on their solid-state production lines, the 
ft'llIale workers g{'nt'rated up to approximately 2500 V potential. 
'\'ow thl pC~t'ntial diHl'rence can reverse from toe to ht'ad and so 
\-,UiOllS llclrts of your b(){ly can h~we various levels of potential. 
Tlll'Y fOllnel that till' "n'r.lge female is equivalent to a 6OO-pF 
capa! itor; so you can base tht' energy levels on that. 

Wil.iam J. Coleman: The energy which can be stored eledrostat
ic~llly hy a chr;;c·<1 object is given by the relatively simple equa
tion that energy is eql'al to one h:tlf the voltage squared times the 
capacitance. The trick, of courst', is to detennine the correct value 
of capacitance to us . In the case of spacecraft or other isolated 
bodies, one can use (he In~t:l(xI of equivalent spheres, then simply 
take the radius Of the spht:_'e as being equal to the capacitance. 
Of course, when you have separating bodies and are wt)rried about 
the interstage discharge, the capacitance becomes much more 
difficult to dt'termine because now there is a mutual canacitance 
parameter to consider. The reas~1l I wanted to make the com
Ilwnt ab()ut capacitance is because of the value just quoted for 
a woman. The capacitance is quoted for workmen as being some
thing like 750 pF. However, this value is obtained by measuring 
lhe capacitance of a typical lJerson, geometrically speaking, stand
ing with typical thickness of shoe soles on a conducting floor. 

\\'e r'-c"atly made some measurements of capacitance at the 
l\'orth Americ. n ROl:kwell Spaee Division, in which we wanted 
to know the capacitance of an astronaut lying on the couch _of th(· 
command module. \\-e foune! that \'alue to be on the order ot 
1200 pF. Then we noticed of course that the capacitance of a 
person is exponentially proportional to the distallce of the body 
from the (''lnducting plane. For instance, we had Dr. Janles W. 
Haffner stand 011 a conducting plane with insulated socks on and 
his capacitance increased to 3,000 to 4,000 pF as I recall. So you 
have to he extremely careful if you do computations on ilie energy 
available for discharge. ~fake certain that you have the right 
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capacitance. You should not u;;e industrial values, unless vou are 
aware that these values '.Vere taken for typical thickne!'ses of 
sho~ soles. 

Sam Sabaroff: We worried about separation of Surveyor from 
Centaur and how to keep metallic contact with the Surveyor 
spacecraft until it had gone some distance away, and ilien have 
the metallic contact break. This meant then iliat the charge and 
potential due to an abrupt separation would be partially nullified. 
After worrying it rijlht up through to the top level, JPL issued a 
letter on this subject from which I will read. "The potential prob
lem of electrostatic discharge between tl.e Surveyor and Centaur 
during separation has been under comprehensive examination. 
Consideration has been given to various possible detailed studies 
and tests to better understand the discharge phenomena. Other 
programs using similar vehicles,that may have encountered elec
trc3tatic discharge problems have also been investigated. In addi
tion, possible hardware changes to minimize potential deleterious 
effects on the spacecraft have been carefully studied. The feasi
bility :Jf incorporating discharge wires as proposed in the reference 
letter cannot be tested and verified in time for SC-l. Based on 
analysis made so far, it has been concluded that the risks of dis
charge problems for SC-l are acceptable at this time. However, 
inw,tigations of the potential problem should continue for subse
quent missions." SC-l had been dei_yed and delayed due to some 
of these problems being worked on and our not having f.ill confi
dence that it would work. So this was a managerial decision and 
.lpparently a correct one. 

, 
George N. Burkhardt: I wO).lld like to point out that the particular 
recorder that ~fr. Sabaroff mentioned here that was recording its 
own transients was the ground support recorder that I referred 
to in my talk also. This particular recorder was an, integral 
part of the direction fir.ding equipment that was in use servicing 
that spacecraft. We measured broadband interference levels 
from that instrunlent which, within the band-pass of the receiver, 
would keep them blocked at all times dUring tests. 
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Control of Electrostatic Interference in Spacecraft 

Aubrey J. Buffs and Roberf W. Ellison 
Mortin-Marietta Corporation - Denvu Division 

Denver, Colorado 

I. Introduction 

This paper was written to relate recent subsystem in
ternal EMC problems in the electrostatic area and to 
convey a concern for the control of such phenomena on 
spacecraft programs. Hopefully, this discussion of the 
problem, analysis, and laboratory tests will serve to point 
out the need for prediction and resolution of electrostatic 
problems on existing or future spacecraft programs. 

Inertial guidance systems anomalies were experienced 
on two recent spacecraft launches. On one flight, the 
inertial guidance system commanded shutdown before 
the programmed velocity-to-be-gained had actually been 
achieved. On the other flight, the missile steered a course 
that was not expected. A subsequent bit-by-bit playback 
revealed that four computer errors had occurred on the 
first flight at an altitude of 88,000 ft: (1) an error in the 
multiply operation, (2) an error in instruction processing, 
(3) an error in the accelerometer prOCtssor, and (4) an 
error in vehicle attitude. Guidance system performance 
was satisfactory prior to and after the anomaly. On the 
other flight, an erroneous accelerometer count was gen
erated at an altitude of 58,000 ft; this resulted in a yaw 
left . _'ering command taking 10.5 s to null. However, 
transient detectors installed prior to the second flight 
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were not affected. Postflight analysis revealed that the 
digital computer was more susceptible to submicrosecond 
transients than the detectors, which in tum indicated that 
submicrosecond transients were involved. 

II. Electrostatic Analysis and Tests 

To determine the susceptibility of the guidance system, 
tests were performed by generating discharges near the 
complete subsystem. The energy required to create com
puter errors was discovered to be very small. Only 500-
600 ergs were required. Yet, ordnance is typically safe at 
over 40,000 ergs. It appears that all digital systems, en
coders, and recorders are equally susceptible to submi
crosecond discharges of exceedingly low energy content. 
This information led us to suspect an electrostatic 
discharge, since electrostatic discharges typically occur 
in submicrosecond intervals, do not recur at short inter
vals, and further, usually involve small energy contents. 

The possible sources of electrostatic discharges were 
investigated. One of the first possibilities involved the 
payload fairing, which was metal coated with ablative 
material. It was conjectured that atmospheric ice crystals 
or dust may have charged the payload fairing with re
spect to the booster or, at least, charged the coating with 
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respect to the base meta l underneath . It was necessary 
to tes t the coating since almost no literature was avail
able. Figure 1 shows the tcst setup. At each altitude of 
interest, the vo ltage was raised until the power supply 
was tripped by a fl ashover, or "punch through," of the 
coating. A camera was used to record any flashovers that 
might be observed with the eye in the darkened chamber. 
1 t was fo und that Hashovers were obtained at the alti
tudes indica ted in Table 1. These results seemed to show 
that a definite probl m did exist and that the insulation 
material (lacqu r) covering the ablative coating must be 
made cOllducti ve. Suspecting that the characteristics of 
these materials migh t change with temperature, it was 
dccided to repea t the tes ts with larger tes t samples and 
to perform the tests with the coating heated to the tem
peratu res rf'corded in flight at the times of the guidance 
anomalies. These tes ts showed that above temperatures 
of 140°F it was not pcss ible to generate an electrostatic 
discharge. This was found to be due to the change in 
conducti vity of the lacquer coa ting; i.e., as temperature 

increased, the conductivity of the lacquer also increased, 
thus leaking any charge to ground. 

The next major suspected source of electrostatic dis
charge was the liquid cooling system associated with the 
guidance system. It was necessary to establish whether 
the liquid coolant had any electrostatic charging ten
dency. Charging tendency is defined as the charge 
density generated in a liquid when it flows through a 
capillary under standardized conditions and is expressed 
in microcoulombs per cubic meter (fA.C/m3

). This test 
technique was developed by the Royal Dutch/Shell Re
search and Development Department (Ref. 1). The ap
paratus (Fig. 2) consists of a metal reservoir, a 500-mrn 
metal capillary with a 3-mm bore, and a metal receiving 
vessel isolated from earth ground by 1013 n or greater. 
The metal reservoir and capillary are connected to earth 
ground. When a liquid is passed through the capillary, a 
separation of charges takes place. The liquid running into 
the receiving vessel will become positively or negatively 

_ .... ,- -.;:

.' , 

Fig. 1. Arrangement of electrostatic testi .... of coated panels 
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Table 1. Panel test results 

Altitude, Edge distance, 
Flashover voltage, kV' 

ft in~ Panel I" Panel 501 -

60,000 2 1.2 4.9 
6 3.0 5.2 

10 5.2 5.2 

80,000 6 - 2.9 

100,000 2 0.95 1.3 
6 1.6 1.'" 

10 1.5 1.~ 

"Flashover voltage is independent of edge distance on ponel 501 
at 60,000 and 100,000 ft , a. well a. an panel 1 at 100,000 ft . 

bO.025· in. Thermolog and lacquer on aluminum 2 X 2 ft . 

"O.OOS· in. Thermolog and lacquer on alum inum 2 X 2 ft. 

charged with the opposite charges flowing from the cap
illary to earth. The electros tatic voltmeter is connected 
from the receiving vessel to earth ground and is shunted 
by a capacitance, C, of predctermintd value. Several 
runs are suggested, after which the charging voltage, V , 
is averaged. 

The charging tendency, C T , is then calculated from: 

CT = V X C X 10-3 jJ.C/m' 

where 

C T = charging tendency in jJ.C/m3 

v = average electrostatic voltage in volts 

C = capacitance of receiving vessel plus any added 
capacitance in pF. 

Figure 3 shows the charging tendency obtained on sev
eral runs . As will be noted, this particular liquid has a 
charging tendency of about 3-4 jJ.C/m3

, which indicates 
that this liquid could cause the transfer system to develop 
a charge if any of the components failed to provide a 
leakage path to ground. 

The hardware comprising the coolant system was re
viewed . The primary wetted parts are Teflon-lined hoses, 
allodized fittings of tI-- AN type and heat exchanger 
plates with 'n the computer. It was postulated that elec
trostatic charging currents would be safely conducted to 
ground if all metal parts in the system provided less than 
109 n resistance to ground. A simple resistance check was 
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Fig. 2. Charging tendency apparatus 

made on three completed systems. All lines were found 
to have a resistance to ground of less than one n, except 
in one case. This flex line was found to have a high re
sistance to ground. Further examination showed that this 
high resistance was provided by the anodized coating on 
the AN fittings , i.e. , the low resistance found on other 
lines was not there by design, but simply because the 
ancdized coating was scratched off the parts during in
stallation. Thus, the possibility of having a "floated" fl ex 
hose had been established even though the probability 
did not appear to be high. \\ ork was continued to deter
mine what type v01tages could be generated by the sys
tem in the event a fl ex hose was not grounded. A simple 
laboratory tes t was conducted to determine the electro
static voltages that could be generated. 

A ground coolant pumping unit was attached to a flex 
hose loop with a segment of braid floated. In the test 
setup (Fig. 4), the coolant '..va ci rculated at the ys tem 
flow rates of 0.7 to 1.6 gal/min and the electrostatic volt
age on the braid was measured vs time. An electrostatic 
voltage of -3000 V was ob tained in a period of 106 min 
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Fig. 3. Charging potential vs flow-out time for test runs 5 
through 8, one liter of "fresh" FC-75 fluid 

(see Fig. 5). This was sufficient data to indicate that a 
breakdown could and would occur at upper altitudes. 

III . Conclusions 

The following observations are offered: 

(1) Digital systems have been found to be very suscep
tible to an electrostatic discharge. 

(2) High electrostatic voltages can be generated by 
certain liquids wh ile moving through ungrounded 
tubes or pipes. 

(3) Insulating coatings or materials may become tribo
electrically charged when used on the ex terior of 
spacecraft. 

In retrospect, the elpctrostatic problems that \"e have 
di cus ed and those (.!xperienced by such programs as 
050, Scout, '\[illlll e11lclII , and others, serve to point out 
the need for some down-to-earth control of electrostati cs 
by E~1C specifica tions. In considering what changes 
mu ·t be made in th '~se specifications, we must first agree 
on the parameter that must be controlled. 
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A stUdy of various electrosta tic phenomena will show 
that both an insulatir.g material and a charging mecha
nism are always involved. The charging mechanism in
volves motion of particles, liquids, gases. or in some 
instances the insulating material itself. The motion or 
dynamic situation can seldom be changed or modified 
enough to eliminate the charging mechanism. For example, 
Iiq uids must slosh or circulate; payload fairings must be 
moved through the atmosphere; payload covers must 
he removed for access; and rocket engine exhaust gases 
must exit. The e and many other dynamic situations are 
potential electrostatic charging mechanisms which will 
allow little, if any, modification . Therefore, there is only 
one factor that can be controlled to any degree: that 
factor is the resistivity of the materials exposed to these 
charging mechanisms. If conductive materials were 
always used, no electrostatic c~arge could be develolJd. 
and a sitclation that could be called electrostatic com
patibility (ESC) would exist. 

It is proposed , therefore , that EMC specifications be 
amended to control usage of insulating materials and fin
ishes. The use of materials or finishes having a resistivity 
less than lOti \l-cm will not pose a problem and can be 
ignored. Only those having a resistivity of 109 \l-cm or 
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greater need to be examined further. All subsystems 
should be examined in this fashion. As each material or 
finish having a resistivity greater than 109 O-cm is iden
tified, an analysis must be made to determine if the mate
rial is exposed to a dynamic situation that could produce 
an elpctrostatic charge. By proceeding through the sys
tem in this fashion, those insulating materials or finishes 
that could produce an electrostatic discharge will be 
pointed out. Those materials that are found to have a 
high resistivity and could produce an electrostatic dis
charge must be changed to one having a lower resistivity; 
alternatively, the d( ~ign should be modified so that a 
discharge path is provided. 

In many cases, th analysis will result in material or 
finish usages for which the resistivity is not readily avail
ahle. The liquid coolant mentioned earlier was just such 
a case. Determination vf the charging tendency of these 
materials must be made using simulated charging 

conditions. Tests, such as the payload fairing coating 
temperature-altitude and the liquid charging tendency, 
may be necessary. The EMC specification must include 
a requirement to demonstrate that no electrostatic charg
ing problem will exist when materials having unknown 
or high resistivities are employed in a situation involving 
an electrostatic charging mechanism. 

In summary, we submit three points: 

(1) Digital systems are extremely sensitive to electro
static discharges. 

(2) Insulating materials must be controlled to elimi
nate electrostatic problems on spacecraft with 
digital equipment. 

(3) EMC specifications should be amended to control 
usage of all insulating materials and finishes on 
spacecraft. 

Discussion 

Robert G. Peltzer: I would like to make a couple of comments 
that might be pertinent here. In the first place, I think your ideas 
are very good on this, and I think you can probably achieve good 
control of what you are after. However, if you are flying a space
craft with experiments on board, you have another problem. A lot 
of the particle types will be generating very high voltages which 
are subject to discharges. I have seen experiments that ran up to 
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about 20,OOO-kV square waves on some of their grids. You can 
get corona problems very easily if some pac. .ge in the system 
happens to blowout. outgas, and increase th~ pressure consider
ably up to the flashl>oint. r do not thin.\ that you can relax your 
specifications on the equipment itself that could burn out in this 
instance. You still have to watch that because you are going to 
have these experiments flying on some of these spacecraft. 
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The Concept of Single-Point Grounding 

Henry M. Hoffart 
General Electrl' Company 

Vall.y Forge Space Technology Laboratories 

King of Prullia, Po. 19406 

I. Introdudlon 

Grounding is one of the most critical and generally the 
most misunderstood interference control requirement for 
the design engineer, and in some instances, even for the 
electromagnetic interference control engineer. The term 
"ground" indicates a connection to fOarth, which in the 
case of spaceborne spacecraft, would be an impossible 
condition. Therefore, the term "ground" for airborne and 
space borne vehicles denotes a common reference point 
to which all the electrical and electronic equipment con
tained within the vehicle are referenced. Thus, the single
pomt grounding concept was developed and specified in 
numerous documents. 

Almost every electromagnetic compatibility spedfica
tion written specifically for spaceborne vehicles specifies 
that a single-point grounding concept must be used. In 
some specifications, single-point grounding is identified 
as the structure ground point (SGP), wherein ground 
leads are limited in length to less than 6 ft. The single
point grounding philosophy is often specified for the 
supporting ground-based equipment in an attempt to 
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mmlmlze potential differences between the spacecraft 
itself and its ground support equipment. 

Frequently, in order to minimize radiation, multiple
ground radio freC(uency circuits have been found to be 
necessary. Thus, (he single-point grounding concept has 
been circumvented. An electronic system consists of innu
merable discrete units located in a confined area with 
spacing of several yards between some units. To form a 
systt.m, these discrete units interface electrically, thus 
creating a problen. :ts to how to effectively implement 
the single-point grounding concept. The parameters em
ployed in analyzing and designing an effective grounding 
concept for any electrical and/or electronic system are a 
function of the equipment spectrum usage, location of all 
units, and interface criteria, which include power and 
single distribution when ground based and spacebome. 
The grounding concept must be de8igned on a system 
level rath~r than on an individual equipment basis be
cause of interface requirements. Effective grounding is 
not difficult to achieve if properJy approached within the 
engineering discipline of electromagnetic compatibility. 
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The single-point grounding concept is shown to exhibit 
advantages if effectively implemented. However, the 
single-point grounding concept will revert to multi!?le 
rcferencing to ground as frequency increases. The transi
tion frequencies will be a function of system config
uration and groundin~ conductor configuration. 

II. Grounding 

To the' uninitiated, the usual idea of handling un
wanted electric and e.ectromagnctic energy is to conduct 
it to eartH> This is the approach the electrical power 
industry undertakes to provide for personnel hazard pro
tection when dissipating power fault, lightning stroke, 
and magnetic storm currents. During the early part of 
the 20th century, wireless equipment and radios required 
a connection to earth. When such equipment was placed 
on ocean-going vessels and the early biplanes, it was soon 
determined that a connection to earth was not entirely 
nel essary. At sea, the ocean waters, which contain many 
conductive salts, provided the conductive medium to dis
sipate electric and electromagnetic energy from the ship's 
hull. In aircraft, this energy is dissipated into the atmo
sphere by the static dischargers located at the trailing 
edge of the wings. These dischargers contain many fine 
points to prevent impulsive discharging into the atmo- , 
sphere. To permit reasonable reception, the early battery
operated radios required a connection to earth in addition 
to an extensive antenna. Until recently, making:} con
nection to earth was thought to consist essentially of 
inserting a conducting material or a ground electrode, 
such as a rod, into the earth just below terrain level. It 
was the electrical power engineers who first attempted 
to apply engineering principles to grounding. Their in
terests were in effectively dissipating large currents 
safely into the earth, thus reducing personnel hazard 
conditions. It is only very recently that attention is being 
given to the natural and man-induced perturbations 
into earth and their effect on grounding system effective
ness (Refs. 1 and 2). 

The intended environment for a sp&cecraft is space. 
However, when the vehicle is being assembled and tested 
at the contractor's facilities, and when the vehicle is on 
the launch pad prior to lift-off, a connection to earth is 
made to protpct personnel from hazard. Though the sub
ject vehicle may have been designed to effect compli
ance with the single-po;nt grounding concept, the earth 
ground characteristics and the grounding s},stem for the 
vehicle and its associated ground support equipment will 
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alter and, in a great many instances, degrade the vehicle 
electronic equipment performance. 

Because of the concentration of electronic equipment, 
including high-powered radar and communications trans
mitters at several launch centers, such as Cape Kennedy, 
Vandenburg, and Wallops Island, above-surface connec
tions to the ground systems in the earth act as antennas 
and divert some of the radiating electromagnetic energy 
into the earth. These induced currents increase the cor
rosion rate of the ground electrodes, which in tum, due 
to the formation of semiconductor oxide layers, further 
increase current flow into the earth, ultimately destroy
ing the ground electrodes. This effect can be observed in 
many of the urban areas, where tall office buildings built 
of metal girders, sted reinforcing rods, plumbing, light 
and power systems, all act as antennas that detect the 
energy of local broadcast h;,d commercial communica
tions transmitters, and conduct the resulting currents to 
earth. When you add to this the peaks of energy con
tributed by magnetic storms conducted into the earth, 
the effects are e'.'idenced b) the increasing frequency of 
power failures in underground power distribution sys
tems. The transient currents thus induced into the soil 
cause large transients in the underground power distribu
tion system, resulting in cable and circuit breaker ruptcre. 

Soil structuH'S contain conductive and insulating par
ticles, with distribution varying with distance and depth. 
For a ground electrode to make an electrical contact to 
earth, a conducting medium must be present to reduce 
the resistance introduced by the insulating particles. Such 
a medium is present in most soil structures, being an 
electrolyte comprised of the salts present in the soil, and 
with the moisture or water table, forming electrolytic 
cells. Because of the variation in soil structures, the elec
trolytic cells are generally isolated from each other. 
When a safety ground system is installed, using multiple 
ground electrodes, connections ale made to multiple e*
trolytic cells (Refs. 3 and 4). Because of the variatio'n iri' 
salts and salt content, in addition to the variation in mois
ture content, each electrolytic cell will display pote'1tial 
variations relative to each other. Thus, the grounding 
system interconnecting across numerous electrolytic cells 
initiates a constantly changing current flow in the soil. 
Depending on the activity of the chemical electrolyte, 
measurements at distances in excess of 1200 ft from the 
safety ground system can detect the noise potentials 
when the safety ground electrodes are inter~v:1!lectecJ. 
In most cases, these currents prohibit the referencing 
of electronic equipment to the safety ground system. 
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Other electrochemical activities occur in the soil. Soil~ 
possessing sulphide and graphite minerals will genemtt~ 
currents in the earth, called spontaneous polarization, 
and appear as an additional source of noise. Underground 
water streams generate streaming potentials. A negative 
potential is left hehind with the moving water carrying 
a positive potential. Other natural phenomena include 
the potentials induced into the earth from lightning and 
magnetic storms, in whid: these potentials, traveling at a 
rate of 1fa t.le speed of light, will discharge into ground
ing systems. With the reactive components of the inter
connecting wires, these potentials cause the ground 
system to break into transient o3ctllation. The oscillating 
ground system will, in turn. induce additional perturba
tions into the soil and the referenced electronic equip-' 
ment. Telluric currents. caused in most part by sunspot 
activity and solar flares, will ,llso imluce noise poteniials 
into a ground system. Man has also introduced perturba
tions into the soil hy installing metallic objects, such as 
gas mains, water mains. and overhead high-tension lines, 
which induce currents into the sulphides present in the 
soil structure. • 

Thus, in spite of the mass of earth's mantle, the 
multiple-electrode safety ground system is unsatisfactory 
for instrumentation grounding purposes. The concept of 
single-point grounding can therefore he used to provide 
a low-noise connection to earth. A low-noise or quiet 
ground system is specified in a NASA grounding specifi
cation (Ref. 5). The radial ground system (Fig. 1), when 
installed at the contractor's plant so as to provide a 
single-point ground reference to earth, as a quiet ground 
will provide the ground reference for the space vehicle 
and for the associated ground support equipment. When 
the space vehicle is remotely located from the ground 
support equipment. individual radial ground systems 
providl' the quiet ground reference for the vehicle and 
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the ground support equipment, with circuitry isolation 
being provided between the interfacing remote locations. 

III. Single-Point Grounding 

Similar ground noise conditions exist in a spacecraft 
when the on-board electronic equipment is multiple ref
erenced to the vehicle. When noise currents disturb and 
alter the p!'Tformance of the referenced electronic equip
ment. the p'l'Oblem is attribut~d to "ground loops." 
Though "ground 10Dps'" is an erroneous tenn, it has be
come a part of our ·vocabulary. An analysis of this 
phenomenon. clearly shows th~t "ground loops" are in 
reality co.rrent loops in the conductive material serving 
as the ground plane. ,Thest: current loops are due to 
mutual inductance coupling from current carrying cables 
placed in close proximitv to the ground plane, which can 
hp the frame ~~d skin of the space vehicle (a practice 
followed to provide shielding of one side of the cables 
by the vehicle skill), or· can he due to impinging radiated 
encrgy or the moving charges on a spacecraft skin while 
in fligat. Impinging radiated energy on the vehicle skin 
will also create additional current lor,ps, partitalarly if 
oxide layers have' formed on the. ~n or frame ,naterial, 
which frequently is aluminum, magnesium, or Jther light
weight metals that oxidize very readily. 

When an electronic unit is to be referenced to a ground 
plane (Fig. 2), the conductor or connecting wire between 
the unit to be ground refereoilced and the ground plane 
will exhibit a series impedance, which consists of 
Rac + Rac + IwL. The series inductance of the connect
ing wire in parallel with the distributed capacitance 
between the unit and the case will resonate at some fre
quency. Below the resonant frequency, the impedance 
will be approxim~tely equal to Rdr up to a frequency 
between f,l2 and f,110 (fr = resonant frequency). The 
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Fig. 1. Radial ground-quiet ground: (a) top view, (b) side view 
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Fig. 2. Grounding criteria 

frequency below resonance, at which impedance will 
begin to rise, will be a function of the "Q" of the ground
ing circuit. In grounding, therefo.e, the resonant fre
quency shot·ld be designed to be between an octave to 
a decade higher than the highest frequency components 
to .... e pro~essed by the unit being referred to the ground 
plane. 

It is seldom that a spacecraft or its associated ground 
support equipment ~ontains a single unit. Instead, two 
or more "'Hits will constitute the electrollic system on 
board the spacecraft or in the GSE equipment. Figure 3 
i!lustrates the conditions existing when units comrrising 
a system are referenced individually to the nearest point 
on the vehicle. The genellltor En is the eddy current loop 
in the vehicle skin in series with the skin impedance. The 
series resis·ance of the skin combines the dc and ac re
sistances (with the ac resistance being variable with fre
quency), ill audition to a transient resistance. The 
transient H-sistance is an instantaneous increase in resis
tance which occurs with a rapid change in induced 
('~lITents into the skin. When the interfacing units have 
common signal and static referencing, the generator 
component of the skin appears as an additive signal, and 

I 

if the noise signal component is of sufficient amplitude, 
then system performance is degraded or altered to a 
higher error bit rate. 

The standard practice that has been follo\\ed in space 
vehicle design to comply with the single-point groundiPg 
specification requirements is illustrated in Fig. 4. Though 
each unit interfaces, the varying lengths of the ground 
reference conductors with their associated reactive com
ponents will, due to electrical operation of each unit, 
introduce noise voltages into the individual units com
prising the system. In addition, the distributed capaci
tance between each unit and the vehicle frame and skin 
will also add noise potentials. The unit farthest from the 
vehicle single-point ground, with the specified length of 
the ground reference conductor limited to six ft, will reso
nate at the lowest frequency and act as a radiator of the 
signals being processed by the particular unit. 

• 
An improvement can be made (Fig 5), if a conductor 

serving as a ground plane is used to electrically refer
ence all units to the VEhicle single-point ground. This 
single-point grou:-h.1ing concept places each unit at a 

SYSTEM 
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Fig. 3. Multiple grounding to vehlcl. skin 
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Fig. 4. Standard lingle-point grounding 

Fig. 5. Improved single-point grounding 

smaller potential difference, thus reducing possible EMI 
perturbations. However, due to reactive losses in the 
ground plane wiring, this concept is marginal for digital 
signal format equipment. 

Figure 6 illustrates the single-point grounding concept 
used in the latest series of vehicles. The separation of the 

() 

STATIC GROUND 

VEHICLE SKIN 

GROUND PLANE 

VH"CLE SKIN 

static and signal ground planes isolates the signal cir
cuitry from the unit enclosures and reduces the total 
distributed capacitance by series isolation. Thus, the 
capacitive coupling coefficient is reduced with a conse
quent reduction in noise. Nevertheless, as frequency in
creases, even this system becomes a multiple-ground 
reference system due to capacitive reactances. 

S!GNAL GROUND 

VEHICLE SKI N 

Fig. 6. Optimum lingle-point grounding 
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IV. Conductor Configuration 

Because wires and conductors display series reactance 
and impedance variable with frequency, the choice of 
conductors used for the ground planes becomes critical, 
especially if the units of the system process high fre
quency communication signals or fast rise time digital 
data. Of the various configurations of conductors avail
able, the unilay or concentric-lay stranded conductor has 
the most rapid increase in series reactance and imped
ance with an increase in frequency. If the flexibility of 
the stranded conductor is necessary, then litz wire can 
effectively replace standard stranded conductors. Litz 
wire, due to the interwer.'/ing of the insulated strands, 
will display a low impedance characteristic up to the low 
MHz area of the frequency spectrum. 

Rectangular or flat conductors can be used as the equi
potential ground planes, provided proximity effects are 
equal at both edges. Implementation of equal proximity 
effects for flat conductors is difficult to achieve in either 
spacecraft or ground support equipment. Unequal prox
imity effects will alter the phase displacement of the 
current paths, allowing the flat conductors to function as 
stub antennas to detect radiation fields or to radiate the 
current changes in the flat conductor. Because of the in
creasing separation of currents as frequency is increased 
due to skin effect, the Rae component increases very 
rapidly, and the added mutual inductance increases the 
series self-inductance of the flat conductor. 

The solid round conductor, available commercially in 
sizes up to No. 6A we, displays less rapid change 
in series impedance with frequency than the previously 
mentioned conductor configurations. The optimum con
ductor configuration is the tubular conductor. Longitu
dinally, the tube looks like a shorted turn; thus, the 
conductor displays a series inductance that is inversely 
proportional to frequency. As the wall thickness is re
duced, the Rac:Rtc ratio is reduced as well, introducing 
the additional advantage of reducing the weight of the 
conductor. Copper tubes are used for ground planes in 
the new generation of spacecraft now being designed 
and built. The transmission line concept of the twin 
tubular buses will further reduce the propagation of 
noise voltages in the signal and static ground planes. 
Increasingly, commercially available electronic equip
ment is being designed with circuitry isolated from the 
equipment case to enable separate ground referencing. 
This grounding concept was used for the NASA-ACE-S/C 
acceptance checkout equipment used in the Apono pro-
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gram (Ref. 6). The 12 systems located in 4 areas have 
had no significant EMI problems to date. 

In a recent spacecraft design, where the electronics 
system processes analog signal levels in the low po V range, 
the vehicle ground point is remotely located from the 
ele~tronics subsystem (see Fig. 7). To comply with 
the single-point grounding specification requirement and 
to use the tubular ground distribution system, concentric 
tubular conductors were used. The wall thickness of the 
inner and outer copper tubes could be reduced whlle 
maintaining sufficient mechanical rigidity and simulta
neously reducing weight to a minimum. The outer tube 
was used as the static ground plane and the inner tube as 
the signal ground plane, both terminating at the vehicle 
ground point via a disk. The dielectric between the inner 
tube and the outer tube is primarily air, with support to 
the inner tube being provided by an edge wound plastic. 
At the subsystem end, litz wire was used to separately 
reference the signal and static grounds. Within the sub
system, small diameter thin-walled twin parallel copper 
tubes distributed the equal potential signal and static 
ground reference. 

With the increasing use of microminiature circuitry, 
the effectivity and the series impedance of the ground 
plane is increasing in importance. The effectiveness of 
Faraday electrostatic shields to reduce radiation alld 
capacitive coupling between integrated circuit modules 
depends on the low-impedance CODl),:oCtion and the char
acteristics of the ground distrioution system. This is 
particularly true for manned vehicles, since astronaut 
personnel hazards have to be minimized by reducing 
potential gradients. 

V. Quiet Ground Noise 

It should be no surprise that most so-called quiet 
grounds that connect to a building safety ground or to a 
remotely located single-ground electrode have almost as 
much noise current as the building ground. One installa
tion has a single-ground electrode in the earth, connected 
via a 4OO-ft-Iong No. 2/0 stranded conductor cable to a 
rectangular copper plate. The vehicle undergoing test is 
referenced to the quiet ground plate via a smaller diam
eter stranded conductor. The various subsystems com
prising the electronics on board the spacecraft showed 
degraded performance characteristics. Using standard 
radio interference-field intensity receivers and spec
tr'lm ar'llyzers, current probes and antennas, it was 
found that local broadcast station signals appeared on 
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the quiet ground. At best, the quiet ground was only 
35 dB better than the building safety ground at about 
180 Hz. At the higher frequencies, i.e., above one MH:l, 
the quiet ground system noise approached or exceeded the 
building safety ground noise levels. The noise figures 
were approximately 80 dB above one }LA, rms. The high 
series impedance el!.hibited by the ground cables at these 
frequencies and the length of the cables contributed to 
the high level of noise components. Revision vi the quiet 
grounding system b? replacing the stranded conductors 
with copper tubing would significantly reduce the noise 
figures. A nearby small diameter copper water pipe, 
though multiple referenced to the building metal frame
work, was decidedly quieter than the quiet ground, 
being some 40 to 50 dB lower. 

VI. Conclusion 

The very recent change in the l'Tational Electrical 
Code, reducing leakage and reactive ground currents for 
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electrical and electronic equipment from 0.005 to 
0.0005 A, will, in new equipment, reduce currents in the 
soil and reduce personnel hazard potentials. Interference 
reduction filter networks will now have to be designed 
with by-pass capacitors connected from line to line in
stead of line to ground. Adaptation of line-to-line bypass
ing for tbe 400-Hz power lines in spacecraft will reduce 
circulating currents in Ll}e vehicle skin. 

Single-point grounding is a useful and effective 
grounding concept in both spacecraft and associated 
ground support equipment, if it is effectively imple
mented. The concept and its use, which have been mis
used in the past, have created considerable consternation 
among design engineers (Rf'f. 7). Designing the ground
ing system on a system level, with grounding tree distri
bution, will improve the electromagnetic compatibility 
characteristics of electronic and electrical equipment, not 
only in the space program, but also in worldwide com
munications equipment and systems. 
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Discussion 

Heary M. Hoffa:1: Because the experimenters are working at low 
frequencies and with very low amplitudes, the overall grounding 
system plan can take the experimenter's requirements into consid
eration. For example, if the experiment is located on a boom of 
the vehicle, you can run copper tube out to the end of that boom 
and reference the equipment to that copper tube. Run the wiring 
inside the copper tube and then there will be a ground reference 
back to the vehicle single-point ground. The spacecraft will be 
grounded and mounted on a booster. The booster will have its own 
single-point ground lind the space vehicle will have its own vehicle 
ground point. In this case, for any interface that exists between 
the spacecraft and the booster vehicle, both ac and dc isolaticn 
mu~t be provided. Isolation of ac will be provided by transformers 
and dc isolation by a de supply actuating a relay on command and 
then either the booster or the space vehicle provides its own dc 
source. 

When you have the vehicle mounted on its launch pad and the 
ground support equipment is located in the blockhouse or another 
building, or when the GSE is occasionally located in two or three 
different areas that are remote from each other, then each equip
ment has its own instrumentation, radial type ground, individually 
referencing that equipment to earth. Again there is ac and de 
isolation between the various GSE system components that are 
remotely located. By this means. you can comply with the re
quirements of the single-point grounding concept and actually 
have an acceptable grounding system. 

Edward R. ZinnI Would you repeat and amplify yo~ last statement 
on how you employ the single-point ground concept when you 
have several pieces of GSE equipment? 

Henry M. Hoffart: To give an example, at Cape Kennedy there are 
two GSE equipments that are remotely located from each other; 
one is at the MSO building, the other at LCC 89 and there is an 
interface between the two equipments. The distance apart is roughly 
5 mi. So, the GSE equipment located in the MSO building is 
referenced to a radial ground in the earth and distri'>uted out 
through the building to the equipment. At LCC 89, the equipment 
has its own radial type ground. The interface between the two 
equipments is via telephone lines with transformer isolation at 
each end between the two equipments. So, the grounds are com
pletely isolated and it is completely a two-wire system. 

Chet Hastings: We have applied a concept similar to what you are 
suggesting. From the EMI engineer's work in the beginning stages 
on equipment, we develop a concept where we implement an 
overall system drawing of the grounding. This constrains the de
sign process so that the individual designers are forced to come up 
with the isolation 'transformers or whatever means are needed to 
comply with this grounding concept. But the problem comes up in 
that this costs money and it can always be challenged by design 
engineers when they can see an easier way to do it. So what has 
happened to me is that the credibility of the grounding analysis 
always comes under fire. I wondered if you had some good words 
on how to overcome that problem. 

Henry M. Hoffart: I had that problem initially whe'l 1 CII'l'e UP 
with this concept for NASA. I fimlly convinced them and so now, 
when any questions come up, I simply point to the equi!;.ment 
that has been built, installed, and used. You cannot argue with 
success. Actually, the important thing to discuss with design engi
ncers and for them to consider is that any type of wire itself 
represents a discrete component. In other words, a capacitor 
has capacitance and we normally treat it as a capacitor, but we 
also have tc recognize the face that a capacitor has resistance and 
indu .tance. A retard coil or an inductor has capacitance and re-
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sistance anrl ~o on. Well, a wire also has resistance, inductance, 
and capacitance. If I explain it that way to a design engineer and 
also explain to him that a ground system, whether it is connected 
to earth or otherwise (because it isn't always necessary to make 
the connection to earth in all cases) simply provides a zero poten
tial reference to the equipment, so that all parts of the system can 
float up and down together when it is tied together as a system. 
I do not care how much they float as long as the items at opposite 
ends of the system are floating up and down together so that 
the rel?tive potential between the two is negligible. 

Chet Hastings: I think the point is that there needs to be a more 
systematic way of applying and analyzing the grounding, so that 
the answers can be developed in terms that the designer will 
accept. There is always the matter of economics involved. The 
designer says, "Yes, that is a good system, but can we get by with 
a system that is not as good." 
Henry M. Hoffart: I agree. The economics involved in that are this. 
Assume that they are using tubular buses and the twin tubular 
buses are more expensive initially, but the net result in the long 
run is that the EMI problems will be far fewer. Economically, the 
initial cost will be higher but the long-term cost and the ability to 
deliver the vehicle or the equipment on time will not have suffered. 

William R. Johnson: We have beer. ~tudying ~:ounding from an 
analytical and an operational standpoi ,t at TRW for some time now. 
We have ab')ut reached the conclusion that a single-point ground 
system will work if you do the proper things, or a multiple-ground 
system will work if you do the proper things. Unfortunately, it 
seems that no ont; d.Je5 the proper things to either system. One of 
the biggest fallacies that we found in single-point grounding is 
this concept of actually having one single point on the ground 
plane system. When you have separation over an earth that has 
fairly high resistivity, and the earthdoes~pjlear primarily resistive, 
then you have to maintain a physicar-singl~ point because a com
mon resistance current flow in a ground plane will actually cause 
different potentials to exist. When you try 10 extrapolate this same 
technique into a spacecraft system where you have a ground 
plane, although perh~ps mediocre in some cases, you carry with 
you disadvantages, the primary one being that you have to carry 
wires from each individual system or subsystem back to this single 
point or mecca that they generally refer to as a vehicle ground 
point. 

Typically, we do not carry each individual circuit back because 
the amount of wiring would probably create the need for larger 
boosters. So, we bunch them all together and carry them back. 
Basically, we get unity mutual coupling then between these indi
vidual circuits because of common impedances, both the resistive 
portion and the mutual inductive portion. If you carry them back 
separate!" ·,t they are all in fairly close proximity, you lose the 
mutu: : ,the component of coupling, but you ~till retain a 
fairly I ". sized mutual inductance. 

N,,, .. , if you have a ground plane that is modestly good. you 
ha\e a sj>U:ltion similar to that on which Boeing did some work a 
cou..,le of years ago on mutual inductive coupling for aircraft 
stmctures They found that the resistive components of the current 
that flow in the ground plane tend to bunch up under the wires 
at very low frequencies. This means that at some distance away, 
if you set another circuit down, you really don't see the potential 
lir;!"S in the ground plane as though the current were flowing 
hvmogeneously to the ground. They found that in two circuits, 
both referenced to ground at each end, the mutual inductive 
coupling would take over in a region of 400 or 500 Hz for an 
duminl'm structure. The problem then is one of mutual inductive 
or mutual capacitive coupling. 
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Discussion (contd) 

At the low frequency region, at modest currents, we generally 
have mutual inductive coupling. Therefore, carrying the wires 
back to this central ground point creates an additional area of 
wiring over which the mutual inductive coupling is very good. If 
WP, use the technique of grounding the individual circuit to the 
ground plane at some point on the ground plane, and ground the 
second circuit at some point close to its terminus rather than carry 
it back to the same point that the first one was grounded, we can 
eliminate or at least reduce the mutual inductive coupling. The 
only problem we have then is mutual resistance, which would tend 
to put the ground plane at these two different points at different 
potentials. This is overcome again by the fact that the mutual 
resistive currents or the resistive components of the current tend to 
flow near the circuits at fairly low frequencies. So we really strap 
ourselves carrying all this extra wire around and we strap ourselves 
further by actually creating paths just to implement a philosophy. 
I frankly do not think this philosophy has ever been looked into in 
enough detail analytically to really determine that it is justifiable. 

Henry M. Hoffart: I feel that it is justifjable if it is approached in
telligently. I think the big problem is the fact that the term is mis
construed. Perhaps we ought to change the term to a single-point 
grounding concept. Everybody feels as though all you do is make 
one connection to the spacecraft regardless of the length of the 
leads. This is the big prohlem. Then you end up as you have stated, 
with a large group of leads which have resistive and mutual 
coupling components involved. I believe that the term itself has 
evolved into an erroneous connotation. Perhaps we ought to change 
the term. Actually the single-point grounding concept is a good 
one if it is effectively implemented. You still end up with multiple
point grounding because as you go higher in frequency, due to 
capacitive reactance, you are going to be multiple grounded 
anyway. So you only have a single-point grounding concept at the 
very low frequency end of the spectrum. 

William R. Johnson: This is quite true, and I wonder why we try 
to extend it then into regions of frequency where it has distinct 
disadvantages. In the 6O-Hz environment, in checkout, and such 
things as this, there are inherent advantages in single-point 
grounded balanced circuits, but we run into great disadvantages 
very quickly, at least in the spacecraft field. Trying to implement 
either philosophy parochially, gets us into a lot of trouble OGO is 
an example of one where we used the hybrid grounding system. 
Experiments tha~ were ~ensitive to magnetic fields obviously could 
110t tolerate currl nts flowing on shield& that were induced down in 
the spacecraft area. They could not tolerate single-wire circuits 
which used the ground as a return path because of the magnetic 
moment. So, those circuits were left floating at the boom ends. The 
electrostatic experiments, such as Bob Peltzer's, required no 
E fields. They could tolerate magnetic fields, so everything got 
grounded in many places. I think the grounding has got to consider 
the circuit needs, and not just follow a philosophy. 

G. L. Miller: I have some reservation about this whole scheme that 
you have outlined which I think I could make clearer by referring 
to your Fig. 6. Now, in that scheme we see that the signal grounds 
are hooked into the lowest points of the triangles, which are 
intended to be amplifiers inside each box. The amplifier ground is 
referred to the line that you have called signal ground. The case, 
howevcr, is referred through capacitive coupling to what you call 
vehicle skin. That means that the case is moving with respect to 
the signal ground. That means that if there is capacitive coupling 
as you have drawn it between the amplifier input and the case, 
which there will be, that signal enters directly into the amplifier. 

Henry M. Hoffart: Correct, but nonnally what will happen because 
of the dimensions of the case? The value of capacity between am-
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plifier and case is normally larger than from case-to-vehicle skin 
value. The total area in one case will only be one side of the case, 
the capacity between one side of the case and the vehicle skin, 
whereas in the other there is the entire case and the electronics, its 
associated capacitance, and also the wiring that would be internal 
to the case. 

G. L. Miller: It seems to me that there is no size of it which is good 
news. Any size is bad news; the only size which is any good is zero. 

Henry M. Hoffart: That's right. But we cap't llC'ltieve zero; if we 
attempt to insulate, we simply increase the value of that capacitor. 

G. L. Miller: No, the point is that you would not care what its 
value was if you referred the amplifier ground locally to the box, 
which is what we do. What you have done is to refer the amplifier 
ground to some external line which you are calling signal ground. 
It seems to me that this scheme is inherently noise sensit'-ve. This 
is a scheme which, it seems to me, is one which tends to pick up 
noise rather than reject it. I think the scheme that you showed in 
your Fig. 7 works only because you are using a balanced system. 
As I understand Fig. 7, at the top you have a cou~le of boxes 
marked interfac~ module. Those are Single-ended amplifiers, the 
output of which is then taken, balanced, to a differential am
plifier. That means that the noise signals, which I have just men
tioned, enter by virtue of the very scheme you are using and are 
cancelled out due to the fact that you are taking differences. But, 
you would be even further ahead of the game if they never entered 
in the first place. 

Henry M. Hoffart: Figures 6 and 7 actually show the same ground
ing concept. 

G. L. Miller: Yes, I realize it is showing the same grounding con
cept and I am pointing out that I disagree with it. 

George N. Burkhardt: I want to support Dr. Miller. The modifica
tion which I discussed about our PCM input drawer and which 
resolved the bit error scatter problem was done simply because 
this type of philosophy existed throughout the system. Noise was 
being coupled in via the floating electronic circuits, 83 opposed to 
the chassis circuits. We brought the peM card itself right to the 
chassis ground point and provideC1 an extremely low impedance 
over the frequency range of interest to the main central-point 
ground system. The central-pOint ground system that we use 
approaches this configuration; however, the mechanical configura
tion, which is equivalent to the schematic in Fig. 7, is simply a 
daisy chain from rack to rack to rack, as opposed to using the 
concept of an individual ground bus from each rack to a point, 
and then paralleling that with hard-line interfaces. The hard-line 
interfaces between the equipments have impedances an order of 
magnitude greater, so that they do not aid at all. Their long coaxial 
cables do not aid in broadening the ground plane; they look much 
more like antennas. I think, really, there is a big credibility gap. 
You have to have a good initial concept that you follow throughout 
the system, and the individual problems that always will occur 
regardless of the base line you establish for grounding, will have 
to be treated uniquely. The solution to that problem may or may 
not follow the general rule that you establish. The primary ob
jective is to get those units and those signals to a point within 
the system, that represents the lowest possible impedance to a 
zero potential. 

Robert O. Lewis: I like the single-point ground system, but only 
for one reason. It is easy to go from a single-point ground system 
to a multipoint ground system, but it is extremely difficult to go 
from a multipoint ground system to a single-point ground system. 
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Discussion (contd) 

Robert F. Witters: I have two questions regarding your use of litz 
wire. First. what size litz; and second, since the advantages of litz 
J'.eiiy 'veil disappear above 2 MHz, did you do something special? 

R. C. Snare: There are three experiments on the OGO-E spacecraft 
on the end of an 18-ft boom with three joints in it. The signal 
ground and power ground for each experiment were separate. Are 
you talking about running six copper tubes out to the end of this 
boom and still have it unfold? Henry M. Hoffart: No. In most cases, when you need flexibility, we 

are fortunate in the fact that the equipment requirements do not 
('xceed 2 MHz. I ha\ e us('d litz wire in sizes up to Awe No. 10. 
They are commercially available. 

Henry M. Hoffart: No, why do the three experiments need to have 
three separate connections back to the vehicle ground point? 

Robert F. Witiers; How m;1.ny strands? R. C. Snare: I just assumed your premise was that you had separate 
grounds all the way back to a common ground point. Henry M. Hoffart: I have some No. 10 from Hudson Wire C. for 

example, which h.ls something like 320 strands to it. Henry M. Hoffart: No, I have a grounding tree. I do not see any 
reason why the three experiments out at the end of the boom 
would have to use six conductors or even three conductors for that 
matter. Why could not the power and signal ground comtl back 
simply as a double conductor for all three experiments? 

R. C. Snare: You suggest the running of copper tube 0: .~ 
craft to the end of the booms. Would you explain what .... , :J, 

copper tubes you are talking about? 

Henry M. Hoffart: It is very thin-walled copper tube. The smaller 
the wall thickness to diameter ratio, the more effective it is. R. C. Snare: The other question I have is how do you get it around 

the joints in the folding boom? 
R. C. Snare: What size are we talking about? 

Henry M. Hoffart: We had a condition similar to that and at the 
joint I would put ill some litz wire as a jumper across that area. Henry M. Hoffart: 1/4 or 3/16-in. diameter tubes. 
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Noise Problems With Single-Point Ground Systems 

Richard H. Kelkenberg 
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company 

Sunnyvale, Calilornia 

I. Introduction 

In the last few years, most spacecretft electronics have 
been designed under some type of electromagnetic com
patibility (EMC) program. These EMC programs have 
set design and performance requirements for individual 
black boxes in an attempt to minimize the occurrence of 
electromagnetic incompatibilities in the totally assembled 
spacecraft system. However, it appears that these equip
ment requirements are incomplete or lacking in some 
specific areas. This is confirmed when one type of EMC 
problem consistently occurs in the assembled spacecraft 
electronic system. 

One problem area of this natnre, the "ground noise 
problem," is the subject of this paper. More than one 
spacecraft integrating contractor has faced this problem, 
which is usually discovered during the first integrated 
system checkout of subsystems. Symptoms of this prob
lem may be noisy outputs or improper output behavior. 
After extensive troubleshooting, the problem is labeled as 
a "ground noise problem" or "spikes on the ground bus." 

The intent here is not to discuss the various merits and 
faults of the single-point and multipoint ground concepts, 
but to discuss noise problems that more frequently occur 
with single-point grounding than with multipoint ground-
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ing. The noise problems occur in equipment that meets 
the requirements of an EMC specification, but in the 
actual system, the equipment malfunctions. It is suscep
tible to noise voltages existing between a return and ve
hicle structure or between two different classes of returns. 

This is a type of noise that is rarely covered in the 
present EMC specifications. Thus, the essence of the 
problem is that units are designed under the assumption 
of equipotential returns and structure ground, and are 
litflrally tested under this condition as individual units. 
But in an actual system, the units are exposed to an 
infinite variety of alternating current voltages between 
return leads and their cases. The following discussion 
examines the details of this problem. First, an analysis 
is made of the ground noise mechanism, then three ex
amples of actual noise problems are reviewed. Finally, 
suggested design and test requirements are presented to 
minimize this type of problem. 

II. Analysis of Unit Susceptibility 

To understand the susceptibility of units to ground 
noise, the possible noise current paths are examined. 
Figure 1 represents, by a lumped parameter model, the 
input power and case structure current conductin~ paths. 
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Fig. ,. Power Input noise c,lrrent model 

Impedances placed in series with the power input are 
indicated by Zl and Z2' These typically represent filters 
placed for meeting EMC requirements. The power input 
isolation from the unit case is depicted by Za and Z •. 
Normally this is the direct current isolation requirement 
of one Mn or greater, but in this model it also represents 
the ac impedance. Interna:1 loads are described by Ze. The 
sensitive amplifier within the unit is described by AI. 
Using this model, it is easier to visualize thE: ~llrrent 
paths that may reach the amplifier AI. The effects of 
the ac noise in series with the dc source will not be dis
cussed, since they are cm-ered by EMC requirements. Zl 
and Z2 need only be made large enough to r~ject the ac 
noise frequencies. Attention shall be focused on the ef
fects of ac noise voltagl~s existing between the power 
return and structure. 

In Fig. 2, an ac generator has been placed between the 
power return and structure. In addition, low impedances 
at Z2 and Z~ have been r{,~laced with short circuits. 
Now it is easy to see that the ac voltage can flow into 
the unit and out through the unit case. Currents flowing 
through R, and R2 prodw;e voltages going directly to the 
amplifier AI. In practical terms, Fig. 2 is the case where 

POWER 

Vdc 

POWER RfTU~N 

Fig. 2. Noise ;:urrent with no retum filter 
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the input filtering is located in the high side only, and a 
low capacitive reactancl~ exists between the internal wir
ing and case. 

The other case (Fig. 3) is the direct opposite of the 
preceding one. This is where the current f'."ws into 
the unit on the power wire. Actual cases where current 
could flow in this path are remote. Designers normally 
locate filtering in the ungrounded power lead, so that Zl 
is a large rather than a low rea.:tance. Thus, with this 
model for input power lines, it is demonstrated that the 
ac noise between the power return and the structure can 
flow int~ ;ensitive circuits within the units. But even 
more notable is the fact that units can be insensitive to 
large ac noise currents existing between the power input 
and the power return lead while being sensitive to return 
noise. Therefore, it can be concluded that a unit designed 
to normal EMC conducted susceptibility requirements 
possesses an unkr.own susceptibility characteristic to 
noise be ween the power return and structure. 

POWER 

Fig. 3. Nalie current with return fjit.r only 

.4. iumped parameter model, similar to the one of the 
previous discussion, can be used to examine susceptibility 
between two different types of returns. The returns can 
be power and signal, or two different signal returns. 
Within this general category, there are two types of pos
sible current paths. The first type is where the current 
flows between internal high and low level leads in a 
manner similar to the cases just described. The second 
type of conduction path is through return lead common 
impedances. Therefore, two lumped parameter models 
will be used. 

The first type of model (Figs. 4 and 5) investigates tlte 
possible paths of ac currents in a unit between the input 
power return and an output ,'ligna} return. Impedances 
Zl through Z~ represent a power input circuit identical 
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Fig. 5. Signal return current pat~ model 

to those ill Figs. 1, 2, and 3. Z6 and Z7 represent the iso
lation impedances between the input power and the sig
nal power. These typically are in the foml of regulated 
power supply circuitry. Impedances Z8 and Z9 are the 
isolation impedances of the signal circuits from the unit 
case. Impedance Z,o depicts the load impedance between 
the signal return and its power source. A resistor network 
of R, and R. is connected to the sensitive amplifier; Zpr 
of Fig. 5 and Zor of Fig. 4 are the impedances existing 
between the structure and power return and signal re
turn, respectiveiy. 

Figure 4 shows the possible current paths for noise 
existing bf'~ ween the power return and the structure. As 
in the previous case, here are two paths of entry on the 
power inputs. How far the currents proceed is deter
mined by the isolation impedances between power and 
sigdai circuits Z6 and Z7. With low isolation impedances, 
as with capacitive leakage in transformer windings, the 
impedances of the signal circuits determine if the currents 
reach the amplifier AI. Also external signal return im
pedance to structure (Z .. ) establishes whether Al is af
fected. Thus, with ac noise between the power return 
and structure, there exist all the cun-ent paths described 
in the power input case plus the condition where the 
external impedance Zor can affect the results. Under eer-
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Vdc 

Fig. 4. Power retum current path model 

tain design conditions, it is possible that the magnitude 
of Z" alone will determine the equipment susceptibility 
characteristics. 

Also, if Zor is large, ac noise voltages may exist across 
it. This conJition is illustrated by Fig. 5. In this case, the 
only path of current entry is through the signal return 
.vire. Current entering on the signal return and proceed
ing beyond the upper node of R. can affect the ampli
fier AI. Current flowing through Z8 is entirely a new 
situation from that described in the previous power re
turn noise examples. Sensitivity due to current flow 
through Z6 is somewhat redunrtant and bilateral to pre
vious discussions, but there are some unique susceptibil
ity situations. For example, if Z, and Z2 are large and Za 
is small, susceptibility tests on the power input would 
not reveal the sensitivity of the Al amplifier to signal 
return noise. 

The second type of noise current is conduction through 
a common return impedance. A lumped parameter model 
is shown (Fig. 6) with a common impedance Zu between 
the two amplifiers Al and A2. The impedance Z14 could 
represent the wire inductive reactance between the re
turns for Al and A2. Thus, it could represent the imped
ance between two classes of signal returns or even the 
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Fig. 6. Common return Impedance model 

impedance between different physical noints on the same 
return. For this reason, the noise generator is de
picted as a transient generator to emphasize the high 
frequency impedance aspect. The other line impedances 
are represented by 2," and Z,o; capacitive reactances be
tween returns and unit case are elements Z,3 and Zi.; 
and the external impedance between signal return and 
structure is Z.-. Tn this case, the input to amplifier Al is 
affected by noise across Z14. This noise is in series with 
the output of amplifier A2. Therefore, the amplifier Al 
responds to the sum of A2 output voltage and the volt
age across Z,.. Besides the ;mpedance value of Z14, the 
impedances of Z", Z,6, and ZAT are equally important. 
In fact, this m9del shows that indiscriminate grounding 
of returns to case can make a unit more seD' itive. 

The common return impedance model (Fig. 6) was 
constructed with the noise generator located away from 
the amplifier AI. The same type of sensitivity can be 
examined by redrawing the figure with the noise gener
ator and Zor interchanged. The results would be ~he 
same, except that some susceptibility charactc. "~ 2S 

would be bilateral and some unilateral. In other V''',rrL, 

to detennine the sensitivity of actual units, the noise 
must bt njected in both returns. 

The simple lumped parameter models (r·igs. 1-{)) illus
trate how noise existing between returns and structure 
can affect electrical equipment. Before proceeding into 
the discussion of some practical examples of ground 
noise problems, the theoretical impedance of low
resistance ground wire will be investigated. 

III. Impedance Characteristic of Ground Wires 

The behavior of a low-resistance ground wire is best 
described by the ~n;}lysls of a lossless transmission line 
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terminated in a small rpsistance. This model can be used 
to investigate ~he impedance betweep a ground wire and 
the structure to which its terminating end is attached. 
For any transmission line, the impedance at any point 
looking toward the t[;rminated end isl 

Zt cosh y d + Zo sinh y d (1) 
Zin = Zo h d Z h d Zo cos y + t sin y 

where 

Zin = impedance at any point toward termination 
impedance 

Zo = characteristic impedance of line 

Zt = termination impedance 

d = distflnce from point to termination 

y = proplgaHon constant consistinr.: of an attenua
tion constant or Hnd phase constant + 113 

By m.:king trigonometric substitutions to eliminate 
hyperbolic fUllctions and retaining only the phase con
stflnt portion of the propagation constant, the equat'on 
for a lossless line becomes 

Z t cos 13 d + i Zo sil. 13 d 
Zin = Zo Z 13 d + . Z . 13 d o cos 1 Ism 

where 

27rf 
13 = phase constant = -

v 

f = frequency 

v = phase propagation vehcity 

'Reference Da:a for Radio Engineers, p. 558. 

(2) 
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From this equation it can be seen that at very low fre
quencie'), the impedance becomes 

f~ 0 (3) 

ThIS relationship will hold true until the im ... ginary term 
of the numerator of Eq. (2) becomes significant. There
tore the condition of 3-dB inaccuracy will be when 

whL'J for 

Zt cos f3 d = Zo sin f3 d 

Zt 
tanf3d = z: 

f3 d < r./8 and 

becomes 

such that for 

Zt 2.,.,f 
f3d=-=·--d 

Zo v 

Zt v 
f<--

Zo 2 r.d 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Eq. (3) is a"1 accurate description of the ground wire im
pedance. When Zt is resistive, this freqlter,cy range may 
be designated the "resistive region." 

At higher frequencies, the impedanct. will have a large 
imaginary cC'mponent, so that it may be called the "in
ductive regiGn." F0r conditions whew 

Eq. (2) becomes 

Zin = + i Zo tan f3 d (8) 

and fu;ther for f3 d < .,.,/8 

Zin = + i Zo f3 d (9) 

since 

Zo:::: VLle 
v = 1 I VLE 
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where 

L = inductance of line per unit length 

e = capacitapce of line per unit length 

Hence 

Zin = + i 2.,.,f (L X d) (10) 

Thus, in the i!lductiv';) region t!"-~ impedance is simply the 
reactance due to the inductaace, \vhich is the product of 
the inductance per unit length times the line length. This 
region is approximated. in this mannt:!r untii the frequency 
reaches 

~. 

f = 16 d 
(11) 

Beyond the frequency of Eq. (11), Eq. (8) describes the 
impedanc~ which increases nonlinearl:i with frequency. 
The maximum impedance at one quarter wavelength and 
at cyclic half wavelengths is 

Z2 ( . 
2in = _0 f3 d = (2 n - 1) ~ n = 1 2.3 ... ) (12) Zt 2 ' ,., 

With the same periodicity, the value of Eq. (3) repeats 
itseif 

Zi.1 = Zt (f3 d = n ~~; n = 0, 1,2,3, ... ) 

Thus, this mtire analysis is simply a restating of basic 
transmission line theory. However, it places the discus
sion of ground wire systems in the proper perspective. 

The meaning of the preceding equailons is clarified 1 . 
using them to determine the characteristics of a typic 
ground wire system. Take for example a lO-ft groUl. 
wire with a charaderistic irnpedanco of 200 n betw~eIl 
it and structure. Under the assumption of linearity, this 
would bo· equi"alent to 0.22 Jl.H/ft and 5.5 Jl.Jl.F 1ft. The 
resulting phase propagation velocity is 908 ftl Jl.S. The end 
of the wire terminated to structuie has a O.I-il termina
tion resistance, which is large compared to the wire 
resi,tance. According to Eq. (7), the impedance will be 
0.1 n unt:) the frequency reaches 

Zt 0.1 908 
f = --~ = - X -:-10 = 7.3 kHz Zo 2 -:rd 200 2 .. 
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At frequencies increasing beyonu this point, the imped
ance is the ir.ductance of Eq. (10). 

until 

Ziti = + j 27rf 2.2 X 10 ,; 

II 

f = --1 = 5.7 MHz 
16 c 

The maximum impedance per Eq. (13) is 

Z02 2002 

Zi" = Zt = o.l = 

which occurs when 

2 r.f d --- = r./2 
v 

400ko 

~. 908 
f = - = -- = 22.7 MHz 

4d 4 X 10 

The impedance behavior of this example ground wire is 
graphed in Fig. 7. Note that the resistance regions end 
at the low frequency of 7.3 kHz. In the inductive region, 
the impedance is 1.2 n at 100 kHz and this is with a lO-ft 
wire. Longer ground wires, as indicated by Eq. (10), will 
produce directly proportional larger impedances. 

From this analysis, it is ~een that a low resistance 
ground wire system has distinct frequency-dependent 
operating ranges. At very low frequencies, it presents the 
terminating resistance; at increasing!y higher frequencies, 

"'0 

it presents an inducti':e reactance dependent on the sys
tem wiring configuration and is independent of the ter
minating impedance. At higher frequencies, the system 
presents cyclic resistive peaks and valleys. Therefore, 
from a theoretical standpoint it is illustrated how a low 
resistance ground system possesses large impedances. 
Next, some examples will be presented of actual equip
ment used in spacecraft that possessed sensitivity to ac 
noise on ground leads. 

IV. Examples of Equipment Noise Sensitivity 

The first example pertains to a very high gain ampli
fier in a horizon sensor system. A diagram of the key 
compon~nts is seen in Fig. 8. The sensing unit, a bolom
eter, is mounted directly on the sensor lenses. The output 
of the bolometer drives an amplifier with a gain of 80 dB 
The power supplied to the unit is a regulated + 28 volts 
dc, which is further filtered and regulated by internal 
active circuits. The retllrn lead is isolated from the case 
except for a O.1-ftF capacitor. AlsJ, there is no filtering 
in the return lead, since it also functions as the signal 
return. Thus, the unit ;s designed to withstand sizable 
magnitudes of ac noise existing between the + 28-V in
put and the return lead. However, noise voltages as small 
as 30 m V peak-to-peak between the return and case ap
J '-ar on the amplifier output. This sensitivity extends 
over two decades (see Fig. 9), starting at approximately 
1 IrHz. 

Analysis has shown that the sensitivity has been caused 
by capacitive leakage currents from the bolometer to the 
ca!'e. The lens is isolated by a p!dstk gasket matzrial from 
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Fig 7. Example of ground wire impedane. charaderisties 
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Fig. 9. Ho .. izon sensor circuit sensitivity 
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the "case. With the SO-dB sensitivity of the amplifier, 
leakage currents causing voltages of approximately 10 p. V 
cap- significantly affe(;~ the output. Thus with this sensi
tivity, nanoampere currents leaking acro~s the bolometer 
circuit affect the output. The only method of preventing 
the effects of ground noise is to attach the return lead 
directly to the case. 

The second example concerns a heater control circuit 
which uses a regulated voltage for the temperature mea
surement and CGntrol loop. The control loop ultimately 
regulates the flow of current from an unregulated voltage 
source through heater resistors. Figure 10 is a sketch of 
the noise-sensitive components. The output of the tem-
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Fig. 10. Heater control circuit 

perature control loop (output of Ql) drives two transis
tors that perform the actual power control. The output 
of transistor Q2 drives a large power transistor Q3 con
nected into the unregulated power circuit. Under certain 
temperature conditions, all transistors operate in their 
linear regions. 

In this case the problem occurs when the two returns 
are separated by increasirJg lead length, for not only will 
the transistors respond to noise, but they also have a ten
dency to oscillate. With long leads, noise voltages exist 
between the returns, as shown by the phantom lines in 
Fig. 10. A path for noise current to flow through the tran· 
sistors is shown by the arrows in the diagram. The cur
rent through the power transistor causes a larger current 
to flow due to the gain of that transistor. With inductance 
caused by long lead length, the circuit is provided the 
necessary phase shift between input and output required 
for oscillation. 

Evaluation proved the noise gain characteristic of this 
unit to be unusual. The gain was determined from three 
points to the heater output, as shown in Fig. n. As de
scribed previously, the most sensitive path i~ between 
returns. However, it was also found that a sensitivity 
exists between regulated voltage and the case, which is 
more critical than between the voltage and its return. 
This example and this graph vividly illustrate the many 
potential sensitivities of a unit. 
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sensitivity characteristics 
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The third example is a signal decoder ur .. t whose out
puts drive relays. A block diagram of the compcnents of 
interest is shown in Fig. 12. The unit uses a common 
signal return for input signals and relay outputs with the 
attachment to structure on the signal input side. This 
return is isolated from the input power ground (not 
shown) by a dc-regulated supply. The unit functions by 
the use of a decoding matrix logic which selects the 
proper relay to operate. In the decoding matrix, some of 
the latest state-of-the-art solid state components are uti
lized. It was discovered that the unit provides false out
puts when short width pulses are applied between the 
relay return and case, with grounding as shown in Fig. 12. 

Further, it was found during tests that transients 
caused false outputs when applied between the physi
cally separated ends of the common return designated 

SIGNAL 
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I 
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COMMON 1- RETURN 
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~:I:' 12. Signui decoder circuit 
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signal input return and the relay output return. However, 
for improper operation, the transients had to be less than 
400 ns wide and greater than 5 V peak-to-peak. In this 
C;;lse, the impedance of the length of wire, 1l~. ' as a 
return between the decuder circuit output and tl rday 
driver circuit input, is suHicient to sustain the short dura
tion voltage spike. This narrow spike, rich in high
frequency components, generates a common impedance 
voltage into the relay driver. The only corrective method 
which can be applied external to the unit is to attach the 
signal return to the case at both points. 

v. Requirements and Tests for Ground Noise 

It has been pointed out by both analytical d~,cussion 
and actual examples that electronic units have sensitivi
ties to ground noise which may go undetected during 
unit tests. After reviewing this problem, it is quite ob
vious that some additional unit EMC requirements and 
tests would be beneficial. The conducted susceptibility 
testing should expose the units to ground noises similar 
to those occurring in spacecraft. To do this, the low
frequency sine wave and transient susceptibility tests 
should be modified and increased in scope. 

One change that should be made in the low-frequency 
sine wave susce,?tibility testing is to relocate the injection 
transformer. At present, the transformer is required to be 
located in the ungrounded lead. This location does not 
expose the unit to ground noise, except for the voltage 
'ropped in the return leads in the test setup. In contrast, 
if the transformer is located in the return lead (Fig. 13), 
the returh lead is impressed with an a' voltage with re
spect to the case. At the same time, the ac voltage is 
imposed between the high and return leads, as when the 
transformer is located in the ungrounded lead. 

In a similar manner, the transient susceptibility test 
signal should be applied between returns and case. Also, 
the nominal lO-fLs pulse width for the transient test is 
insufficient for present circuit designs. Pulse widths 
should be added in the range of 100-500 ns. These nar
row pulse widths should be placed only on the returns 
because they normally llave little filtering. Other than 
returns, filtered power inputs, which are designed to re
ject the lO-fLS pulses, normally can reject narrow pulses. 

The scope of conducted susceptibility testing should 
be increased t( encompass all classes of returns routed 
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Fig. 13. Revised AF·conducted susceptibility test setup 

external to a unit. Test signals should be applied between 
each return and case while other nonnally grounded re
turns are grounded to case. In this way, each unilateral 
current path from returns to case and from returns to 
returns will be tested. The amplitude of the test signal 
need not be as large as the powu input susceptibility 
levels. But the levels should be chosen to be consistent 
with possible system worst-case levels. In this manner, 
potential problem areas are identified. 

VI. Summary 

This paper has attempted to focus attention on one 
area of EMC that requires improvement. Current EMC 
specificatiollS do not prevent the building of electronic 
units that are sensitive to ac noise existing between re
turns and case and between different returns. An analysis 
of units has proven that this weakness does exist and has 
shown how the impedance of return wires pennits noise 
voltages. In additiC'n, three examples of actual problems 
due to this type of ac return noise have demonstrated the 
validity of the analysis. 

Therefore, to decrease the probability of noise prob. 
lems of this nature, it is proposed for individual units 
that: 

(1) AF-conducted sus'~eptibility tests be perfonned 
with the transfonner located in the return lead. 

(2) Transient susceptibility tests be added to inject 
signc>.1s between return and case. 

(3) Transient susceptibility tests on returns utilize 
pulse widths between 100 and 500 ns. 

(4) Conducted susceptibility tests be added for all re
turns routed external to a unit. 

The incorporation of these recommended requirements, 
though increasing the amount of unit testing, will pro
vide necessary coverage of an area that accounts for a 
large number of spacecraft system problems. 

Discussion 

Richard H. Kelkenberg: I was particularly interested to hear Mr. 
Hoffart's talk, because I think there is a comparison in the way we 
attack the problem. I believe he is attacking it primarily from the 
point of how to prevent noise from occurring in a system by 
the design of a grounding system. I talk about how to minimize 
a unit's susceptibility to noise in ground systems. What I call 
groUJ.d noise, some people c'lll common mode noise. 

\Vhen a spacecraft is in some of its first integrated system tests, 
noises arl;' found occurring between the power return and structure, 
signal return and structure, return tv return, return type A to 
return type B, or return type A to return type A. In COIltrast to 
what Mr. Hoffart said, I take the view that there is no such thing 
as a zero reference potential. If you use that concept, there really 
is no such thing as a multipoint grounding system, ~cept in the 
physical sense. 
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We have this problem today because we are overlooking some 
things. One of the thinO's is that we have a great feeling of confi
dence when we meet our susceptibility that we have set up be
tween the power input and power return. But, even if we meet 
these requirements, we still have problems. Most specifications 
that I am aware of do not s!)eak of this problem. The only 
exception that I know of is that of Mr. Lewi; from Boeing or 
~ome of his other people. I have seen one of his proposed specifi
cations, in which he did apply signals and tried to cover this 
environment of noise existing between the power return and the 
structure of the unit. 

Chet Hastings: Would you advocate that such a circuit level 
ground noise analysis is the Tole of the EMI engineer on a project, 
or would you advocate strengthening the design process by having 
the design people responsible for carrying out s~ch an analysis? 
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Discussion (contd) 

Richard H. Kelkenberg: I guess I am not worried about the name 
of the game. 1 like to consider myself an EMI engineer who is 
concerned with designers' problems, or an EMC engineer. The 
management policies and the personal relationships that are in
volved in ~etting these jobs done is a matter that eaCh ~::""oany 
has to work out for its own particular situation. If you work in 
a company where there is management that gives a lot of backup 
for EMC, maybe it is the job of the EMC engineer. But in other 
areas, if EMC is not contractually required, as in some of the cases 
we were talking about previously, it may be the role of the design 
engineer. It is a management problem. I am strictly addressing 
my~elf to what I feel is a technical problem. 

Chet Hastings: I am asking the question because the implementa
tion of EMC is the responsibility of the EMC community. We can
not presume that the other person will get the job done; it is up to 
us to see that it is done. I am asking you what you do to implement 
this information; or do you analyze it yourself and come up with 
the results which you put out in an advisory circular? 

Richard H. Kelkenberg: In my particular situation, I found that in 
my working environment right now the best way to get things done 
is to put it into the specification in the designer's language. The 
EMI section of the specifications I am involved with are 1 % or 
2 pages because I tell what I want. If I put it in the specification 
and it is signed off, I get what I have asked for. That is how I 
operate. 

Chet Hastings: So what that would mean is that you would specify, 
for example, the voltage amplitude of the ground noise require
ment into a particular black box (or something like that) on the 
signal leads which you have predetermined from a network analy
sis (or something like that), or by guessing at the pickup in the 
ground leads. 

Richard H. Kelkenberg: I am not entirely guessing. I am making 
an educated guess, just as you do on EMI specifications when you 
have to defend a particular recuirement. You have an EMC speci
fication that says you hr.ve to have a 50-V transient. I could ask 
why you do not use a 42.5-V bansient. I pick my voltages on the 
basis of what we have in our system environments and then I a":~ 
on a safety factor. Whether that safety factor is 6 dB or 12 dB, the 
voltage always comes out to be a nict: round number. 

Chet Hastings: But the point is th'lt you are carrying out the analy
sis that allows ynu to specify this and you are not having the de
signers do it as a normal part of the design process. You are asking 
them to make an analysiS based on informatiun which you have in 
the specification that says so much ground noise exists. 

Richard H. K~lkenberg: I do this as much as possible. I specify 
what we consider to be the noise environment, based on any mea
surement that we have. They may be meager measurements, but if 
there are any measurements at :\11, we use thera as the basis for 
building our requirements. Then, once you have established what 
the requirements are for the designer, by whatever techniques of 
analysis he has, he just designs it that way. He does not build it 
and then analyze whether he has compatibility. We work on the 
positive approach of telling him what the environment is and let
ting him design to live within it. I work with the designers and 
1 say, "You have all these other 10 or 20 subsystems. Those people 
are all working against yeu. They are going to try to make your 
box look bad. I am here to help you." 

Chet Hastings: On the horizon sensor circuit (Fig. 8) you showed 
the 0.1-/;"1;' capacitor from the bottom of the bolometer to the 
cha~sis aud showed thAt there was a common ground noise prob-
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lem. I missed the point. What was the ultimate solution to avoid 
common mode noise into that amplifier? 

Richard H. Kelkenberg: The solution was to ground out the noise 
coming into the' box or shorten down the leads. The problem 
occurred when the system wiring would get too long. 

Chet Hastings: Due to loop pickup in the AC loop formed by the 
capacitor? 

Richard H. Kelkenberg: I do not know. You are missing the point 
that I am talking about. My point is that, regardless of how the 
noise gets there, it is going to be there, and if it is going to be 
there, you tell the designer that it is going to be there and he had 
better design to accommodate it. Whether it is 0.5 V or 100 mY, 
it is your duty as far as EMC engineering is concerned to define 
what that is, because the people are saying that they have prob
lems. Why they have problems is because noiJody is designing to 
accommodate the problems. 

Chet Hastings: I h~e the same problem that you have illustrated, 
realiZing that the capacitor was necessary due to the stray capaci
tance variation between the case and the bolometer. It was a de
sign requirement that they have the capacitance, so we had to 
tolerate the ground noise coming in by that path. One solution, 
which I will share with you, was that we used a ground connec
tion that came directly into the bolometer low side and then the 
common mode noise that developed along the amplifier path by 
another wire was all taken in to the output signal. In other words, 
we allowed the noise to exist, but it only manifested itself as part 
of the output which was at a much higher level and became a less 
significant part of the total signal. So it was an allowable error. 
That is why I was interested in what you had done. 

Richard H. Kelkenberg: I think that is a good concept. It just illus
trates that you cannot make any rule in EMC that is going to make 
everybody happy. What you are saying in principle is that you 
allowed the noist' where the signal-to-noise ratio was great enough, 
so that you did not care about it. My feeling is that that is doing 
a good engineering job. 

Joseph C. Thomwall: We build scientific experiments and we have 
noticed that the most important path is that common return. It is 
meaningless to try to pump current into the hot side of the POWffl' 

line, because I do not know anyone who does not have some im
pedance there. The very vulnerable parts of the circuit are the 
returns and we have found this to be a good criteria of how sus
ceptible an amplifier is. I am not an EMI engineer and so I do not 
knew anvthing about these terms, but that is what we have foun," 
in bUll" . .; amplifiers. 

C. L. lo,1iller: I would like to agree entirely with these points that 
you have made and which Mr. Thomwall has made about testing 
packages for ground return, as well as power supply line sensitivity 
to transie' s. We have done this routinely with our packages sim
ply by means of having a small toroidal transforme:- and passing 
the various ground and power supply wires through it in turn, and 
injecting spikes of the order of 1 or 2 V. One thing I would like to 
add, however, is the advantage of doing this as a function of fre
quency. One should have a pulse generator which generates a fast 
narrow pulse and then one should scan this as a function of fre
quency. For example, in our IF amplifiers we would find in pack
ages which would exhibit this ground-to-ground noise problem, 
that you could hit the subharmonic of the IF. Every time one of 
those spikes came along, it shock excites the IF filters and if you 
are at a subharmonic, the effect is enormously enhanced. I would 
like to suggest that thIS be added as a piece of that specification. 
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Discussion (contd) 

Richard H. Kelkenberg: I think that is a good comment. I also 
want to point out that he is only talking about I-V spikes, so that 
people do not go away with the misunderstanding that we are talk
ing about 50-V spikes. 

G. L. Miller: These were 3-V supplies, though. 

William R. Johnson: I think that a lot of these problems can be 
further minimized if we recognize that, if we did not put that 
ground asymmetrically in that power circuit or in any of the other 
circuits, but put it in the center of them and ran it symmetrically, 
most of our common mode problems would disappear. 
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Richard H. Kelkenberg: When I was introduced to EMC, RFI, and 
EMI, I was told that single-point grounding was the only way to 
go. My own personal feeling on this has always been since that 
time, and since I have run into problems, and I assume that you 
have, that it has always been ;, constant battle to justify why every
body is always so strong on smgle-point grounding. What is wrong 
with multipoint grounding? J have found some answers both ways. 
I think Mr. Lewis f.·om ~veing expressed my feeling, and I have 
heard other people say this: if there is one thing you can say about 
a single-point grounding system, it is that when you want to go 
from single-point to multipoint grounding, it tat..es a wire, or wires. 

• 
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EMI Problems in Scientific Payloads for Space Applications 
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I. l'1troduction 

The expedences and techniques described in this paper 
are a result of six years of work at the Goddard Space 
Flight Center designing and building the electronics for 
scientific payloads for an OAO and sevel'al OSO satel
lites, Aerobee rockets and balloons. This experience has 
shown that most of the EMI problems that occur, when 
a payload is integrated into a space vehicle, are a result 
of improper electronic circuit layout and design. This can 
be a very serious problem because, as a rule, the troubles 
are not discovered until the time of integration, and the 
launch schedules generally do not pennit the time to 
make basic design changes in the unit that are actually 
necessary to correct the problems. What is generally done 
at this time is to try this or that on a cut-and-try basi3, 
such as adding filters to the interface wires, placing the 
complete experimen~ in a shielded container, and discon
necting certain ends of the sJ1ields of particular shielded 
interface cables. In short, anything is tried that will re
duce the noise to an acceptable level. The only trouble 
with tbi, approach is that one se1":.Jm finds the basic 
cause of the problems. Also, condil'ons may change at a 
later date, and the noise may reappeal' becat:. e the basic 
troubles were not corrected. Moreover, the kind of things 
that are done on this cut-and-trv approach sometime end 
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up in vehicle handbooks telling an experimenter how he 
should tenninate the shields or handle this or that 
!;;IOund, etc. 

II. Signal and Power Interface Sources 

One of the major sources of noise in a space vehicle is 
brought about by the way most vehicles take care of the 
signal and power interface between the experiment and 
the spacecraft. The way this is done is reminiscent of the 
way the wire communication companies, back in the early 
days of telephone, tried to conduct voice signals from 
one point to another. It was a common practice in those 
days to run one conductor on a pole high above the 
earth, drive a long ground rod into the earth near each 
end of the line, and allow the voice signal return to be 
conducted through the earth. When it rained, communi
cations were good; when lightning struck, communica
tions were certain to deteriorate. Dur;ng prolonged dry 
periods, the subscriber had to shout into the instrument 
ill order to be heard. Also, if there were many subscribers 
using the same scheme, there would certainly be a lot of 
crosstalk in the common path of the earth. The telephone 
company must have soon realized that economy was not 
the most important factor, and in on"':" :0 obtain reliable 
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communications, they were forced to use a balanred pair 
of electrical conductors which were isolated as much as 
possible from the noisy and unpredictable earth. 

This analogy may be a bit exaggerated when applied 
to the interface between an experiment package and a 
space vehicle; at least the vehicle framp, is not used di
rectly. A separate signal and power common is generally 
available and the metal frame of the vehicle is not delib
erately used as a return path for signals and power. How
ever, there is ,)I'e t,'lsic flaw in this scheme. Signal and 
power transient!; with fast time rates of change con
ducted on unbalanced lines can still be injected, as noise 
into the vehic.le frame, into adjacent conductors and into 
vulnerable circuits of an experiment. So, whether it is 
intentional or not, the vehicle frame becomes a potential 
source of noise on any unbalanced signal and power 
system. 

III. Design for Minimum Response to Noise 

The best way for the experiment designer to solve this 
problem, knowing that it exists, is to design and fdbricate 
the sensitive circuits of the experiment so that they will 
have a minimum response to the noise. The most vulner
able circuits in a typical experiment are the high-gain 
amplifiers. Figure 1 is a block diagram of an amplifier 

LOW VOLTAGE INPUT 

connected to a detector and power source. This diagr 
was drawn to show how noi'le on the chassis can coul 
into an amplifier. Chassis connections C, D, E, F, l
a.nd H (Fig. 1) do not ne':!essarily represent conductive 
connections, but may actually be capacitive reactances 
between various circuit components close to the chassis. 

The impedances shown are the impedances of inter
conrJ-:1cting wires or the impedances betwecn chassis. All 
of f.hese impedances can have noise pulse voltages devtl
oped across them that can couple into the amplifier. To 
reduce the effect of this noise, the value of these imped
ances must be arranged to minimize the amplitude of 
noise voltage across points A and B. This is accomplished 
by making some impedances large and some small. In 
general, impedances ZCZ4 should be made as small as 
possible and impedances Z5-Z9 should be made as large 
as possible. As a practical matter, impedances Zs-Ze can 
be made large by insulating the experiment chassis from 
thc vehicle frame. 'rhese precautions will not necessarily 
eliminate the noise coupled into an amplifier, but they 
will certainly minimize it. 

It should be noted that only one of the chassis imped
ances, Z1 between point B and the chassiS, shOUld be 
made smalL This is the connection that is made to the 
common input of the amplifier. The reason for this is that 
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fig. 1. Com men retums ot amplifier connected to a detector and power lOurcil 
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by making impedah ... ,~ Z, as low as possible, the signal 
high input at point A will bf' .,urrounded by an enclosure 
that is at the same relative noise signal potential as the 
signal low input at point B. Thus, if a noise signal should 
appear on the chassis of the experiment package at this 
point, both the signal high and the signal ll)w will follow 
in common mode and thus minimize the difference of 
potential between points A and B. 

Figure 2, a simplified block diagram of the area around 
the inT ut of the amplifier (shown in Fig. 1), was drawn 
to illustrate another vulnerable part of the circuit. This 
diagram shows what can happen if the signal and various 
power commons are not connected to the prop..:'r place at 
the input of the amplifier. Assume that J (Fig. £) is a con
venient point in the system to which all of t!lC commons 
are connected. The impedances Z1 and Z" represent the 
impedances of the wires connected betwef:n the uetector 
and amplifier signal low. Let us assume I hat there is 
some high-frequency power supply ripple or other noise 
on the low-voltage de input to the amplifier. 

There is incorporated in this amplifier a low-pass filter 
H, and G\ that is supposed to bypass this noise so that it 
will not be introduced into the input of the amplifier. 
The only trouble .. ·ith this arrangement is that the noise 
pulse currents flowing through capacitor C, must return 
through Za as it flows back to the power supply common. 
So, instead of decreasing the noise on the input of the 
amplifier as the v •• lue of capacitor C I is increased, 
the noise input wiJI actually increase. To eliminate this 
voitage source, impedance Z" mU5t be made as small as 
possible. In addition to this, there is another similar noise 
source from bypass capacitor C 2 conducting noise cur
rents through impedance Z1 that will al~u introduct:l a 
noise signal to the amplifier input. It can be concluded 
from these arguments that all commons must be con-
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Fig. 2. Common I'\tturns of input to amplifier, 
simplified diagram 
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nected together at point B and a~ no other point. Also, if 
there are several amplifiers in a system, all operating 
from the same low-voltage power supply. a flat braid 
(low ind;.:.ctance strap) or the experiment chassis should 
he used to connect the B points of all of the amplifiers. 

There are many other ways in which noise ,ignals can 
he introduced into <In amplifier; however, many of them 
can be eliminated !Jy ',;~'ng an isolation power supply. 
Figure 3 is a schematic of the i'lwer supply common 
hetween the experiment and the vehicle. The vehicle 
power common (point F, Fig. 3) is generally connected 
to the spacecraft fr,Hle at a point far removed from the 
chassis of the experiment (pc 1'. E). If the experiment 
does not have an isohtion p., ",t!r supply to break this 
path, a chassis ground loop will be present through im
pedances Z" Za and Z1, and any noise pulse currents 
flowing over this path will cause noise signals to be in
troduced into the amplifier input by the voltage drops 
across these impedances. 

~E-'- ;~t---. ~jl- .. ~---o OUTPUT 

SUPPLY COMMON VEHICLE POWER 

EXPERIMENT POWE~ Z7 Z;ll ~. , 
SUPPLY LOMMOr-; 

E F 

Fig.:' Power supply common between experiment 
and vehicle, simplified diagram 

It is evident from this discussion that, for maximum 
noise immunity, all conductive paths betWeen the space 
vehicl? and the experiment shodd be eliminated. Fig
ure 4 is a schematic diagnm of (me of the signal isola
tion teclmiques that has been used with good results in 
a camera and sequence timer we ha\'e flown on Aerobee 
rockets. A great deal of care has gone into the design 
and fabrication of these timers because the mission would 
hi! if tIley were to respond to one noise pulse during the 
rocket flight. 

A sequence timer, for example, is used to turn on and 
off several '- ;periments, inHiate camera timers at the 
proper time, and perform other experimt;f.it control func
tions during the flight. The ~nitiation of the timing se
quencp is started at T - 15 s and from that time {ln, 
during the launch and powered and coa~ting phases of 
the rocket flight, this timer must operate without a single 
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Fig. 4. Signal Isolation technique of camera and .equence timer for 
Aero!' .. rockets, schematic 

response to external noise. All power and signal connec
tions to the timer were conductively isolated. The O'.1tput 
of the circuit (Fig. 4) is used in this applic.:<ltion to control 
a relay and camera solenoids al a remote location. 

The 50-kHz oscillator is a complementary-symmetry 
flip-flo!J connected as a free-running multivibrator. The 
single r mltivibrator on the left side (Fig. 4) was used to 
drive several of the circuits shown on the other side of 
the figure. The output circuit, ~riven by this multivi
brator, is a push-pull transformer-coupled amplifier with 
gate transistors Q., and Q. connected in series with the 
emitter returns of push-pull transistors Q, and Q2' The sec
ondary of transformer T, is segment-wound from the 
primary to minimize the capacitance between these wind
ings. ThlS particular transformer has an interwinding 
capacitance ;)f approximate!y 15 pF and an output im
pedanee of 30 o. 

Transistors Q" and Q. comprise a two-input "and" 
gate. As many as fom series-connected transistors have 
been med to provide rnore complicated logic. The circuit 
operates very simply; transistors Q, and Q2 conduct 
through the sprie:,-connected gate transistors Qa and Q., 
when mputs A and B ace hoth po£itive, ~nd cause a 
50-kHz signal to appeal' 011 the isolated secondary wind
i:1g of transformer T,. To achieve a m~ixtum of noise 
immunity. this output signal was eonducted on a twisted
pair bahnced line enclosed in a shield. 

This t~'pe of carrier scheme provides an excellent 
means of reiecting noise that may be induced in the out
put line. lwtween the experiment and the load, and noise 
that may be present on the common return of the load 
circuit. One ~ide of the secondary winding on trans
former T, can be connected to any power COmm(;;1 in a 

system, no matter how noisy. Any noise signals thaI are 
present on both conductors, i.e., unbalanced noise volt
ages, must pass through the very small 15-pF interwind
ing capacitance to gain access to the experiment, and any 
balanced noise signal voltages must be of sufficient 
magnitude to couple into the 30-0 twisted pair shielded 
line. 

IV. Signal and Power Iiolatif'n 

Transformer circuits, both linear and nonlinear core 
types, have been found ') be \'f~ry useful for signal and 
power isolation in experiment de~ign. Figure 5 is a classic 
example of conductive isolation using a nonlinear core 
transformer; three commons are isolated in one trans
former. TUs circuit was used in an experiment in which 
a standard robot camera was used to take pictures of the 
sun. This camera has a solenoid for operating the camera 
shutter and a dc motor for driving a 35-mm film trans
port mechanism. The solenoid requires a de current of 
0.68 A and the motor requires 0.40 A. Because of a vari
able motor load and commutator and brush arcing, while 
operating in a vacuum environment, the motor generates 
considerable noise. To keep this noise from being intro
duced i~to the tekmetry common return and the signal
carrying circuit of the experiment, a separate power 
common lead was provided just for the motor and sole
noid (point A, Fig. 5). '1 be problem is tllat a signal is 
required for telemetering back to the ground a record of 
the solenoid closure and motor op'Jration time. 

A straightforward way to provide a <;ignal would be to 
drop a small portion of the voltage' applied to the motor 
and solenoid across a resistor in the common return and 
apply this voltage to the telemetry input. Unfortunately 
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Fig. 5. Conductive iso!:rtion using a nonlinear core transformer in a 
camera motor and salenoid indicator circuit 

this would mean connecting the rocket signal common 
(point B, Fig. 5) together with the noisy motor and sde
fI?id common (point A, Fig. 5). This would cause the 
noise appearing at point A to be present on all of the sig
nals applied to all telemetry inputs. This is a good exam
ple of how an unbalanced signal input system can 
present problems. 

This circuit provides the necessary isolation and oper
a~es in the follOwing way: push-pull transistors Q, and Q2 
are driven by a SO-kHz square wave ~o provide a signal 
on the 5O-turn secondary winding when there is no 
current through the two-tum winding. The value of 
resis~or R, is small compared to the impedance of the 
no-tum primary winding of transformer T" and most 
of the 5 V appears across the primary. Under these con
ditions, the bridge rectJier provides a positive dc volt
age to the base of switch transistor Q3 and the output 
signal line is clamped to the telemetry signal common. 
The output signal will remain at approximately 0 V until 
a current from either the camera motor or solenoid is 
applied to the two-tUIT' winding. The operation of the 
camera solenoid or moto," applies an excitation to the two
tum winding of 0.8 to 1.3 A-t and drives the core far into 
saturation. This causes the impedance of the primary of 
transformer T I to go to a very low value, compared to 
the valu~ of resistor R" and all of the primary signal volt
age drops across resistor R,. The output square-wave 
voltage appearing on the 5O-tum winding drops to zero 
under these conditions and transistor Q3 turns off, which 
causes the output voltage to rise to the value Vc and re
main there as long as the camera solenoid or motor is 
operating. 

This single small transformer performs the function of 
isolating the common returns of three power supplies 
and signal circuits and does it very effectively. In fact, 
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the telemetry records that are acquired during the act>lal 
flight are so free of noise that tt.ey look as though they 
had been obtained under laboratory conditions on the 
ground. 

v. Proper Design and Fabrication 

These circuits represent only a small sample of the 
kinds of things that can be done to eliminate noise sig
nals from an experiment. The most important thing to 
remember is that an experiment that is improperly de
signed or fabricated can never be completely free of 
noise problems, either internal or external. 'Vorse than 
that, because of the many paths for noise to enter an 
experiment, it is extremely difficult, if not an impos
sible task, to solve the noise problems at the time of 
integratic in the vehicle. About all that can be done 
at integration time is to isolate and filter at the interface 
and hope this will do the job, and that conditions will not 
change after launch. On the other hand, if every precau
tion, as described here, has been taken in the design and 
fabrication of an ~Kperiment, it is generally a simple mat
ter to find the entrance point for the noise and take steps 
to correct the problem. This is true because, if the cir
cuits have been handled properly, there can only be a 
few places for noise to enter the experiment, and these 
points wi!! be well known. 

A good example of this is the problem that came up 
when our first camera timer was integrated into a sys
tem. Every precaution was taken in the design of this 
equipment to eliminate the obvious conductive paths 
between the timer circuits, other circuits of the experi
ment and the vehicle, except one. This was an output 
flip-flop used to control a relay at a remote lorotion for 
opening the camera shutter. This flip-flop was powered 
directly from a common battery bus and the output line 
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was run a considerable distance to the camera. All input 
signals to this flip-flop were conductively isolated from 
the timing circuits. The unit functioned very well during 
ground tests up to the point where the experiment pack
age was placed into a "stow" condition in preparation 
for reentry into the atmosphere. At this time the flip-flop 
in the timer was spuriously triggered. It was obvious that 
the noise entrance was via the flip-flop output line cr 
power bus. because the input was just too well isolated 
for the noise to enter from the input side of the flip-flop. 

It was found expf .imentally that, when the timer pack
age was lifted from the vehicle, the flip-flop did not 
respond to the noise. Investigation showed that a relay 
at a distance from the timer package, part of the vehicle 
electronics, was opening at this time. Furthermore, there 
was no diode across the relay coil and, as a result, a 
voltage spike of 6QO-1OOO V was produced during the 
collapse of the relay s magnetic field. This voltage tran
sient was apparently coupling into the output flip-flop 
via thf' output signal line or power supply common to the 
flip-flop and back to the chassis. 

This problem was solved by placing a dio~c across the 
relay coil (to eliminate the noise at the 'ource) and by 
insulating the timer chassis from the vehit.:e. The flip
flop did not spuriously respond when the relay transient 
was removed and it would not have been necessary to 
insulate the chassis. But it was felt that. since the unit 
was not being tested under actual flight conditions, it 
would do no harm to insulate the chassis and it just might 
prevent a spurious response during the actual flight. A 
50-kHz carrier signal scheme has been incorporated into 
subsequent units and, as a result, there has never been a 
spurious response in later flights. 

VI. Recommendations to Eliminate Noise Signals 

In conclusion, the most important points and precau
tions that should be observed to minimize noise pulses 
coupling into the circuits of 2n experiment are' summa
rized. It is interesting to note that, if noise is introduced 
into an experiment when signal cable shields are tied io 
the chassis, it is a good indication that amplifiers in the 
experiment are improperly connected. This is especially 
troublesome if the interface signals have not been con
ductively isolated. Without this isolation, the vehicle 
and experiment "has sis will be connected together 
through the interface. An unbalanced shielded cable that 
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has one end of ~"'e shield floating will radiate. Therefore, 
it is essential that the shield tie to the chassis to eliminate 
this radiation. -One end of the shield should never be 
removed from the chassis iust because it reduces the 
noise in an experiment. It is much bdter to locate 
the point at which the noise is introduced into the system 
and tind some m, ~hod to remove this path or, better still, 
the circuit layout or cabling within the experiment should 
be changl.·d so that it dG~s not respond. This is very im
portant because there is no assurance that conditions will 
remain the same during the actual flight, and if a circuit 
has been found tv be vulnerable to noise on the ground, 
it may respond under the new conditions that exist after 
the vehicle is launched. 

The points and precautions to observe in experiments, 
so that noise signals are eliminated, are summarized as 
follows: 

( 1) Use an isolation power supply. 

(2) Connect the experiment isolation power supply 
common return to the lowest level amplifier in the 
system. 

(3) In a multiple ampHier system, connect all of the 
amplifier common returns together with a flat 
braid. 

(4) If at all possible, conductively isolate the signal out
puts and inputs to further remove the conductive 
paths between the experiment and the spacecraft. 

(5) Electrically insulate the experiment chassis from 
the spacecraft. 

(6) Do not allow the current from pulsed electrome
chanical devic-es within the experiment to flow on 
the experirr.~nt chassis. 

(7) Provide isolated balanced pair conductive paths 
for all pulsed devices within the experiment (step
ping motor~, calibrators, relays, etc.). 

(8) Connect the experiment chassis common to the 
same point as the experiment isolation power sup
ply common. 

(9) Connect the detector signal common to the same 
point as the experiment power supply common at 
the amplifier input. 

(10) The shields on all shielded wires should be con
nected to the chassis at as many points as possible. 
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Discussion 

Cuy L. Ottinger: I enjoyed yonr presentation and agree with many 
of your precautions. Some of them dash violently with so-called 
standard E~lI practices that we art' boun:! to do by many of the 
specifications ur goad practice manuals, handbooks, etc. Perhaps 
your solutions in some '-"ases might be a quick fix, wherea~ if they 
designed a little diffen ntly, we could all live to!;dher. I am 
thinking of the one case where yuu recommend that the chassis 
of the box be lifted from the structure. I would hazard a guess 
that if you did that, quite a large number of boxes would not work 
at all. 'Ve have run into this quite frequently. Sometimes the best 
solution is that the better you strap it down, the more zero equi
potential ground plane you have, and the better it works. It is 
obviously a design problem internally in the box. That is why 
sometimes in the fixes that you apply, you use trial and error and 
do the best you can. 

Joseph C. ThomwalI: Yes, I think the point is that th~ reason it 
works is because it b (ied down. If you take it off, you h.lve a kind 
of vulnerability as I've pointed out earlier. I do not think the ex
perimenter should be demanding shields and filters outside. That 
is my personal opinion. His troubles are probably right inside. 

Roy A. Long: I would like to emphasize the same point. In looking 
at these problems usually from a different aspect than most of 
you, we come from the radio frequency world down to looking 
at grounding prol>lems, rather than starting with dc and going up. 
Leaving the chassis disconnected from the spacecraft is really 
im'iting trouble from some of the other systems, such as receivers 
or transmitters getting into the systems we are .::once·ned with. 
There is no ground on the spacecraft that you could make that 
is any better than the flat plate Oil which you are mounting the 
instruments. You cannot carry a wire anyplace and have it he a 
lower reactance. There are problems quite often at the edges of 
these plates, where bonding pro::esses are used that are not con
ductive, and I think this is an area that needs some consideration 
and some WI".;" in future spacecraft. But this low impedar.ee plane 
on which you mount most equipment is as ~ood a ground plane as 
you can get wi'hout makiag it bigger. Isdating the instrument 
from it is more commonly going to create pnblems, than get rid 
of them: if not for the immediate system in question, then for 
some of the other systems on the spacecraft. In your points and 
precautions summary, item 10 s'lid to ground the shields at as 
many points as possible aI.d item .5 saki. to isolate the instrument. 
These two do not seem quite consistent. 

Joseph C. ThornwaIl: When I talk about grounding shields, I am 
talking about one side or the other of the isolation t:-ansformer 
that you use to get conductive Isolation. Remember that thes~ ex
periments are inside of another enclosure represented by the 
spacecraft. Unfortunately, OSO for instance, spins and there are 
panels on the top covers that are ins~llated, because they want to 
reduce eddy currents and the drag caused by ther.l. But we are 
inside of another enclosure. I do not think it would work so well 
without another enclosure around it. 

Albert C. Whittlesey' I am changing the subject because we are 
nearing the end of :his workship and there is me thing that has 
not been talked about up to this point, whic:h I would like to 
present for your thoughts. At JPL we USt an ac power supply 
which pro..iuces a square wave. This has numerous advantages 
from the point of view of the EMI engineer. I will explain a few 
of them. It saves the RFI engineer a lot of RF susceptibility 
testing time because, whenever it is on the bench and operating 
with this ac pow,'r supply, it has a noise source. All the :!,"Signers 
are going to build it so that it will withstand this noise source that 
they have in the po.ver supply. I think it sounds humorous, but it 
is very serious becaus~, if you tell the designer that they are going 
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to have a quiet spacecraft, they will not give any thought to noise. 
When they know that they have this noise, they will work hard 
to design good circuits so they will not be susceptible to this noise 
or any other noise that is known to be present. Second, all the user 
subsystems are guaranteed to have spike isolation at the power 
inputs becausto they have a transformer rectifier device there. In 
our case this is a SO-V peak-to-peak square wave. Thirdly, all the 
inverters for all the user subsystems are in the same phase because 
there is only one inverter. So, of necessity they are going to be in 
phase. There will not be any harmonics or beat frequencies gen
~rated. 

The principal disadvantage that I can see is that maybe there 
are some particular experiments that would be basically incompati
ble with this, try as you may to reduce all the noise. In addition, 
it will not meet the MIL specs for conducted noise on power lines. 
The reaSOn I am bringing it up is because I think it is a system 
that has benefits for the E~fI engineer and the spacecraft as a 
whole, and yet I nave seen some power supplies ot ~his type totally 
rejected in the mitial conceptual phase of a project ;ust because 
the engineers knew it would not meet EMI specs that may have 
been imposed. 

Joseph C. ThornwaIl: Is this on a balanced system such as a 
twisted pair which is routed around? 

Albert C. Whittlesey: Yes, it has to be balanced. It is balanced on 
both ends and center-tapped with twisted shielded wires running 
throughout the spacecraft. 

Joseph C. Thornwall: That seems to me like the biggest advantage 
in a systEm like that. Unbalance is one of the things that causes us 
so m\,ch troubie. The telemetry signals and the output from the 
experiment to the interface with the. spacecraft being unbalanced 
seems to be one \'ery bad source of noise. That should be one way 
of reducing it. 

William R Johnson: [want to agrpe \\oit!:: boe. Mr. Thomwall and 
\Ir. Kelkenberg OIl the ad"anlages of the balanced circuitry Our 
low-frequency problems are primarily CGmmon mode and pri
marily they are due to unbalances in the circuitry. My commen\. 
earlier, that we put the ground in the center, meant symmetrically 
in the source or load end. Secondly, I agree also \1.o!th the second 
~omment that this type of system gen~rally creates problel1~s in the 
RF region. The thing that we h"ve really got to concern oursehrcs 
with is that we take iato ar;count, from an engineering standpoint, 
the differences. The-e are no good de.iign practices that cover 9 
or 10 decades of frequency. A lot of the good design practices 
',ooks that we go by should have been burned 20 or 30 years ago. 

H. T. Howard: J h"ve a general comment that involves all of us. I 
see nsing up the answer to some of these problems being specifica
tions and paper work. This is a great fear to me as a scientist and 
as a person trying to 'Jrodnce ha.":iware to go on flight programs. 
For exarr:ple, when voyager was active, delivery dates quoted 
were 6 years. Part of the prohlem is the specifications and paper 
work involved. We must do the be:.t we can to keep this in check. 
There are some engineers who car. onJy do specifications and 
paper work. Howcver, this is a comp;icated problem. The experi
ments we arc trying to do are complicated and require that top 
flight people be involved in the details. It requires that they be 
involved very early and thflt they be competent to use all of the 
analytical tools and aU of the data available, and use it both in 
the time and the frequency domains. We have seen some examples 
here where people have actually taken harnesses and made various 
measurements in an effort to determine what the situation really is. 
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Discussion (contd) 

We have se(;n examples in several papers where this wOlk is dis
carded and a rctum made to "cut and try." I think L'rls is un
fortunate, since you cannot replace the analytical approach with 
cut-and ·try techniques. You cannot r -,place good :>eople and 
common sense with paper work and specifications. 

The point of this is that I would hope in our getting together 
here, with the scientific community face to face with the EMC 
fraternity, that what we get out of it is the awareness that very 
early in the game we all have to talk together. We understand the 
spacecraft, or try to. Many of you UP :lerstand what is going to 
come out of the spacecraft in the real world. I tiunk we can de
sign around it. Mr. Thl)ffiwall has shown some excellent examples. 
Dr. MillPI and Mr. Lie havl: come across some things that seem 
obvious once you analyze them. It is important that we all get 
together early in the program and talk and design around these 
things; perhaps change the spacecraft, perhaps go to a different 
power system, but get at them early. Then we can have the speci
fications and the paper work. Maybe you can malce a paper system 
fly, but before then, it is going to take sharp people, not sharp 
paper work. 
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Jo~ph G. Bastow: In concluding this workshop, I have alced Mr. 
C. p. Wilson of l\'ASA H~adquarteN Mariner 67 Program Office, 
which sponsored these sessio.1S, to say a few words. 

C. P. Wilson: Mr. Howard just about summed up the whole work
shop very neatly. It seems clear to mil that it has been very 
fruitful to have brought together here people who are intimately 
bmiliar with spacecraft design, who have exJ:erienced problems 
on eSE, and who are actively engaged with experiments. Look
ing at the interfaces and exchanging this information I think 
has been a good thing. It appeared to me that there were surprisf>s 
on both sides of the aisle. I also got the idea that we really were 
talking about two different classes uf spacecraft. There seems to 
be one class in which we are making measurements of particles 
and fields and then there is a class which does not make measure
ments of particles and fields. The problems appear to be very dif
ferent. I also heard many times in the paper'l: the thing you have 
to do is to get the word to the design engineer very early in the 
program; pnd nobody can argue with this. I cannot help but feel 
that our search for knowledge in the exploration of space is en
hanced by this kind of an exchange, and I hope that we can have 
more that will be equally fruitful. 

JPL TECHN,ICAL MEMORANDUM 33-402 
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